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PREFACE,

The continually increasing importance of minute microscopi-

cal enquiry to those engaged in investigating the nature of

disease and promoting the advance of medicine, has rendered

it expedient to improve this book and make many additions

to it. Although increased professional and other duties have

prevented the author from devoting as much time to its revi-

sion as he could have wished, and the work is still far from

what he desires it should be, the present edition is in many

respects an improvement upon the last. The work now con-

tains fifty-eight plates which have been arranged and printed

with the greatest care. The text has been revised throughout,

and nearly ioo pages of new matter added. In order that

these changes might be made without considerably increasing

the size and price of the volume, and subjects of the greatest

importance to the practitioner fully treated of, it has been

necessary to omit the chapters on the structure of the healthy

tissues and organs. This is of little importance since this

part of the subject is treated of in many other works, and

much of what was published in previous editions will be intro-

duced into an enlarged edition of the author’s work on the

tissues, upon which he is now engaged.

In the hope of making the book more useful to those

studying medicine, ' suggestions for taking cases and making

post-mortem examinations,’ together with forms for recording

the results of physical examination, have been introduced.
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With the view of enabling the student to acquire with as

little trouble as possible correct notions of the appearance of

various objects, the number of illustrations in this work has

been largely increased. Many of them have been drawn on

wood or stone by the author himself. Some experience in

medical teaching has convinced him that in many cases careful

drawings may be substituted for long descriptions of objects

with advantage. He feels that in these days when there

is so very much that must be learnt, it is the duty of the

teacher to study not only how correct ideas may be conveyed

to the student’s mind, but how these may be communicated

most simply, and most pleasantly.

The author’s thanks are especially due to Mr. Sorby for kind

assistance in revising the paragraphs upon spectrum micro-

scopic analysis, to Mr. Lockhart Clarke for the directions for

preparing specimens of the brain and spinal cord given on

p. 24, and to Dr. Tilbury Fox and Dr. Tonge for help in the

preparation of the chapter on parasites.

Of the new drawings some have been engraved by Miss

Powell and others by Mr. Hart.

61, Grosvenor Street,

November, 1 866.
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TO

TO THE FIRST EDITION.

A short course of lectures given in the spring of last year,

been prepared, and which the author had originally intended to print

for the use of his pupils, much has since been added, and it is hoped

that, in its present shape, the work may afford some assistance to

practitioners and students in medicine who employ the microscope in

clinical investigation, or in physiological and pathological inquiries.

In the present day, this branch of investigation is being pursued

by all who are most anxious to increase our knowledge of the struc-

tural alterations taking place in disease, and of adding to our informa-

tion concerning some of those important processes which inter-

fere with the due performance of the healthy functions of different

organs—investigations in which all may find ample employment, and

may thus contribute to the advancement of the true interests of their

profession, and aid in the elucidation of truths which may ultimately

promote the interests and welfare of mankind in a degree not less

than they will add to the advancement of science.

Except in cases referred to in the text, the woodcuts, which have

been carefully executed by Mr. Davies, have been copied from draw-

ings taken by the author from objects actually under observation.

In preparing the work, the author has to acknowledge the assist-

ance he has derived from the suggestions of many
;
and he is very

desirous of taking advantage of this opportunity of acknowledging

how much he owes to his kind friends Dr. Todd, Mr. Bowman, Dr.

Johnson, and Dr. Acland, not only for the valuable assistance and

forms the basis of the present volume. To the notes which had

b
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information which he has on all occasions derived from their instruc-

tion and advice, but also for the warm encouragement they have con-

stantly afforded him while he was a pupil and ever since.

To his friend, Dr. Conway Evans, the thanks of the author are

also due for much kind assistance.

27, Carey Street,

4th April
,
1854.

PREFACE

TO

THE SECOND EDITION.

The author has endeavoured to increase the usefulness of the

work and render it as practical as possible. With this view it has

been revised throughout, and many of the articles have been entirely

re-written. Much that related merely to manipulation in the first

edition, will be found in “ How to Work with the Microscope,” and

has, therefore, been omitted in the present one. In place of this,

much matter bearing more exclusively upon Medicine has been intro-

duced, and upwards of sixty new and original woodcuts have been

inserted.

27, Carey Street,

October 1, 1858.
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TO THE READER.

This work may be ‘ read’ by studying the drawings with occa-

sional reference to the text. A description of each figure is appended

to it, and in many cases the section or page in which the subject is

treated of is noted. The author is of opinion that the student will

obtain more correct views by the attentive examination of well

executed figures than by reading very lengthy descriptions, and expe-

rience has convinced him that the subjects discussed in this volume

can be properly taught only by the exhibition of actual specimens and

careful drawings.



PART I.

THE APPARATUS NECESSARY FOR THE EXAMINATION OF OBJECTS

OF CLINICAL IMPORTANCE, OF THE PRACTICAL OPERATIONS

REQUIRED FOR THEIR DEMONSTRATION AND OF RECORDING

THE APPEARANCES OBSERVED.

CHAPTER I.

Of the Apparatus necessary for Microscopical Investigation. —
Method of submittmg a portion of Tissue or other Object to

Microscopical Exammation.—Of the Medium in which Objects

should be Exammed.— Great caidion necessary in drawing

inferences from Microscopical Appearances.—Of Drawing Objects.

—Camera Lucida.—Steel Disc.—Glass Reflector.—Of Drawing
Objects which it is bitended should be Engraved.—Of making

Lithographs.—Of ascertaining the Magnifying Power of Object

Glasses.—OfMeasuring the Diameter of an Object.—Standards

of Measurement.

In this work I shall only allude briefly to the kind of instrument

and apparatus required by the student for pursuing microscopical

enquiries in connection with clinical medicine. The principal forms

of microscopes, the different pieces of apparatus and the methods

of using them, have been already described in “How to Work with

the Microscope,” and frequent references have therefore been made

to the different sections of that work
;

but, for sake of brevity,

the following mode of reference has been adopted throughout this

book—H. to W., § .

Microscope and Accessory Apparatus.

l. Microscope.

—

In the simple microscope the magnified image of

the object passes at once to the eye of the observer. The coinpound

B
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2 THE MICROSCOPE IN CLINICAL INVESTIGATION.

microscope is the only one now used for microscopical research. In

this instrument the object is magnified in the first instance by the

object glass. This magnified image is again magnified by the eye-

piece. The image then is of course inverted, which inconvenience

may be obviated, if desired, by causing it to pass through another set

of lenses termed the erector.—H. to W., § 3.

The Student's Microscope should have a large stage, firm tripod

stand, coarse and fine adjustments, double mirror, and arrangement

for inclining the body. With two powers and bull’s-eye condenser the

instrument costs from five to ten guineas.* Some forms of students’

microscopes are referred to in “ How to Work with the Micro-

scope,” §§ 15, 16, where the chief points to be considered in choosing

a microscope are enumerated.

2. The Clinical, Pocket, Travelling and Class Microscope

—

Is an instrument devised by me some years since, which I have

found very useful for general observation in the fields, and also for

medical work and for class demonstration. This form of microscope

is composed of draw-tubes, like a telescope, of which there are three,

tube a (fig. 3, pi. I) carries the eye-piece, is four-and-a-half inches

in length, and slides in tube b
,
which is of the same length, but only

slides up to its centre in the outer tube c. Tube b carries the object-

glass. The tube b can be fixed by the aid of a screw-ring, d, at any

height, according to the focal length of the object-glass. This

arrangement prevents the risk of the object-glass being driven through

the preparation while being focussed. A screw clamp is attached to

the lower part of the body for fixing the preparation in any particular

position. There is also an aperture for admitting light to opaque

objects. The preparation is held in close contact with the flat

surface at the end of the microscope by pressure of a spring (fig. 9),

which allows the requisite movements to be made with the hand.

That part of the object which it is desired to examine can

be easily placed opposite the object-glass if the instrument be

inverted. Next, the focus is obtained by a screwing movement of

the tube b
;
and if it be desired to examine any other parts of the

object, this is easily effected by moving the slide with one hand

while the instrument is firmly grasped by the other. Delicate

focussing is effected by drawing the tube a up and down, a movement

which alters the distance between the eye-piece and the object-glass.

Any object-glass may be used with this instrument. I have

adapted various powers, from a three inch
,
magnifying fifteen diameters

,

* Students’ microscopes are now made by almost all microscope makers. To
Mr. Salmon the credit of being one of the first to make a well-arranged cheap

microscope is due.



PLATE I.

Fig. 1.
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Clinical microscope, with stand, arranged for class purposes,
with lamp, k 2.

Fig. 2.

Clinical microscope, with stand and lamp, improved by
Mr. Highley. $ 2.

Fig. 4.

Arrangement for adapting
diaphragm mirror and con-
denser to ' clinical micro-

scope.' ^ 2.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7-

Mirror employed for examining
objects by transmitted light.

$ 2 .

Fig. 8.

Sectional view of cell.

Fig. 3.

Pocket or clinical micro-
scope, half the real size. a.

tube with eye-piece, b, tube
carrying object glass, c, tube
in which the last slides, with
stage, e, clamp for fixing

preparation. § 2.

Fig. 9.

The stage, side view, showing
position of the spring. $ 2.

[To face page





EYE-PIECES. OBJECT GLASSES. 3

to a twelfth
,
magnifying seven hundred diameters

,

and I feel sure that

even higher powers may be used.

For transparent objects, ordinary daylight or the direct light of a

lamp may be used. For opaque objects and for ordinary reflected

light examinations, sufficient illumination is obtained from an ordinary

wax candle or small lamp placed at a short distance from the

aperture just above the object.

I constantly use this little microscope in clinical teaching.

Various urinary deposits, specimens of sputum, &c., maybe examined

by the patients’ bedside, and their characters demonstrated to the

class, and it is most convenient for all ordinary microscopical work

in the wards. It may be used either with or without its stand. The

arrangement of the stand, with its lamp, mirror, diaphragm, con-

denser, &c., will be at once understood by reference to figs, i, 2, 4,

pi. I. These microscopes can be purchased for twenty-five shillings,

without powers
;
and with the stands they will probably cost not

more than three pounds each. (See also H. to W., § 21.)

3. Eye-pieces—Negative and Positive.—The eye-piece ordinarily

used is the negative or Hugheniati eye-piece. It consists of two

plano-convex glasses, the flat surfaces of which are directed upwards.

The glass nearest the eye being the eye-glass
,
and the one at the

greater distance the field-glass.

In the positive eye-piece the convex surfaces of the glasses are

directed towards each other. This latter eye-piece is only used when

it is necessary to see distinctly some object in the eye-piece, as an

instrument for measuring, at the same time that the object itself is in

focus. The positive eye-piece is not now used in observation.

4 . Object-glasses.— 1. The inch
,
magnifying from 30 to 40 diameters

,

the glasses of which can be removed one by one, so that lower

powers can be obtained. 2. The quarter of an inch, magnifying

about 200 diameters. These glasses should define well
,
the field

should be perfectlyflat and free from coloured fringes
,
and they should

admit a sufficient amount of light. The object-glasses used in the

best instruments are of English manufacture, but some of those fur-

nished with the cheap microscopes are made on the continent, and

although much less expensive, the defining power of many of them

is very good, insomuch that they are practically useful for all

ordinary work. A good English quarter cannot be purchased for less

than five pounds, but these foreign objectives can be obtained for

from ten to thirty shillings. The higher object-glasses which are

useless without considerable practice are the twelfth
,

sixteenth
,

twenty-fifth and fiftieth. The first of these magnifies about 700

diameters, the last nearly 3,000. These high objectives, now made
. b 2
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by Messrs. Powell and Lealand, are most valuable glasses, but the

student is recommended not to attempt to use them until he is

perfectly familiar with the management of the lower powers and has

had great experience in manipulation and the preparation of objects.

5. The Diaphragm—Is a circular plate with holes in it of different

sizes. By it the circumferential rays of light reflected from the mirror

may be cut off.—H. to W., § 13.

6. The Bull’s-eye Condenser.—This instrument is required for

condensing the light on the object in the examination of opaque

preparations, and for dissecting under the influence of a strong light.

—H. to W., § 25-

I. Achromatic Condenser.—Employed in the examination of

objects by transmitted light.—H. to W., § 32.

8. Camps for Artificial Illumination.—A small French moderator

forms an excellent lamp for microscopical work. The German

lamps lately introduced by Mr. Pillischer give an excellent light and

can be easily arranged at any desired height. To microscopists

provided with gas, I recommend the Argand gas lamp designed

by Mr. Highley.—H. to W. §§ 39, 40. But the lamp which I find

upon the whole most advantageous for microscope work, even when

the 1 -50th of an inch object-glass is used, is one of the small paraffin

lamps with a round wick, now commonly sold for is. 6d.

Apparatus for Drawing and Measuring Objects, and for

ASCERTAINING THE MAGNIFYING POWER OF OBJECT GLASSES.

9. Neutral Tint Glass Reflector.—This fits on the eye-piece, the

microscope being arranged horizontally.—H. to W., § 44.

10. Common Hard Pencils, steel pens
,
Indian ink, fine Bristol

board
,
tracmgpaper

,
retracing paper.

11. stage Micrometers divided into 100ths and 1000ths of an inch.

—H. to W., § 60.

Instruments and Apparatus for general purposes.

12. Wire Retort stand for supporting watch-glasses, &c., pi. Ill,

fig. 12.—H. to W., § 70.

13. Tripod Wire Stands, pi. Ill, fig. 13.

14. Spirit Lamp, pi. Ill, fig. 12.—H. toW., § 69.

15. Evaporating Basins.

16. Watch-glasses.

II. Thin Glass, cut in squares and circles.

18. Plate Glass and Common 'Glass Slides, all three inches by

one inch. No other sizes should be used.
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For making Dissections, and for Cutting Thin Sections of

Soft and Hard Tissues.

19. Common Scalpels.

20. Double-edged Scalpel, pi. IV, fig, 20.

21. Sclssars, ordinary form, and a small pair with curved blades,

pi. Ill, figs. 15, 16, 17.

22 . Needles, mounted in handles, for dissecting. The handles of

crochet needles are convenient for holding the needles, some of which

may be flattened near the points, so as to serve for delicate knives.

23. Forceps.—One pair of ordinary dissecting forceps, and one

pair with curved blades, pi. Ill, fig. 18. Forceps for sputum, fig. 19.

24. Glass Dishes, of various sizes, from an inch to two inches in

depth, for dissecting under water.

25. Loaded Corks, pi. IV, fig. 25.

26. Fine Pins.

21 . Saw, with fine teeth, for cutting thin sections of bone and

Pther hard tissues, pi. IV, fig. 24.

28. Hones, for grinding sections of bone thinner, and for polishing

them.

29 . strong Knife for cutting thin sections of bone, &c.

Cements, Preservative Fluids, and Apparatus for Mounting

Objects in Air, Aqueous Fluids, and Balsam.

30 . Brunswick Black, containing a few drops of a solution of

India-rubber in coal naphtha. Bell’s cement for glycerine prepara-

tions.—H. to W., § 90, 91.

31. Spirit and Water.

—

H. to W. § 99.

32. Glycerine (Price’s),—H. to W., § 100.

33. Gelatine and Glycerine.—H. to W., § 106.

34. Solution of Naphtha and Creosote.—H. to W., § 102.

35. Carbolic Acid and Water.

36. Chromic Acid.—H. to W., § 104.

31. Turpentine. Canada Balsam.

38. Cells of various sizes.

39. Small Glass Shades, to protect recently mounted preparations

from dust.

For the separation of Deposits from Fluids.

40. Conical Glasses, pi. V, fig. 27.

41. Pipettes, pi. V, fig. 29.

42. Wash-bottle, pi. V, fig. 28.

43. Animalcule Cage, pi. V, fig. 30. Glass Cell, fig- 31.
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For making Injections.

44. Injecting Syringe, holding from half an ounce to an ounce,

pi. V, fig. 32.

45. Pipes of various sizes, pi. V, fig. 33.

46. Corks for stopping the pipes, pi. V, fig. 34.

49. Needle for passing the thread round the vessel, pi. V, fig. 37.

48. Bull’s-nose Forceps, for stopping vessels which have been

divided, pi. V, fig. 36.

49. For making Blue Injection.— Ferrocyanide of potassium.

“ Muriated tincture of iron? or the “ Tincture of Perchloride of Iron,”

of the British Pharmacopoeia. Glycerine and spirits of wine for

preparing the Prussian blue injecting fluid (§ 97).

Chemical Analysis in Microscopical Investigation.

50. Platinum Foil.

51. Test Tubes and Rack.

52. Small Tubes, about an inch or an inch and a half in length.

53. Stirring Rods.

54. Evaporating Basins.

55. Watch-glasses.

56. Small Glass Bottles with capillary orifices.

59. Wire Triangles, tripods.

58. Small Retort Stand.

59. Small Platinum Capsule.

60. Small Flasks.

Cl. Platinum Wire.

Reagents.

62. Ether.

63. Nitric Acid.

64. Acetic Acid.

65. Ammonia.
66. Solution of Potash.

69. Solution of Soda.

68. Nitrate of Silver.

69. Nitrate of Barytes.

90. Oxalate of Ammonia.
91. Iodine Solutions.

92. Test Papers.

*P* The instruments and apparatus above enumerated, may be obtained of

Mr. Matthews, Portugal Street, Lincoln’s Inn
; Mr. Highley, Green Street,

Leicester Square ; Mr. King, 190, Great Portland Street, W. They are also fur-

nished by most instrument makers. Many have been figured in “ How to Work
with the Microscope,” and figures of some of the most important have been

repeated here.
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Of Examining Objects.

It is not within the limits of the present work to describe

the anatomy of tissues in a healthy and diseased state, but I shall

describe the methods for demonstrating the anatomy of healthy and

diseased structures, which appear to me the most useful. Where any

particular method of investigation is required to demonstrate the

minute anatomy of a tissue, it will be my endeavour to give an

illustration of it. The student will, I hope, by reference to other

works, be enabled without much difficulty to fill up for himself those

deficiencies which limited space will not pennit me to supply.*

73. method of submitting a portion of Tissue, or other Object, to

microscopical Examination.—Objects may be examined by trans-

mitted and by reflected light. By the former we learn the nature of

the texture and internal arrangement of tissues, while by the latter

mode of examination we can only recognize peculiarities of the

surface.

For examination by transmitted light, an object must be suffi-

ciently thin and transparent to permit light to pass through it, while

thickness and opacity present no impediments to examining its

surface by throwing the light down upon it (reflected light).—See

H. to W., § 23 to § 29. In order to subject a portion of tissue or

any substance to examination by transmitted light, one usually

proceeds as follows :—A glass slide is carefully cleaned, and the thin

section of tissue which has been removed by the aid of forceps and

scissars, or a scalpel, placed in the centre
;
a drop of clean water,

serum, glycerine, or other liquid, is then added, and the whole covered

with a clean square or circle of thin glass. If the under surface of the

thin glass be gently breathed upon, it becomes wetted more easily.

The substance may be teased out with needles, pressed, or unravelled

if necessary before covering it with the thin glass. If the substance

be covered with much soft pulpy matter, or debris produced in the

process of cutting the section, it may be slightly washed in water

before being placed upon the slide, or a jet of water from the wash-

bottle may be forced upon it. Thin sections will require to be laid

flat upon the slide, with the assistance of needles and forceps.

74. Of the Media in which Objects should he Examined.

—

With reference to the medium in which any particular object is to

be examined, but few rules can be laid down. Many structures may

be examined in water, but it should be borne in mind that this fluid

* The Archives of Medicine, and Papers in the Phil. Trans. The Physiologi-

cal Anatomy and Physiology of Man. The Structure of the Tissues, &c.
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often alters the character of the tissue very much. Generally,

tissues should be submitted to examination in a medium which

closely resembles that which surrounds them during life in density

and fluidity. Thus, albumen and water form a very useful fluid for

examining many structures. In a fluid of this kind, made to

resemble as closely as possible in density and in chemical com-

position the fluid which bathes the tissues during life, we may
conclude that the appearances observed are natural, and not

produced artificially. There are, however, many cases in which it is

desirable to examine a tissue in a medium of much greater density

that that with which it is ordinarily surrounded. There are many
highly refracting structures which require immersion in a highly

refracting medium before their arrangement can be made out. When
a section of a' tissue appears thick and opaque in water, immersion

in such a medium often renders it perfectly clear and transparent.

White fibrous tissue, although so opaque, even in very thin layers,

as to prevent structures embedded in it from being visible, may be

made perfectly clear and transparent by being immersed in syrup or

in glycerine. Of these fluids glycerine is the most convenient, and

can be easily diluted to any required strength. When employed

dilute, it is well to place a piece of camphor in the bottle in which it

is kept, which prevents it from becoming mouldy. In the investiga-

tion of morbid growths, great advantage will be gained by the use of

glycerine, but when fibrous tissue is present, its characters must be

made out in water, or in a fluid of very moderate density
;
and in

observing the appearances of a structure in glycerine, allowance must

always be made for the greater transparency of the fibrous tissue.

The composition and method of using different preservative solu-

tions are fully discussed in “ How to Work with the Microscope,”

and, therefore, need not be again referred to here.—H. to W., § 19

to 1 13.

*J5. Of making and recording Observations, and of drawing In-

ferences from Microscopical Appearanccs.-WThe difficulty of making

out the structure of many organs and tissues is great, and very

considerable practical experience is required to demonstrate distinctly

the anatomical characters of a healthy texture. These difficulties

are much increased in the examination of morbid growths. When
chemical reagents are applied, the effects must be very carefully

observed, otherwise there is danger of mistaking the change of

character produced by the application of the reagent, for a morbid

alteration. Even the addition of a drop of water often materially

alters the microscopical characters of a tissue. It is only by very

frequent and careful examination of morbid growths, that the
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observer can hope to recognize and interpret their characteristic

appearances, and it should only be with the utmost caution, and

after long familiarity with microscopical examination generally, that

he should attempt to pronounce an opinion with reference to the

nature of a morbid growth. Without extensive observation and great

care, he will run the risk of bringing discredit not only upon himself

as an observer, but also upon microscopical investigation generally.

The opinion is much too common that a good instrument and the

necessary apparatus are alone required to make a microscopical

observer, and it is well that every one should guard himself in the

outset against so fatal a mistake. Every one must educate his eye

for himself, and although he will undoubtedly receive some assistance

from the teaching of others, from books and faithful drawings, he

must not depend upon these, but must trust chiefly to his own energy

and perseverance. No one who does not at once make up his mind

to give up a good deal of time to the pursuit, can ever become an

observer, or learn how to avoid making great mistakes
;
and he who

cannot, or is unwilling to spend considerable time in work had better

not take up the subject at all. A good knowledge of drawing, of the

stethoscope, of the ophthalmoscope, and indeed of any other inves-

tigation accessory to medical research, requires far more devotion

than is implied in the mere sacrifice of the money which is necessary

for the purchase of books and instruments. So it is with the micro-

scope
;
and he who has the largest means at his disposal for obtaining

the most costly instrument made, and all the books published on the

subject, with the advantages of the best tuition, is not more likely to

become a useful,- earnest labourer in this field of inquiry, than the

student who spends his five pounds in a simple instrument, without

any unnecessary luxurious arrangements—with a conviction that the

study is real, and worthy of attention, and with a determination to

set to work honestly and zealously with the hope of being one day

able to add his work to that of men who have worked before him,

whose lives and labours he respects and honours.

The student is recommended to examine very frequently the

structure of the kidney and liver in man and many of the lower

animals, because these organs are very often the subjects of investi-

gation in cases of disease
;

the changes in structure which they

undergo having received a large share of attention.

Of Drawing, Engraving, and Measuring Objects.

96. Of Drawing Objects.—It may almost be said that all progress

in our knowledge of minute structure, both in healthy and diseased
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tissues, depends upon the drawings which are made. It is almost

hopeless for an observer to attempt to describe what he sees in words,

and such descriptions, however detailed they may be, cannot, to any

advantage, be compared with those of others. On the other hand, a

truthful drawing of what a man has seen lately, may be compared with

others which may be made a hundred years hence, although the

means of observation will be far more perfect than they are at present.

Much will be learned by such comparisons. I am sure that an honest

inquirer cannot be of greater use in his time than by making good

drawings of what he has seen ;—they will be of far greater help to

our successors, than any amount of description we can write for

them, and we may feel sure they will look at our drawings if they are

honest copies of nature, while we all know that comparatively very

little of what we write will be read when the whole aspect of this

department of science shall be changed.

Although the method of drawing objects has been fully dis-

cussed in “ How to Work with the Microscope,” the subject is so

important that I think it desirable to give some brief directions here.

In delineating an object magnified by the microscope, it is impor-

tant to copy it correctly, both as regards the relative position of the

several structures to each other, and also with respect to size. To
copy the size exactly will be found extremely difficult by the eye alone,

but there are several ways of proceeding by which accuracy may be

ensured. Some of these I shall now briefly describe. The simplest

method is to place the paper upon the same level as the stage upon

which the object is situated. If we now look steadily at the object

with one eye, while the other is employed to govern the movements

of the pencil, the object will appear to be thrown as it were upon the

paper, and its outline may be very readily traced. By a little practice,

the relative size of objects may be insured in this manner, but it is

troublesome and difficult to keep both the object and paper perfectly

still. The principle of the camera lucida has been applied to taking

microscopical drawings, and has been found to succeed admirably.

The object appears to be thrown down upon the paper, and with a

little practice the observer may trace the lines with great accuracy.

If a little steel disc be placed at an angle of 45 ° with the eye-glass, it

will receive the magnified image of the object and reflect it upwards

upon the retina of the observer.—H. to W., § 43. The simplest and

cheapest reflector for microscopical drawing, consists of a small piece

of plate-glass slightly coloured, in order to improve its reflecting

power, but still not so dark as to prevent an object being seen through

it perfectly.—H. to W., § 44, plate xvii.

77. of Drawing with these Instruments.

—

In order to use these
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instruments, the microscope is arranged horizontally, and the paper

placed on the table. It is important to arrange the light very care-

fully. The image should not be illuminated too intensely, and the

paper upon which the drawing is made should not be too much in

the shade, or the point of the pencil will not be seen distinctly.

Experiment can alone decide the relative intensity of the light upon

the object and upon the paper, but with a little practice the proper

amount of illumination will be discovered. The distance between

the reflector and the paper should be precisely the same as from the

object to the eye-piece, for otherwise the size of the object delineated

will be altered.

The object appears to be thrown upon the paper, and its outline

is very readily traced. If it is to be drawn smaller, it is only

necessary to place the paper upon a stand closer to the reflector.

If, on the other hand, a large diagram is required, the distance must

be increased. By placing the diagram paper upon the floor, the

object can be readily traced with a long pencil. In this manner

many of my diagrams have been made. They must of course be

accurate copies of the objects themselves, and are therefore far more

truthful than diagrams, copied from drawings representing micro-

scopical structure, can be. If the distance of the diagram paper be

always the same, the drawings so obtained may be compared with

each other, and scales of measurement may be appended to them.

—

H. to. W., § 62.

IS. Of making Drawing's which it is intended should he

Engraved.—With a little practice, the observer may acquire the

power of drawing on wood, and the engraver will often be able to

produce a more faithful representation of the object than he could by

copying the drawings on paper of the microscopical observer. It is,

however, necessary to practise the plan of producing varieties of tints,

by straight lines, whenever this can be done, as the labour of

engraving is thus much economised. The drawing should first be made
roughly on paper, in order to obtain the size and general characters of

the object. A piece of retransfer paper is then placed between the

prepared block and the paper sketch, and the prominent lines of the

drawing retraced with some blunt-pointed instrument (a needle, the

point of which has been made blunt by filing it, answers very well). By
using a slight pressure, the colour of the retransfer paper is transferred

to the wood block in the lines corresponding to those of the drawing.

These lines are afterwards traced with lead pencil, corrected, if

necessary, and the delicate parts of the drawing filled in by carefully

copying from the object.

If the engraving is to. be a facsimile of the drawing with the''
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different parts on corresponding sides, it is necessary, in the first

place, to copy the picture with ordinary tracing paper, and invert

the tracing upon the retransfer paper on the wood block, as the

impressions are of course always reversed; or a reverse may be

obtained by copying the image of the drawing reflected from a

looking-glass.

Tracing Paper
,
Retransfer Paper and Wood blocks can be obtained

all ready for use at the artists’ colourmen. See list of addresses at

end of the volume.

19. Of obtaining Lithographs of microscopical Drawings.

—

I have given directions for drawing on stone in H. to W., § 50, et seq.

If the drawing does not contain much very minute work, it may
be drawn on good lithographic transferpaper with lead pencil, direct

from the microscope. Aftenvards, the lines are to be traced with a

pen with lithographic ink
;
the shading may be effected by delicate

lines made with the pen, or with lithographic chalk. There are two

plans for drawing on the stone itself, which produce better results

than the preceding method, but they require more practice for their

performance.—See H. to W., § 53. If the work is very delicate, as

is the case with most subjects the microscopical observer wishes to

obtain representations of, engraving on stone will give the most satis-

factory results. The process is very simple, but requires considerable

practice in executing it.—H. to W., § 54. It will, I know, be said that

these processes take much time, and are of a nature which an

intelligent draughtsman can perform, and are hardly worth the labour

which a microscopical observer who wishes to carry them out must

be content to bestow. Objections of other kinds may be urged, but

I cannot but feel that if I had been prevented from having the

drawings made at home, not one of the pages illustrating many of my
works would have been published. I believe it to be quite as

impossible to obtain a good representation of any microscopic object

without long and careful study, as it is to produce a copy of any

other object in nature
;
and surely it is hard to expect a draughtsman

who is engaged in copying various subjects to spend hours in looking

at specimens in a microscope, observing things which he neither

knows, nor perhaps desires to know, anything about.

Whatever is observed is worth copying, provided it has not been

correctly copied before. Very much yet remains to be done in

representing microscopic texture faithfully. Photography has done

much, and will doubless assist more
;
but there are many structures,

the colour of which alone renders it quite impossible to obtain

photographs of them. It can only be by patient study that any one

can hope to be able to copy accurately by hand the beautiful and
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delicate lines and tints in many microscopic objects
;
but it is so

important that this should be done well, that I cannot too strongly

urge on all those who wish to work at the microscope, earnestly to

practise drawing as much as possible on micro-photography.—See H.

to W., chapter ix., p. 149 to 189.

It is beyond the power of language to describe the characters of

many structures in such a way that their appearance could be

reproduced in the mind of another
;
and even if this could be done,

so wonderfully delicate and minute are the observed differences in

many cases, that any attempt to classify and arrange our observations

seems at present hopeless, and becomes more hopeless in proportion

as observations multiply, while the different meanings which different

persons attach to words and phrases, give rise to another difficulty in

our attempt to collate and deduce inferences from the observations

which have been made. It therefore seems to me that all advance

in our knowledge of structure, as well as of the minute changes

incessantly going on in living organisms, really depends upon accu-

rate copies of the objects being made, for in this way alone can

the work of the present generation be useful to that which succeeds it.

80. On Measuring the Diameter of Objects.

*

—Instead ofalluding

to the dimensions of an object in the text, it is better to refer the

reader to properly arranged scales appended to every drawing. If

these scales are magnified in the same degree as the objects deli-

neated, the diameter of every object depicted may be at once read

off. For all ordinary purposes, it is only necessary to compare

roughly the size of the drawing with the scale, which is magnified in

the same degree as the specimen itself, but in those instances where

great accuracy is important, a pair of compasses may be used. In

my memoirs and books, I have not stated the dimensions of any of

the objects, because any one can readily ascertain these for himself,

by reference to the scales appended.

I cannot therefore too strongly recommend all microscopic ob-

servers to ascertain for themselves the magnifyingpower ofevery object-

glass
,
and to prepare, in the manner described in H. to W., § 62, a

scale of measurement by which the dimensions of every object can be at

once ascertained.

81. Mode of ascertaining the Magnifying Power of the Object-

glass.

—

A glass micrometer divided into iooths of an inch is placed

in the focus of the object-glass of the microscope, which is arranged

horizontally. The neutral tint glass-reflector is fitted to the extremity

* See also “How to Work with the Microscope,” and a paper in the

“ Archives of Medicine,” No. 1 .
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of the eye-piece, and the light carefully adjusted so as to render the

micrometer lines distinctly visible. Care must, however, be taken

that the distance from the object-glass to the reflector is the same as

from the latter to the paper beneath it, upon which the magnified

micrometer lines may now be traced. A four or six-inch scale, accu-

rately divided into ioths of an inch, is now applied to the magnified

iooths of an inch, which have been traced on paper, and the magni-

fying power of the glass is at once ascertained. Suppose each

magnified iooth of an inch covers one inch, the magnifying power

will be ioo diameters; if an inch and three-tenths, 130 diameters; if

four-tenths of an inch, 40 diameters
;
and so on, each tenth of an

inch corresponding to a magnifying power of ten times.

If we wish to ascertain the magnifying power of one of the higher

object-glasses, a micrometer divided into ioooths of an inch should

be employed instead of the one just alluded to. In this last case,

each tenth of an inch upon the scale, corresponds to a magnifying

power of one hundred, instead of ten diameters. Any fractional

parts can be readily estimated if we have a very accurately divided

scale. This process must be repeated for every object-glass, as well

as for each different eye-piece employed with the several objectives.

82. To ascertain the Diameter of an Object.— If an object be

substituted for the micrometer, and its outline carefully traced upon

paper, its dimensions may of course be easily ascertained by com-

parison with the micrometer lines. The magnifying power used being

the same in both cases.—H. to W., § 64.

The following are examples of some of the scales referred to :

—

luce lAs.
1 x -tux

Mac rJr.s . i x. sis

Mac iJ/s 1,1,1111,1. 1 : : : : :—j xiw

2C0 -fhs 1 :
1

I 1 1 y as

nrcths mi : i I X ss

tnr.1hs inmn-.il ' ' I ' ' I K1S

ioooths and iooths of an English inch magnified in various degrees.

The smallest divisions indicate io.ccoths and ioooths of an inch.

83. Standards of Measurement.— In this country we usually

employ the English inch, but on the continent the Paris line=‘o888,

or about i-nth of an English inch, is very generally used. The

sign is used to signify “ of a line,” and has been employed by

Professor Kolliker in his works, while " signifies “ of an inch.” In

order to compare the researches of different authors, it is often

necessary to convert one expression of measurement into another.

—

See H. to W., § 66.
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CHAPTER II.

Methods ofExamining Tissues.—Preliminary Operations.—OfHarden-
ing Tissues.—Of Colouring and Staining the Living Matter and

Formed Matter of Tissues.—Of Cutting Thin Sections of Soft

Tissues .— Of Cutting thin sections of Hard Tissues : new Pro-

cess.—Instruments.—Of Making Minute Dissections
,
and of

Dissecting under Water.—Of'Injecting.—New Method ofPreparing

Tissuesfor Microscopical Examination under the highest Magnify-

ing Powers.—Of Examining Living Bodies wider the Microscope,

and of Arrangements for Preserving their Vitality.—Examina-

tion of Deposits from Fluids, and of their Preservation.—Of
Preserving Specimens Permanently.—Of the Binocular Microscope.

—Of Finders.

84. Methods of Examination.—In order to examine the structure

of many tissues, it is necessary to obtain a section evenly cut, and

sufficiently thin to permit the transmission of the light readily. The

difficulty of making thin sections of many textures is often very great,

and the section cannot be made with an ordinary scalpel. Sometimes

we require to cut a thin section of a soft texture, which can scarcely be

touched without injuring its delicate structure and altering the position

of its constituents
;
while, in other instances, we must obtain a very

thin transparent section of a substance so hard, that steel tools will

scarcely scratch it, as the enamel of teeth, fossil teeth, &c.

Before the operation of cutting a thin section can be performed,

it is sometimes necessary to soften the tissue by soaking it in some

chemical solution. In other instances, the texture requires hardening,

in consequence of being too pulpy and soft to be cut with a knife.

A tissue may be hardened in some cases by drying it, but various

chemical substances are highly valuable for this purpose.

Preliminary Operations in Examining Tissues.

85. Of Hardening Tissues by Boiling.—This operation is often

of great service in enabling us to demonstrate the structure of a

tissue. For instance, the fibres of which the crystalline lens is com-

posed, are best shown after boiling the lens in water. The branched
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muscular fibres in the tongue of the frog, and in other situations,

may be made out very readily by boiling the tissue in water for a few

moments, and then tearing up small portions with fine needles.

Beautiful sections of muscular fibre can often be obtained after the

texture has been boiled in water. Various glands and other tissues

often require to be boiled for some time in water, in order to harden

them. In all cases the microscopical characters of the recent texture

should be ascertained, as well as those of the tissue which has been

hardened by boiling. Small portions of tissue can be readily boiled

in a test-tube over the spirit-lamp.

86. Of Washing, Soaking, or Pressing Tissues.

—

Not unfre-

quently it is necessary to get rid of the soft and more pulpy part of

a tissue, in order to subject the more dense and fibrous portion to

examination. This object is usually effected by soaking the tissue in

water for some little time, and then placing it under a running stream

of water, by which means the softer portions are gradually washed

away. Soaking in water frequently enables us to tear up a tissue

very readily with the aid of needles, and thus to demonstrate its

structure. Occasionally it is found necessary to press the tissue, and

rub parts of it together, before the soft pulpy portions can be got

rid of. In this way we may demonstrate the supporting or trabecular

tissue of the spleen, and the areolar and vascular tissue of many

organs. Thin sections of kidney, liver, and other glandular organs,

may be thus treated when we wish to wash away the epithelium and

blood, in order to study the characters of the tissues which remain.

In these operations the wash-bottle, fig. 28, will be found useful.

Generally it will be better to make a thin section of the tissue first,

and then soak and wash carefully, when the parts may be seen in

situ. The process of rendering delicate tissues extremely thin by

pressure is greatly facilitated if the tissue be immersed in a viscid,

medium such as strong glycerine or syrup instead of water. In this

way the tissue may be frayed out without being destroyed or crushed,

and thus its structure may be most clearly demonstrated.

8*3. Drying the Tissue previous to Examination.—Thin sections

of certain tissues can be obtained only by drying the substance

thoroughly in the first place
;
and then cutting off a thin shaving with

a sharp knife. In this way, specimens of skin, mucous membrane,

and many other tissues, are often most advantageously prepared.

The tissue is stretched on a board with pins, and then allowed to

dry, when a very thin section can be cut off and examined in Canada

balsam
;
or it may be soaked in water for a short time, and when

subjected to examination, will have regained its fresh appearance.

Portions of muscular fibre, pieces of the tongue, skin, the sclerotic,
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choroid, and retina, and many other tissues, may be allowed to dry

in this manner, and with a sharp knife exceedingly thin sections may
be easily obtained, which could not be procured in any other way.

The drying may be effected in a warm room, or in a current of air.

A high degree of artificial heat should be avoided, and in many cases

the best plan of drying a tissue is to place it in a basin under a bell

jar, supported on a piece of coarse wire gauze, over sulphuric acid.

The process is expedited by exhausting the air, which may be readily

effected under the receiver of a small hand air pump.

88. Igniting the Substance in order to remove Organic natter.

—When the inorganic part of a tissue which is not altered by expo-

sure to a red-heat is to be examined, recourse may be had to ignition,

in order to get rid of the animal matter. In this way, crystals of

carbonate and phosphate of lime, and granules of siliceous matter

may be separated from the organic material with which they were

combined. The beautiful siliceous shells of the diatomaceae may be

thus obtained. The ignition should be performed in a small plati-

num capsule, supported on a tripod (pi. Ill, fig. 13), or upon a

small piece of platinum foil. The carbonaceous residue must be

exposed to the dull red-heat of a spirit-lamp for some time, until only

a pure white ash remains, which will be found to contain the objects

of our search in a very perfect state. If the siliceous matter only is

wanted, the ash should be treated with strong nitric acid, which will

dissolve any carbonate or phosphate. The insoluble residue may
then be washed and dried, and subjected to microscopical examination

immersed in water, glycerine, turpentine, or Canada balsam. In

many cases, this method is superior to that of boiling in nitric acid,

in order to remove the organic matter. Both processes may, however,

be employed where only the siliceous residue is wanted ; but if we

require the calcareous salts, ignition at a dull red-heat is alone appli-

cable.

89. Of rendering Transparent Tissues more Opaque, and of

making Opaque Tissues more Transparent by chemical reagents.

—Many tissues which are perfectly transparent, and apparently struc-

tureless when subjected to ordinary examination, can be shown to

possess a peculiar structure if treated with some chemical reagent

which has the property of rendering them more or less opaque.

In many cases the granular appearance produced by certain reagents,

depends upon the precipitation of albuminous matter.—Thus a weak

solution of alcohol often enables us to cause coagulation of the

surface of a mass of germinal matter, and many have been led to

infer from the appearances produced, the presence of an external

membrane or cell wall where no such structure really existed. Some-

c
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times coagulation is effected in certain lines only, and in some

instances, important deductions may be arrived at, concerning the

structure of the texture, as well as the manner in which the new
matter was deposited. Chromic acid renders some perfectly trans-

parent structures composed of albuminous matter more or less

granular, and by the action of this substance, peculiarities of the

tissue which were before invisible, are often developed. The trans-

parent vitreous humor of the eye, was shown by Mr. Bowman to

possess a curiously lamellated arrangement, by the action of acetate of

lead. Acids and many salts, such as alum, acetate of lead, acetate

of alumina, solution of perchloride of iron, nitrate of silver (§ 91) &c.,

effect a very important alteration in many perfectly transparent

tissues.

Contrary to general opinion, many of the softest textures may
however be investigated with the greatest facility after having been

soaked in strong glycerine, and much concerning their structure may
be learnt by this process. The glycerine used at first must be weak,

and its strength must be very slowly and gradually increased. The
reagents above referred to may be dissolved in the glycerine, and

usually the prolonged action of weak solutions afford more satisfac-

tory results than the quick action of strong ones. I have beautiful

preparations of the most delicate embryonic tissues, preserved in the

strongest glycerine. It is often advantageous to harden the tissues

slightly by the addition of a little of the chromic acid glycerine solu-

tion. (H. to W., § 299). When once the tissues have been fully

permeated by glycerine, they may be dissected and manipulated in a

manner which before was impossible.

Sometimes the mere addition of a coloured solution is sufficient

to render a tissue perfectly distinct, which before was too transparent

to be visible. A little Prussian blue, diluted with much water, or a

solution of carmine in ammonia, used in a very dilute state, will in

some instances enable the observer to demonstrate the presence of

basement membrane, which could not be seen before. The process

of 1 staining' is very valuable for demonstrating delicate structural

peculiarities in many transparent tissues. (See § 91.)

The most important chemical agents for rendering tissues more

transparent
,
are acids and alkalies. Many structures, however, are

made perfectly clear by being immersed in certain solutions of high

specific gravity, which exert no chemical alteration on the texture.

Syrup or glycerine may be used for this purpose, but I much prefer

the latter, as it is not so liable to be invaded by fungi, while it forms

a most excellent preservative solution. The solution of glycerine or

sugar first added should be dilute, and its strength gradually increased.
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This may be effected either by adding small quantities of strong

glycerine or sugar at intervals of a few hours, or by concentrating the

original solution by evaporation at a gentle heat or in vacuo over

sulphuric acid. White fibrous tissue, which even in a very thin

layer appears opaque when examined in most fluids, becomes

perfectly clear and transparent after being soaked for a short time in

glycerine.

Acetic Acid renders some tissues transparent by virtue of its

property of dissolving earthy salts, such as phosphate and carbonate of

lime, and in other instances certain forms of albuminous matters,

especially the granular matter which exists in the cell wall is made
perfectly clear. Acetic acid also causes white fibrous tissue to swell

up and become perfectly clear, while all traces of its fibrous appear-

ance is lost. On all varieties of yellow elastic tissue, however, it

exerts no action, so that by its use the fibres of yellow elastic tissue

can always be demonstrated, although embedded in the white fibrous

connective tissue. Various other acids are employed in microscopical

enquiries, but these will be considered in Chapter III.

Alkalies dissolve a great number of coagulated albuminous prin-

ciples, and many opaque tissues are rendered perfectly transparent if

acted upon by an alkali. The principal alkaline solutions used by

the microscopist are carbonate of potash ,
liquor potassce, and liquor

sodce (solutions of hydrate of potash and soda in water). These are

employed of different strengths. They dissolve many opaque albu-

minous substances, if used very strong, and if diluted, render them

clear and transparent. Sometimes it is desirable to render fibrous

tissue transparent, in order to observe the character of certain earthy

phosphates, or other substances embedded in it, which are known to

be soluble in acetic acid. In such case an alkali must be employed.

Instances of the application of acids or alkalies to the same end

might be alluded to, but the particular advantages of one or other

class of reagents will be brought forward in other parts of the

work.

In some cases a texture may be dissolved, and thus other textures

which were embedded in it become visible. The soft pulpy portion of

an organ may often be got rid of by allowing a stream of water to play

upon it for some time. The spleen pulp may thus be separated from

the trabecular tissue of the spleen. Cells may be washed away from

thin sections of liver or kidney leaving the vessels, nerves, and con-

neqtive tissue of these organs. Sometimes the addition of a little

hydrochloric acid is advantageous in breaking up the cellular part of

a tissue. The cellular tissue may be thus removed from the vascular

and fibrous texture of leaves.

c 2
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Schultze has recommended the use of chlorate of potash and

nitric acid for destroying connective tissue, and Kuhne has par-

ticularly advocated the plan very strongly for the purpose of demon-

strating the arrangement of the nerve fibres distributed to voluntary

muscle, and he maintains that by this plan the nerve fibres may be

shown to perforate the sarcolemma of the elementary fibres which

are isolated from one another by the destruction of the intervening

connective tissue. The solution may be made of various strengths.

One or two small crystals of chlorate of potash may be placed in a

test tube, and about half a teaspoonful of distilled water, and from

ten to twenty drops of nitric acid, added.

The reaction with strong nitric acid sp. gr. i
-

5 is of course much
more decided, but if the solution is dilute, although the action will

be slower, the results obtained will be more satisfactory. The mix-

ture may be gently warmed and freely shaken. The muscular fibres

may be seen to separate from one another. The action of the

reagents, especially if strong solutions be used, corrugates the nerve

fibres and alters the muscles. Indeed, as far as I am able to judge,

after having examined some specimens prepared by Kuhne, and

others made by myself according to his directions, the results are by

no means satisfactory. The appearances which I have myself seen

would not lead me to accept the conclusions arrived at, but it is

possible that Kuhne has succeeded in making specimens more

distinct and definite than any I have actually seen. I think, how-

ever, that this process, as well as many other plans of preparation

strongly recommended in Germany, is wrong in principle. I have

proved experimentally that many of the very fine nerve fibres which

I have succeeded in demonstrating by a totally different procedure,

are completely destroyed or rendered invisible in tissues subjected

to strong chemical actions.

90. Of rendering Soft Tissues Hard and Transparent.

—

There are

very many solutions which have the property of hardening soft tissues,

but as their action depends principally upon the formation of inso-

luble albuminous compounds which are opaque and granular, but few

are applicable for microscopical purposes. Various saline solutions

as alum, bichloride of mercury, arsenious acid, &c., render most tissues

too granular and opaque for observation. A very dilute solution of

chromic acid of a pale straw colour, is useful for hardening many

textures, but in most instances a compound fluid, consisting of a

mixture of two solutions—of which, one has the property of precipit-

ating albuminous substances in an insoluble state, while the other

tends to dissolve them—is to be preferred. Such a solution hardens

a tissue effectually, but at the same time renders it transparent. If
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desirable, the refractive power of such a fluid may be increased by

the addition of glycerine, and with a little trouble, fluids suitable for

the examination of almost every structure may be made. The solu-

tions which I have used, are the following : alcohol, glycerine, acetic,

nitric, chromic, and hydrochloric acids, potash, and soda. Now alcohol,

hydrochloric and nitric acids render many transparent albuminous

textures, granular and opaque, and as is well known, produce pre-

cipitates in albuminous solutions. Alcohol will, however, dissolve

fat granules. Acetic acid, potash and soda, cause many albu-

minous tissues, which are more or less opaque or granular, to

become clear and transparent, and dissolve insoluble precipitates of

certain albuminous compounds. Glycerine, in consequence of its

high refractive power, renders many tissues, which in their natural

state are opaque, perfectly clear. Glycerine may be made the basis

of all test solutions and preserving media. The various chemical

tests may be added to it, and if the textures to be tested are well

saturated with the same substance, most excellent results are

obtained.

By mixing together certain solutions, having opposite properties,

compound fluids may be obtained, which will exert different effects

upon tissues according to the proportion of the different constituents

present. A mixture of alcohol and acetic acid, renders sections of

the spinal cord and nerves so beautifully transparent, that many new

points in their minute structure have been demonstrated, which, as

far as is known, can be distinguished by no other process. This

solution was employed by Mr. Lockhart Clarke in his investigations

on the spinal cord. It was only after a very laborious course of

investigation and repeated trials of every kind of admixture which he

thought likely to produce the desired end, that Mr. Clarke hit upon

this most useful fluid. In his very first paper, before he had carried

his observations upon the anatomy of the cord to any very great

extent, he described minutely the manner in which his specimens had

been prepared, and thus liberally gave his fellow-labourers the advan-

tage of carrying on investigations in this wide field of enquiry,

although he himself had only commenced his researches. Dr.

Lenhossek, of Vienna, has adopted Mr. Lockhart Clarke’s plan, and

has made some beautiful specimens, which he exhibited in London

some time since, and which may now be seen in the Museum of the

Royal College of Surgeons.

No better example than this can be adduced of the great value

of studying the chemical and physical characters of the tissues, and

endeavouring to overcome, by particular methods of investigation, the

impediments which exist to the successful demonstration of the
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anatomy of many structures. The solution employed by Mr. Clarke,

is composed of three parts of alcohol and one part of acetic acid.

The proportions may be varied according to the properties which the

new fluid is required to have. For some time past Mr. Clarke has

adopted a modification of his original plan. He has been kind

enough to send me the following directions, which I print in his own

words

Mr. Lockhart Clarkes Method ofpreparing the Brain and Cordfor

Microscopical Examination.—The spinal cord and medulla oblongata

of man, and the higher mammalia are to be cut into pieces of half or

three-quarters of an inch long, and steeped in a solution of one part

of chromic acid in 200 parts of water, for three weeks or a month.

It is then preserved for use in a solution of about one part of bichro-

mate ofpotash in 200 parts of water. For hardening the convolutions

of the cerebrum and cerebellum, the solution of chromic acid must

be weaker than for the spinal cord or medulla oblongata, that is the

proportion of one part of the acid to four, or even five hundred parts

of water
;
but the portions of brain must be small, not more than half

an inch thick, otherwise they become rotten before the acid has

reached their centres. A little spirit added to the solution for two

or three days, after the first day, will prevent this. The pure solution

can then be renewed.

Spirit of wine is used to wet the knife or razor in making sections,

which should be washed in water before they are placed in the solution

of carmine. When sufficiently coloured, the sections are again

washed in water, and placed for ten minutes or a quarter of an hour

in strong spirit
;

after which, if they be thin, they are floated on the

surface of spirit of turpentine, where they remain until they are quite,

or nearly transparent, when they are removed to glass slides, on

which a little Canada balsam has been previously dropped. If now
examined under the microscope, they frequently show but little

traces of either cells or fibres—a circumstance which seems to have

caused Schroeder Van der Kolk, and some others, to abandon the

method first,—but if the sections be set aside for a little while, and

treated occasionally with a little turpentine, the cells and fibres

reappear, and present a beautiful appearance. Before they are finally

covered with thin glass, they should be examined at intervals under

the microscope, to see whether all the details of structure have come

out clearly

;

and if so, as much Canada balsam must be used as

suffices for mounting. If the sections be of considerable thickness
,

it

will be found best to place them in a shallow vessel, the bottom of

which is kept simply wet with turpentine, which can therefore ascend

through them from below, while the spirit evaporates from their upper
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surfaces, for the prmciple of the method is this :
—to replace the spirit by

turpentine, and this by Canada balsam, without drying the sections.

The method at first is attended with some difficulty, and practice is

necessary to ensure complete success. Experience, also, may suggest,

according to circumstances, certain modifications of the exact process

here given, which, to a certain extent, must be considered as general.

This method is now generally adopted in Germany, and other

parts of the continent, in investigating the structure of the brain and

spinal cord.

Alcohol
,
Acetic Acid

,
and Nitric Acid.—By the addition of a little

nitric acid, a fluid may be obtained which has been found very useful

in investigations on the different forms of epithelial cells. One of

these fluids was composed of the following ingredients
;
but of course

useful modifications will be made by every practical observer, accord-

ing to the properties which he desires the fluid should possess, and it is

therefore only necessary to give the composition of one or two :
—

Water

Glycerine ...

Spirit

Acetic acid

Hydrochloric acid..

. 1 ounce.

• 1 „

. 2 ounces.

. 2 drachms.

. 7;
drachm.

Alcohol and Soda.—In many investigations I have obtained

excellent results from the use of a fluid composed of alcohol and

solution of caustic soda, in the proportion of eight or ten drops to

each ounce of alcohol. Many tissues are, at the same time, rendered

very hard and transparent in such a mixture, and it is particularly

adapted for investigations upon the character of calcareous matter

deposited in tissues in various morbid processes. It is especially

useful in tracing the stages of ossification in the early embryo. It

renders all the soft tissues perfectly transparent, but exerts no action

on the earthy matter of the developing bone. The most minute

ossific points can therefore be very readily discovered. A foetus, pre-

pared by being soaked for a few days in this fluid, and preserved in

weak spirit, forms a very beautiful preparation. A drawing of one,

about the end of the second month, is given in pi. II, fig. 10, and in

fig. 11, one about the end of the third month is represented. The first

was prepared thirteen years ago (1853—4), and still preserves its trans-

parency. The practical advantages of such a plan over the usual

very laborious process of dissection, in investigating the periods of

ossification in various bones, are obvious. This fluid will be found

very useful in investigations upon soft granular organs. I found it of

special service when working at the anatomy of the liver.
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On mounting Moist Tissues in Canada Balsam .—Moist tissues

may be mounted in Canada balsam without being previously dried,

by the use of these alcoholic solutions. As is well known, Canada

balsam will not permeate a tissue moistened with water
;
but the water

may be removed by soaking in an alcoholic solution of acetic acid or

soda, which does not alter the albuminous materials. When well

saturated, the alcoholic solution, which now contains a little water

derived from the specimen, may be changed for a little fresh fluid,

and after the specimen has been allowed to soak for some time in

this, it may be removed to a solution of Canada balsam in ether.

The ethereal solution drives out the alcohol, and after the preparation

has been placed once or twice in fresh portions of solution, it may be

placed on a glass slide. The ether gradually evaporates, but the

tissue remains thoroughly impregnated with Canada balsam. A little

fresh balsam may be added, and the specimen mounted permanently.

Thus, although Canada balsam does not possess the property of

wetting a tissue containing an aqueous fluid, it and similar media may

be made to permeate it. In carrying out investigations of this kind,

the following circumstances must be borne in mind. Alcohol mixes

with water, ether with alcohol, Canada balsam with ether. The first

removes the water, the second replaces the alcohol, and the last

being readily soluble in ether, may be thus introduced into the inter-

stices of the tissue. The ether is allowed to evaporate, and the spe-

cimen preserved in Canada balsam in the usual manner. By pursu-

ing a similar plan, other tissues may be thoroughly impregnated with

fluids, which do not possess the property of wetting them in their

ordinary state.

In some cases thin sections of tissues may be moistened with

turpentine by allowing them to lie for some time upon the surface of

the fluid in a shallow dish. Another dish containing a little strong sul-

phuric acid or some chloride of calcium may be placed near and the

whole covered with a bell jar. The sulphuric acid or chloride of cal-

cium gradually absorbs the water which is thus removed from the

thin section, and the turpentine gradually permeates the tissue and

takes its place, but it is seldom this plan succeeds perfectly.

91. Of Colouring? and Staining the terminal matter and Formed

Material of Different Tissues.—Of the many artificial processes pro-

posed for the purpose of rendering a transparent and perhaps invisible

substance more or less distinct, the process of staining is the most

efficient. It is surprising how many important facts relating not only

to the build or structure of the tissue, but concerning the mode of its

formation, have been ascertained by adopting this process. And it is

quite certain that that which has been already discovered bears a very



PLATE II.

Fig. 10.

Human Fcetus, about the eighth or ninth week of intrauterine life, soaked in alcohol
and soda, and preserved in glycerine, a. heart, b, stomach, c. intestine, not yetmuch longer than the body. The branch below the letter is the remains of the
°?1Ptia]°'mesenteric duct, d, lungs, e. supra-renal capsules. /, kidneys, g. remains
oi Wolffian bodies, with ovaries and genital ducts. Points of ossification are observed
in the humerus, radius, ulna, last phalanges of the fingers, femur, tibia, and ribs. The
ossification of the clavicle is advanced, but no ossific points are yet to be detected in

the feet. Natural size. $ 90.

Human Foetus, about the eleventh or twelfth week. Ossific points are observed of
considerable size. But one point exists in the os innominatum and two are seen in
the scapula. The shading in the head and face indicates the formation of bone. The
ossification of the first and third phalanges of the fingers and metacarpal bones has
advanced, but at present there is only one point of ossific deposit in the tip of the
great toe and one for the middle toe. In both drawings the development of the
anterior extremities is much more advanced than that of the legs. Soaked in soda
and alcohol for a few days, and preserved in spirit. Not changed since 1853—4.

Natural size. § 90.

[To face page 24.
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small proportion to what yet remains to be ascertained. Not only

may points of the greatest interest be made out in the structural

arrangement of tissues, but the germinal or living matter which is

alone concerned in tissue-production can be accurately demon-

strated. In the early stages of disease, changes which would be inap-

preciable to the eye if the specimen were prepared by the ordinary

methods are rendered obvious enough if the process of staining is

resorted to. The number of masses of germinal or living matter seen

in all tissues is enormously greater when the texture has been sub-

jected to the particular plan of staining about to be described, than

when examined in the ordinary manner. In truth only comparatively

few of the masses of germinal matter (nuclei), are seen by those obser-

vers who simply examine textures in water, serum, vitreous humour

and the like. We therefore employ the processes of staining for two

very different objects.

1. For colouring the living or germinal matter of the cell or tex-

ture.

2. For demonstrating peculiarities in the build of theformed mate-

rial
\
cell wall, intercellular substance or tissue, and for ascertain-

ing the order in which the several parts of which it is com-

posed have been laid down.

Method of Colouring the Germinal or Livmg Matter.—This living

matter is in all cases perfectly clear and transparent. It never exhi-

bits structure, and is invariably colourless. It possesses an acid reac-

tion, or, to speak more correctly,—an acid reaction is always developed

immediately after the death of living matter. Hence if any alkaline

solution of colouring matter in which the colour is precipitated or

fixed by an acid, be caused to pass into the living matter of a cell,

the alkali is neutralised by the acid there developed, and the colour

is retained. It may be precipitated in a state of very minute sub-

division, or may combine with some of the constituents of the germi-

nal matter and form a compound insoluble in weak acids. The tissue

itself or formed material being ordinarily bathed with an alkaline fluid

does not take the colour, and hence by carrying out the process with

due care the germinal or living matter may be coloured while the

formed material or tissue remains perfectly colourless. Any one can

satisfy himself of this fact by placing upon a glass slide a few liver

cells from any animal immediately after its death. If a drop or two

of the solution of carmine in ammonia (§ 101) be allowed to flow over

the cells, the nucleus or mass of genninal matter of each cell will be

tinted in the course of a few seconds, while the outer part of the cell

wall not be affected.
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It has been objected that the formed material can be coloured by

carmine as well as the germinal matter. This is true in a sense, for it

need scarcely be said that dead and dry paper, cotton, hair, wool, and

other things may be stained with carmine. White fibrous tissue may
be deeply dyed if a strong solution of carmine be employed, or the

texture be left to soak for a considerable time. In like manner the

axis cylinders of the nerves (which I believe to be formed material

only), and yellow elastic tissue, nay, even bone and teeth, can be

deeply stained. But on the other hand, the nuclei or masses of ger-

minal matter taking part in the formation of every one of these tissues

may be deeply and permanently coloured, although the tissue itself

which is bathed on all sides by the fluid, remains perfectly free from all

colour. If, however, the formed material be first impregnated with a

little weak acid and then placed in the carmine fluid, the carmine is

retained as in the case of germinal matter. While if the germinal

matter be rendered alkaline
,

it will not take the colour without long

soaking. The fact of real interest and importance is that the ger-

minal matter of every living thing, when fresh and without previous

preparation, is invariably coloured deeply, and in a short time, while

under the same circumstances, its formed material, although in contact

with the carmine fluid, is not coloured at all, notwithstanding all the

fluid that reaches the germinal matter has ^traversed this formed

material in the first instance.

The germinal matter will take the colour long after the death of

the animal, if decomposition, in which case an alkalitie reaction

would be developed, is prevented, as by alcohol and some other pre-

servative fluids. So that specimens which have beenpreservedfor some

time, may be tinted with the carmine solution, provided they were

immersed in the preservative medium very soon after death, but the

results are, of course, not so satisfactory as if the tissue had been

plunged into the carmine fluid when perfectly fresh. However, new

appearances are often caused by the action of preservative media.

By some the germinal matter is in part, or entirely, coagulated, and

thus modifications are brought about which may lead the observer to

draw very erroneous inferences. In practice, therefore, it is always

desirable to immerse the texture when it is perfectly fresh, in fact, as

soon as possible after it has been removed from the animal.

Plants and the lower animals may be killed by immersion in the

carmine fluid.

The Rev. Lord Osborne, in June, 1856, showed that the nuclei

of plants which were allowed to grow in a carmine solution, were

more deeply tinged by carmine than other parts of the cell. (“ Vege-

table cell structure and its formation, as seen in the early stages of the
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growth of the wheatplant. ‘ Trans. Mic. Soc.' vol. v, plate iv, 1856.”)

Welcker and Gerlach subsequently employed the ammoniacal carmine

solution for colouring nuclei.

Gerlach first used a concentrated solution of carmine in ammonia,

in which he placed specimens, for instance, sections of brain or cord

previously hardened by chromic acid, for from ten to fifteen minutes.

They were then well washed in water for some hours, and treated

with acetic acid. The water and acid were removed by immersion in

alcohol, and the sections afterwards mounted in Canada balsam.

Gerlach afterwards found that dilute solutions (two or three drops of

the ammoniacal solution of carmine to an ounce of water), and mace-

ration for two or three days, afforded better results.

Thiersch uses the following carmine fluid :—Carmine, 1 part,

caustic ammonia, 1 part, distilled water, 3 parts. Filter. One part

of this solution is to be mixed with 8 parts of a solution of oxalic

acid (1 part of the acid to 22 of water), and 12 parts of absolute

alcohol. If the solution is orange coloured, instead of dark red,

more ammonia is to be added, and the orange becomes red. The

orange colour may also be used for staining. If crystals of oxalate

of ammonia become formed, they must be separated by filtration.

The composition of the carmine fluid I have found most useful

for staining the germinal matter of tissues (nuclei, protoplasm), and

which I now employ for all specimens, is given on page 53.

Germinal matter may be coloured with Prussian blue fluid (p. 52),

if it be rendered alkaline in the first instance by soaking the texture in

a weak solution of ammonia. I have prepared some beautiful

specimens as follows :—An alkaline solution was injected into the

vessels, and after allowing twelve hours or more for the tissues to

become thoroughly permeated, the finest Prussian blue fluid (p. 52)

was introduced. The latter passed into the very substance of the

germinal matter, which was tinged much more deeply than the

surrounding substance. The liver cell may be thus impregnated with

the blue in every part. It seems probable that by prosecuting more

detailed enquiries in this direction, we might learn something con-

cerning the physical arrangement of the matter constituting the formed

material. Specimens prepared in this way enable us to prove the

unsoundness of the old notion concerning the supposed cell wall and

cell contents, but in endeavouring to draw correct inferences regarding

the natural arrangement of the parts prepared in this way, it must

not be forgotten that the alkaline ammonia may have effected

alterations in the formed material, and modified its structure in an

important manner.

In 1858—59 I studied carefully the changes occurring in the
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same texture at different periods of its growth, with the aid of an

alkaline carmine fluid of unifonn strength, and repeated my observa-

tions upon many different tissues of man, the higher and lower

animals, as well as upon the simplest and most complex vegetable

organisms, and was led to the general conclusions published in my
paper “ On the structure of tissues, with some observations on their

growth, nutrition, and decay.” (Archives of Medicine, i860). Since

that time I have continued to employ the same plan of observation,

improving it from time to time, as new suggestions occurred. More
careful and prolonged observations upon the part of many other

observers have strongly supported the general view I ventured to

advance with regard to the structure and formation of all tissues,

—

namely, that every anatomical element or “
cell ” consists of matter

in two distinct states or conditions of existence, a, living, that is

capable of growth and of changing the matter it takes up, and b,

formed, perhaps exhibiting structure, but passive, lifeless, incapable of

growth, or of forming new structures or compounds.

In all cases, by taking certain precautions, we can distinguish in

any given tissue what part is living and growing, and what part has

already been formed and has ceased to undergo vital changes. In

considering the structure of any texture or in describing the alterations

occurring in the course of disease, we shall find it most advantageous

to regard it as made up ofgerminal matter and formed material.

Theformed material differs much in consistence and properties in

different cases, but it never manifests the properties or powers

characteristic of the germinal matter. It is often so very transparent

that it appears, even to the highest powers, as if it was perfectly

structureless, but in many cases indications of structure, and in some,

peculiar and remarkable structural arrangements may be discerned by

the aid of tinting processes. Every observer is familiar with the

assistance derived from allowing very transparent textures to

become partly covered with insoluble particles suspended in the fluid

in which they are immersed. Any insoluble powder in a state of

very minute division will often enable us to demonstrate an outline

in the case of a tissue which cannot ordinarily be distinguished from

the fluid which bathes it.

For the purpose of tinting a transparent texture almost any-

soluble colouring matter, which does not produce any chemical

change upon the tissue, may be employed.

Some solutions, however, give much more satisfactory results than

others. A dilute solution of the carmine fluid answers very well for

many purposes, but I append several solutions which have been

employed by different observers.
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Coloured fluids have also been recommended for demonstrating

cavities, spaces, or minute tubules existing in some textures. Not

unfrequently a coloured fluid may be made to pass in the slight

intervals existing between the epithelial cells of many textures, and

the appearance is such as to have led many observers to entertain the

opinion that there existed a system of very fine capillary tubes, much

narrower than the finest capillaries, in epithelial and other textures.

From the fact that the appearance in question is seen very commonly

in injected specimens, it has been, I think, too hastily inferred that

such apparent channels are real tubes connected with the vascular or

lymphatic systems, and form a connecting network of tubes, and

thus establish free communications between the interior of the blood

vessels and lymphatics.

The beautiful reds and blues which have been lately so largely

used as dyes, popularly known in this country as mauve, magenta,

solferino, have been much employed by microscopists. The colour is

not very soluble in water, but is readily dissolved by alcohol. A
grain of the colour, ten or fifteen drops of alcohol, and an ounce of

distilled water, make a dark red solution
;
or the colour may be boiled

in water, allowed to cool, and then filtered. This fluid colours tissues

very readily.

Magenta has been recommended by Dr. Roberts for showing a

minute spot connected with the red blood corpuscles of man. (“ On
peculiar appearances exhibited by blood corpuscles under the influ-

ence of solutions of magenta and tannin”—“ Proceedings of the Royal

Society,” vol. xii, p. 481, No. 55, April, 1863). The peculiar action

exerted by magenta and tannin upon the red blood corpuscles (see

below), has not yet been satisfactorily explained, but my friend, Dr.

Hughes Bennett, of Edinburgh, tells me that, with the aid of very

high powers, he has been able to demonstrate that the minute spot

appearing after the blood corpuscles have been soaked in magenta

exhibits angles, and he considers that it is in fact a minute crystal

which has formed upon the corpuscle.

Every kind of cell wall and delicate membrane may be

coloured.

The cilia of ciliated epithelium may be tinted while they continue

to vibrate. As the substance of the cell becomes coloured, however,

the action of the cilia ceases.

Thiersch recommends the following blue fluid, the composition of

which I take from Frey:—Oxalic acid, x part; distilled water, 22

parts
;
indigo carmine, as much as the solution will take up.

Another solution of oxalic acid and water in the same proportion

is required. One volume of the first solution is mixed with two
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volumes of the last and nine of absolute alcohol. The mixture is then

filtered, and is ready for use.

An anilin blue fluid may be thus made Soluble anilin blue,

2 grain
;

distilled water, i ounce
;
alcohol, 25 drops. This fluid is

not acted upon by acids or alkalies.

Thiersch gives the following fluid for colouring textures of a lilac

tint Borax, 4 parts, distilled water, 56 parts—the borax is to be

dissolved in the water, and 1 part of carmine added. The red solu-

tion is to be mixed with twice its volume of absolute alcohol and fil-

tered. The precipitate of carmine and borax is redissolved in dis-

tilled water, and is ready for use.

Although ta,7inm does not colour animal membrane, it alters its

character to such an extent as to enable us to see many peculiar

points of structure or arrangement not visible before, or it produces a

chemical change upon the substance, from which we gain important

information. The action of tannin upon the red blood corpuscle is

very peculiar
;

it has been specially studied by Dr. Roberts of Man-

chester. The solution is made by dissolving 3 grains of tannin in an

ounce of distilled water. One drop of blood may be mixed with four

or five drops of the tannin solution and a portion of the mixture

examined under the microscope.

Solutions of Nit?-ate of Silver.—Of late years nitrate of silver has

been used for demonstrating minute and delicate pores, and for

staining tissues. Recklinghausen and His, have employed this plan

with great success. A weak solution may be imbibed by delicate

tubes, and part being precipitated in the tube, perhaps as a chloride

or in combination with some albuminous material, subsequently

becomes decomposed by the action of light, and a very dark line

results. In this way the position of a previously perfectly invisible

channel may be clearly demonstrated. Transparent connective tissue

and the outer part of cells can thus be coloured, the nuclei remaining

perfectly colourless and transparent. The nuclei by longer immer-

sion will also be coloured. The appearances may be made to vary

very much by modifying the mode of procedure and the time which

the preparation is allowed to remain in the solution. After soaking

in the nitrate of silver solution for some time the specimen may be

placed in distilled water, or in a weak solution of common salt, in

order to wash away the nitrate which adheres to the surface or occu-

pies the intervals between the cells. When this has been effected the

specimen is exposed to daylight or sunlight until the requisite degree

of blackening has been obtained. The strength of the solution em-

ployed may be varied according to circumstances. Recklinghausen

uses a very dilute solution, consisting of 1 part of nitrate of silver to
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400—800 of distilled water. I have used the nitrate of silver in so-

lution in glycerine with advantage.

The structure of the cornea has been recently investigated by His,

after the tissue was prepared with nitrate of silver solution. The so-

called “ intercellular substance” (formed material) only may be

coloured, or, after the whole structure has been thoroughly impreg-

nated with the solution, it may be soaked out of the formed material,

while that taken up by the nuclei (masses of germinal matter) is

retained, and may be decomposed by being exposed to light. In this

case the nuclei appear very dark and surrounded by a pale brown

formed material. His thinks that when the nuclei are coloured, the

precipitate of chloride of silver in the fonned material is re-dissolved

and absorbed by the nuclei, in which it is afterwards reduced by the

action of the light.

Osmic Acid—(Os. 02)
has been strongly recommended for demon-

strating delicate nerve structures by M. Schultze and Roudneff. Fat

cells, oil globules, and white substance of Schwann and Myelin

entering into the formation of various kinds of nerve fibres, become of

a very dark colour or almost black. Other textures are neither

coloured so quickly nor so intensely, and often exhibit only a brownish

tint. So that by this substance nerve fibres ramifying in various

textures may be stained and thus distinguished from other elements

of the tissue. Solutions of various strengths may be employed, but

one part of osmic acid in 100 of water is stated to be strong enough

to produce the desired effect. These processes are capable of almost

endless modification.

I shall describe in detail the course of investigation I myself

follow for demonstrating the germinal matter and formed material of

all textures after the method of injection has been alluded to, bemuse
this forms an essential part of my process (see page 50) as applied to

the investigation of the tissues of man and the higher animals.

92. Of Cutting Thin Sections of Soft Tissues.

—

There is no more
important operation in microscopical investigation than this. The
student often requires thin sections of different textures, and whether

he pursues the study of vegetable or animal physiology, or morbid

anatomy, it is necessary to make a very thin section of the tissue

which is to be examined
;
and upon the amount of skill he displays

in cutting these sections, will mainly depend the success which

attends his investigation. The more deeply tinted, and the more
complicated in its structural arrangement the tissue may be, the

more important is it to obtain a section of extreme tenuity, for other-

Of Cutting Thin Sections.
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wise sufficient light cannot be transmitted through the section to

enable us to see its structure
;

moreover, in a thick section, the

objects occupying different planes so much interfere with one another,

as to prevent the possibility of any one being defined clearly, although

the tissue is tolerably transparent.

Sections of the large glands, and other soft tissues may be made
with an ordinary knife, which should be very sharp. A clean surface

is first cut, and then a thin slice is removed with a slow sawing move-

ment of the knife, which is much facilitated by the application of a

drop of water
;
indeed, whenever we require a very thin section of a

soft tissue, the blade of the knife should always be well wetted with

water or with the fluid in which the preparation is immersed.

The knife may be rendered very sharp just before cutting a thin

section, by drawing the edge forwards first on one side and then on

the other, upon a very smooth plate glass slide, or upon a smooth

strop, or even upon a smooth piece of wood. In practice, however,

I prefer the plate glass slide.

The most important instruments for making thin sections of soft

tissues are the following: scissars of different sizes, pi. Ill, figs. 15,

16, 17, Valentin’s knife, pi. IV, figs. 21, 22, doubled-edged scalpels,

pi. IV, fig. 20, or lancets mounted in handles, and a few other instru-

ments, such as forceps, pi. Ill, fig. 18, and needles of different

sizes, pi. Ill, fig. 14, mounted in handles, are often required in

demonstrating minute structure. Tissues which have been hardened

can be often cut into thin sections more readily by a sharp razor than

by any other instrument. The observer should be provided with

several razors, so that he may always have one or two sliaq) ones by

him. Razors can now be purchased for is. each.

03. Instruments for Cutting Thin Sections of soft Tissues.

—

Double-edged Scalpel.—For cutting thin sections, a knife of the form

represented in fig. 20, pi. IV, is very useful, and, where only sections

of small dimensions are required, this will answer all the purposes of

Valentin’s knife. In cases, however, where a section is wanted of

considerable extent, the latter instrument must be used. The double-

edged scalpel is made after the fashion of a common lancet
;

it is not

so wide, but should be quite as thin. When employed for making a

section (after cutting a clean surface), the point is made to perforate

the surface, and carried along at a proper depth, so as to cut its way

out. The width of the section may then be increased by carrying

the knife first to the right, and then to the left, until the desired

width is obtained. Messrs. Weiss & Son, of the Strand, have made

for me excellent knives of this kind.

Common Lancets mounted in handles will be convenient for cutting



Fig. 12.

PLATE III.

V 11-LL. I

Spirit lamp, to which a
wire stand is attached
for supporting watch Needles, fixed in handles for dissecting,

glasses. &c. $ 14. § 22.

Forceps, for removal of small portions of viscid Sputum, for microscopical examination, §§ 23 & 207.

[To face page 32.
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thin sections, but each side of the blade should be sharpened down
to the point of insertion into the handle.

Scissars are also very useful instruments for cutting small thin

sections of different tissues. The most convenient forms for this

purpose are those represented in pi. Ill, figs. 15, 16, 17. When
only very thin sections of a tissue of no very great extent are required

for examination, they will be removed with scissars more easily than

with any other instrument.

Valentin's Knife has two blades, both perfectly flat on the opposed

surfaces, very thin, and made perfectly sharp. By a mechanical

arrangement, the blades may easily be separated from each other, or

approximated to any required degree, according to the thickness of

the section desired. The thin section is received between the blades,

and is removed by separating them and agitation in water. This

instrument is of the greatest value in making thin sections of soft

tissues, but it requires care to keep it in good order. It is very

easily made blunt if used for cutting fibrous or cartilaginous textures.

By its aid, most beautiful sections of the kidney, liver, and other soft

glandular organs may be obtained with the greatest facility. The
blades should always be dipped in water just before use, for, if wet,

the operation of cutting is much facilitated, and the section is more

easily removed from between the blades. Immediately after use,

the blades should be washed in water, and dried with a soft cloth or

a piece of wash-leather. If a drop of water gets into the upper part

of the knife where the blades meet, the screw must be taken out,

and each blade cleaned separately. With care the knife may be kept

in use for a long time.

Two forms of Valentin’s knife are in common use
;
in one of these

the blades are sharp on both edges, and of a lancet-shape, and in the

other, which I much prefer, of the form represented in fig. 21, pi. IV.

The best form 'of Valentin’s knife that I have made use of, is that

represented in fig. 22, pi. IV, which was made by Mr. Matthews.

The blades of this knife can be completely separated from each

other and easily cleaned. Moreover, the distance between the

blades is regulated by a little screw, a
,
which is a most convenient

arrangement. Mr. Matthews has lately much simplified the plan of

making this instrument, thereby rendering it much cheaper, without in

any way impairing its usefulness. By adapting two screws to the

blades he has made Valentin’s knife much more perfect
;
not only

can the blades be separated or approximated more readily, but greater

firmness is obtained, and the perfect parallelism of the two blades is

ensured. The knife may now be purchased for much less than

formerly

—

ioj. 6d. to 15J.

D
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94. Of the Use of the Compressorlnm Not unfrequently is it

required to tear up delicate portions of tissue upon the field of the

microscope, or to float them out, as it were, from the general sub-

stance under examination. In examining minute living animals we
often wish to fix them in a position for careful observation. These

objects are effected by an instrument tenned a compressorium,

pi. IV, fig. 26, which consists simply of a mechanical arrangement,

by which we are enabled to apply a certain amount of pressure

upon the thin glass covering an object, which can be increased or

diminished at pleasure, and regulated at will. The compressorium

consists of a flat piece of brass, with a small ledge on one side, and a

large hole in the centre. To one end is attached a lever, bearing a

flat brass ring, the rim of which is about a quarter of an inch

in width. This ring is free to move, and is capable of being

gradually raised up and down upon the object, by moving a screw,

having a fine thread, which passes through the other extremity of the

lever. The compressorium I have just described is one of the

simplest forms I have seen, and presents this great advantage, that

the ordinary glass slide, with a preparation upon it, may be subjected

to pressure without the latter being removed, and placed upon the

glass, which, in most compressoriums is fixed in the hole cut out of

the brass plate. Professor Quatrefages has introduced an improve-

ment by which either side of the object can be subjected to examination.

95. Of Cutting Thin Sections of Hard Tissues.

—

Bone and teeth,

the hard calcareous plates in the walls of arteries and in cysts, and

morbid growths of firm consistence, are, in the first place, cut into

thin slices with a fine saw, fig. 24, pi. IV. These are reduced in thick-

ness with a file, or by rubbing on a stone until the sections are trans-

parent, when the scratches may be rubbed out by grinding on a

smooth hone with a little water, and subsequent polishing on a dry

hone or piece of plate glass, or on a leather on which putty powder

has been placed.—See also H. to W.,§ T46 to 152.

New Method ofpreparing Specimens of Bone and Teeth and other

Hard Tissues.
—By the methods generally employed for demonstrating

the structure of bone, teeth, and other hard tissues, we are enabled to

form a notion of the dead and dry tissue only. The soft material

is dried up before the section is made.

And yet this very soft material, which is not represented in the

drawings published in many standard works, is that which makes the

only difference between the dried bone or tooth in our cabinets and

that which still remains an integral part of the living body. So far

from this soft matter being unimportant, it is the most important of

all the structures of the hard texture. It is by this alone that all
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Fig. SO.

Double-edged scalpel, for cutting thin sections of soft tissues. $ 93.

Fig. 21.

Valentin's knife, for cutting thin sections. 4 93.

Fig. 22.

Another form of Valentin's knife $ 93.

Fig. 23.

Arrangement for dissecting objects under water. The bull's-eye condenser is much larger
than those usually employed. $ 95.

Fig. 24.

Fine saw, for cutting thin sections of bone and teeth, which are afterwards to be ground
thinner on the hone and polished as described in $ 95.

Fig. 25.

Loaded cork, for pinning objects upon, for the
purpose of dissection $ 95.

[To face page 34.
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osseous and dental tissues are formed and nourished, and from the

arrangement of this soft matter not having been recognized, the most

erroneous ideas have prevailed, and still prevail, upon the formation

and nutrition of the osseous and dental tissues.

Even now it is generally believed that the dentinal tubes are real

tubular passages for conveying fluids to all parts of the dentine, and

are thus subservient to its “ nutrition,” and yet it is more than eight

years since Mr. Tomes proved most conclusively that these so-called

“tubes” were occupied in the recent state by a moist but tolerably

firm material (“Phil. Trans.,” Feb., 1856). I have verified Mr.

Tomes’ description, and am quite certain that the so-called dentinal

tubes are not channels for the mere flowing up and down of nutrient

fluid.*

Suppose a tooth is to be prepared for minute microscopical inves-

tigation, we may proceed as follows. The same plan is applicable to

bone and shell.

1. As soon as possible after extraction, the tooth may be broken

by a hammer into fragments, so as to expose clean surfaces of the

tissues. Pieces of dentine with portions of pulp still adhering to

them may then be selected and immersed in the carmine fluid (p. 53),

and placed in a vessel lightly covered with paper, so as to exclude the

dust. The whole may be left in a warm room for from twenty-four

to forty-eight hours.

2. The carmine solution may then be poured off, and a little plain

dilute glycerine added, as described in the case of soft tissues.—§ 101.

3. After the fragments of teeth have remained in this fluid for

five or six hours, the excess, now coloured with the carmine, may be

poured off, and replaced by a little strong glycerine and acetic acid.

4. After having remained in this fluid for three or four days, it

will be found that the portions of soft pulp have regained the volume

they occupied when fresh. They have swollen out again even in the

strongest glycerine.

5. I have found that in many cases, when it is desired to study

the arrangement of the nerves, it is necessary to harden the pulp by

immersion in a solution, made by adding to an ounce of the mixture of

glycerine and of acetic acid, two or three drops of a strong solution of

chromic acid. The fragments may remain in this solution for three

or four days, and then be transferred to the acetic acid solution, in

which they may be preserved for years with all the soft parts per-

fect.

* On the structure of recent bone and teeth, see my lectures on “The
structure and growth of the tissues.” Delivered at the Royal College of Physi-

cians, i860.

D 2
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6. The specimens are now ready for examination. Thin sections

are cut with a knife from the fractured surfaces of the dentine, includ-

ing a portion of the soft pulp. The knife should be strong, but sharp.

In practice I have found the double-edged scalpels made for me by

Messrs. Weiss and Son, of the Strand, answer exceedingly well for

this purpose, nor will the edge of the knife be destroyed so soon as

would be supposed.

7. The minute fragments of sections thus obtained are placed

upon a slide and immersed in a drop of pure strong glycerine, in

which they may be allowed to soak for an hour or more, and then

examined by a low power (an inch). The best pieces are then to be

selected by the aid of a fine needle, and removed to a drop of glyce-

rine containing two drops of acetic acid to the ounce, and placed

upon a clean slide. Lastly the thin glass cover is carefully applied,

and the specimen may be examined with higher powers.

8. If it is desired to retain the specimen, the excess of glycerine

fluid is absorbed by small pieces of blotting-paper, and the glass cover

cemented to the slide by carefully painting a narrow ring of Bell’s

cement round it. When this first thin layer is dry, the brush may be

carried round a second time, and after the lapse of a few days, more

may be applied. Mounted in this way the specimen will retain its

character for years.

Hard tissues, like bone, dentine, and enamel, become somewhat

softened by prolonged maceration in glycerine, and if a few drops

of acetic acid are added, the softening process may be carried to

a greater extent, and yet without the calcareous matter being

entirely dissolved out. If desired, of course the calcareous matter

may be in part or entirely removed by increasing the strength of the

acid fluid in which the preparation is immersed. But, far short of

this, the hard, brittle texture is so altered that thin sections may be

cut without any difficulty. Specimens prepared in this way may be

examined by the highest magnifying powers yet made,—by which

statement I mean, of course, to imply that more may be learned by

the use of such high powers (1,000 to 3,000 linear) than by employing

ordinary object glasses.

Of Making Dissections.

96. Of making Minute Dissections and of Dissecting under Water.

—Many very ingenious stands, tables, or stages, have been devised

for the purpose of facilitating the operation of dissecting. The dis-

secting microscope of Professor Quekett is one of the most useful,
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and this has been improved upon by Mr. Highley and others. The

instrument recently proposed by Mr. James Smith is extremely useful

and compact, but the binocular dissecting microscope arranged by

Professor Lawson, is the most perfect instrument of the kind yet in

troduced.

The observer may make a very efficient dissecting microscope by

removing the body of the ordinary microscope and replacing it with

a bar carrying a simple lens. In practice, however, I have found that

more is gained by condensing a very strong light upon the dissection

than by magnifying the object itself. If the object to be dissected

be transparent, the light may be transmitted through it from the

mirror beneath the stage of the microscope. If opaque, the light is

to be condensed upon it by the aid of an ordinary bull’s eye. Two
slanting rests for the arms are easily made of a convenient height with

a little thin deal board or mill-board.—See also H. to W., §§ 20, 22.

Minute dissections of many tissues are carried on most advan-

tageously under the surface of fluid with the aid of small scissars,

needles, or small knives and forceps. If the preparation has been

preserved in spirit or other solution, it must be dissected in the same

fluid, but in ordinary cases clear water may be used. The micro-

scopist should be provided with a few small dishes, varying in size,

and about an inch or more in depth. The large built cells make very

good troughs for dissecting in, and circular vessels are made for the

purpose, but a common flat pomade pot answers as well as anything,

and the cover protects the specimen from injury by dust.

Loaded Corks .—The object to be dissected is attached to a loaded

cork by small pins. We may take a piece of flat cork rather smaller

than the cell, and cut out a piece of sheet lead somewhat larger than the

cork. The edges of the lead are then folded over the cork and beaten

down slightly with a hammer, and may afterwards be filed smooth

with a coarse file, pi. IV, fig. 25.

The object being fixed upon the cork and placed in the cell, fluid

is poured in until it just covers the surface of the specimen. A strong

light is then condensed upon it by means of a large bull’s eye con-

denser, or by a large globe full of water. With a strong light, magni-

fying glasses are not required
;
and I have always found that delicate

dissections could be made with the greatest facility without the aid of

a dissecting microscope, provided a strong light was condensed upon

the object. Occasional examination of the dissection with a lens of

low power is advantageous
;
but if a lens be employed during the dis-

section, there is great danger of accidentally injuring the specimen,

as it is impossible to judge of the distance which the needle point

may be beneath the surface of the fluid. Minute branches of nerves
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or vessels, may in this way be followed out, and small pieces ofthe dif-

ferent tissues into which they can be traced may be removed for

microscopical examination with a pair of fine spring scissars. I had

scissars of a particular form made some years since for very delicate

dissections, and I have found them of great use in dissecting thin mem-

branes from delicate structures beneath, pi. Ill, fig. 17. With the aid

of these scissars, the coats of an artery may be dissected off, and

mucous membrane may be readily stripped from subjacent tissues.

By a similar plan the nervous system of the smallest insects can be

very readily dissected. The arrangement for carrying on minute dis-

sections is shown in pi. IV, fig. 23.

Tablets upoti which Dissections may be Pinned out.—Many prepara-

tions require to be arranged in a particular position, before being

mounted as permanent objects. Slabs of wax are usually employed

by anatomists for this purpose, but if transparency is required, the

dissections may be attached by threads to thin plates of mica.

I have found that the best slabs are made of a mixture of wax
and gutta percha, in the proportion of one part of the former to from

two to four of the latter, according to the degree of hardness required.

The ingredients are to be melted in an iron pot, over a clear fire,

and well stirred. When quite fluid, the mass may be poured upon a

flat slab and allowed to cool. Thin cakes of about the eighth of an

inch in thickness are thus obtained, and they can be easily cut with

a knife to fit the cells intended for the preparation. Pins, or small

pieces of silver wire, may be inserted into these slabs, and will adhere

firmly, although the material is very thin.

Of Injecting Tissues for Microscopical Examination.

In the investigation of healthy and morbid structures, many

points of great importance can only be made out by examining

injected preparations. From their extreme tenuity and perfect trans-

parency, the capillary vessels are scarcely distinguishable. By

looking at uninjected preparations only, we may sometimes be led to

conclude that a tissue is only slightly vascular, when it is abundantly

supplied with vessels
;
and in other cases we may describe as a fibrous

matrix or supporting frame-work, a tissue which is composed almost

entirely of a dense net-work of capillaries. Capillary vessels when

uninjected usually collapse, and in the manipulation necessary for

preparing a microscopical specimen, are inevitably pressed and some-

what stretched and torn. In such a specimen the vessels are liable

to be mistaken for nerve fibres, or for fibrous or connective tissue,

and in not a few instances have been so described.
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In investigating the anatomy of morbid growths, still greater con-

fusion has arisen from the vessels of the specimen not having been

properly injected, and it is hardly to be expected that we shall be

able to ascertain the nature of the texture, or the history of the various

stages through which a particular structure passes in the course of

growth, until the arrangement of the vessels has been accurately made

out, and the precise relation which they bear to the most important

anatomical elements of the tissue, demonstrated. It is obviously

impossible to determine these points, unless the vessels are filled

with some coloured material, which renders them less transparent

than in the natural state
;
and it is at the same time quite clear that

they must not be filled with any opaque, granular matter, for this

would prevent the possibility of the surrounding structures being seen

at the same time. For investigations, therefore, of this class, the

materials formerly employed for injecting the capillary vessels, such as

vermilion, chromate of lead, and other opaque colouring matters, are

inadmissible. Neither can the tissues be dried and mounted in

Canada balsam in the manner in which vascular preparations are

usually preserved, because delicate, but most important structures are

invariably altered and destroyed by this process, or rendered invisible.

In such dried preparations, vessels occupying very different positions

all appear on the same plane, and it is impossible to distinguish if

one particular branch of tube or fibre is really continuous with

another, or if the apparent continuity results merely from one lying

exactly over or under the other. Many erroneous statements have

arisen from trusting implicitly to such specimens.

It is somewhat strange that some minute anatomists of high

authority have expressed themselves against this process of injection

for the investigation of the anatomy of tissues. It is true that for

the most part these objections refer to preparations made with opaque

materials, the disadvantages of which I feel strongly, and have alluded

to above. But so far from the process of injection not being of

advantage, I am quite satisfied that we shall learn more from its„use

than from any other known method of investigating the anatomy of

the tissues of animals. The importance of different media for exam-

ining tissues is admitted by all, and how, it may be asked, can these

be so successfully introduced, as by injecting them into channels from

which their absorption is immediate? By this plan all parts of the tissue

will be acted upon by a solution of uniform strength. I cannot help

fearing that many fanciful objections raised to this mode of investi-

gation have been made by those who cannot, or will not inject, and

who therefore are not in a position to form an opinion at all. I am
certain that those who do not inject will add little indeed to our
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knowledge of the structure and mode of formation of the tissues of

man and the higher animals, and by their opposition they will not

only retard true progress, but they may actually lead to the revival

and acceptance of erroneous views which have even been abandoned

by our predecessors.

In order to inject satisfactorily the most minute vessels of a tissue,

and at the same time to demonstrate their relation to adjacent struc-

tures, we must be provided with an injecting medium which

possesses the following properties :—The fluid should be of such a

consistence that it will run readily through the smallest vessels. It

must contain a certain amount of colouring matter to render the

arrangement of the vessels distinct, but must be sufficiently transpa-

rent to admit of the examination of the specimen by transmitted light.

The colouring matter must not be soluble, for in this case it would

permeate the tissues indiscriminately, and would thus prevent the

vessels from being distinguished from other textures. Though

insoluble, the particles of which the colouring matter is composed

should be so minute as not to exhibit distinct granules when examined

with the highest powers, for if this were so, the specimen would have

a confused appearance. The fluid in which the colouring matter is

suspended, must be capable of permeating the walls of the vessels

with tolerable facility. It must possess a certain refractive power,

and a density approaching to that of the fluid which surrounds

the tissues in the natural condition. It must be of such composition

that it may be employed without the application of heat.

The injecting fluid must not escape too readily from the numerous

open vessels necessarily exposed in cutting a thin section of the

tissue for examination, and particles accidentally escaping ought not

to adhere intimately to the surface of the section, for this would

render the specimen confused and indistinct, when subjected to

examination, especially if high magnifying powers are required. The

fluid employed must not interfere with the preservation of the

specimen, and it ought not to undergo any alteration by being kept

some time. It should be cheap and capable of being readily prepared.

The injected specimens must permit of being examined with the

highest powers yet made.—See also § ioi.

91 . Transparent Injecting Fluids.—Prussian Blue Injectmg Fluids.

—In searching for a fluid possessing all these different properties,

many experiments have been made. The fluid which I employed in

my investigations upon the anatomy of the liver (1854), possesses the

various qualities required, and is applicable for making minute

injections of the capillaries as well as the ducts of glands. This fluid

consists of Prussian blue in a state of very minute division, suspended
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in a solution which also acts the part of a preservative fluid. The

particles of blue are quite insoluble, so that they will not pass through

basement membrane, but at the same time they are so minute that

when examined by a very high power, the precipitate appears uniform

and homogeneous. It is not easy to wash this fluid out of the vessels

when a section of the injected tissue is prepared, because it becomes

incorporated with the fluid remaining in the vessels without being

precipitated. It runs very freely, and a perfect injection can be

made with it in the course of a few minutes. It is well adapted for

injecting morbid growths, and possesses many advantages over other

injecting fluids, of great importance to practitioners who have little

time at their disposal for such work. It can be kept for a length of

time without being impaired, and can be used at once. Before inject-

ing the tissue no warming is necessary, as in the use of size injections,

and the preparation may be examined immediately after the injection

has been completed. The fluid is inexpensive, so that small portions

of an organ may be efficiently injected, in which case a considerable

quantity of the injecting material must necessarily escape from the

divided vessels, and be wasted. It tends to harden the coats of the

vessels as it passes through their channels, while at the same time it

increases the transparency of the specimen. The colour is not

affected by acids, and after having been removed by alkalies, is

immediately restored upon the addition of an acid. Capillaries thus

injected, may be examined by the twelfth of an inch object-glass.

In using this fluid, it is not even necessary that the pipe should

be tied in the vessel, for when this cannot be effected readily, the

injection may be driven as the pipe lies loosely in the channel.

Although a good deal escapes, much will run in, and the capillaries

may often be well injected in this manner. Good injections may be

made of small pieces of liver and kidney, although much cut in various

directions.

The ordinary Prussian Blue Fluid :

—

Glycerine (common) ... ... ... 1 ounce.

Spirits of wine ... ... ... ... 1 „

Ferrocyanide of potassium ... ... 12 grains.

Tincture of perchloride of iron... ... 1 drachm.

Hydrochloric acid ... ... ... 5 drops.

Water ... ... ... ... ... 4 ounces.

Specimens injected with this preparation may be preserved in

any of the ordinary preservative solutions, but I give the preference

to acid glycerine or glycerine jelly. They may also be dried and

mounted in Canada balsam if desired.
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The ferrocyanide of potassium is to be dissolved in one ounce of

the water, and the tincture of perchloride of iron added to another

ounce. These solutions should be mixed together very gradually,

and well shaken in a bottle. The iron being added to the solution of

the ferrocya?iide of potassium. When thoroughly mixed, these solu-

tions should produce a dark blue mixture, in which no precipitate or

flocculi are observable. Next, the naphtha is to be mixed with the

spirit, and the glycerine and the remaining two ounces of the water

added. This colourless fluid is, lastly, to be slowly mixed with the

Prussian blue, the whole being well shaken in a large bottle during

the admixture. The tincture of perchloride of iron is recom-

mended because it can always be obtained of uniform strength. It

is generally called the muriated tincture of iron, and maybe purchased

of chemists and druggists. The composition of the Prussian blue fluid

which I use for very fine injections which are to be examined under

-Jy and y o of an inch object-glass is given in page 53.

Turnbull's Blue.—My friend, Mr. B. Wills Richardson, of Dublin,

has introduced Turnbull’s blue in preference to ordinary Prussian

blue. Ten grains of pure sulphate of iron are to be dissolved in an

ounce of glycerine, or better, in a little distilled water and then mixed

with glycerine, and thirty-two grains of ferridcyanide of potassium in

another small proportion of water, and the solution mixed with

glycerine. These two solutions are then gradually mixed together in

a bottle, the iron solution being added to that of the ferridcyanide,

and mixture ensured by frequent agitation. The other ingredients

are added as in the Prussian blue fluid. This modification may be

adopted in all cases in which I have recommended the ordinary

Prussian blue. The proportions given in the text are unnecessarily

large, and I find that the following makes a good fine injecting fluid.

Ferridcyanide of potassium

Sulphate of iron

Water

Glycerine (Price’s) . .

.

Alcohol

... 10 grains.

••• 5 >>

1 ounce.

2 ounces.

1 drachm.

The iron, dissolved in a little water and mixed with glycerine, is

to be added to the solution of the ferridcyanide, as in the preparation

of the other fluid.

Carmine Injecting Fluid.
—In the hands of Mr. Smee, Professor

Gerlach, and others, carmine has long been employed for making

minute injections with the most satisfactory results. The solution is

made by adding a few drops of liquor a7timonia to a little carmine,

when a beautiful violet coloured solution is produced. This may be
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diluted to the required tint, and injected. It is most applicable to

injecting very delicate vessels, as those of the brain
;
indeed, if much

force be employed, the fluid transudes through the walls of the

vessels, and tinges all the neighbouring tissues indiscriminately. The

fluid is much improved, and its tendency to transude diminished, by

the addition of glycerine and a little alcohol. I had long wanted a

transparent injection which could be used for injecting some vessels,

while others in the same preparation, were injected with Prussian

blue. Professor Gerlach has made some beautiful double injections

of the portal and hepatic capillaries, by injecting one set of vessels

with carmine, and the other with Prussian blue. One of these he

kindly sent me by my friend, Dr. Harley, but as Professor Gerlach’s

preparations were dried and mounted in Canada balsam, there are

many important points in the structure which cannot be made out.

If it is attempted to preserve such a preparation in the moist state, it

soon becomes destroyed. The alkali of the carmine injection always

destroys the blue colour of the Prussian blue, while if acid be added

to the carmine previously, a precipitate unfavourable for injecting the

capillaries is produced. After trying a great many different com-

binations to effect this object, I arrived at the following, which

answers the purpose exceedingly well :

—

Carmine ... ... ... ... ... 5 grains.

Glycerine, with about eight or ten drops 1
j.

Alcohol ... ... ... ... ... 1 drachm.

Water ... ... ... ... ... 6 „

Ammonia, a few drops.

Mix the carmine with a few drops of water, and when well incor-

porated, add about five drops of liquor ammonia. To this dark red

solution, about half an ounce of the glycerine is to be added, and the

whole well shaken in a bottle. Next, very gradually, pour in the

acid glycerine, frequently shaking the bottle during admixture. Test

the mixture with blue litmus paper, and if not of a very decidedly

acid reaction, a few drops more acid may be added to the remainder

of the glycerine, and mixed as before. Lastly, mix the alcohol and

water very gradually, shaking the bottle thoroughly after adding each

successive portion, till the whole is mixed. This fluid, like the

Prussian blue, may be kept ready prepared, and injections may be

made with it very rapidly.

Dr. Cartels Carmine Directing Fluid.—For a carmine injecting

fluid which will run perfectly freely through the most minute

of hydrochloric acid . .

.

Glycerine

f ounce.

... 1 „
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capillaries, and one that will not tint the tissues beyond the vessels

themselves, Dr. Carter has found the following formula to answer

satisfactorily

Pure carmine ...

Liq. ammon. fort. (P.L.)

Glacial acetic acid

Solution of gelatin (i to 6 water)

Water ...

60

.. 120

grains.

86 minims.

2 ounces.

The carmine is to be dissolved in the solution of ammonia and

filtered, if necessary. With this mix thoroughly an ounce and a half

of the hot solution of gelatin. The remaining half ounce of gelatin

is to be mixed with the acetic acid, and dropped, little by little, into

the solution of carmine, stirring briskly during the whole time.

(“Archives of Medicine,” vol. iii., p. 287).

This fluid is admirably adapted for specimens which are to be

mounted in Canada balsam, but not for those to be preserved in

glycerine. The vessels are well displayed, but all the delicate nerve

fibres are invisible.

Transparent injecting fluids of several different colours are very

much to be desired, but although many experiments have been made

in the hope of obtaining such, we are, as yet, restricted to two, the

blue and the red. Thiersch has succeeded in making others, the

composition of one of which, yellow, is given below. I have not

myself met with much success hitherto in the use of these fluids, for

if I employ them according to the directions given, I am unable to

demonstrate the masses of germinal matter (nuclei), and various

points of importance, and when made according to the principles

followed in the case of the Prussian blue fluid, the results are by no

means satisfactory, and as the colour is, in many cases, affected by

acids, the subsequent steps of my process are interfered with.

(See p. 57 ).

An injecting fluid of a greenish tint may be made, according to

the directions given in page 42, for Turnbull’s blue, by employing

different proportions of the ingredients,—
1 grain or less of the

sulphate of iron to 1 o grains of the ferridcyanide of potassium.

Thiersch (“Das Mikroskop, 1865,” von Dr. H. Frey) prepares a

transparent yellow injecting fluid as follows :

—

A.—A solution of bichromate of potash is made, in the propor-

tion of 1 part of the salt to 1 1 of water.

B.—A solution of nitrate of lead of the same strength.
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One part of solution A is placed in a small basin and mixed

with 4 parts of a concentrated solution of gelatine. Two parts of

solution B are placed in another basin and mixed with 4 parts of jelly.

These are to be slowly and thoroughly mixed together at a tem-

perature of from 75
0
to go°, and then heated in a water-bath at a tem-

perature of about 212 0
for half an hour or more. The mixture is then

to be carefully filtered through flannel.

98. Of the Pressure required for Successful Injection.

—

The requi-

site amount of pressure for forcing the injection into the finest capil-

laries may be obtained in several different ways. 1. By employing a

long tube, to one end of which is attached a small piece of India-

rubber tube furnished with a stop-cock which fits into the injecting

pipe. 2. By placing the injecting fluid in a vessel three or four feet

above the table and immersing a syphon tube which may be entirely

composed of India-rubber or partly of glass. 3. By arranging a glass

vessel upon the principle of the wash-bottle § 107, or the dropping-tube

pi. X, fig. 70, pressure upon the surface of the liquid being produced a,

by the aid of an India-rubber bottle compressed by a weight or spring,

or b by pouring mercury into the tube which reaches nearly to the

bottom of the flask. The other tube must of course also dip below

the surface of the injecting fluid while to its upper free end a piece of

India-rubber tubing provided with a stop-cock at its extremity, must

be adapted. Other arrangements have also been proposed, but after

having tried many different plans, I find that upon the whole, the

ordinary injecting syringe is the most successful as well as the

cheapest, the most convenient, and the most simple instrument, and it is

most easily kept in perfect order. It need scarcely be said that by no

mechanical means can such varieties of pressure be obtained as by the

aid of the muscles of the hand and arm, and the pressure can be

modified instantly, according to the judgment of the operator.

9 9. Of the Operation of Injecting.—The student will find that the

process of injecting will be learnt after a few trials, and although he

may quite fail in the first attempts he makes, I earnestly recommend

him not to give up, for this mode of investigation is of the greatest

advantage, and by it we learn facts of great anatomical importance.

Every one engaged in the investigation of the anatomy of tissues in

health and disease, should be able to inject well, and by employing

the fluids recommended, it will be found that injections can be made

without much sacrifice of time.

The manner in which the operation is performed will now be

briefly described. In the first place, the following instruments must

be conveniently arranged :

—

The syringe thoroughly cleansed with distilled water
;
with pipes,
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stop-cock, and corks, all of which must be washed in distilled water

just before use, pi. V, figs. 32, 33, 34, 35.

One or two scalpels, pi. IV, fig. 20.

Two or three pair of sharp scissars, pi. Ill, figs. 15, 16, 17.

Dissecting forceps, pi. Ill, fig. 18.

Bull’s-nose forceps, pi. V, fig. 36.

Curved needle, threaded with silk or thread, the thickness of the

latter depending upon the size of the vessel to be tied, pi. V,

fig- 37 -

Wash-bottle, pi. V, fig. 28.

Injecting fluid, a small quantity of which is to be poured out into

a small cup or glass beaker which is a little wider than the syringe in

its widest part.

An incision is made through the vessel to be injected, with a pair

of strong, sharp scissars
;
the two sides may easily be separated with

the aid of a blunt-pointed needle. Into the opening a pipe is inserted

and directed towards the point of distribution of the artery. Before

the pipe is inserted, however, a little of the injecting fluid is drawn up

so as to fill it, in order to prevent the air contained in the pipe from

being forced into the vessels, which would cause the injection to

fail.

The point of the pipe having been introduced into the artery, the

needle with the thread is next carried round the vessel close to its

outer surface, and the thread seized with the forceps, the needle un-

threaded and withdrawn, or one end of the thread may be held firmly,

while the needle is withdrawn over it in the opposite direction.

The thread is now tied over the vessel, so as to include the tip

of the pipe only, for if the pipe be tied too far up, there is

great danger of its point passing through the delicate coats of the

vessel.

The nozzle of the syringe is now plunged beneath the surface of

the fluid, the piston moved up and down two or three times, so as to

force out the air completely, and the syringe filled with injecting fluid.

It is then connected with the pipe, which is firmly held by the finger

and thumb of the left hand, with a screwing movement
;
a little of the

injection having been already forced into the wide part of the pipe so

as to prevent the possibility of any air being included.

The pipe and syringe being still held with the left hand, the piston

is slowly and gently forced down with the right, with a slightly screw-

ing movement, care being taken not to distend the vessel so as to

endanger rupture of its coats. The handle of the syringe is to be kept

uppermost, and the syringe should never be completely emptied, in

case of a little air remaining in it, which would thus be forced into the
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vessels. The injection will soon be observed running into the smaller

vessels in different parts of the structure.

The student is recommended to practise the process by injecting

the organs, and animals, in the order in which they are enumerated,

and not to attempt the second until he has succeeded with the first.

In all cases the operation is to be conducted patiently, and very slight

pressure on the piston is to be exerted.

1. Kidneys of man, sheep, or pig.—Artery.

2. Eye of ox.—Artery.

3. Rat, mouse, frog.—Injectedfrom the aorta.

4. Portion of intestine.

—

Branch of artery. All divided vessels

being tied before commencing to inject.

5. Liver. In one part, a branch of duct

;

in a second, a branch of

artery; in a third, portal vein; and in a fourth, hepatic vein. The

portal and hepatic vein, the artery and portal or hepatic vein, or the

duct and portal vein may be injected with injections of different

colours in one part.

The branch into which the pipe is to be inserted, must be care-

fully dissected out in the first instance. When the trunk is small, some

difficulty will be experienced in attempting this. The small vessel

should be seized in forceps and drawn over the tip of the finger with

as little stretching as possible. Next, with a pair of sharp scissars, a

slit is to be made quite through the walls of the vessel and slightly

extended in a longitudinal direction. If any trouble is felt in endea-

vouring to insert the pipe into the slit, a little water may be pro-

jected upon it from the wash-bottle, when the coats of the vessel

become slightly raised, and the pipe can easily be passed into the

tube.

Where a pipe is required to be inserted into a duct of a gland,

which is even found with difficulty in the natural state of the parts, I

have resorted to the following expedient with advantage. Tepid

water is gradually injected into the artery or vein which supplies

the part. The whole organ swells up considerably, water soon tran-

sudes into the follicles of the gland, and passes along the ducts,

which, in consequence, become so much distended that they can be

easily found
;
while at the same time, they are completely washed out,

and any epithelium or secretion which would interfere with the passage

of the injection, removed. An opening can readily be made in the wall,

a pipe inserted, and the tube tied over it. When this is done, the water

can be removed by wrapping the organ up in cloths and placing the

whole under pressure for twenty-four hours, when nearly all the water

will have been absorbed, and the duct and vessels will be in the most

favourable state for receiving injection. A pipe may often be inserted
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into a small lymphatic trunk by pursuing the same course, although it

would be quite impossible to introduce it under ordinary circum-

stances.

lOO. On Injecting Morbid Growths.—Morbid growths may be

injected in the same manner as healthy tissues, but it is almost

impossible to obtain very satisfactory results with opaque injections.

The walls of the vessels are so thin that they often give way, while

the canals themselves are frequently so large and numerous, that

when filled with injection other parts of the structure are invisible.

In many cases, a very slight warmth destroys the mass, and reduces

it to a mere pulp, so that all injecting fluids which contain size or

gelatin are inadmissible. If the capillaries are filled with opaque

injections, in many cases the whole looks of a uniform colour,

and the specimen could not be be distinguished from a mass of

extravasation.

With thefine Prussian bluefluid
, p. 5 2, however, I have succeeded in

obtaining very good injections of some tumours, and have satisfactory

specimens of very soft cancerous growths in which the vessels have

been filled without rupture, while the cells are well displayed in the

same specimens. From the rapidity with which decomposition takes

place, especially in the case of soft tumours, the injection should be

commenced as soon as possible after the removal of the tumour. The
free passage of the fluid along the vessels is not prevented to the

same extent, as in healthy tissues, by the contraction of their coats.

Many morbid growths are principally supplied by large veins, which

are very readily injected, if only slight force be employed.

The process of injection may be employed for other purposes

besides demonstrating the arrangement of the vessels of a tissue. The

importance of examining objects in different media, has been fully

discussed in “.How to Work with the Microscope.” The value

of various chemical reagents, in hardening textures, and in rendering

certain structures transparent, or increasing the opacity of others, has

also been alluded to (§§89, 90). It is obviously desirable that tissues to

be examined in any of these fluids, should be thoroughly saturated in

every part, and no portion should long remain out of contact with

the fluid in which it is to be examined or preserved. In the ordinary

manner in which tissues are prepared, especially if they be very

thick, it is a long time before the fluid in which they are placed

penetrates into the interior, and when it reaches this part, in conse-

quence of having been filtered through a considerable thickness of

structure, its action will be weakened. Indeed, in many instances,

decomposition has commenced before the preservative solution has
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thoroughly permeated every part of the structure. Now all these

objections may be avoided if the vessels of the part be injected with

some of the same solution as that in which the preparation is to be

preserved. By such a plan, it is clear that every portion of the tissue

will be bathed with the solution, which permeates the delicate walls of

the capillaries just as it is bathed by fluid which transudes through the

vessels during life. Latterly I have injected various - tissues with

different preservative fluids and chemical reagents, and have obtained

most satisfactory results. The Prussian blue fluid serves the double

purpose, not only of rendering the arrangement of the vessels distinct,

but of making the tissues transparent, and at the same time it acts the

part of a preservative solution.

By acting as above recommended, many fallacies are guarded

against. Uninjected and contracted capillaries have often been

mistaken for a form of fibrous tissue, and the loop-like arrangement

of vessels in some textures has produced an appearance which has

been mistaken for epithelial cells. Indeed in the uninjected state,

especially when a few blood corpuscles remain in the vessels, the

resemblance to an epithelial layer is very striking. Such an appear-

ance is seen both in the lungs and in the kidney. If, however, the

vessels are injected with the Prussian blue fluid, or with a colourless

solution, the blood corpuscles are washed out, the vascular loops are

distended, and the walls of the capillaries are seen in profile, as

sharp, well-defined, clear and unbroken, outlines. I have injected

fluids which have the property of rendering cells, where they exist,

exceedingly distinct, and in no single instance have I ever been able to

demonstrate in either of the above situations in the adult, an epithelial

layer such, for instance, as that figured by Kolliker, in his drawing of

the air cells of the lung, or in the drawing of the capillaries of the Mal-

pighian body by Dr. Isaacs.* It has been urged, by those who have

described this epithelium, that in the process of injection, it is forced

off from the vessels, but even if this occurred to some extent, we
should certainly, here and there, find a few cells still adherent

;
and

it is easy to show that epithelial cells, where they exist, are not sc

easily removed by injecting the vessels. One of the strongest advo

cates for the existence of this epithelium in the kidney, Dr. Isaacs,

gives diagrams of it still adhering to partially injected vessels. The

delicate epithelium in the minute gall ducts, is not unfrequently

found still adhering to the basement membrane, not only after

the ducts have been thoroughly washed out with water forced through

them in one direction, but injected with fluid in an opposite one.

* “On the Anatomy and Physiology of the Kidney.”

New York Academy of Med;cine, 1857.
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New Method for Preparing all Healthy and Morbid Tissues,

Tumours, &c., for Microscopical Examination under the
highest Magnifying Powers.

1©I. Of Injecting tlie Vessels anil Staining tlie Masses ofGerminal

Matter.*—It is necessary to consider in the first place what circum-

stances interfere with the perfect demonstration of structure under

the highest powers of the microscope, and how the operation of these

may be prevented.

1. Of many tissues, sections sufficiently thin for high powers can-

not be obtained by the process usually adopted. In order to make

the specimen thin enough, pressure must be employed, and in many
instances very strong pressure is required. Even by moderate pres-

sure under glass, tissues immersed in water are destroyed completely.

Experience has proved that unless the tissues be immersed in, and

thoroughly impregnated with, a viscid medium, it cannot be pressed

thin enough. Not only should this medium be readily miscible with

water in all proportions, but with such chemical reagents as may be

required to act upon one or more constituents of the tissues for the

purposes of demonstration.

2. As many structures are exceedingly delicate, and undergo

change very soon after death, it is necessary that the medium in which

they are examined should have the property of preventing softening

and disintegration, and should act the part of a preservative fluid.

3. In order that tissues may be uniformly permeated by a fluid

within a very short time after the death of the animal, it is necessary

that the fluid should come quickly in contact with every part of the

texture. This may be effected in two ways :

—

a. By soaking very thin pieces in the fluid, or

b. By injecting the fluid into the vessels of the animal.

4. As different structures require fluids of different refractive

power for their demonstration, the medium employed must be such

that its refractive power can be increased or diminished, or that, for

the medium fulfilling the former condition, another can be readily

substituted which fulfils the latter requirements.

5. In investigations upon the changes which structure undergoes

in the organism, we want to distinguish between that part of the texture

which is the oldest, and that which has been recently produced

—

between matter in which active changes are going on, and matter

* The process of investigation described in this section was first published in

the third edition of “How to Work with the Microscope,” August, 1864, but

the author had adopted it for years previously.
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which is in a passive state. The process of staining enables us to

demonstrate the direction in which growth takes place, and the point

where new matter is added.

6. It is necessary, in many investigations, that the vessels should

be positively distinguished from the other constituents of the tissue,

and it is important that the process by which this is effected, should

not interfere with the demonstration of nerves or any other tissues in

the immediate vicinity of the vessels.

7. It is of the utmost importance the medium employed for de-

monstration should have the property of preserving the specimens, so

that observers should be able to exhibit their preparations to others.

Glycerine and syrup
,
with certain colouring matters fulfil the require-

ments mentioned in the foregoing paragraphs. Strong syrup may be

made by dissolving, with the aid of heat, lump sugar in distilled water,

in the proportion of about three pounds to a pint. It is necessary in

many cases to employ the strongest glycerine. In this country we have

had the advantage of the beautiful preparation called Price’s glycerine,

which is made of specific gravity 1240. It has been said that glycerine

and strong syrup are not adapted for preserving soft tissues, because the

tissues shrink and soft cells collapse in consequence of osmose of their

fluid contents. But I have many hundred specimens preserved in the

strongest glycerine I could procure, and I should obtain advantages

if glycerine could be made of still greater density. There would be no

difficulty in impregnating even very soft tissues with it.

Tissues possess a highly elastic property, and although they

shrink when immersed in a medium of great density, they

gradually regain their original volume if left in it for so?ne time. In

practice, the specimen is first immersed in weak glycerine or syrup,

and the density of the fluid is gradually increased. In this way, in

the course of two or three days, the softest and most delicate tissues

may be made to swell out almost to their original volume. They

become more transparent, but no chemical alteration is produced,

and the addition of water will at any time cause the specimen to

assume its ordinary characters.

The hardest textures, like bone and teeth, may be thoroughly

impregnated and preserved in strong glycerine, and the softest, like

cerebral tissue, delicate nervous textures like the retina, or the nerve

textures of the internal ear, may be permeated by the strongest

glycerine, and when fully saturated with it, dissection may be carried

to a degree of minuteness which I have found impossible when using

any other medium. Nor is the use of glycerine and syrup confined to

the tissues of man and the higher animals. I have preparations from

creatures of every class. The smallest animalcules, tissues of entozoa,

e 2
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polyps, star fishes, mollusks, insects, Crustacea, various vegetable tissues,

microscopic fungi, and algae of the most minute and delicate struc-

ture, as well as the most delicate parts of higher vegetable tissues,

may all be preserved in these viscid media; so also may be preserved

the slowest and most rapidly growing, the hardest and softest morbid

growths, as well as embryonic structures at every period of develop-

ment, even when in the softest state. I am, indeed, not acquainted

with any animal or vegetable tissue, which cannot with the greatest

advantage be mounted thus. All that is required is, that the strength

of the fluid should be increased very gradually until the whole tissue

is thoroughly penetrated by the strongest that can be obtained.

Glycerine has long been in use among microscopists, but it is univer-

sally applicable, and it or syrup may be made the basis of all solu-

tions employed by the microscopical observer with the greatest advan-

tage. Many points are to be demonstrated by the use of these

solutions, which have hitherto escaped observation, and there are

reasons for believing that very much may yet be discovered by the

use of these substances.

From these general remarks, I pass onto describe, more in detail,

the particular method I have adopted during the last four years for

minute investigations upon structures magnified by the highest powers

yet employed. It will be necessary, in the first place, to give the compo-

sition of the different solutions which I find useful for general purposes.

1. Weak common glycerine of about the specific gravity 1050.

2. The strongest Price's glycerine that can be obtained, or,

3. Syrup made by dissolving, by the application of a gentle heat

in a water-bath, 3lbs. of sugar in a pint of distilled water. A weaker

solution can be prepared, as required, by mixing equal parts of syrup

and water.

The two following solutions should be kept ready prepared. They

will keep for a length of time. The first is required for rendering the

vessels distinct. The last enables us to distinguish with certainty the

germinal or living matter of every tissue from the formed material.

The Injecting Fluid.—The following mixture has succeeded ad-

mirably in my hands, and I therefore recommend it strongly. It

penetrates to the finest vessels. The specimens injected with it retain

their colour perfectly, and the injected tissues can also be stained

with carmine.

Price’s glycerine, 2 oz. by measure.

Tincture of perchloride of iron, 10 drops.

Ferrocyanide of potassium, 3 grains.

Strong hydrochloric acid, 3 drops.

Water, 1 oz.
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Mix the tincture of iron with one ounce of the glycerine
;
and the

ferrocyanide of potassium, first dissolved in a little water, with the

other ounce. These solutions are to be mixed together very gradually

in a bottle, and are to be well shaken during admixture. The iron

solution must be added to the ferrocyanide of potassium. Lastly, the

water and hydrochloric acid are to be added. Sometimes I add a

little alcohol (one or two drachms) to the above mixture. For the per-

chloride of iron, 5 grains of sulphate of iron
,
and for the ferrocyanide

of potassium, 10 grains of the ferridcyanide may be substituted.—See

p. 42.

This fluid does not deposit any sediment, even if kept for some

time, and it appears like a blue solution when examined under high

magnifying powers, in consequence of the insoluble particles of Prus-

sian blue being so very minute.

The Carmine Fluid.
—The following is the composition of the

carmine fluid :
—

Carmine, 10 grains.

Strong liquor ammonias, ^ drachm.

Price’s glycerine, 2 ounces.

Distilled water, 2 ounces.

Alcohol, £ ounce.

The carmine in small fragments is to be placed in a test tube, and

the ammonia added to it By agitation, and with the aid of the heat

of a spirit-lamp, the carmine is soon dissolved. The ammoniacal solu-

tion is to be boiled for a few seconds and then allowed to cool. After

the lapse of an hour, much of the excess of ammonia will have

escaped. The glycerine and water may then be added and the whole

passed through a filter or allowed to stand for some time, and the

perfectly clear supernatant fluid poured off and kept for use. This

solution will keep for months, but sometimes a little carmine is depo-

sited, owing to the escape of ammonia, in which case one or two

drops of liquor ammonise may be added to the four ounces of carmine

solution.

The rapidity with which the colouring of a tissue immersed in this

fluid takes place, depends partly upon the character of the tissue and

partly upon the excess of ammonia present in the solution. If the

solution be very alkaline the colouring is too intense, and much of the

soft tissue or imperfectly developed formed material around the ger-

minal matter, is destroyed by the action of the alkali. If, on the

other hand, the reaction of the solution be neutral, the uniform stain-

ing of tissue and germinal matter may result, and the appearances

from which so much may be learnt are not always produced. When
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the vessels are injected with the Prussian blue fluid the carmine fluid

requires to be sufficiently alkaline to neutralise the free acid present.

The permeating power of the solution is easily increased by the

addition of a little more water and alcohol.

Some tissues absorb the colour very slowly. Fibrous tissue, bone
and cartilage, even in very thin sections, will require twelve hours or

even more, but perfectly fresh, soft, embryonic tissues, very thin sections

of the liver and kidney, and thin sections of mordid growths rich in

cells, may be coloured in half an hour, while the cells of the above
structures, placed on a glass slide, may be coloured in less than a

minute. I have often coloured the germinal matter of the fresh liver

cell in a few seconds
,
by simply allowing the carmine fluid to flow

once over the specimen.

After the specimen has been properly stained, it is to be washed

in a solution consisting of

—

Strong glycerine, 2 parts.

Water, 1 part.

It is then transferred to the following acid fluid :

—

Strong glycerine, 1 ounce.

Strong acetic acid, 5 drops.

After having remained in this acid fluid for three or four days, it will

be found that the portions of even soft pulpy textures have regained

the volume they occupied when fresh, and that they have regained

their original size even in the strongest glycerine.

It being established as a principle that, for minute investigation,

tissues must be immersed and thoroughly saturated with viscid media

miscible in all proportions with water, it almost follows that re-agents

applied to such tissues should be dissolved in media of the same phy-

sical properties. For a long time past I have been in the habit of

employing solution of potash, acetic acid, and other reagents, dissolved

in glycerine instead of in water. In some cases I have found the

addition of very strong solutions of certain reagents necessary. For

example, the greatest advantage sometimes results from the applica-

tion to a tissue of very strong acetic acid. If the acid be added to

glycerine in quantity, the solution will no longer be viscid, so that

another plan must be resorted to. I thicken the strongest acetic acid

with sugar, a gentle heat being applied to dissolve the sugar. Thus

a very strong acetic acid solution of the consistence of syrup can be

most readily prepared. Strong solutions of potash, soda, and other

reagents, are to be made in the same way. Thus a complete chemi-

cal examination may be conducted upon tissues, solutions, or depo-

sits preserved in viscid media. The reactions are most conclusive,
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but of course take a much longer time for completion than when
carried out in the ordinary manner. Ten or twelve hours must

be allowed to elapse before the change is complete, the pro-

cess being expedited if the slide be placed in a warm place (about

i oo°).

Chromic Acid Fluid.—A fluid most valuable to the microscopist, is

a solution of chromic acid in glycerine, and another solution of bi-

chromate of potash in the same fluid. A few drops of a strong solu-

tion of chromic acid may be added, so as to give to the glycerine a pale

straw colour. The bichromate of potash solution is prepared by

adding from twelve to twenty drops of a strong saturated solution of

bichromate of potash to an ounce of the strong glycerine. By this

plan, the hardening effects of these reagents upon the finest nerve

tissues are improved, while the granular appearance which is caused

by aqueous solutions of these substances is much diminished. Some-

times advantage seems to result from mixing a little of the chromic

acid with the acetic acid solution of glycerine.

If desired, sugar may be substituted for glycerine in all the fluids

employed, including the carmine and injecting fluids
;
but glycerine,

although more expensive, possesses many advantages, and, as far as

I am able to judge, is the best viscid medium to employ for general

purposes.

One great inconvenience of syrup arises from the growth of fungi,

especially in warm weather. Camphor, creosote, carbolic acid,

naphtha, prevent this to some extent
;
but it is a disadvantage from

which strong glycerine is perfectly free. Sometimes, too, crystallisa-

tion occurs, and destroys the specimen. In using first a syrupy fluid,

and then glycerine, to the same specimen, it must be remembered

that the two fluids mix but slowly, so that plenty of time

must be allowed for the thorough penetration of the medium used

last.

I keep various tests, such as alcohol, ether, the various acids, and

alkalies, and other tests in the form of viscid solutions made with

glycerine or sugar. The reaction of the iodine tests (§ 136) for amyloid

matter, starch and cellulose, is much more distinct when employed in

this manner. The plan is, to allow the texture to be tested to be

thoroughly saturated with the strong glycerine solutions, and then to

add water. In the course of a few hours the reaction takes place very

strongly.

Theplanpursuedforpreparing Tissues generally .—The general plan

I follow, is the same for all tissues of all vertebrate animals and morbid

growths
;
but I will describe the several steps of the process as they were

conducted in the demonstration of the minute structure of ganglion
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cells, and of the structure of the papilla; of the frog’s tongue.* The
description given also applies to the mode of preparing specimens of

muscular fibre to demonstrate the mode of distribution of the finest

branches of nerve fibre, and specimens of the minute structure of the

brain, spinal cord, and ganglia of man and the higher animals.

Perhaps it will be most useful to describe the mode of proceeding

when a frog is to be prepared for minute injection. My researches

upon the tissues of the frog have been principally conducted upon

the little green tree frog (Hyla arborea), for experience has proved to

me that the tissues of this little animal are so much more favourable

for investigation than those of the common frog, that it is well worth

while to obtain specimens, even at the cost of 2 s. or is. 6d. each.

The student may, however, obtain very beautiful specimens from the

common frog. The animal is killed by being dashed suddenly upon

the floor, but it must first be carefully folded up in the centre of a

large cloth, so that the tissues may not be bruised in the least degree.

Next an opening is made in the sternum, the heart exposed, and a

fine injecting pipe, after being filled with a little injection, is tied in

the artery. The injection ought to be completed in from twenty

minutes to half an hour, and sometimes in less time than this. The

injection, being pale, cannot be very distinctly seen by the unaided

eye, but if the operation has been conducted successfully, the tissues

will be found swollen and the areolar tissue about the neck will be

fully distended.

The injection being complete, the abdominal cavity of the frog is

opened, and the viscera washed with strong glycerine. The legs may
be removed, the mouth slit open upon one side, and the pharynx

well washed with glycerine. If it is desired to prepare one organ

only, this may, of course, be removed and operated upon separately

;

but I generally subject the entire trunk, with all the viscera, to the

action of the carmine fluid. If the brain and spinal cord are special

objects of inquiry, the cranium and the spinal canal must be opened

so as to expose the organs completely, before the staining process is

commenced. Enough of the carmine solution is then placed in a

little porcelain basin or gallipot, just sufficient to cover the entire

trunk and viscera. The specimen is then moved about in the carmine

fluid, so that every part that is exposed may be thoroughly wetted by

it
;
sometimes slight pressure with the finger is required. It is left in

the carmine fluid from a period varying from four to six or eight

* “ On the structure and formation of the so-called apolar, unipolar, and

bipolar nerve cells of the frog.”—Phil. Trans. May, 1863. “ New Observations

upon the minute anatomy of the papillae of the frog’s tongue.”—Phil. Trans.

June, 1864.
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hours, being occasionally pressed and moved about during this time,

so as to ensure the carmine fluid coming into contact with every

part. By this time the blue colour of the vessels of the lungs,

viscera, &c., will have almost entirely disappeared, and all the tissues

will appear uniformly red. The staining is now complete. The

carmine fluid is poured off and thrown away, and the preparation

washed quickly with the glycerine solution. The specimen is now
placed in another little basin, and some strong glycerine poured over

it
;

it is then left for two or three hours, and a little more strong

glycerine added
;
when, from six to twelve hours since the specimen

was removed from the carmine solution have elapsed, the preparation

is ready for the last preliminary operation. The glycerine used for

washing it is poured off, and sufficient strong Price’s glycerine added

just to cover it. To this, three or four drops of strong acetic acid

are added, and well mixed with the glycerine. In this acid fluid the

preparation may be left for several days, when a small piece of some

vascular part may be cut off, placed in a drop of glycerine, and sub-

jected to microscopical examination. If the injected vessels are of a

bright blue colour, and the nuclei of the tissues of a bright red, the

specimen is ready for minute examination
;
but if the blue colour is

not distinct, three or four more drops of acetic acid must be added to

the glycerine, and the preparation soaked for a few days longer.

If the nuclei are of a dark red colour, and appear smooth and

homogeneous, more especially if the tissue intervening between them

is coloured red, the specimen has been soaked too long in the

carmine fluid
;
but in this case, although parts upon the surface may

be useless for further investigation, the tissues below may have

received the proper amount of colour.

Another plan which I have adopted, and which, although more

difficult in practice, if carried out with due care, possesses some great

advantages, is the following : The vessels are in the first instance

thoroughly injected with the carmine fluid, and the preparation

allowed to soak for four-and-twenty hours, when a little glycerine is

injected, and then the Prussian blue injecting fluid introduced

until the capillary vessels are completely filled with it. The fluid

must be injected very slowly, and but slight pressure employed, or

the vessels will certainly be ruptured. When the second injection is

complete, the textures required for investigation may be removed,

washed in glycerine, and after soaking for a day or two in acetic acid

glycerine, will be ready for microscopic investigation. Beautiful and

most perfect specimens of solid internal organs, like the brain and spinal

cord, may be obtained by this process
;
and it is the most perfect

plan I have adopted, although it presents many practical difficulties.
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and will probably fail in the hands of the student unless he has the

patience to make the attempt many times
;
when, however, success

is obtained, he is well rewarded for the trouble he has taken, and the

many failures he may have experienced.

The tissues or organs to be subjected to special investigation may
now be removed, and transferred to fresh glycerine

;
they may be

kept in little corked glass tubes, and properly labelled. Generally,

the tissue will contain sufficient acetic acid, but if this is not the case,

one drop more may be added.

Suppose, now, the nerves with the small vessels and areolar tissue

at the posterior and lower part of the abdominal cavity, have been

placed in one tube, and the prepared tongue of the Hyla in another.

The former specimen may be taken out of the glycerine, and spread

out upon a glass slide. If it be examined with an inch power,

numerous microscopic ganglia may be seen. Several of these,

perhaps, are close to small arteries. Those which are most free from

pigment cells are selected, and removed carefully by the aid of a

sharp knife, fine scissars, forceps, and a needle point. This opera-

tion may be effected while the slide is placed upon the stage of the

microscope. The transmitted light enables the observer to see the

minute pieces very distinctly, but if necessary, a watchmaker’s lens may

be used. The pieces selected are transferred to a few drops of the

strongest glycerine placed in a watch glass or small basin, or in

one of the little china colour moulds, and left to soak for several hours.

The microscopical examination of the specimen may now be

carried out. One of the small pieces is placed upon a glass slide, in

a drop of fresh glycerine, and covered with thin glass. The glass

slide may be gently warmed over the lamp, and the thin glass pressed

down upon the preparation by slight taps with a needle point. The

specimen may now be examined with a quarter, and afterwards with

the twelfth of an inch object glass. A good deal of granular matter

will possibly obscure the delicate points in the structure. The slide

is again gently warmed, and, with the aid of a needle, the thin glass

is made to slide over the surface of the specimen, without the posi-

tion of the latter being altered, and then removed and cleaned. The

specimen is then washed by the addition of drop after drop of strong

glycerine containing five drops of acetic acid to the ounce. The

slide can be slightly inclined while it is warmed gently over the

lamp, in such a manner that the drops of glycerine slowly pass over

the specimen and wash away the debris from its surface. The most

convenient instrument for dropping the glycerine on the specimen is

a little bottle, of two ounces capacity, with a syphon tube drawn to a

point, and a straight tube, with an expanded upper part, over which
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is tied a piece of stout sheet vulcanized India-rubber. Upon com-

pressing the air, by pressing down the India-rubber, the glycerine is

forced drop by drop through the syphon tube and allowed to fall

upon the specimen.'* See pi. X, fig. 70.

When several drops of pure glycerine have been allowed to flow

over the specimen, the thin glass cover, after having been cleaned, is

re-applied and pressed upon the specimen very gradually, but more

firmly than before. If the preparation looks pretty clear when

examined with the twelfth, the glass cover may be cemented down
with Bell’s cement, and the specimen left for many days in a quiet

place. It may then be re-examined, the process of washing with

glycerine repeated, and further pressure applied until it is rendered

as thin as is desired. When this point had been reached, more

glycerine with acetic acid is to be added, and a plate of mica or the

thinnestglass cover applied, when it may be examined with the twenty-

fifth. The process of flattening may be pushed still further if

desirable,—and if only carried out very slowly by gentle taps or

careful pressure with the finger and thumb from day to day
,

the

elements of the tissues are gradually separated without being

destroyed. If there be much connective tissue, which interferes with

a clear view of the finest nerve or muscular fibres, it may be necessary

to immerse the specimen for some days in the acetic acid syrup, and

then transfer it to fresh glycerine. The success of this process

depends upon the care and patience with which it is carried out.

The most perfect results are obtained in cases where the washing,

pressure, and warming have been very slowly conducted, and it is

most interesting to notice the minute points of structure which are

gradually rendered clearer by the application of a gentle heat,

subjecting the specimen to a little firmer pressure or by soaking it in

a little fresh glycerine placed in a watch-glass.

Specimens of tissue prepared in this way can be transferred from

slide to slide, and no matter how thin they may be, after having been

allowed to soak in fresh glycerine they may always be laid out again

perfectly flat upon another slide, by the aid of needles. | The action

of these viscid fluids is most valuable, and I feel sure that by the

process here given, retaining the principle, but modifying the details

* These little bottles, as well as any other instruments or apparatus required,

can be obtained of Mr. Matthews, Carey-street, Lincoln’s Inn-fields ; Mr. G. King,

190, Great Portland-street
; or Mr. Highley, Green-street, Leicester-square.

+ I often mount these specimens upon a circle of thin glass about § of an inch

in diameter, instead of upon a glass slide. The circle is then placed in a wooden

slide in the centre of which a hole has been drilled of the proper dimensions to

receive it It is fixed in its place by a ring of gummed paper.
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in special cases, many new and important anatomical facts will be

discovered. Until this process is carried out successfully by other

observers, I have little hope of my own observations being con-

firmed.

Of the very many new methods of preparation recently introduced,

only a few of those which I have found most useful have been pub-

lished in this work. Had I included many, I fear I should have

confused rather than assisted the student, while I have been so disap-

pointed with the practical results of some plans, although most

strongly recommended by their inventors, that no good purpose

would have been served by their introduction. I am satisfied that

many of these new methods rest upon unsound principles altogether,

and that by drawing conclusions from what is very imperfectly

demonstrated in the specimens prepared, observers have been and

are being led away from the truth, and encouraged to accept views,

some of which have been actually proved to be erroneous by preceding

observers.

As regards the value of certain methods recently recommended

for investigating the distribution of the finest nerve fibres, I can speak

confidently. If the processes adopted by some who have recently

investigated the subject be adopted, it will be found that the very

part of the nerve fibre which is required to be followed is actually

destroyed, and thus the observer has been led to conclude that the

nerve ended very near to the dark-bordered fibre, the truth being, as

proved by altogether different methods of enquiry, that the nerve

cannot be seen to end at all, and can be traced a very long distance

beyond the point where it is believed to terminate, as a bundle of

extremely fine fibres, which are arranged in networks.

Such points as those, clearly delineated in figs. 38, 39, pi. VI.,

would not have been visible in specimens, had the processes of

investigation usually adopted been followed. The delicate nerve

fibres ramifying in every part of the connective tissue in fig. 39,

would not have been seen, had the specimen not been prepared

according to the principles laid down in p. 50. I have never been

able to demonstrate the fine nerve fibres distributed to the capillary

vessels, except by the method of investigation I have recommended.

In my specimens they can be traced in every part of their course

from the nerve trunks to their ultimate distribution, quite close to,

and sometimes in actual contact with the vascular walls
;
and it is

possible to distinguish the nuclei or masses of germinal matter con-

nected with these nerve fibres from those of the capillaries them-

selves. Many other exceedingly delicate points may be demonstrated

most conclusively in these specimens.



TV-. 39*
PLATE V].

Portion of a muscular fibre from the diaphragm of a mouse, showing
nerve fibres aud capillary vessels. p. 150.

Fig. 39.

Connective tissue covering mylo-hyoid muscle of the hyla, or green tree-frog. a, capillary vessels,
with their nerve fibres. 6. bundles of fine dark bordered nerve fibres, from which fine nerve fibres
may be traced to the capillaries and to their distribution in the connective tissue, where they form
networks of exceedingly fine compound fibres. The engraving represents the specimen as magnified
only 110 diameters, but the original drawing was taken from it when magnified by a much higher

power, x 110. p. 60 1861.

[To face page 60.
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1

Those who condemn the plan I have recommended, without

being practically acquainted with it, and those who seek to excite

prejudice against it by denying the conclusions I have arrived at, and

the truthfulness of my drawings, without having seen the specimens, are

taking a course which may not be fair, but which at any rate, I shall

not object to. As my specimens are preserved, and can be examined

by any one who cares to do so, it is scarcely necessary to say more.

The actual specimen from which fig. 39 was copied, has been put up for

upwards of two years, and is still in a good state of preservation
;
but

it is, of course, vain to hope that many observers can come here to

minutely examine specimens. Various circumstances render this

impossible. Time, however, will determine which, of several con-

flicting observations, is correct, permitting that which is false to

evaporate quietly—fixing and perfecting all that is worth preserving

permanently.

The Microscopical Examination of Living Things.

102. Of Examining Living Bodies under the Microscope, and of

Arrangements for keeping them alive while under Observation.

—

Some of the most remarkable phenomena which distinguish living from

non-living matter may now be observed under the microscope with the

aid of the highest powers. There is no department of natural know-

ledge in which a greater advance is to be noticed than this, and the

facts which have been recently discovered enable us to draw a sharp

and well-defined line between living things and the various forms of

inorganic matter, be it of simple or of complex composition. If as

investigation still further advances the facts already known are con-

firmed, and the conclusions arrived at from recent researches, sup-

ported by new observations and experiments—the operation of some

agency, force, or power in living matter, distinct from every kind of

physical force operating in non-living matter must be admitted, and the

views at this time most popular, will have to be modified in most

important particulars.

Hitherto many of the movements occurring in living things have

been referred to the property of contractility
,
and strange to say, the

very authorities who never lose an opportunity of condemning those

who attribute any changes in things living to the influence of a pecu-

liar force or power

—

vitality
,
consider that movements are sufficiently

explained and accounted for if they are attributed to this so-called

property of contractility

.

They do not attempt to define what they

mean by the word, nor do they show in what this supposed property

resembles or differs from other properties of matter.
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If the student studies the question carefully, he will, I think, find

that great confusion has arisen from the circumstance that several

essentially different kinds of movements have been attributed to this

one property of contractility. Thus any tissue which ultimately

becomes shortened or lengthened, gaining in one diameter what it

loses in another, is said to be contractile, while on the other hand,

that which moves in every conceivable direction is said to do so by

virtue of this same property. It is not, however, very easy to see how
two such different movements, as repeated acts of contraction and

relaxation within a definite space, and the actual movement of a mass

from place to place, can depend upon one and the same property.

In fact, it has yet to be shown that the many different movements

commonly known to occur in living things are really all of the same

nature. I think that a very little attention to the actual phenomena

will convince the observer that there are really many different kinds

of movements essentially distinct from one another, and due to very

different causes. It is desirable to refer particularly to the change

taking place in the single elementary part or cell. The movements

occurring in living beings may be arranged as follows :
—

1. Primary or Vital Movements—affecting matter in the living

state only, and occurring in every direction, as seen in the amaeba,

white blood corpuscle, and in germinal or living matter generally.

2. Secondary Movements—the consequence of vital movements,

or ofother phenomena, affecting matter which is not in a living state :

—

a. Ciliary Movements.—Probably due to alterations in the quan-

tity of fluid within the cell, the changes in the proportion of

fluid being brought about by the action of the living or germi-

nal matter of the cell.

to. Muscular Movements.—Due to a disturbance (electrical or

otherwise) in the neighbourhood of a contractile tissue—that

is, a structure so disposed that its constituent particles are sus-

ceptible of certain temporary alterations in position, which

alterations take place in certain definite directions only.

c. Molecular Movements.—Which affect all insoluble particles,

non-living as well as living
,
in a very minute state when sus-

pended in a fluid not viscid.

d. Movements of Solid Particles suspended in Fluid in Cells, caused

toy Currents in the Fluid, as the pigmentary matter in the pig-

ment cells of the frog.—Due to the motion of the fluid as it

passes into, or out of, the cell, through its permeable wall
;
this

movement being dependent upon changes taking place exter-

nal to the cell.

Vital Movements are peculiar to matter in the living state, and
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are not known to occur in any matter which has not been derived from

matter in a living state. Such movements cannot be imitated. They

cease when death occurs, and having once ceased, they cannot be

caused to reappear in the same particles of matter. Excellent

examples of vital movements are presented in the Common amczbcz,

in the white blood corpuscles
,
in mucus andpus corpuscles.

a. Amcebce can always be obtained by placing a small fragment

of animal matter in a wine-glass full of water and leaving it in

a light part of the room for a few days I have found it con-

venient to introduce a few filaments of the best cotton wool

into the water. The amoebae collect amongst the fibres which

protect them from being crushed by the pressure of the thin

glass when removed to the glass slide. An imperfect idea may

be formed of the changes taking place in the form of the most

minute amoebae by reference to fig. 40, pi. VII.

b. Mucus Corpuscles are embedded in the mucus which is found

upon the surface of the mucous membrane of the nares,

fauces, and air tubes. By coughing sharply or by making a

violent effort, something between coughing and sneezing, small

portions of transparent mucus may often be detached. The

transparent viscid mass is placed upon a glass slide, and

covered very carefully with a piece of the thinnest glass,

which is to be very gradually and not very firmly pressed

down, so as to cause the mucus to spread out, and form a

very thin layer. The movements occurring in a mucus

corpuscle are represented in pi. VII, fig. 41.

c. Pus Corpuscles should be obtained from a mucous or other

surface at the time that they are growing and multiplying.

Pus, which is usually examined, consists of dead
,
not of living

corpuscles. These are spherical
,
as generally represented in

books, and many have a sharp, well-defined outline, owing to

coagulation having occurred upon the surface. Thus the

so-called membrane or cell wall of the pus corpuscle has

resulted. A cell membrane may always be formed artifi-

cially, by exposing the surface of a mass of albuminous

material to the influence of a re-agent, or to conditions

which are known to effect the coagulation of albumen.

The best specimens of pus for studying vital movements may be

obtained from the urine in some cases of chronic inflammation of the

bladder. Not uncommonly in this affection the urine contains very

little solid matter, and the pus corpuscles retain their vitality, although

immersed in it for many hours after the urine has been removed from
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the bladder. So far from the corpuscles being spherical, as usually

figured and described, in many specimens not a single corpuscle of

this form is to be detected. Every corpuscle exhibits little “ buds,”

“ offsets,” or “ protrusions ” at every part of its circumference, as is

well seen in pi. VII, fig. 44, and attentive examination, even under

moderate magnifying powers, will convince the observer that the

corpuscles are slowly undergoing alterations in form. The move-

ments are very remarkable. Many of the altered appearances seen

in a single specimen of pus are represented in fig. 44, but it would

occupy too much space to describe the changes. Movements also

occur in the most minute of these buds or offsets, which have been

detached as represented in pi. VII, fig. 42. In fig. 43 a drawing of

some of the particles from vaccine lymph has been introduced. One
of the smallest of the particles detached from a pus corpuscle is

capable of absorbing nutrient material and growing into a corpuscle,

having all the properties and powers of that from which it was

derived. If the student will only examine into these things, he will

soon be able to picture to himself the wonderful changes which occur

in inflammation, and in the multiplication of the living virus of conta-

gious fevers, and perhaps form a correct notion of the nature of the

changes.

In order to watch the vital movements above referred to, it is

only necessary to place a very small portion of the pus on a glass

slide, and cover it very carefully with a piece of the thinnest glass,

pressure upon the corpuscles being prevented by the introduction of

a portion of hair, or a small piece of tissue paper or thin writing

paper. In very cold weather it is desirable to warm the slide slightly,

or to use one of the arrangements referred to in section 122.

The movements in germinal matter can be distinctly seen with a

twelfth of an inch object glass, but it is often necessary to examine

one particular corpuscle very attentively for half a minute or more.

In some cases the changes in form are so slow that the observer

who looks at the object for the first time cannot satisfy himself of the

actual occurrence of movement at all. It is absolutely useless to

attempt observations of this kind in an off-hand, slap-dash, self-

asserting manner. Those who desire to have the delight of ponder-

ing over such changes will gladly find the leisure to observe the facts.

This is just one of those phenomena which, having been well seen

once can generally be detected afterwards without difficulty.

Under the sixteenth, twenty-fifth, or fiftieth, the alteration in form

can be seen very distinctly, and there are few things more wonderful,

or which will furnish more interesting matter for careful thought and

for valuable and useful speculation.
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d. Chyle and Lytnph Corpuscles
,
cellsfrom the aqueous humor of the

frog's eye
,
the white blood corpuscles, certam corpuscles in the con-

nective tissue and young epithelial cells from the mucous surfaces

generally, exhibit movements of the same kind. Masses of

germinal matter in the frog’s cornea, especially when under

the influence of a current of electricity, exhibit active move-

ments. (Kuhne). The white corpuscles in the circulating

fluid of many mollusks and other animals, also exhibit vital

movements, and it is probable that they occur in every kind

of germinal matter, but in consequence of some forms being

very easily and quickly killed, we are not able to demonstrate

the movement in all cases.

e. Ova.—Vital movements are manifested by the germinal matter

entering into the formation of ova. Much may be learnt by

patiently studying the changes taking place from day to day

in the ova of the common water snail (Limneeus Stagnalis)

and other mollusks. As is well known the fertilised ovum of

many amphibious reptiles, fishes, and mammalia, is the seat

of wonderful changes in form. The movements of the mass

in some cases commence before, and always continue for

a long time after, impregnation has been effected. The result

of the movements is the concentration of the germ yolk at

one part of the surface, and the division of the entire ovum
into this and the food yolk. It is probable that the layer of

germinal matter around the food yolk is the seat of the active

movements and not the yolk itself. That part which is known
as the germ yolk is alone the seat of all those wonderful

phenomena which result in the fonnation of the embryo.

The phenomena may be well observed, and with great facility,

in the ova of frogs, newts, and many osseous fishes.

Dr. Ransom, of Nottingham, who has for some years paid the

greatest attention to the examination of the ova of fishes, recom-

mends those of the Stickleback and the Pike as well adapted for

observation. It is not necessary that the ova of the latter fish

should be fertilised even. No form of active living matter is better

adapted to the purposes of the physiologist than that of the egg of

the pike.

In making experiments upon either of these fishes, Dr. Ransom
divides the spinal cord just behind the edge of the gill covers, and

then the fish is amenable to manipulation, and yet lives and breathes

well. In order to impregnate the ova of the stickleback, the same

observer recommends that the ripe male should be cut open and his

F
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testes used in fragments, as the semen cannot be well squeezed out.

The application of heat and cold in investigations of this kind is

referred to in § 122.

f. Cyclosis or Rotation of the contents of cells.—The circulation in

the cells of vallisneria, anacharis, chara and nitella

,

may be

observed without any difficulty. In all these the movement

is due to the vital properties or powers of the germinal matter

which moves round and round the cell
;
the hard cell wall

preventing its escape, and rendering movements in a right line

impossible. If subjected to examination under the highest

powers, however, certain precautions are necessary. The

thinnest possible layer should be removed with a thin but very

sharp knife, pi. IV, fig. 20, from the surface of a young leaf of

vallisneria or anacharis
,
and the two thin pieces thus obtained

must be carefully placed on the slide with a drop of water and

covered with the thinnest possible glass, care being taken to

prevent it from pressing firmly upon the freshly cut surface.

It not unfrequently happens that cyclosis has entirely stopped in

the cells when submitted to examination, but after the fragments of the

leaf have remained still for a short time the movement recommences,

especially if slight warmth be applied
;
and it is a good plan, especi-

ally in winter, to place the sections which have been made in water,

in a small corked glass tube, which may be carried in the pocket for

a quarter of an hour or more before they are to be subjected to

examination.

Facts of the utmost general interest and importance may be

demonstrated in vallisneria by the aid of the highest powers. The
stream which moves round and round the cell, and looks like pure

water under a twelfth, is found to be composed of extremely minute

and apparently spherical particles endowed with active motor power,

if examined by a or The green chlorophyll masses are urged

on by the actively moving germinal particles. One portion of the

active, colourless, moving mass is seen to outstrip another portion,

amongst which it gradually blends and incorporates itself, to be, in

its turn, outstripped by other portions.

Solid particles are often suspended in moving germinal matter,

and appear to move of themselves, although, really, they are perfectly

passive and are but carried in the moving stream. Sometimes these

are formed from the germinal matter itself, sometimes they are

foreign particles entering from without. The latter may be seen

commonly enough in the amoeba. Pus and mucus corpuscles

and many other forms of germinal matter, contain extremely
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minute particles, the nature of which has not been positively

determined.

The hairs from the flower of the Virginian spider-wort
(
Tradescantia

Virginica
)
are beautiful objects for studying the movements of the

living germinal matter in the cell. The transparent matter in active

movement contains many minute highly refractive particles, which

enable one to detect the slightest variation of the direction in which

the stream sets. The young hairs of the nettle, the cuticular cells of

this and many other plants, exhibit rotation. The movement can

often be seen in the young, although it may not be visible in the

fully-formed cells.

The movements described in this section as vital movements I

regard as primary, and think that the power of movement exists in

connection with the matter of which each small portion of the moving

mass is composed. It may be to some minds unsatisfactory to attri-

bute the phenomenon to the influence of a power of the nature of

which nothing is known, but it is surely better to do this for the

present, than to assert that these movements are due to physical

force, when they cannot be explained by known laws. Any unpreju-

diced person who thoroughly studies the movements and carefully

thinks over the facts of the case, will, I think, find himself compelled

to admit that they cannot be accounted for in the present state of our

knowledge, without assuming the existence of vital power. No one

will be more ready to acknowledge that these movements and other

phenomena characteristic of living matter are due to ordinary force than

myself, so soon as the correctness of such a doctrine shall have been

proved, or when any advance towards this end shall have been made
;

but as a working physiologist desiring to promote to the utmost, real

advance in this department of science, I consider it a duty to oppose

as strongly as I can the practice pursued by some scientific autho-

rities in the present day, and especially in this country, of reiterating

the assertion that all, or nearly all the phenomena of living beings are

to be accounted for by the action of ordinary force. Instead of my
objections to the assertions being answered, or the challenge to con-

sider the matter in detail being accepted, we are told that the

“ tendency of modern science is towards this ” apparently much-

desired “ end, and that although living matter cannot yet be prepared

by man, the day is not far distant when its artificial production will

be rendered possible,” and so forth !

The student should endeavour to detect the fallacies which

underlie many of the modern doctrines, and which are very often

so cleverly concealed by the ingenious choice of words, that they are

not easily discovered, except by one who has accustomed himself to

f 2
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analyse modern scientific writing. It has been stated, with whaf~
appears to be learned precision, that force is “ conditioned ” by the

“ molecular machinery ” existing in the cell, and no doubt it has been

concluded by those who made the assertion, that no one would be

likely to inquire what the molecular machinery was, and how the

“ conditioning ” took place. But it so happens that the changes in

question occur without the existence of anything to which the term

machinery can be properly applied. Instead of the living cell being-

like a machine, it is perhaps less like a machine than anything else

that we have any knowledge of. This “living machine”! is just a

very minute mass of soft, colourless, transparent, semifluid matter,

endowed with veiy wonderful properties or powers,—in which matter

is decomposed and its elements rearranged, while its forces are con-

ditioned in a manner that cannot be effected by man with the aid of

the most perfect machinery and elaborate apparatus his ingenuity has

devised. Living matter is not a machine, nor does it act upon the

principles of a machine, nor is force conditioned in it as it is in a

machine, nor have the movements occurring in it been explained by

physics, or the changes which take place in its composition by

chemistry. The phenomena occurring in living matter are peculiar,

differing from any other known phenomena
;
and therefore, until we

can explain them, they may be well distinguished by the term vital.

Not the slightest step has yet been made towards the production of

matter possessing the properties which distinguish living matter from

matter in every other known state. As investigation advances the

movements of living or germinal matter will acquire a still higher

importance, for there can be no doubt that the alteration in the

position of cells with respect to one another during the formation of

tissues is due to vital movements. It is therefore unnecessary for

me to make any apology for having considered the question at some

length, or for having urged my readers to observe the phenomena.

The white blood corpuscles have been termed contractile cells and

a?ncehiform corpuscles
,
as if everything which exhibited this peculiar

property of movement were of an amcebiform type. I have shown

that the lymph and chyle corpuscles, the white blood corpuscles, the

so-called mucus and pus-corpuscles, young epithelial cells, &c., are

but free masses of living germinal matter, which, being destitute of

any firm cell-wall, and embedded in a more or less fluid medium, are

free to move in every direction. In short, the movement charac-

terises not only the amoeba and the so-called amcebiform cells, but

every kind of living matter, although it cannot be seen in every

instance, in consequence of the slow rate at which the changes in

form occur. At the present time we are acquainted with so many
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cases in which active movements may be actually seen, and every

year new examples are discovered—that we are justified in concluding

that all germinal matter possesses the same property. The

changes in relative position and alterations in form which take place

in the case of tire germinal matter of the firmest tissues during deve-

lopment, prove that this form of germinal matter is no exception.

The movements of the amoeba must therefore be regarded as vital

movements
,
not peculiar to it and a few other things. The terms

amoebiform movements and amoebiform bodies should no longer be

employed, since it can be demonstrated that spontaneous movement,

growth, multiplication, and formation are attributes of every kind of

living matter, while they are not known to be manifested by any kind

of non-living matter whatever. No satisfactory explanation of the

movements has yet been offered, and though I know many scientific

men will attribute them to antecedent changes in the moving matter,

and rest content, refusing to discuss the nature of the antecedent

changes they imagine, it seems to me that by doing so they fall into

the fatal mistake of really checking the progress of scientific enquiry,

which they profess to promote. It looks as ifthey feared that enquiry

should extend beyond the point at which the narrow physico-chemical

doctrines to which they have most prematurely committed themselves,

in direct opposition to all the teachings of true science would limit it.

Ciliary Movements.—Ciliary action is, I think, due to changes

going on within the cell, but probably very intimately con-

nected with the currents which flow to and from the germinal

or living matter, and the altered tension thus caused in the

cell. Ciliary motion is not dependent upon nervous action,

nor is it due to any disturbance in the surrounding medium.

Ciliary motion cannot be regarded as a vital movement,

although it is probably due to changes which are consequent

upon vital phenomena. Cilia consist of “ formed material.”

In the immediate vicinity of ciliated cells are sometimes

observed cells with open mouths, out of which mucus and

various substances, formed or secreted in the interior of the

cell, pass. In the formation of these products, nutrient matter

from the blood, after passing through the attached extremity

of the cell, is probably absorbed by the living matter. At the

same time the outermost portion of the latter becomes con-

verted into the peculiar contents of the cell, and thus the

formed matterwhich has been already produced becomes pushed

towards the orifice. I think that the movements of cilia are

brought about by a somewhat similar series of changes, in.
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which the germinal or living matter, usually termed “ nucleus,”

plays the active and most important part.

Different forms of ciliary action may be observed among the dif-

ferent species of infusoria. It is, however, doubtful if many of the

very fine spine-like bodies, the movements of which seem under

voluntary control, should be regarded as cilia. The simple organ-

isms of this class seem to possess the power of permitting or stop-

ping the vibrations, although there can be no doubt that in vertebrate

animals, generally, ciliary action is quite independent of volition.

There is certainly no connection between the cells of ciliated epithe-

lium and the nerves.

Cells of ciliated epithelium in active vibration can always be

obtained by scraping the back of the frog’s tongue. Mucus is removed

in which numerous cells are found. The thin glass cover must be

prevented from pressing too firmly by inserting a small piece of thin

paper beneath it. The student may also obtain very beautiful ciliated

epithelium in active vibration from the branchiae (gills) of the oyster

or mussel. Some of the cilia from the latter situation are of consider-

able length, and occasionally the vibration of a single cilium may be

watched, in which case the observer may demonstrate the inter-

esting fact that movement occurs not only at the base of the cilium,

but in every part of the vibratile filament.

Of all the ciliated structures, the newt’s kidney is perhaps

the most beautiful and the most remarkable. The tortuous

uriniferous tubes in the upper thin portion of the kidney are

lined in their whole length with ciliated epithelium, which con-

tinues in active motion for some time after the removal of the

organ from the body of the animal. In order to display this wonder-

ful object, we must proceed as follows :—After destroying the newt

by cutting off the head, the abdominal cavity is laid open, and by

turning the viscera to one or other side, the kidneys may be exposed.

Towards the pelvis of the animal, the kidney presents much the same

appearance as in the frog : but, upon tracing it upwards, it will be

found to become gradually thinner, and to extend quite into the

thoracic portion of the animal. It is this upper thin part of the

kidney which shows the ciliary motion to the greatest advantage.

See pi. VIII, fig. 45. A probe, a, is represented in the drawing

underneath that portion of the kidney which should be examined in

the microscope. The secreting tubes lie upon one plane, so that a

tube throughout the entire length of which active ciliary motion is

constantly taking place, may often be seen in the field of the micro-

scope at one time. A more beautiful object under a half inch object-

glass, can scarcely be conceived. The thin portion of the kidney,
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above referred to, is to be very carefully removed from the body by

delicate munipulation with fine forceps and a pair of scissars, mois-

tened with a little water, or, what is still better, with some of the

serum of the animal, placed in a large thin glass cell, and carefully

covered with thin glass. The cell should be sufficiently thick to pre-

vent any? pressure upon the preparation. After ciliary action has

stopped, the cilia are with great difficulty distinguished. Many of the

tubes in the lower thick part of the kidney do not exhibit ciliary

action perhaps because they are undergoing degeneration. I have

been able to find in some newts tubes in every stage of wasting.

Ciliated epithelium may also frequently be obtained from the

larynx and trachea ofman by coughing violently. The vibration will

continue for some time after the specimen has been transferred to the

glass slide. The observer will be surprised at the enormous number

of cilia projecting from a single cell
;
indeed it often happens that a

mass is expelled which seems to consist of hundreds of long filaments

all in active vibration, radiating from a common point.

Contractility of Muscle.—Contractile tissues exhibit a repetition

of movements. Contractility is essentially different from any

form of vital movement. The first affects various kinds of

formed material only
;
the last is peculiar to germinal matter.

Vital movement is continuous. Contractility is essentially

interrupted. By vital movements a weight may be raised

higher and higher. Contraction involves yielding or relaxation.

It is, as it were, a vibration to and fro—the alternate shortening

and lengthening of a fibre. Vital movement may occur in a

mass of living matter in any direction. Contraction takes

place in one definite direction only, and never alters.

Contractile movements may be watched in many of the lower

animals. The alternate contraction and relaxation of the spiral stem

of a vorticella is a good example. Muscular contraction may be

studied in any of the small insects or Crustacea. Mr. Bowman
strongly recommends muscular fibres from a young crab (Phil. Trans.

1841). Many small transparent aquatic larvse are very favour-

able for this purpose.

The phenomena of muscular contractility may, however, be studied

more satisfactorily in the broad muscles just beneath the skin of the

common maggot or larva of the blow-fly, than in those of any

other animal I am acquainted with, and as these can be always

readily obtained, I recommend them for observation. The move-

ments, which are very beautiful, continue for ten minutes or a quarter

of an hour after the muscles have been removed from the body of

the recently killed animal, so that a specimen may be prepared and
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passed round the lecture room in one of the portable microscopes.

In the winter I have seen the contractions continue for upwards of

half an hour. But the most instructive method of examination is

under the influence of polarised light, with a plate of selenite. When
the ground is green, the waves of contraction which pass along each

muscular fibre in various directions, are of a bright purple. In other

parts of the field the complementary colours are reversed. There are

few microscopic objects, that I am acquainted with, so beautiful as

this. With the aid of very high powers, the actual change occurring

in the contractile tissue as it passes from a state of relaxation to con-

traction, and from this to relaxation again, may be studied, and for
. . *

many minutes at a time.

In order to obtain the muscles, it is only necessary to slit up the

larva, and after removing the viscera, to separate some of the muscles

from the outer skin to which they are attached. They may be

moistened with some white of egg, saliva, or better than all, a little

of the colourless fluid from the animal.

Of Molecular Movements.—When any solid matter in an exceed-

ingly minute state of division is suspended in a limpid fluid,

every one of the minute particles is seen to be in a state of

active motion or vibration in the neighbourhood of other

particles. The cause of these molecular movements has not

yet been satisfactorily explained, and they have often been

mistaken for vital movements. If some bacteria developed in

any decomposing water be exposed to a temperature of 200°

they are destroyed, but although quite dead, molecular move-

ments still occur. If, however, the movements of the dead

particles be compared with those of living bacteria, a great

difference will be discerned.

Movements of Granules within Cells.—The movement of insoluble

particles from one part of a cell to another, as occurs in the

radiating pigment-cells of batrachia, is probably due to altera-

tion in the direction of the flow of fluid in the cells, from the

cavity of the cell towards the tissues, orfrom the surrounding

tissue into the cell. If the capillaries were fully distended,

fluid would permeate their walls and would pass into the

cavity of the cells, in which case the insoluble particles would

gradually become diffused and would pass into all parts of the

cell
;
while, on the other hand, if the capillaries were reduced

in diameter, and the lateral pressure upon their walls reduced,

there would be, as is well known, a tendency for the fluid in

the surrounding tissue to flow towards the vessels and pass
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into their interior (pi. VIII, fig. 47). In this case the

quantity of fluid in the cells would be gradually reduced, and

the insoluble particles would become aggregated together,

and would collect in those situations where there was most

space, as in the central part of the cell around the nucleus.

Moreover, in the last case, the flow of fluid, which con-

stantly sets towards the nucleus, would be instrumental in

drawing the particles in this same direction, while if the cell

contained a considerable proportion of fluid, the currents

would pass between the articles without moving them.

Evaporation, as it occurs after death, causes concentration

of the insoluble particles towards the centre of the cells.

On the other hand, the changes in the pigment-cells of the frog

have been considered by Professor Lister to be due to vital actions
,

and he agrees with Wittich and others who maintain they are under

the immediate control of the nervous system. Indirectly they are,

but I do not think that any experiments have proved satisfactorily that

the nerves exert any direct influence upon the movements of the

particles in these cells. It is well known that the nerves govern the

calibre of the vessels, and thus influence the amount of fluid in the

surrounding tissues, and in this indirect manner nerves may be said to

affect the movements of the particles in the cells. The reader will find

a full account of Prof. Lister’s experiments, and the arguments deduced

from them, in his paper “ On the Cutaneous Pigmentary System of

the Frog,” published in the Philosophical Transactions for 1858.

Movement of Blood : of the Heart’s action : of Growth and Multi-

plication.

—

Movement of the Blood.—For examining the circula-

tion in the web of the frog’s foot, a young frog with a thin web
should be selected. The body and one hind leg are loosely

bound up in wet rags, the other leg being allowed to protrude:

The body is then tied to the frog plate, and a piece of thread

having been carefully tied to two of the toes, the webs may
be stretched over the glass at the end of the plate, and fixed

in the proper position for observation. A drop of water may
then be added, and the web covered with thin glass.

By careful observation of the circulation, first of all under a low

power, and then under a quarter of an inch object glass, most impor-

tant and highly interesting facts will be learnt, and if some irritant be

applied to one part of the web, the early changes occurring in inflam-

mation may be demonstrated. A little mustard, a fragment of

Cayenne pepper, a little strong acid, or a hot wire may be used to

excite inflammation. But a minute piece of the paper now used as
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a substitute for a mustard poultice, is most convenient. In cases in

which it is necessary to conduct observations on ’the circulation

with the aid of very high powers, it will be found desirable in practice

to increase the length of the tube instead of employing object glasses

of very high magnifying power. A quarter of an inch object glass may
thus be made to magnify as highly as a twelfth, and as the distance

between the object glass and the thin glass covering the web is very

considerable, there is not the same danger of serious derangement

every time the animal moves slightly. Several different lengths of

tube may be adapted to the microscope body, which may be thus

increased to the length of two feet or more, if desired.

If a small artery be brought into focus and the tip of one of the

toes be very lightly touched, the artery is seen to contract imme-

diately, and somewhat irregularly in different parts of its course.

Sometimes a few blood corpuscles are firmly compressed, and for

several seconds the vessel remains so strongly contracted that not a

corpuscle passes along it. By performing this instructive experiment,

the observer may form a notion of the wonderful contractile power of

the coats of the smaller arteries, and demonstrate conclusively that

the afferent nerve fibres distributed to the skin of the foot generally,

influence the nerve centres from which the nerves ramifying amongst

the muscular fibres of the arterial coats take their rise. This is a

beautiful instance of reflex nervous action affecting the vessels.

The lungs of the frog and newt have been submitted to microsco-

pical examination. The circulation may also be studied during life

in the capillaries of the tail of a small fish, minnow, stickleback, carp,

&c. The fish should be wrapped up in wet lint and loosely tied at

one end of a glass slide, the tail being placed about the centre, and

covered with a piece of very thin glass.

Heart.
—A more correct idea of the action of the heart may

be formed by watching the contractions in a small living

animal under the microscope than in any other way with

which I am acquainted. A young fish, or newt, or frog tad-

pole may be taken for the purpose, but I have found that a

young snake removed from the egg exhibits the phenomena

most beautifully. The blood may be distinctly seen as it

eddies through the various apertures in passing to or from the

different vessels and cavities of the heart. The undulating

contractions of the auricles and ventricle of the heart are very

wonderful. Under a two-inch power adapted to a binocular

microscope, a good idea of the heart’s action is obtained.

The branchiae of the frog tadpole or young newt may be examined

in a flat glass cell specially prepared for the purpose, and by an
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arrangement of tubes the animal may be supplied with fresh water

while it remains under observation. In pi. VIII, fig. 46, is repre-

sented a form of cell which I made some years ago for a proteus, but

a cell for a newt or other animal may be made upon the same plan.

—H. to W., § 13 1. The circulation of the blood in the capillary

vessels of a mammalian animal may be studied in the thin membrane

forming the ‘ wing ’ of a young bat.

Chyle.— For studying the movements of the chyle in the

lacteals, a mouse, rat, or young rabbit may be taken. The

animal should be fed with a little lard beaten up with a piece

of pancreas and a small quantity of bile, so as to form a soft

pultaceous mass which may be strained through muslin.

About half an ounce, or less, of the cream-like fluid may

be injected by the aid of a small syringe into a flexible cathe-

ter which has been passed down the gullet into the animal’s

stomach. After a couple of hours, the creature should be

pithed, stunned, or destroyed very suddenly, and a small por-

tion of the mesentery with the intestine attached withdrawn

through an aperture in the abdominal walls and submitted to

microscopical examination with a low power.

The examination of all the moving objects alluded to in this sec-

tion, should be conducted with the aid of the binocular. The circu-

lation in the cells of vallisneria, and the movements of the cilia of

small animalcules or ciliated cells under a high power with the new

binocular of Messrs. Powell and Leeland, once seen can never be for-

gotten, for the mind seems to realise the actual state of things occur-

ring during life, in a manner which before was not possible.

—

See § 1 14.

Of Growth and Multiplication .
—The observer who aims at

studying the remarkable and highly interesting phenomena of

germination, growth, and multiplication of cells or elementary

parts, in the tissues and organs of man in health and disease,

will find it absolutely necessary to investigate these processes in

the simplest living beings where they occur under less complex

conditions. He must exercise the utmost caution in drawing

inferences from what he sees, or rather thinks he sees, and

he must always bear in mind that great and irreconcileable

differences of opinion exist among even distinguished observers

with regard to the general nature of the changes which take

place when, for example, a spore of common mildew germi-

nates, or an insignificant bacterium gives rise to new bacteria.

How then is it likely that the mode of growth, origin, and mul-
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tiplication of some of the highly complex structures formed in

man, especially in the course of disease can be described with

correctness or fully explained to the student ?

It has been stated over and over again that bacteria originate in

decomposing matters, and one who has recently written on the subject

thinks that he has seen the fibriHae of muscle resolve themselves

into these living bodies ! It is always necessary to be on our guard

against fallacious observations of this kind. Those who have had

much experience in the manufacture of pseudo-bacteria could produce

a number of objects and advance facts and arguments which would

probably fully convince any inexperienced person that there was

abundant evidence to prove that bacteria were but the modified par-

ticles of certain tissues, although the evidence really points entirely

the other way. Perfect looking bacteria may be produced readily

enough by gently warming over a spirit-lamp a little blood placed on

a glass slide and covered with thin glass. From the red blood cor-

puscles under these circumstances numerous very narrow-jointed fila-

mentous processes are seen to project, and from their constant vibra-

tion and molecular movements these might be easily mistaken for

living bodies (pi. YI II, figs. 53 and 53*). Sometimes they become

detached and move about in a manner much resembling certain forms

of bacteria. At the same time any one familiar with investigations

of this kind would be deceived neither by the general appearance

nor by the movements of these bodies. True bacteria are repre-

sented in pi. VIII, figs. 48 to 52.

The student will learn many most important facts by watching

the germination of the common mildew, and studying the different

appearances of the plant when developed under different circum-

stances. It is exceedingly instructive to watch the growth of the

spongioles of a young plant (mustard, wheat, mignonette, or better,

any very small seed), as they grow under the thin glass. Fluid may

be constantly supplied according to the plan described in page 77.

The mode of origin and multiplication of a bacterium and the

growth of a spongiole of a plant, may appear to be questions far

indeed removed from the province of medical enquiry, and yet we
shall find that by such investigations alone can we hope to determine

the nature of some of the phenomena, the true explanation of which

lies at the very root of a knowledge of the real nature of disease. To
gain any real advance, either in physiology or in medicine, we must

establish certain fundamental truths
;
and unless we are content to

examine and revise again and again the first principles of our science,

we cannot hope to progress. Let not the student of medicine, there-

fore, conclude that the multiplication and growth of the lower forms
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of animal and vegetable life are not in his province. There is,

indeed, scarcely a department of natural knowledge which does not

bear more or less directly upon medicine, and those who discourage

careful research, or speak disparagingly of its results, are doing their

utmost, unconsciously it may be, and perhaps unintentionally, but

nevertheless most effectively, to retard real progress.

Some of our leading practitioners are still so prejudiced as to dis-

courage minute investigation among their pupils. Ignorant of what

has been done for the advance of medicine by scientific research, and

determined to continue so, they laugh at that true work which can

alone teach them what they ought to know.

Since the greatest physician cannot yet give a satisfactory

account of what is going on in an ordinary cold, or the greatest

surgeon explain to us the phenomena which are connected with the

formation of a common boil, it is surely time that those inclined to

study these things should be permitted to do so without having their

hard true life ruffled by the scoffs of people who are over-proud of

having found a short cut to fame, but which earnest, thoughtful,

students do not care to tread.

103. Arrangements for keeping Living Hollies alive while under

Observation. •— In order to study the changes occurring in the

growth and multiplication of some of the simplest organisms which

live in water, it is necessary to adopt some plan for preventing, or

compensating for, the evaporation which takes place. This may be

effected, as recommended by Recklinghausen, by adapting a piece

of sheet India-rubber tubing to the glass ring fixed on an ordinary

glass slide, the diameter of the ring being sufficient to allow a piece

of thin glass to be placed within its circumference. The upper end

of the tube is tied round the object glass of the microscope. Thus a
“ moist chamber" is made, and if one of Hartnack’s “ immersion lenses

”

be employed, observations may be continued upon a given object

for some time. The moist chamber is, however, better adapted for

use with low than with very high magnifying powers. I have found

that a similar object is gained if the loss of fluid by evaporation is

compensated for by a little reservoir of water, fixed at one end of the

slide, from which a small piece of blotting paper or silk thread

conducts the fluid to the object as fast as evaporation takes place.

By placing a little cement round two-thirds of the thin glass cover,

sufficient space is allowed for the requisite access of oxygen, while at

the same time loss by evaporation is reduced to the smallest amount.

By this arrangement the growth of the spongioles of plants can be

studied very successfully. In some cases living bodies can only be

kept alive if exposed in a temperature of ioo, and it is therefore
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necessary to have some arrangement by which the object may be

kept warm during examination. § 122.

A small quantity of pus, mucus, and fluids or semi-solid matters

containing various kinds of living matter, may be preserved for some

days without the death of the living matter they contain taking place,

by the following arrangement. A small glass tube about half an inch

in diameter and an inch and a half in length is prepared, the edge of

one extremity being turned outwards in the blow-pipe flame, so that

very thin membrane may be tied over it. The tube is so arranged that

the membrane just touches the surface of some distilled water in a

small dish or capsule
;
the whole being placed in a hot-air oven main-

tained at a temperature of ioo° F. In this way I was enabled to

keep secretions freely exposed to the air, whilst evaporation was

compensated for by the gradual imbibition of fluid from below

through the pores of the membrane. I have succeeded in preserving

mucus corpuscles and masses of germinal matters from the higher

organisms alive for a considerable time longer than they would have

lived at the ordinary temperature of the air. I am still engaged in

various experiments conducted according to this plan, by which one

is enabled to imitate very closely the conditions under which changes

go on in the body of the living animal. The plan is well adapted for

a variety of observations upon the changes occurring in living things.

On Examining Deposits from Fluids.

The most important pieces of apparatus required in the examina-

tion of deposits which subside from fluids, are the following:—Test

tubes, pi. X, figs. 67, 68, pipettes of different sizes, pi. V, fig. 29, conical

glasses, pis. V, IX, figs. 27, 57, wash-bottle, pi. V, fig. 28; watch-

glasses, funnels for filtering, pi. X, fig. 72 ;
and cells in which the deposit

may be subjected to microscopical examination, pi. V, figs. 30, 31.

104. Test Tubes.

—

The observer should be provided with several

test tubes, varying in length from five or six inches to an inch and a

half, or even less. The smaller tubes are very convenient for pre-

serving small quantities of deposits immersed in a preservative

solution, for examination on a subsequent occasion. In boiling a

specimen of urine in a test tube over a lamp, it may be held by

twisting a piece of paper three or four times folded round the neck,

so as to serve for a sort of handle
;
or a little support made of wire,

and mounted in a wooden handle may be used
;
or the tube may be

placed through the smallest ring of the stand represented in pi. Ill,

fig. 12, and in this manner exposed to the action of the lamp.

105. Pipettes.—The pipettes required in microscopical examina-
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tion should be of various sizes, according to the depth of the vessel

which contains the deposit, and the diameter of its orifice. When it

is required to remove some of the deposit from the bottom of a

bottle with a narrow neck, we shall want a pipette of very small

calibre. If the deposit be very thick and viscid, the pipette must

have a wide orifice, or it will not enter it. The orifice of the pipette

should be from the tenth to the eighth of an inch in diameter.

Pipettes are made of common glass tube of various sizes
;
the opening

at the bottom being drawn out slightly in the blowpipe, in order to

make it a little narrower than the tube itself.* The top of the

pipette should be slightly bent over in the form of a lip, and per-

fectly smooth, so that it may be completely covered with the fore-

finger, while the middle finger and thumb are placed on either side of

the tube immediately below the ring.

It is convenient to have a sort of collar to the pipette, about two

inches from the top. This will prevent the finger and thumb from

slipping when the instalment is used, pi. V, fig. 27. Occasionally a

pipette, the end ot which is slightly bent round, will be found useful

;

and sometimes when we wish to decant a considerable quantity of

fluid from a watch-glass, &c., a pipette, upon the stem of which a

bulb has been blown, will be of service.

Various other forms of pipettes have been employed, but the

above will be found most useful to the microscopical observer. A
small pipette with a narrow opening is convenient for removing any

superfluous fluid which may escape outside the thin glass cover when

preparations are being mounted in fluids and preserved in cells.

106 . Conical Classes.

—

Glasses of the shape figured in pis. V,

IX, figs. 27, 57, are the most convenient vessels in which to allow

deposits to subside. After the fluid has stood for some time, the

deposit will have collected in the narrow portion of the glass, and

however small in quantity, it may be very easily removed with the

pipette. These glasses can be obtained of various sizes. In

choosing them, it is better to select those in which the narrow part

terminates in a rounded extremity, for many will be found to have a

little prominence in the bottom around which the deposit collects,

and in this case it is with difficulty removed by the pipette. Others

terminate in a sharp point, too narrow to force even a wire into it for

the purpose of removing the deposit which collects there. If the

deposit is allowed to dry in such a glass, it is hardly possible to dean

it. The very useful glass for allowing deposits to collect in, repre-

sented in fig. 57, was designed by Dr. Budd, and is of great use

* Glass tubing adapted for making pipettes, may be purchased at the operative

chemists’, or of Messrs. Powell, Whitefriars.
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in examining urine and other fluids, as the specific gravity may be

taken, and the specimen allowed to stand in the same glass without

the trouble of transferring it to another vessel. This must be done,

if the ordinary upright jar be employed for taking the specific

gravity.

107. Wash-Bottle.—This simple piece of apparatus, which is

ordinarily used by chemists, is of great use to the microscopical

observer. He will find it most convenient for washing away the

parenchymatous part of tissues in order to leave the most fibrous

portions, removing epithelium from the surface of membranes, &c.

It is employed by the chemist chiefly for washing precipitates on

filters, &c. The wash-bottle is made with an ordinary bottle or glass

flask, having a moderately wide mouth. Two tubes bent, as shown in

pi. V, fig. 28, are accurately fitted into a cork adapted to the neck of

the bottle. Upon nearly filling the bottle with water, and blowing

through the shorter tube, the fluid will be projected from the capillary

orifice of the longer one in the form of a fine jet, which may be

directed upon any desired point.

IBS. Funnels ; Filtering.—The funnels required in microscopical

examination are very small. Those of about two or three inches in

diameter are large enough for most purposes. Glass funnels are the

cheapest and the best. The funnel is supported in the small retort

stand, pi. X, fig. 72, or upon a tripod. The filtering paper may be

obtained already cut in packets of circular pieces of any size required.

One of these is folded in the manner shown in fig. 71, when used.

Before filtering, the filter should always be moistened with a few

drops of water, or with a fluid of the same nature as that which is to

be filtered. A single drop of fluid may be filtered by placing a

narrow piece of filtering paper of a < form close to the drop on a

glass slide, and inclining it so that tire clear fluid runs downwards

from the apex of the <1.

Solutions of crystalloid substances may be separated from colloids

by dialysis. For this purpose the mixed fluids are placed in a vessel,

the bottom of which is formed of bladder or parchment-paper. The

lower surface of the dialyser is in contact with water in a basin.

Under these circumstances the crystalline matters pass through and

diffuse through the water beneath, while the colloid is retained in the

dialyser.

Straining through muslin is sometimes a convenient method of

separating fine and coarse particles from each other, or for separating

a crystalline deposit from viscid mucus. By projecting a stream of

water from the wash-bottle, the crystals may be washed through the

muslin into a vessel placed beneath to catch them, while the mucus
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remains behind. In the separation of starch particles from gluten,

a similar plan may be pursued. The muslin may be tied over a glass

or funnel with a piece of thread, or it may be conveniently fixed in its

place by one of the vulcanised India-rubber rings commonly sold at

stationers’ shops.

109. Cells for the Examination of Deposits.—The thin glass

cell, pi. V, fig. 31, will be found very convenient for the examination

of deposits from fluids, especially when they exist only in small

amount. If the deposit is very abundant, it will only be necessary to

place a small quantity upon a glass slip, and cover it with thin glass.

For the examination of urine, sputum, &c., I have been in the habit

of using the animalcule cage.

Animalcule Cage.—The advantage of this apparatus consists in the

facility with which the depth of the stratum of fluid to be examined

may be altered, according to the quantity of the deposit which it

contains. This is a point of great practical importance when the

amount of sediment is very small, for by submitting only a very

thin stratum of fluid to examination, we might often overlook the

presence of a small quantity of an important deposit, such as a few

fat-cells, or small crystals of oxalate of lime in urine. If, on the

other hand, the deposit be very opaque and abundant, the cover may
be pressed down so as to come very nearly into contact with the

glass upon which it is placed, and an extremely thin stratum may in

this manner be examined. The most useful forms of animalcule

cages for examining urinary deposits are represented in pi. I, fig. 8,

pi. V, fig. 30. In cases where exceedingly thin objects are to be

examined with the aid of very high powers, and it is necessary to

prevent the too firm pressure of the thin glass, a fragment of hair, or

small pieces of paper or card, according to the thickness of the object

to be examined, may be introduced beneath the thin glass.

110. Removal of the Deposit from the Vessel containing It.

—

This is effected as follows :—The upper end of the pipette being,

firmly closed with the forefinger, and the tube held by the thumb and

middle finger, the lower end is carried down to the bottom of the

vessel containing the deposit, fig. 27. If the forefinger be now raised

very slightly, but not completly removed, a few drops of the fluid

with the deposit will rush up into the tube. When a sufficient

quantity for examination has entered, the forefinger must again be

firmly pressed upon the upper opening, and the pipette carefully

removed. A certain quantity of the deposit is allowed to flow from

the pipette on to the glass slide or cell, by gently raising the fore-

finger from the top. The deposit is then covered with the thin glass

cover, and subjected to examination in the usual way.

G
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111. Method of Collecting a very small quantity of a Deposit from

a Fluid.—When the quantity of deposit is very small, the following

plan will be found of practical utility. After allowing the lower part

of the fluid which has been standing, to flow into the pipette as above

described, and removing it in the usual manner, the finger is applied

to the lower opening, in order to prevent the escape of fluid when the

upper orifice is opened by the removal of the finger. The upper

opening is then carefully closed with a piece of cork. Upon now
removing the finger from the lower orifice, the fluid will not run out

A glass slide is placed under the pipette, which is allowed to rest

upon it for a short time. It may be suspended with a piece of string,

or supported by the little retort stand. Any traces of deposit will

subside to the lower part of the fluid, and must of necessity collect in

a small drop upon the glass slide, which may be removed and

examined in the usual way.

Another plan is to place the fluid with the deposit removed by

the pipette, in a narrow tube, closed at one end, the bore of which is

rather less than a quarter of an inch in diameter. This may be

inverted on a glass slide, and kept in this position by a broad

elastic India-rubber band. The deposit, with a drop or two of fluid,

will fall upon the slide, but the escape of a further quantity is pre-

vented by the nature of the arrangement, pL IX, fig. 61.

112. Separation of tbe Deposit from the Fluid in which it was

suspended, for Preservation.—After allowing time for the complete

subsidence of the deposit, the supernatant fluid is poured off, and

the glass filled up with water, or some fluid which corresponds in

density to that which was removed, as glycerine, saline solutions, &c.,

in cases in which the endosmosis of water into cells is to be feared.

After again allowing time for the subsidence of the deposit, the

operation of pouring off the fluid is repeated, and more water, or the

preservative solution, added, and again poured off, until the deposit is

considered to be free from the original fluid. Two or three washings

generally suffice. In this way a deposit may be thoroughly saturated

with any fluid in which it is to be preserved.

After being thoroughly washed, the deposit may be removed with

a pipette in the usual way, and placed upon a slide, or in a small test

tube, which may then be corked up and labelled. The latter plan is

the most satisfactory with which I am acquainted for preserving small

quantities of deposits, and if the tube be nearly filled with the preser-

vative fluid, the deposit will keep for a length of time.

Of separating the Finefrom the Coarse Particles of a Deposit.—This

is readily effected by stirring the whole of the deposit up with some

water. When a short time lias been allowed for the subsidence of the
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densest particles, the fluid is poured off into another vessel. After

another short period has elapsed, all but the deposit is again poured off

into a third and fourth vessel. In this manner, several different

sediments are obtained, each containing particles of different size and

density, which may be subjected to examination, or mounted separately.

M3. Of Preserving Specimens permanently.—The various methods

employed for preserving objects have been fully described in “ How
to work with the Microscope.” It is only necessary to refer here

to those of the greatest use to the medical practitioner. Some things

may be preserved as dry objects in air, being carefully protected from

the dust by the thin glass cover, but almost all the specimens of

interest to us require to be immersed in fluid and preserved in

fluid media, if their natural characters are to be retained.

After what has been already remarked with reference to the use

of glycerine, I need scarcely repeat that according to my experience,

this is by far the most valuable preservative medium for general

purposes. But as many microscopists prefer other solutions, I

propose to draw attention to some of those which have been most

strongly recommended.

Canada Balsam has been more used than any other preservative

medium. Some objects may be dried and mounted in Canada

balsam, and a plan has been already described (page 24), by which

objects may be mounted in the medium without Jbeing dried in the

first instance. Canada balsam has this very great advantage over

other media—that when once mounted, the specimen retains its

character for years, and is probably as permane7it as anything can be.

But unfortunately the most important character of the great majority

of objects of interest to us are not retained in specimens mounted in

balsam. Although many of my friends still mount their specimens in

this medium, and the plan finds special favour in Germany, I must

venture to speak against it, for I think that many of the views now
entertained concerning the structure of certain organs would never

have originated if the specimens had not been mounted in Canada

balsam. The most important anatomical peculiarities of most animal

tissues are entirely destroyed by the process, and it is impossible to

form any idea of the relative position of structures lying one over the

other, for in consequence of the contraction which has taken place,

fibres which really lie above or below one another, appear in the

mounted specimen upon precisely the same plane, and delicate lines

as of nerve fibres which in the moist specimens are evidently quite

distinct from each other, and pursue a somewhat tortuous course on

many different planes, appear in balsam preparations to be fused

G 2
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together forming one fibre, and seem to run in perfectly straight lines.

Capillaries shrink, and oftentimes vessels distinct from one another

appear to be connected. But perhaps the greatest differences of

opinion arising out of this plan of preparation are those which are

now held with reference to the existence of very minute tubes

connected with capillary vessels and lymphatics. The size injection

employed seems to make slight rents in the capillaries, and to run

into the spaces existing in various tissues, for example in the narrow

channels between the individual epithelial cells of cutaneus or mucous

epithelial structures. The size slowly hardens in these tube-like

interstices, and in the process of drying contracts slightly, causing

well defined outlines to each portion, and thus the appearance of

minute capillary tubes filled with injection, results.

Although this view has met with very warm support, it appears to

me to rest upon a most unsatisfactory basis, and until I obtain

stronger evidence from the preparations of others or from my own

observations I feel compelled to dissent from it.

So with reference to the arrangement of the ducts of the liver.

Even now the existence of the finest ducts which I injected many
years since is scarcely admitted, although a system of far finer ducts

amongst the liver cells in every part of the lobule has met with

general acceptance, and I believe that the inferences deduced have

arisen almost entirely from the appearances seen in examining

balsam preparations by observers who endeavour to make it appear

that the objections they raise to the use of glycerine are as strong as,

and more reasonable than, those which may be made to balsam.

Upon paper this appears to be so, but when the two processes are

practically compared a very different conclusion is arrived at. The

suggestion has certainly been repeated in Germany by author after

author that the appearances described by me may have been

artificially produced by the mode of preparation followed ! Such

observations only show that a most imperfect idea has been

formed of what may be actually seen by the plan of preparation

advocated by me, and that those who offer the opinion have either

not tried the plan at all, or, having tried it have not succeeded, or

have had no opportunity of seeing specimens prepared according to

the principles laid down.

When a specimen is to be preserved in any fluid medium, it must

always be allowed to soak in it for a considerable time before it is

mounted. The best plan is to place the specimen in a few drops of

the preservative solution in a watch-glass, protected from dust by a

glass shade, for two or three days before they are to be permanently

mounted.
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The method of employing syrup and glycerine has been

already referred to (p. 51). If weak solutions are used, the growth of

fungi may be prevented by adding to the fluid a drop of carbolic

acid, or a fragment of camphor.

Glycerine jelly is a very useful medium for preserving anatomical

specimens. The mixture may be made as follows :—A certain quan-

tity of gelatine or isinglass is allowed to soak for some time in cold

water, until it swells up and becomes soft. It is then placed in a

glass vessel and melted by the heat of warm water. It may be

clarified, if necessary, by first adding to the cold gelatin a little white

of egg, then boiling the mixture and filtering through fine flannel.

To this fluid an equal quantity of strong glycerine is added and

well mixed with it. This mixture may be kept for any length of

time, and a very slight heat is sufficient to render it perfectly fluid.

Mr. Rimmington, operative chemist, Bradford, prepares some very

clear and transparent glycerine jelly. This may be obtained in small

bottles free by post for is. 4d.

Gum and glycerine is also a very useful preservative medium.

Naptha and Creosote Fluid.

Creosote 3 drachms.

Wood Naptha ... ... 6 ounces.

Distilled Water 64 ounces.

Chalk as much as may be necessary.

The naptha and creosote are first mixed together, and to the mixture as

much prepared chalk as is sufficient to make a smooth thick paste, is

to be added. Then pour in gradually the water, mixing it with the

other ingredients in a mortar. Add two or three small lumps of

camphor, and allow the whole to stand for a fortnight or three weeks,

occasionally stirring it. The almost clear supernatant fluid is then

poured off ready for use.

Carbolic Acid.—The preservative qualities of this substance are

now well known. A solution for preserving and mounting tissues

may be made by adding to 100 parts of distilled water, 1 part of car-

bolic acid. Both animal and vegetable tissues may be preserved in

this medium. Carbolic acid water is, I think, likely to prove very-

valuable, and will probably supersede the use of the creosote fluid

above given, indeed I only repeat the formula for the latter, because

I have, as yet, no facts which enable me to offer a positive opinion

concerning the value of any other fluid composed almost entirely of

water.

Chloride of Calcium. —For preserving many vegetable tissues as
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well as specimens of bone, hair, teeth, and other hard substances, a

saturated solution of chloride of calcium has been recommended.

Chromic Acid.—A solution of chromic acid is prepared by dis-

solving sufficient of the crystallized acid to render the liquid of a

pale straw colour. It preserves structures exceedingly well, but

renders tissues granular. It is also very useful for hardening many of

the softer animal tissues.

Upon the whole I am still of opinion that the strongest glycerine

and glycerine jelly are the most advantageous media for preserving

animal tissues, and carbolic acid water and creosote fluid for the

preservation of various specimens, for which a fluid possessing the

highly refracting properties of glycerine is not suitable.

I believe that our knowledge concerning the distribution of nerves

and the ultimate arrangement of the secreting portions of various

glands, the relation of cells to the capillaries and nerve fibres, and

other most important but delicate points of anatomical enquiry will

be rapidly advanced, if students will act upon the principles laid down

in pages 50 and 51, and follow the directions there given, modifying

the details as experiment and observation show to be desirable.

Canada balsam specimens, although advantageous for showing the

general arrangement of vessels in various organs and other com-

paratively rough points, will not, I think, enable us to add much

to our existing knowledge.

114. Of tbe new Binocular Arrangement adapted for tbe Highest

Magnifying Powers.—Messrs. Powell and Lealand have recently

succeeded in devising a plan by which a binocular arrangement is

adapted to the highest powers. The ordinary binocular now in use

is suitable only for the examination of objects by powers magnifying

less than 200 diameters, but the new one can be used with

the Tjp

By the prisms represented in section in pi. VIII, fig. 54, it will be

observed that of the total number of rays which have passed through

the object glass, the greater part are transmitted through the

prism B and the straight tube of the microscope, but some suffer

reflexion from its lower surface, and are received upon the reflecting

surface E of the prism C in an oblique direction as shown by the

dotted lines, and after emerging from the surface, enter the diagonal

tube of the microscope.

The last of the two images is less intense than the first, but still

quite light enough to be seen very clearly. The two images thus

formed are exactly similar, and the two pictures appear to the

observer as one in relief. There is, however, no true stereoscopic

image, for the one picture seems to be in every respect, save in
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intensity of illumination, the counterpart of the other. By this

arrangement microscopic work with very high powers is far less

fatiguing than when the monocular body is employed, and I believe

the new arrangement will be found most useful in practice.

Modifications of the principle adopted by Messrs. Powell and

Lealand in their binocular for high powers, have been suggested by

Mr. Wenham, with the view of utilising some of the light lost in their

system, but I have not had an opportunity of comparing the working

of Mr. Wenham’s prisms with those of Powell and Lealand. From

Mr. Wenhams’s description there is obviously some difficulty in

obtaining perfectly satisfactory results.
“ The two prisms need not

be pressed into contact—if so, Newton’s rings are formed
;
they may

be set a visible distance asunder, but great care is needed in adjusting

the small prism so as to get both reflections combied, otherwise a

blurred image will be seen in the slanting body.”

I have examined many objects by the arrangement of Messrs.

Powell and Lealand, and find that it works exceedingly well in prac-

tice, and I can strongly recommend it to those who work with very

high powers.

ns. Of Finders.—Several different plans have been employed for

the purpose of finding any special object upon the glass slide, or any

particular part of a specimen without loss of time.—See H. to W.,

§ 67, pis. XVIII, XIX. But the most simple and efficient method is

that recently proposed by Mr. Bridgman, of Norwich, and made by

Mr. Baker, of Holborn. Attached to the side of the body of the

microscope is an arm capable of being moved upwards and down-

wards in such a manner that it may fall upon one end of the slide. If

the end be anointed with ink or black varnish, a mark may be made
upon the end of the slide when the point for observation is in the

centre of the field. In order to find this same spot at any future

time, it is of course only necessary to place the slide in such a posi-

tion that the original mark exactly corresponds with the point of the

finder, and the part of the specimen must then be again in the centre

of the field. The plan is so simple and efficacious, that it will, I

think, completely supersede the various finders now in use.
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CHAPTER III.

Of the Chemical and Microscopical Examination of the Solids and

Fluids of the Animal Body.—Of taking Specific Gravities.

—

Evaporation
,
Incineration

,
crc.—Dialysis ; Colloids

,
Crystalloids

,

cr’C.—Apparatus required for Chemical Investigation.—Micro-

scopefor Examining Substances Immersed in Corrosive Liquids.

—

Method of Examining Objects imder the Influence of Heat and

Cold.—Reagents.—Method of Applying Tests to Substances in-

tejided for Microscopical Examination.—Effects of Reagents upon

Animal Structures.—Of obtaining Crystalline Substancesfrom the

Fluids a?id Textures of Animal Bodies.—Of the Detection of

Ammonia and Organic Matters in the Expired Air.—Method of

Collecting Matters Suspended in the Air of Rooms, Hospitals

,

Sheds, &=c., for Microscopical Exa?ni?iatio?i with the Highest

Powers.—Of the Spectrum Microscope.—Of Spectrum Microscopic

Analysis.—OfRemoving Stainsfro7n the Hands.

By the aid of the microscope we are enabled to distinguish many

substances with certainty, but amorphous particles are very often met

with, the nature of which it is impossible to ascertain by microscopic

investigation only. It is therefore necessary to study the effect of

certain reagents upon the substance under the microscope. We may

learn by microscopical examination that a texture is granular, fibrous,

opaque, perfectly clear, &c., but nothing of its physical and chemical

properties, and since these appearances are manifested by several

different materials, it is necessary to resort to a chemical examination

to determine the nature of the particles under examination. If the

composition of any body having well-defined microscopical characters

has been once determined, we are enabled afterwards to recognize

it by resorting to microscopical examination only, but every specimen

of granular matter requires chemical analysis, which may be con-

ducted while it remains upon the glass slide, and the reactions

induced may be studied under the microscope.

Some bodies always produce well-recognized crystals when treated
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with certain chemical reagents, and we know that although there may

be in nature other crystals of precisely the same form, but of

a different composition, these latter could not have been produced

under the circumstances present, and hence in such a case we may

sometimes feel as confident of the nature of the substance as if an

ultimate analysis of it had been performed.

In almost every branch of microscopical enquiry, the greatest

assistance is derived from the use of chemical reagents. By a know-

ledge of the behaviour of certain substances with particular chemical

reagents, and the application of this information to microscopical

investigation, we are often enabled to distinguish peculiarities of

structure, to ascertain the chemical composition of minute quantities

of matter, and to demonstrate clearly the existence of particular com-

pounds in the animal frame with the greatest certainty
;
some of

which would probably entirely escape our observation, if we subjected

them separately to the most careful chemical analysis, or to the most

searching microscopical examination.

The application of chemical analysis to microscopical investiga-

tion has thrown a new light upon the nature of many physiological

changes which are constantly taking place in organized bodies in

health, and has enabled us to investigate more satisfactorily the

modifications which occur when these processes are subjected to the

influence of conditions which counteract healthy actions. Such

matters are of the deepest interest to us as practitioners of medicine.

In the various forms of disease which are constantly being brought

under our notice, we ought to study as minutely as possible the

nature and course of morbid actions, which it is our duty to investi-

gate fully. From what we learn by scientific research we may be led

to suggest means to modify or counteract morbid actions, and

may, perhaps, jeven be able to prevent their occurrence in other

cases.

The laboratory is a very necessary adjunct to the dissecting-room,

the museum, the post-mortem room, and the clinical wards of our

hospitals
;
and he who desires to apply all the means at present at our

disposal to unravel the mysteries of disease, to help him to form a

correct diagnosis, or enable him to recommend the right course of

treatment, will do well to make this particular branch of chemistry,

with microscopical examination, an essential part of his study.

The works of Vogel, Schmidt, Scherer, Hcefle, Gorup von

Besanez, Hoppe Seyler, and others, which have been published

within the last twenty years, have done much to advance this

branch of investigation
;

while those of Golding Bird, Schwann,

Robin and Verdeil, and Lehmann, and the excellent Atlas of plates
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by Dr. Funke, show the vast importance which the combined

methods of chemical and microscopical investigation are very fast

assuming.*

It is not within the compass of the present work to do more than

refer to the general principles upon which chemical examination is

conducted, and to give examples of those processes which are of the

greatest importance to the student of medicine, and which he may be

called upon to perform in the practice of his profession.

As an instance of the great advantage of the application of a few

simple tests to microscopical investigation, I may refer to the dilferent

effects of ether upon fat globules (which are so commonly found in

different tissues), and crystalline bodies composed of phosphate or

carbonate of lime, which sometimes resemble oil globules so nearly in

refractive properties, in form, and in general appearance, as to have

led to many mistakes. The application of a drop of ether has no

effect whatever upon the latter, but it dissolves the former. If, how-

ever, the oil globule is covered with a membrane which prevents the

action of ether upon it, it is necessary to add a little acetic acid or a

drop of solution of potash or soda, in order to dissolve the mem-

brane, when the ether will at once act upon the fat. This instructive

observation may be repeated upon the oil globules in a drop of milk.

Phosphate of lime is readily soluble in dilute acids, while fat is not

acted upon by these reagents. Not unfrequently organic material is

deposited with the phosphate of lime, so that it is necessary to allow

the globules to soak for a few minutes in the acid before concluding

that it exerts no action upon them. By such simple proceedings we

are enabled at once to decide a very important question, and one

that has led to some discussion and difference of opinion, in conse-

quence of the solubility or insolubility of the globules in acids and

ether not having been clearly proved.

The detection of the presence of mere traces of urea, uric acid,

* “ Anleitung zum Gebr. des Mikroskopes zurZooch. Anal. u. zur Mikroskop.

Chemisch. Untersuch.” Dr. Julius Vogel, 1841. “ Chemische und Mikros-

kopische Untersuchungen zur Pathologie,” Dr. J. J. Scherer, Heidelberg, 1843.

“Entwurf einer Allg. Untersuchungsmethode der Safte u. Excrete des Thieri-

schen Organismus,” Dr. Carl Schmidt, 1846. “Chemie und Mikroskop am
Krankenbette,” Dr. Hcefle, 1850. Franz Simon’s “Animal Chemistry,” translated

by Dr. Day, for the Sydenham Society. Becquerel and Rodier’s “ Pathological

Chemistry,” translated by Dr. Speer. “ Physiological Chemistry,” Dr. Lehmann,

translated by Dr. Day, Cavendish Society, 1851. “Atlas of Physiological

Chemistry,” Dr. Otto Funke, Cavendish Society, 1852. “Traite de Chimie

Anatomique et Physiologique,” Robin et Verdeil. “Urinary Deposits,” Dr.

Golding Bird, new edition by Dr. Birkett, 1857. Bowman’s “Medical Chemistry.”

“Anleitung zur Zoochemischen Analyse,” Gorup-Besanez. “ Lehrbuch der Phy-

siologischen Chemie von Dr. W. KUhne.” Bloxam’s “Chemistry.”
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and other substances, in different tissues and fluids by the application

of reagents, and subsequent microscopical examination, will be

referred to in the present chapter.

On the Chemical and Microscopical Examination of Animal

Solids and Liquids.

Preliminary Observations.—In the first place we should note

carefully the general characters which the substance exhibits
;

its

form, colour, size, weight, hardness, &c.
;
and fluidity, transparency,

tenacity, &c., in the case of liquids. Portions of solid textures, and

the deposit from fluids must be subjected to microscopical exa-

mination, but their reaction should always be ascertained in the first

instance.

116. Reaction.—The reaction of any moist substance is found out

by testing it with a piece of blue and reddened litmus paper. If the

matter be dry, or the reaction of a vapour is to be tested, the paper

must be first moistened with a drop of distilled water. The blue

paper is reddened by acids, and the redpaper is turned blue by alkalies.

The reddened litmus paper is prepared by adding a very small

quantity of acetic acid to the infusion of litmus into which it is to be

dipped. As the change of turmeric is only visible when the alkaline

reaction is very decided, it is not much employed in animal chemistry.

If the acid reactio?i is due to the presence of carbonic acid
,
the blue

colour will be restored upon gently warming the paper over a lamp

upon a glass slide, or upon a warm plate.

An alkaline reaction may depend upon the presence of volatile or

fixed alkali. The red colour is restored upon warming the paper

which had been rendered blue by the presence of volatile alkali

(ammonia or carbonate of ammonia), while it is not restored if the

change is produced by the presence of a fixed alkali (potash, soda, or

their carbonates, or an alkaline phosphate, &c.).

117. specific Gravity.—Solids.—The specific gravity of animal

solids may be taken in two ways. First. By weighing in air, and

afterwards in water, which is the process usually followed, and that

which affords the most accurate results. The precautions necessary

to be observed in carrying out this process will be found in

“Bowman’s Practical Chemistry,” and other analytical works on

chemistry. Secondly. The specific gravity of solids may be obtained

by placing small portions in certain saline solutions, the specific gravity

of which has been previously ascertained by experiment : this latter

method has been employed lately for ascertaining the specific gravity
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of the brain in different cases of disease.* The solutions are prepared

in considerable quantities at a time, and kept in large bottles num-

bered according to the specific gravity of the fluid in each. The
strong solution of the salt is first prepared, and this is diluted with

such proportion of water as will make several different mixtures,

varying in specific gravity from 1030 to 1052. The density of the

solutions may be ascertained by the specific gravity bottle, by the

urinometer, or by the aid of the little glass bulbs, pi. IX, fig. 55. The
specific gravity bottle affords the most satisfactory results. Several

glasses are nearly filled with the solutions from different bottles, and

arranged in regular order. The piece of tissue is thrown into one,

and, if it sinks, it must be placed in the fluid of the next higher

specific gravity, and so on, until it neither sinks towards the bottom

nor rises to the surface, when the specific gravity marked upon the

bottle will correspond to that of the substance itself, since a solid will

displace an equal bulk of a solution which is of the same specific

gravity as itself. The soluble substances employed for making the

solutions, may be sugar, various salts, glycerine, and other bodies,

which do not exert any chemical action upon the tissue, whose

specific gravity we wish to determine. Dr. Aitken recommends sulphate

of magnesia, as the action of this salt on the cerebral tissue is very slight.

Specific Gravity—Liquids.—First. By the converse of the last

operation, namely, by placing little glass bulbs, the specific gravity of

which is marked upon them, pi. IX, fig. 55, in the solution, the

density of which we wish to know, until one is found which neither

sinks nor swims. This will indicate the specific gravity of the fluid.

This method is neither so correct, nor so easily applicable to general

purposes as the two following.

Secondly
,
by the hydrometer or urino?neter. The number which is

on a line with the surface of the fluid, when the instrument comes to

rest, indicates its specific gravity. This method is tolerably correct,

if the observer is careful to obtain the best instruments
;
but many

which I have examined, indicated a specific gravity eight or ten

degrees from the truth. The hydrometer or urinometer should always

be tested by the specific gravity bottle. It may be remarked that the

degrees marked upon the stem should gradually diminish in length,

from above, downwards, pi. IX, fig. 58. If they are equal, as in a,

the instrument may at once be pronounced incorrect, without

resorting to an experiment. The degrees at the lower part of the

* Dr. Bucknill “On the Specific Gravity of Cerebral Substance”—(Lancet,

1852). Dr. Sankey in the “British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,”

Jan. 1853, page 40. Dr. Aitken, “Glasgow Medical Journal,” No. I., 1853, and

“The Science and Practice of Medicine.”
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stem should be less than those near the top, as shown in b. The

necessity of this inequality in the degrees will be rendered evident by

referring to the figures in plate IX. In fig. 57 a, representing a dense

fluid, the stem is of course almost entirely above the surface of the

liquid, but in fig. 57 b, a fluid supposed to be but little heavier than

water, only a very small piece of the stem rises above the surface.

Now, in the first figure, the greater weight of stem above the surface

of the fluid, tends to press down the bulb with greater force than the

small portion exposed in fig. b. Hence it is necessary that this should

be allowed for in graduating the instrument, and the degrees at the

lower part of the scale must be shorter than those at its upper

part. Mr. Ackland, at Messrs. Horne and Thornthwaite’s, Newgate

Street, graduates urinometers most accurately.

Thirdly, by the specific gravity bottle
,
which consists of a small

glass flask. When quite dry, it is accurately counterpoised in a deli-

cate balance, filled up to a certain point with distilled water, and

weighed. The distilled water is then poured out, and it is filled up

to the same point exactly with the liquid to be tested, and again

weighed. The specific gravity is then readily calculated from these

data. Some bottles are made to hold exactly one thousand, five

hundred, two hundred and fifty, or one hundred grains of distilled

water, and are provided with a perforated stopper, through which the

excess of fluid escapes, after the bottle has been filled, care being

taken not to include air-bubbles, pi. IX, fig. 56. The outside of the

bottle is wiped dry, and the whole weighed. The weight shows the

specific gravity at once, upon deducting the weight of the thousand-

grain bottle
;

or, when a five-hundred-grain bottle is employed, the

amount only requires to be doubled. If the bottle holds two hundred

and fifty grains, the weight must be multiplied by four, and so on.

118. Evaporation and Drying.—The evaporation of animal fluids,

and the desiccation of animal solids, must always be conducted over

a water-bath, or in a little hot water or air oven, otherwise there is

great danger of decomposition occurring. For operations upon small

quantities, the water-bath represented in pi. IX, fig. 59, will suffice,

or the cans of the injecting apparatus used for melting injections made

with size, may be removed, and basins placed over the holes. A very

simple form of water-bath is made by placing a small porcelain basin

with a little water in it over the lamp, and upon the first basin, a

second containing the substance to be evaporated, pi. Ill, fig. 13.

In endeavouring to obtain crystals of organic substances, it is

always advantageous to evaporate the solution over the surface of sul-

phuric acid under a bell-jar, or, what is better still, in vacuo. And

when evaporation has been conducted by heat, it is always desirable
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to let the vessels cool, before weighing, over sulphuric acid. Extracts

may also be kept in this way from day to day without absorbing fresh

moisture. In some instances, the evaporation may be conducted by

simply exposing the liquid placed in a basin or watch-glass, and

covered lightly with paper, to the air
;
or, where very slow evaporation

is necessary, the watch-glass may be covered over with a bell-glass.

When quantitative analysis is to be performed, much greater care

must be observed in the process of drying, which must be completed,

if not conducted, in vacuo over sulphuric acid. Drying is one of the

most important and difficult operations to be performed in physiolo-

gical chemistry.

no. Incineration.—By incinerating a small portion of any organic

substance, upon a piece of platinum foil, or in a platinum or

porcelain crucible, we are enabled to ascertain whether it contains

inorganic salts, or consists entirely of organic matter. In the

latter case the substance leaves only a black, residue, which burns off

entirely after a short time. In order to obtain the inorganic consti-

tuents perfectly free from carbon, it is sometimes necessary to keep

the mass, for a considerable time, at a dull red heat. The addition

of a drop of nitric acid, causes the rapid oxidation of the carbon. If

the temperature be too high, the process is often much retarded, in

consequence of the fusion of some of the salts, as the phosphates and

chlorides, and the inclusion of small masses of carbon, which are thus

protected from the action of the atmosphere.

The platinum basin or foil may be supported over the lamp upon

a piece of wire, bent in the form of a triangle, or upon one of the

small rings attached to the spirit-lamp, pi. Ill, fig. 12. It may be

removed from the lamp with the aid of an old pair of forceps.

120. Dialysis.—Colloids and Crystalloids.

—

By the recent researches

of Professor Graham many very interesting points with reference to

the physical constitution of several substances entering into the for-

mation of the organism have been brought to light. He has shown

that substances exist in what is termed a colloid state
,
in which condi-

tion they will not permeate a porous diaphragm
;
while, on the other

hand, crystalloid substances will readily pass through such a diaphragm

when in a state of solution in water, § 108. The fact is one of great

practical importance, and has been most successfully employed for the

purpose of separating poisonous matters of a crystalloid nature from

their solution in the animal colloids (dialysis). The crystalloids readily

diffuse themselves through a large quantity of water, while the diffu-

sive tendency of colloids is very low. Professor Graham has shown

that certain mineral substances exist in a colloid as well as in a crys-

talloid form. Hydrated silicic acid and soluble alumina are examples.
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Perhaps the most interesting example in the living organism of an

organic body, which may exist in both conditions, is the material of

which the red blood corpuscle consists, which sometimes, as in the

case of the guinea-pig, passes from the colloid to the crystalloid con-

dition soon after it has been removed from the circulation and allowed

to become stationary.

Crystalline substances may be dissolved out of the various tissues

by placing them in a large quantity of distilled water. The weak

saline solution may then be concentrated, and the crystalline mate-

rial obtained in its characteristic form. In the living organism in

health, the crystalloids pass through, while the colloids are retained

by the colloid matter forming the walls of vessels, the outer part of

gland cells, &c. In certain altered conditions of the fluids, or

of the membranes, or of both, colloid, as well as crystalloid matters,

filter through in a dilute state.

Dialysis may be conducted upon a small scale, by means of the

little vessels described in page 78.

Apparatus.

The chemical apparatus which is necessary for chemical analysis

as applied to microscopical investigation is very simple, and the

greater number of instruments have already been referred to. The
following are among the most important pieces of apparatus :

—

A few conical glasses of different sizes. Apparatus for taking

specific gravities. Test-tubes of various sizes, arranged on a stand,

pi. X, fig. 68. Spirit-lamps, with various supports, or, where gas is

laid on, a gas-lamp. Small porcelain basins, watch-glasses
; a simple

water-bath
;

or, if several evaporations are to be conducted at once,

the injecting can may be used. A small platinum capsule, a strip

of platinum foil, a blow -pipe, pipettes, and glass stirring rods, with

a box of reagents in small bottles, pi. X, fig. 73, and test-papers, com-

plete the apparatus. All these may be obtained, packed in a box of

convenient size.

121. microscope for Examining Substances immersed in Acids

and Corrosive Fluids.—In examining in the ordinary microscope,

preparations which require to be immersed in strong acid, it is not

easy to prevent the fumes from injuring the brass work of the instru-

ment. Considerable inconvenience is also experienced in examining

fluids while hot, as the vapour which rises, condenses on the object-

glass, and renders the object invisible. These inconveniences are

entirely obviated by the ingenious microscope invented some years

ago by Dr. Lawrence Smith, of the United States. (“American

Journal of Science,” second series, vol. xiv, 1852).
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The inverted chemical microscope is represented in pi. IX, fig. 62-

in which also the form and position of the prism are shown.

By this arrangement the object-glass is always kept perfectly

clear, while of course the definition is not in any way interfered with.

In order to adapt this instrument to drawing the outline of objects

with the glass reflector, § 76, it would only be necessary to have the

body fixed at a right angle with the axis of the object-glass, and a

camera lucida or neutral tint glass reflector adapted to it.

122. Arrangements for applying Heat to Objects under microsco-

pical Observation.

—

By placing a brass plate upon the stage of the

instrument just described, and allowing one end to project over the

edge so that it may be conveniently heated by a spirit-lamp, any

substance maybe kept warm upon a glass-slide, while being subjected

to microscopical examination. When a high temperature is neces-

sary, I have adopted the plan represented in pi. IX, fig. 63. A square

copper tube is arranged to lie flat upon the stage of the microscope.

A spirit-lamp is placed at its lower opening, while the heated air

escapes from the upper end. At that part where the glass-slide is to be

placed, the lower wall of the tube is composed of glass, while at the

upper part is an opening which allows the heated air to come into

actual contact with the glass-slide. A small thermometer may be

inserted in the tube near the position of the object. This arrange-

ment, however, is by no means perfect. It is difficult to regulate the

temperature very exactly. The temperature of the slide is several

degrees below that of the air in the tube, and sometimes deposits are

condensed on the under surface of the slide, interfering to some

extent with the illumination of the object.

Max Schultze has recently contrived another arrangement, consisting

of a brass plate which is fixed by clamps to the stage of the micro-

scope, and extended at the sides so as [to form two projecting arms

beneath each of which a small spirit-lamp may be placed. A hole

is made for the transmission of the light, and close to the place

where the slide with the object is situated, is the bulb of a little

thermometer, the stem of which is so arranged that the degrees can

be easily read off.* In conducting observations upon bodies which

are warmed, the loss of fluid from evaporation must be provided

against by the use of the moist chamber and immersion lens, or by the

little reservoir and conducting thread, § 103.

Dr. Ransom, of Nottingham, has been long engaged in investiga-

tions which require the application of heat and cold to the object

while under observation. He says

—

“ The mode of using heat for those examinations I have found best

* This apparatus has been made by Geisslcr, of Bonn.
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so far, is that recommended by Max Schultze, only in order to employ

with it cold also, I have ordered one to be made of copper instead of

brass as the former metal is so much better a conductor, and I trust I

shall be able with this new stage to preserve an object at any

required temperature, and to read off easily the actual temperature

which the object has from 30° F to 160° F.” The principle of this

new hot stage is to conduct the heat to or from the obj ect, and not to

use currents of air or water. It may be used not only for stimulating

movements, but for watching the extremes upwards or downwards,

which either arrest them or destroy them. Such a stage must be

separated from the microscope by a non-conducting substance.

Reagents.

The reagents required by the microscopist are not very numerous.

They should be perfectly pure. Of the greater number only a very

small quantity is required; but of alcohol, ether, and one or two

other reagents, it is necessary to have half a pint or more.

The usual reagents should be kept in stoppered bottles of about

the capacity of two ounces.

123. Alcohol.—Alcohol of different strengths will be required for

the purpose of dissolving certain substances, and for separating them

from other constituents, which are insoluble in this reagent. Alcohol

should always be diluted with distilled water, and it is better to pre-

pare a considerable quantity at a time. It is convenient to have two

or three bottles which will hold about two quarts each. The strength

of each should be written upon a label attached to the bottle.

The importance of alcohol, as a preservative solution, is well

known. Within the last few years, the Government has permitted the

use of Methylated alcohol
,
which pays no duty. It may only be used

for various purposes in the arts, chemical processes, &c. It answers

admirably for preserving anatomical preparations, and is a great boon

to all engaged in putting up large specimens. Any person wishing to

use this alcohol, must in the first instance make application to the

Board of Inland Revenue, Somerset House, for permission. This

application must be accompanied with the names of two respectable

householders, who are willing to serve as bond that the applicant only

uses the spirit for the purposes stated in his application. The pro-

bable quantity required annually must also be stated. It may be

obtained at the price of 5^. 6d. per gallon, sixty degrees over proof,

of Messrs. Lightly and Simon, and of other distillers, in quantities of

not less than ten gallons at a time.

124. Ether.—An ounce or two of ether will be quite sufficient for

H
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microscopical purposes. It should be kept in a stoppered bottle,

provided with a glass cap, to prevent loss by evaporation. A little

should also be kept in one of the small glass bottles with capillary

orifices, § 138, for the convenience of applying it to granules, highly

refracting globules, &c., under the microscope. Methylated ether may
be used with advantage.

125. Nitric Acid should be kept of two different degrees of con-

centration : one the strongest that can be procured, and another con-

taining about twenty per cent, of the strong acid. This last is the acid

most used by the microscopist, especially in separating muscular fibre

cells. It is prepared by mixing one part of the strong commercial

acid with four parts of distilled water.

126. Sulphuric Acid is sometimes required undiluted, but a small

bottle of diluted acid (one of acid to five of water") should also be at

hand. The pure colourless acid should always be procured ;—it is to

be purchased for about is. 6d. a-pound, but only very small quanti-

ties are required.

12 1?. Hydrochloric Acid may be obtained perfectly colourless. It

may be kept in the pure state and diluted as required.

12s. Acetic and other Acids.

—

Two specimens of acetic acid will

be found convenient. One, a solution of the strongest acid which

can be procured
;
the other, containing about twenty per cent. This

is prepared by dissolving one part of the strongest liquid acid, or of

the pure glacial acetic acid in four of water. The glacial acetic acid is

now commonly employed for photographical purposes, and can,

therefore, be very readily obtained.

Citric
,
Oxalic, and Lactic Acids have also been recommended for

microscopical enquiries. One part of the acid to from 10 to 20 parts

of water, makes a solution of a convenient strength.

129. Chromic Acid is usually required very dilute. For the

purpose of hardening tissues, a watery solution of a straw colour (1 or

2 per cent.) will be found strong enough. It is easily prepared by

dissolving a little of the crystallized chromic acid in distilled water.

It may be kept in solution containing 10 per cent, and this may be

diluted as required.

The crystallized acid may be prepared by decomposing 100

measures of a saturated solution of bichromate of potassa, by the

addition of 120 to 150 measures of pure concentrated sulphuric acid.

As the mixture becomes cool, crystals of chromic acid are deposited,

which should be dried and well pressed on a porous tile, by which

means the greater part of the sulphuric acid is removed, and the

crystals obtained nearly pure.

130 . solution of Potash should be kept of two or three different
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degrees of strength. One, the strongest which can be obtained
;

another, made by mixing one part of the strong acid with three or

four of water. A solution consisting of one part of liquor potassse to

eight or ten of water, will be found of a useful strength for the

examination of many preparations.

131. Solution of Soda is generally required very dilute. It may

be made by mixing one part of the strong solution of the shops with

five or six of water, or, about twenty-five grains of the fused soda may

be dissolved in an ounce of distilled water. These solutions, for

many purposes, will require to be still further diluted. Lime water

and baryta water have also been employed in microscopical en-

quiries.

132. Ammonia.—Solution of ammonia, made by mixing one part

of the strongest liquor ammonias with three of water, will be found

sufficiently strong for all the purposes for which this reagent will be

required.

133. Nitrate of Barytes.—A cold saturated solution of the salt

forms a test solution of convenient strength. It should be filtered

before use. A solution of nitrate of barytes is employed as a test for

sulphuric and phosphoric acids, either free or in combination, as

sulphates and phosphates. The precipitated sulphate of baryta is

insoluble both in acids and alkalies
;
while the phosphate of baryta is

readily soluble in acids, but insoluble in ammonia.

134. Nitrate of Silver.

—

A solution of nitrate of silver is prepared

by dissolving one hundred and twenty grains of the crystallized nitrate

in two ounces of distilled water, and filtering if necessary. Nitrate of

silver is employed as a test for chlorides and phosphates. The white

precipitate of chloride of silver is soluble in ammonia, but insoluble

in nitric acid. The yelloiv precipitate of tribasic phosphate of silver

is soluble in excess of ammonia, as well as in excess of nitric acid.

133. Oxalate of Ammonia and other Salts.

—

Some crystals may be

dissolved in distilled water, and, after allowing time for the solution

to become saturated, it may be filtered. Oxalate of ammonia is used

as a test for salts of lime. Oxalate of lime is insoluble in alkalies and

in acetic acid, but soluble in the strong mineral acids. In testing an

insoluble deposit for lime, it may be dissolved in nitric acid and

excess of ammonia added
;
the flocculent precipitate is readily dis-

solved by excess of acetic acid, and to this solution the oxalate of

ammonia may be added. The precipitation of oxalate of lime is

favoured by the application of heat. Many deposits of earthy

phosphates are dissolved with great difficulty by acetic acid, hence

the necessity of first adding nitric acid, as above directed.

Various salts have been employed in examining and preserving

H 2
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animal tissues and morbid growths. Common salt, chloride of calcium,

chloride of potassium, alum salts, some of the alkaline sulphates and

phosphates, arseniates and many metallic salts havebeenrecommended,

but I have not, myself, gained any advantage by their use, and have

found that where tissues are to be preserved permanently it is better to

remove from them the last traces of saline matters. For if these are

allowed to remain, decomposition often occurs, and the preparation is

spoiled by the precipitation of granules of some slightly soluble salts.

Soluble saline matters will always pass out of textures, by diffusion, if

the sections be permitted to remain in a comparatively large quantity

of distilled water, or weak glycerine, for some time.

The use of osmic acid has been already referred to in page 31.

136 . iodine Solutions.—An aqueous solution is easily prepared,

by dissolving a few grains of iodine in some distilled water, until the

solution acquires a brownish-yellow colour. A solution of iodine is

sometimes useful for colouring certain substances, cell walls, fibres,

basement membrane, &c. Iodine solutions are valuable tests for

starch and allied substances. Iodine and strong sulphuric acid are

used for detecting cellulose and amyloid bodies. The sulphuric acid

should be added very cautiously, and a weaker solution sometimes

acts if the tissue be soaked for a short time.

A darker solution of iodine may be obtained by employing a solu-

tion of iodide of potassium to dissolve the iodine (one grain of iodine

and three grains of iodide of potassium, to one ounce of distilled

water). In this way the ‘ iodine paint ’ so much employed by

medical practitioners is prepared. For testing bodies suspected to

consist of starch, the following solution is recommended by Professor

Schultze. Zinc is dissolved in hydrochloric acid
;
the solution is

permitted to evaporate in contact with metallic zinc until it attains

the thickness of a syrup
;
and the syrup is then saturated with iodide

of potassium. The iodine is next added, and the solution, if neces-

sary, is diluted with water. Professor Busk gives the following direc-

tions for preparing this solution : one ounce of fused chloride of zinc

is to be dissolved in about half an ounce of water, and to the solution

(which amounts to about an ounce fluid measure), three grains of

iodine dissolved by the aid of six grains of iodide of potassium in

the smallest possible quantity of water, are to be added. (On

“ Starch Granules.”—Transactions of the Microscopical Society, new

series, vol. i, p. 67). I have employed a solution prepared in this

manner, and can speak very highly of its utility. In making it, it is

necessary not to fuse the chloride of zinc much, or to use a very

high temperature, as decomposition is very apt to take place. In

testing starch with this solution, it is advisable to add a very little
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water, as the solution frequently will not act in its concentrated

form.

The iodine solutions above recommended may be made with

glycerine when required for testing specimens prepared according to

the plan I have particularly recommended.

Iodised serum.—Serum of blood has been strongly recommended
by Max Schultze for microscopical investigation. It may be kept for

months if a piece of camphor be placed in it. The pure serum

effused in some cases of ascites may also be employed. About six

drops of tincture of iodine or of solution of iodine in hydriodic acid

may be added to an ounce of liquor amnii from an embryo calf. Frey

recommends a fluid composed of i ounce of ovalbumen, 9 ounces of

water, 40 grains of chloride of sodium, and 60 drops of the iodine

solution. In using these solutions the thinnest sections of tissues

that can be obtained should be allowed to soak for some time in the

iodised serum.

Method of Applying Tests to Substances intended for

Microscopical Observation.

13*3. Tests kept in Glass Bottles.—The matter to be tested may
be placed upon a glass slide, and, if necessary, a drop of water added,

to moisten or dissolve it, as the case may be.

In these operations only a small drop of a solution is required,

and it will be found most convenient, in applying it to the object, to

take a drop from the bottle by dipping a stirring-rod into it, and

withdrawing it immediately. Enough will be found adhering to the

stirring-rod for the purpose required. The rod should not be dipped

in the test fluid a second time, without being first well washed in

water. If this direction be not scrupulously attended to, there will

be great danger of conveying some of the substances intended for

examination into the test bottle, in which case the whole contents

would be spoiled. Carelessness on this head has led to great incon-

venience and most serious mistakes. The observer must always

avoid the chance of removing a portion of a deposit on one glass slide,

and mixing it with that on another. Claws of echinococci, and other

minute bodies, in themselves highly characteristic, may be transported,

and find their way into deposits in which we should not expect their

presence
;
and from such an accident the existence of hydatids might

be very erroneously inferred in a case in which no such disease

existed
;
the claws of the echinococci having been introduced through

want of care. Accidents of this kind can always be avoided if

ordinary precautions be taken.
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In applying a reagent the drop should not be allowed to touch

the deposit until the rod has been removed. This can be effected

by placing the drop near the substance intended for examination, and

then allowing it to come in contact with it, either by inclining the

glass slide, or by leading it with a glass rod, to the matter to be

tested.

Without the greatest attention to cleanliness, the microscopical

observer will be constantly led into error, and thereby bring discredit

upon himself and upon the science. Nothing is more common than

to find a specimen which we are examining under the microscope

covered with a vast number of starch granules, which have been

introduced from without. Usually these are derived from the squares

of thin glass which were formerly kept in a little starch powder to

prevent fracture. An intimate friend showed me one day some

microscopic preparations which contained curious bodies of the nature

and origin of which he was not aware. Upon examining the slide, I

found a number of scales from the wing of a moth, which had no

doubt been floating about in the air and had fallen upon the prepara-

tions. In all cases, specimens which are about to be mounted should

be carefully protected by glass shades.

138. Tests kept in Glass Bulbs with Capillary Orifices.—By far

the most convenient method of applying chemical reagents to minute

quantities of matter, is that by which a drop is allowed to issue from

a small glass vessel, having a capillary orifice, by which means a

quantity even much less than a single drop can be readily obtained,

while there is no danger of any portion of the preparation being intro-

duced into the test solution.

In order to prepare a convenient vessel for containing the test

solution, a small bulb, about an inch in diameter, was blown at one

end of a piece of glass tube, the other being drawn out to a moderately

fine capillary point, and a small cap, made either of glass or gutta

percha, was adapted to the end, pi. X, fig. 64. These bulbs were

easily filled, by expanding the air within them, by the heat of a spirit-

lamp, and then inverting them so that the orifice dipped below the

surface of the solution which was to be introduced, and which was

already placed in a small capsule. As the bulb cooled, the liquid

rushed into it, to supply the place of the previously expanded air.

A small bubble of air should, however, be retained in the bulb, by

the expansion of which, by the heat of the hand, some of the fluid

is expelled, the bulb being inverted. The bulbs containing the

strong acids and alkalies should be furnished with glass caps, but

gutta percha will answer for the other tests.

Mr. Highley has had some small bottles made of the form shown
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in figs. 65 and 66, pi. X. These are capped with glass, and as the

bottom is flat, they stand very well. They are fitted up in small

cases, and will be found exceedingly convenient to the microscopical

observer, pi. X, fig. 73. It is better to have the cap made of a

conical shape, corresponding to that of the end of the bottle, other-

wise a little of the fluid is liable to collect between the cap and the

neck, and it runs down the sides when the cap is removed.

It will be convenient to keep small quantities of the test solutions,

in most frequent use, in the small capillary tubes or bulbs just

described. A small box containing twelve bulbs will be quite suffi-

cient for all ordinary purposes. For the examination of the urine,

not more than six or seven will be necessary.

139. Capillary Tubes with Iinlia-rubber tied over the Top.—
Dr. Lawrence Smith, of the United States, recommends that the tests

should be kept in bottles of two ounce capacity, and instead of a

stopper, he inserts a tube in the form of a pipette, the upper open

end being covered with a piece of vulcanised India-rubber, pi. X,

fig. 69 at a. By pressing this while the lower end is beneath the fluid,

a portion of the air is of course driven out, and a little fluid rushes in

to supply its place as soon as the pressure is removed. The tube

may then be removed from the bottle, and by again pressing the

India-rubber, a drop, or a portion of a drop, is very readily expelled.

Pipettes may also be fitted to perforated corks and used in the

same way, the upper end of the pipette may be closed with a small

cork or an India-rubber bulb adapted to it. Upon the whole I

prefer the dropping bottle figured in plate X, fig. 70.

140. Application of the Reagent to Minute Quantities of Matter.

—With the aid of the bulbs or other arrangements just referred to,

the most minute traces of different substances may be readily detected.

The solution of the substance, consisting perhaps of only one drop, is

placed upon a glass slide. This drop may be very readily divided

into four or five smaller drops, if necessary, to each of which a

separate test may be applied. For instance, suppose we have a

minute quantity of the ash of an animal tissue, or of the solid residue

of an animal fluid, to examine, and we wish to ascertain if it contains

carbonates, sulphates, chlorides, and phosphates, and whether phos-

phate of lime and magnesia are present, we may proceed as follows :

—the portion of ash, which may, perhaps, be half the size of a pin’s

head, or even less, is removed from the platinum foil, upon which it

has been ignited in order to remove organic matter, and placed upon

a glass slide. It is moistened with a small quantity of water, and

then treated with a minute drop of nitric acid. If effervescence takes

place, a carbonate is present. The acid solution is then divided into
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three portions, with the aid of a small stirring-rod, and the solutions,

tested as follows

i st portion.—If a drop of solution of nitrate of silver gives a

cloudy precipitate, chlorides are present.

2nd portion.-— If nitrate of barytes produces a white precipitate in

the acid solution, sulphates are present. Upon the addition of excess

of ammonia, the precipitate produced by nitrate of barytes will be

increased, if phosphates exist in the solution. The precipitate of phos-

phate of baryta is flocculent, and readily distinguishable from that of.,

sulphate of baryta (which is dense and granular), by its solubility in

acids.

3rd portion.—If lime or magnesia be present, in the form of phos-

phate, a precipitate will be produced upon adding excess of ammonia

to the nitric acid solution. The mixture may be stirred a little, with

a piece of glass rod or platinum wire, and then allowed to stand for

some time. The thin glass cover is now applied, and the precipitate

subjected to microscopical examination. Phosphate of lime occurs as

a granular amorphous sediment, while the ammoniaco-magnesian, or

triple phosphate, is easily found crystallized in a beautiful stellar form,

or as minute prismatic crystals. See “ Urine Urinary deposits and

Calculi.”

141. Testing for carbonates.

—

As carbonates are often present in

very minute quantity in the ash of organic substances, a slight modi-

fication of the plan above given may be pursued, and the smallest

traces detected. If only a few bubbles of carbonic acid are given otf

upon the application of the acid to the substance, or if, in conse-

quence of the solubility of the carbonate present, they are evolved

very rapidly, they frequently elude observation.

In testing for minute traces of carbonates, we may proceed as

follows :
—The portion of ash, deposit, or tissue (as the case may be),

is placed upon a glass slide, and lightly covered with a piece of thin

glass. A minute drop of nitric or acetic acid, not too strong, is then

allowed to escape from one of the bulbs. This is drawn by capillary

attraction between the glasses, and soon comes into contact with the

substance to be tested. Any bubbles which may be given off are thus

confined, and they may generally be seen clear enough. In some

instances, however, advantage is derived from subjecting the specimen

to microscopical examination, when the evolution of gas can be seen
;

and the bubbles set free cannot possibly be mistaken for air-bubbles,

which had been included in the interstices of the tissue previously,

and afterwards expelled upon the addition of the fluid, because they

may be seen to increase gradually in size and number, as the action

of the acid continues. In testing for carbonates, the possibility of
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this occurrence, however, must always be borne in mind, and the

fallacy carefully guarded against.

Sometimes in testing a deposit of carbonates, the effervescence

which is produced upon the addition of the acid, depends upon a

little carbonate of ammonia being dissolved in the fluid. We must

be careful to ascertain, in the first instance, if the fluid be free from a

soluble carbonate, in which case we may conclude the effervescence

is caused by the action of the acid on the insoluble particles.

Effects of Reagents upon Animal Structures.

The effects of the application of cold strong acids to animal tex-

tures are very variable
;

in some instances the tissue is completely

destroyed, while in others scarcely any effect seems to be produced.

The mineral acids generally coagulate albuminous tissues, and render

their microscopical characters confused and indistinct. Tribasic

phosphoric acid, however, is an exception to this statement. Acetic

acid dissolves many of the substances allied to albumen.

The appearance of some structures is scarcely altered by the

application of a strong acid
;
for instance, the blood corpuscles shrink

a little, but exhibit their usual form and general characters for some

time after the addition of strong nitric acid, and the cells of the epi-

dermis and nail, although turned of a yellow colour, are not destroyed
;

the latter are separated somewhat from each other, but their outline

is often made beautifully distinct. Most of the mineral constituents

of the body, insoluble in water, are directly dissolved by the

acids.

142. Acetic Acid.—Acetic acid is one of the most useful reagents

to the microscopical observer. The glacial acid should be obtained.

Acetic acid has the property of dissolving granular matter composed

of an albuminous material, and causes the cell wall to become very

transparent, although it often renders the nucleus darker and more

distinct. In many instances the action of the acid upon the cell wall

depends partly upon endosmosis
;
the cell becomes much larger, and

the wall more pulpy and thicker, and approaches more nearly in den-

sity and refracting power to the solution in which it is immersed. In

numerous instances, by adding a saline solution to cells which have

been previously rendered transparent by acetic acid, they again con-

tract, and the outline becomes distinct. In some cases, however, the

outer part of the cell is actually dissolved by the acid, and its con-

tents set free. Acetic acid will be required of various strengths, the

most useful proportion being one part of the strong acid to three or

five of water. Acetic acid is very frequently used to make epithelial
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structures transparent, in order that the arrangement of the minute

vessels and nerves in papillae, &c., may be demonstrated, as in the

case of the tongue, skin, &c. Sections of preparations which have

been hardened by maceration in alcohol, often require boiling slightly

in acetic acid before they can be rendered transparent. The action

of acetic acid on white fibrous tissue is very characteristic, as it con-

verts it into a transparent jelly-like mass, in which a few nuclei are

visible. Upon the yellow element, on the other hand, this reagent

exerts no action whatever. The action of acetic acid upon epithelial

cells and pus-globules will be discussed in a subsequent chapter.

Acetic acid may also be employed for testing crystalline bodies

as phosphates and carbonates. By it we may distinguish phosphate

or carbonate of lime from oxalate of lime (all of which are insoluble

in water). It dissolves the two former, while it does not affect the

latter, even if it be boiled in it.

The action of acetic acid upon any particular tissue, upon any

form of cells, fibres, &c., that are subjected to examination, should

always be specially noted. Many tissues are quite insoluble in acetic

acid, though they are not rendered opaque by it.

Citric, oxalic, and other acids have been recommended for

special investigations, but I have not satisfied myself that they

possess decided advantages.

In my researches upon the arrangement of nerves in various

textures, and upon the structure of nerve centres, I have employed a

mixture of glacial acetic acid and strong glycerine. I find that in the

proportion of ten drops of the acid to an ounce of glycerine, the

required action slowly takes place. Specimens may be placed for

many weeks or months in a still weaker solution. Gradually the

connective tissue acquires transparency, while the finest nerve fibres

are rendered granular, in consequence of the albumino-fatty material

being decomposed, and the fatty matter set free as granules or minute

globules. The dark-bordered nerve fibres retain their smooth

appearance, and are scarcely altered by the acid. If the nerve fibres

are very soft it is desirable to add a drop of the glycerine solution of

chromic acid to the acid glycerine (p. 55.)

143. Dilute Nitric Acid is much employed in microscopical

research.—An acid composed of one part of acid to two or three of

water, forms a good solution for hardening some structures, previous

to cutting thin sections. The thin sections may sometimes be

rendered very transparent by being treated afterwards with dilute

caustic soda. For demonstrating muscular fibre-cells, nitric acid is a

valuable reagent. For this purpose the solution should contain about

twenty per cent, of strong acid, and the muscular fibre should be
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allowed to macerate in it for some days, when small pieces may be

removed with scissars, and after being carefully torn up with fine

needles, subjected to examination.

When we wish to obtain portions of glandular structure isolated

from each other, it is a good plan to soak the tissue for some days in

dilute nitric acid (one part of acid to six or seven of water), when the

areolar tissue becomes softened, and at the same time the gland

structure is rendered more firm, and may be isolated very readily

with the aid of needles. In this manner the gastric glands, the

secreting follicles of the pancreas and salivary glands may often be

very satisfactorily demonstrated. The so-called fibre-cells of organic

muscles are to be isolated in the same way. For this purpose

Reichert and Paulsen recommend a 20-per cent, solution.

By boiling animal tissues in strong nitric acid, they become

destroyed, while any siliceous constituents remain behind unaltered.

In this manner, the siliceous skeletons of the Diatomacecz may be

separated from any organic matter with which they may be combined.

Nitric acid is also valuable for its action upon hard vegetable tissues.

144. Sulphuric Acid.—Hydrochloric Acid.—The pure acids only

should be used for microscopical investigation. They may be ob-

tained at most of the operative chemists. Concentrated sulphuric

acid causes epidermic structures to swell up very much, and the cells to

separate from each other so that they may be readily isolated. Boiling

acid completely dissolves them. In the examination of hair, strong

sulphuric acid will be found to render the outline of the cells very

distinct.

Connective tissue becomes converted into jelly, and dissolved by

weak sulphuric acid (one part to 1000) if kept in it for twenty-four

hours, at a temperature a little below ioo°. This process has been

recommended for isolating the muscular fibres.

Hydrochloric acid is usually employed for dissolving out the

mineral constituents of certain tissues, such as bone or teeth. As a

rule, it is better to use dilute acid (one of acid to three or four of

water), in which case, however, a longer time must of course be

allowed, than when the acid is concentrated.

Hydrochloric acid renders muscular tissue transparent. A very

weak solution of the acid in glycerine carries out this object advan-

tageously. It is valuable for softening and dissolving connective

tissue, such as that between the gland follicles, muscular fibres, and

nerve fibres. For these purposes a i-per cent, solution is strong

enough.

145. Chromic Acid.—Bichromate of Potash, &c.—Chromic acid

is of great use to the observer for the purpose of hardening exceedingly
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soft and delicate tissues. It was first employed by Hannover, in

1840. It has since been used by every microscopist, and is especially

valuable for hardening sections of the brain, spinal cord, and ganglia.

For hardening such tissues a solution containing from "5 to 1 per

cent, is strong enough. Frey states that the best results are obtained

by increasing the strength from time to time. Soft organs, such as

the retina, should be soaked in very weak solutions for some time, to

harden them very gradually.

H. Muller has recommended a fluid of the following composition,

for hardening the retina, but it is adapted for many other structures.

The tissues should soak in it for two or three weeks. It preserves

the tender embryonic tissues well (Frey)

:

—

Perchloride of iron, diluted with a large quantity of water, till of

a very pale yellow colour, has been used by Fiihrer and Billroth for

hardening the spleen. Nitrate of silver has been used for staining

the outer part of cells, as well as germinal matter. This substance

has been very strongly recommended by Recklinghausen and His

(P- 3 °)-

146 . Effects of Alkalies.—The action of alkalies, even when cold

in a very dilute state, is to soften, and at length to dissolve most

animal textures. Cell-membranes are almost instantly rendered

extremely soft and transparent, while the nucleus appears to be

altered but slightly. Alkalies are also employed for dissolving certain

crystalline substances which are occasionally found in animal tissues,

such, for instance, as deposits of alkaline urates, which are not

unfrequently met with in the form of considerable deposits in the

tissues of gouty persons.

147. Potash ana Soda.—The action of potash and soda upon

animal structures is very similar. Both dissolve substances of an

albuminous nature, but the effect of soda is more gradual, and it has

been found that for most purposes in microscopical research, this

reagent possesses advantages over potash.

The solution of potash is the ordinary liquor potasscc of the

pharmacopoeia, and the solution of soda is prepared in the same

manner. These solutions may be diluted with water to the required

strength. Potash and soda are employed where a tissue is to be

rendered more transparent for the purpose of demonstrating the

arrangement of the nerves or other anatomical elements not soluble

in this reagent.

Bichromate of potash

Sulphate of soda ...

Distilled water

... 30 to 40 grams.

... 15 grains.

... about 3 ounces.
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These reagents dissolve the layer of epithelium covering mucous

membranes, or render it perfectly transparent, so that the arrange-

ment of the structures beneath the basement membrane can be easily

demonstrated. In investigating the termination of the nerves and

vessels in papillae and other structures, they are very valuable.

For the purpose above mentioned, the alkalies should be diluted

with water or glycerine. The changes are expedited by the applica-

tion of heat, which, however, must not be too great, for fear of com-

plete solution taking place. Where the structures are hard and dry,

they may be wanned with the reagent in an ordinary test tube, a plan

which is much recommended by Kolliker.

Solution of ammonia, lime water, and baryta water have all been

employed in the investigation of animal tissues. Lime water has

been strongly recommended by Rollett for investigations on connec-

tive tissues, tendon, &c.

Carbonates of Potash and Soda .—Some animal textures become

hardened by prolonged maceration in carbonate of potash, but this

plan does not appear to be so generally useful as others previously

indicated. Epidermic structures are not much altered by these salts.

Gurlt recommends skin to be hardened in solution of carbonate of

potash for the examination of the sweat ducts.

The introduction of different chemical solutions by injection, has

been discussed in p. 39. I strongly recommend this plan of subjecting

the tissue to the action of the reagent.

Of obtaining Crystalline Substances from the Fluids and
Textures of Animal Bodies.

Under this head it is proposed to give a sketch of a few of the

simplest plans of obtaining various crystalline bodies from animal

solids and fluids. It is, however, inconsistent with the plan of this

work, to attempt more than to allude to a few of the most important

;

and, for further information, the student is referred to the works

enumerated in the note,* and to the third volume of Dr. Miller’s

“ Elements of Chemistry.”

148. Formation of Crystals in Animal Fluids.—Some crystalline

bodies are deposited from their solution in animal fluids by simple

evaporation
;
others, less soluble, may be deposited by allowing the

fluid to stand still for a short time, when certain changes occur in

* “ Lehmann’s Physiological Chemistry,” translated for the Cavendish Society

;

Gorup-Besanez, “ Anleitung zur Zoochemischen Analyse Bowman’s “Medical

Chemistry.” Also the excellent “ Lehrbuch der Zoochemie,” by Heintz, which

however is only published in German, and the work of Hoppe Seyler.
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some of its constituents, which lead to the precipitation of some

bodies in a crystalline form, such, for instance, as uric acid, or

crystals of triple phosphate. In other cases it becomes necessary to

add some reagent before the crystals are thrown down, while not

unfrequently a long and often complicated chemical analysis is

required, in order to isolate some of the substances which were pre-

viously held in solution, and obtain them in a crystalline state. The
addition of water in some cases causes the most rapid crystallization,

especially when the crystallizable material is dissolved in other media,

contained in the interstices of tissue or in a colloid state. Instead of

water, it may be necessary to add alcohol, in which fluid the crystals

may be much less soluble.

Crystalline substances which are dissolved in animal fluids, may

often be separated in a perfectly pure state by the addition of another

fluid in which they are not so readily soluble. This last should be

added very gradually, to allow time for the formation of the crystals,

otherwise an amorphous precipitate alone results. Many organic sub-

stances, soluble in alcohol, may be crystallized by the addition of

ether, while some are precipitated from their solution in water, by the

gradual addition of alcohol. Glycerine is a neutral substance which

takes up water and thus assists to promote crystallization in many

cases.

149. Influence of certain Constituents upon the Crystallization.

—In many instances, it is exceedingly difficult to separate some crys-

talline bodies from other constituents with which they are retained in

solution. In consequence, their solubility is much increased, and

their crystallization often prevented. The extractive matters of blood,

urine, &c., exert this influence in a marked degree, and it is only of

late years that several new bodies of definite chemical composition

have been isolated. Creatine and creatinine may be instanced

amongst the number, for these were not very long ago included under

the indefinite term “ extractives.” Certain colouring matters of defi-

nite composition have also been separated, and it is veiy probable

that, as the methods of analysis at our disposal become improved,

many new crystalline bodies will be isolated from the extractive

matters. A very small quantity of extractive matter entirely prevents

the crystallization of urea, while the presence of chloride of sodium

favours the separation of this material by forming with it a compound

which readily crystallizes in large octahedral crystals even in the pre-

sence of extractive matters. The existence of carbonic acid in excess

may cause carbonate of lime, triple phosphate, and other salts, to be

held in solution. Excess of alkali prevents the precipitation of uric

acid, and excess of acid, that of phosphate of lime. Fatty matters
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dissolve cholesterine, and serum possesses the power of retaining

small quantities of both the latter substances in solution.

Some crystalline bodies which are soluble at the temperature of

the body, crystallize when the solutions containing them are cooled

thirty or forty degrees. The effect of dilution upon retaining crystals

in solution, need scarcely be alluded to.

Hence, before the presence of many substances can be detected

by microscopic examination, certain chemical operations are required

in order to separate them from their combinations in the animal body,

or for the removal of other substances which interfere with their crys-

tallization.

ISO. Separation of Crystals from Animal Substances.

—

From

what was stated in the last section, it follows that in many instances

this is a matter of some difficulty. Not unfrequently, even after crys-

tals have been obtained, if not very soon separated from the fluid in

which they were formed, they again undergo solution or become

decomposed. If the crystals are not very soluble, the supernatant

fluid, or mother liquor, may be poured off,—the crystalline deposit

washed with ice-cold water, and subsequently dried on filtering paper

or on a clean porous tile over sulphuric acid, without the application

of heat. If the crystals will not bear the application of water, as

much of the fluid as possible must be poured off, and the remainder

absorbed with bibulous paper, or they may be placed upon a porous

tile, and dried over sulphuric acid in vacuo. In many instances we
are enabled to wash the crystals with water, holding a little acid or

alkali, or some alkaline salt, in solution, or with alcohol, chloroform,

ether, or some other fluid in which we know them to be quite inso-

luble.

In cases in which crystals insoluble in water are deposited in

animal solids, they may be separated by agitation, when, being heavier

than the water, they subside to the bottom, and the lighter animal

matter may be removed by forceps, or if in a very minute state of

division, poured off with the supernatant fluid. In other cases it may
be separated by straining, while the crystals are washed through

muslin.

151. Examination of Crystals under the Microscope.—Some crys-

tals which have been entirely separated from the fluid in which they

were originally deposited, may be examined in the dry way, in water,

or other fluid in which they are known to be insoluble, or in Canada

balsam
;
but, as a general rule, it is necessary to examine the crystals

as they lie in some of the fluid in which they have been formed.

When they have been obtained by allowing a concentrated solution

to cool, some of the inspissated fluid must be removed with the
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crystals, placed upon a glass slide, or in a thin glass cell, covered

with a piece of thin glass, and examined in the usual way—first

using a low power (an inch), and afterwards a higher power (a quar-

ter), because, although some of the crystals are of a large size,

others amongst them, the form of which is very perfect, are often

exceedingly minute. The crystals and mother-liquor should not be

exposed to the air previous to examination, for in many instances

water is absorbed, and partial solution takes place.

152. Of obtaining Crystals for Examination.—In order to accus-

tom himself to the necessary manipulation required in the process,

the student may evaporate a solution of common salt upon a glass

slide, and when it has become sufficiently concentrated, it may be

covered with a small piece of thin glass, and allowed to cool. When
cold it may be subjected to microscopical examination, and beautiful

cubes of chloride of sodium will be observed (pi. XI, figs. 74, 75.)

Crystals of several salts may be made in the same simple manner,

and from an attentive examination of them much may be learnt.

Phosphate of soda, phosphates of soda and ammonia, sulphates ot

potash and soda, muriate of ammonia, and a variety of other salts,

can be readily obtained in microscopical crystals in this manner.

Different faces of the crystal, as it lies in the liquid, may be

brought into view by slightly moving the thin glass cover with a fine-

pointed instrument, such as a needle, while the preparation is in the

field of the microscope. With a little practice, crystals may in this

manner be made to rotate in the mother-liquor. Crystals which are

precipitated by the addition of some reagent, such as nitrate of urea by

nitric acid, must be examined in a little of the solution. The addition

of water would, in many instances, destroy them immediately.

The influence of the crystals upon polarised light (H. to W. § 34),

should be examined, and in cases in which the nature of the crystal

has not been ascertained, its angles should be carefully measured,

and accurate drawings made. The behaviour of the crystals with

chemical reagents is next to be ascertained, and their solubility

in water, alcohol, and other fluids must be noted. For these experi-

ments different portions must be taken and separately tested in the

manner referred to in §§ 138, 140.

A drop of the solution should also be evaporated rapidly nearly

to dryness, and allowed to crystallize upon the slide without being

covered over, when the substance will often be found to assume a

variety of beautiful forms, such as crosslets, dendritic expansions, &c.,

which vary according to the rapidity with which the evaporation has

been conducted, and other circumstances, pi. XI, fig. 76.

153. Of Measuring the Angles of crystals.—The goniometer is
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employed in the measurement of the angles of crystals. Although

not much used in this country at present, it is important briefly to

refer to its construction, as in some researches it is desirable that the

angles of the crystals should be carefully measured. Crystals which

nearly resemble each other in their general form, and even in size,

will be found to exhibit differences in the measurement of their

angles.

The simplest method of measuring the angles of microscopic

crystals is that of Schmidt. The goniometer consists of a positive

eye-piece, which is so arranged as to be easily rotated within a large

and accurately-graduated circle. Across the focus of the eye-piece a

single cobweb is drawn
;
and to the upper part is attached a vernier.

The crystals being placed in the field of the microscope, and care

being taken that they lie perfectlyflat,
the vernier is brought to zero,

and then the whole apparatus turned until the line is parallel with

one face of the crystal
;
the framework bearing the cobweb with the

vernier is now rotated until the cobweb becomes parallel with the

next face of the crystal, and the number of degrees which it has

traversed may then be accurately read off.

The cobweb goniometer just referred to, will, I believe, be found

to answer the purposes for which this instrument is required by the

physiological or pathological observer, but for special crystallo-

metrical investigations, a more elaborate apparatus becomes neces-

sary. Dr. Leeson has applied the property of double refraction, pos-

sessed by Iceland spar, to the measurement of the angles of crystals

under the microscope. A modification of his apparatus is described

in “ How to work with the Microscope,” (§ 68). See also a paper

by Mr. Highley in the fourth volume of the Quarterly Journal of

Microscopical Science, page 77. Schmidt’s goniometer is figured in

pi. XVIII, fig. 125, of this work.

154. Preservation of Crystals as Permanent Objects.—The pre-

servation of the more soluble crystals is attended with the greatest

difficulty, except when dried, in which state their characters under

the microscope are not well defined. Crystals which very readily

deliquesce on exposure to air, must be dried in vacuo, removed

quickly to a cell, the cover of which must be firmly cemented down

at once. Some crystals may, however, be dried and mounted in

Canada balsam
;
others, such as oxalate of lime, cystine, triple phos-

phate, &c., can be well preserved in aqueous solutions, containing a

little acid in the case of the two former substances, or an ammoniacal

salt, in the latter instance, in which the crystals are known to be

insoluble. Crystals which contain water of crystallization, may some-

times be preserved permanently in a drop of the mother-liquor
;
but,

1
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in many instances they alter much in form, and when we come to

examine them, instead of finding a great number of small, well-formed

crystals, as when the preparation was first put up, nothing remains

but one or two large ill-shaped ones. The concentrated mother-

liquor often acts upon the cement with which the glass cover is fixed

on the cell, and very soon air enters, and the preparation is destroyed.

Many crystals may be preserved in strong glycerine without much

change taking place. I have some crystals of Guinea-pigs’ blood

which have been preserved for several years in this medium.

A preparation of nitrate of urea in my possession has kept well for

a considerable time in a very thin cell, containing only just sufficient

of the mother-liquor to preserve the form of the crystals. The cell is

made of Brunswick black. Crystals of chloride of sodium appear to

keep pretty well in their mother-liquor, and the same will be found to

be the case with a great number of substances. The more soluble

crystals of an organic nature can seldom be preserved unless they are

perfectly pure.

155. Urea.—Traces of urea in an animal fluid may always be

detected by the crystalline characters of the nitrate of urea. Upon
adding a drop of nitric acid to a drop of cold concentrated urine, or

other solution containing urea, placed upon a glass slide, a crystalline

precipitate of nitrate of urea will immediately take place. Upon
covering this with a piece of thin glass, and subjecting it to microsco-

pical examination, the characteristic rhomboidal plates will be

observed. Fig. 78, pi. XI, represents the appearance of nitrate of

urea examined with a quarter of an inch object-glass, at a are shown

some crystals of the impure nitrate, as obtained from urine
;
the other

crystals in the figure were formed by adding some nitric acid to a

solution of pure urea.

Another drop of the concentrated urine may be treated with a

strong solution of oxalic acid, when we shall obtain crystals of oxalate

of urea, the form of which is represented in fig. 79, under a quarter

of an inch object-glass. When mere traces are suspected to exist in

animal fluids or solids, we must proceed to separate the urea from

albuminous or other substances, before the addition of the nitric

acid.

If the urea exist in an albuminous solution (serum of blood, or in

a dropsical fluid), we must remove the albumen by boiling with a few

drops of acetic acid, and subsequent filtration. The filtered solution

is to be evaporated to dryness over a water-bath, and the dry residue

treated with cold alcohol. As a general rule, however, I think it pre-

ferable to evaporate the solution supposed to contain urea, at the tem-

perature of ioo°, or in vacuo, and treat the dry residue with alcohol,
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which dissolves the urea. Much chloride of sodium separates from

the alcoholic solution as it is evaporated. If to a little of the cold

mother-liquor a drop of nitric acid be added, as above described,

crystals of nitrate of urea will be formed, if urea was present in the

original solution. In all cases, the fluid suspected to contain urea

must be operated upon when quite fresh, as this substance readily

becomes decomposed into carbonate of ammonia. Numerous crystals

of urea, oxalate of urea, and nitrate of urea, are figured in the plates

of my work on Urine, Urinary Deposits and Calculi.

In examining solid organs for urea, the fresh tissue may be broken

up, and treated with several portions of hot alcohol, the solution

filtered from coagulated matters, and evaporated. The residue may
again be extracted with alcohol, and the pure crystals may be obtained

by solution in water and subsequent evaporation.

Oxalate of Urea is easily prepared by adding crystals of oxalic

acid to a concentrated solution of urea, or to urine evaporated to the

consistence of syrup. As the mixture becomes cold, numerous

crystals of oxalate of urea form, pi. XI, fig. 79.

Crystals of pure urea, obtained by decomposing a solution of the

oxalate of urea with chalk, and carefully evaporating the filtered

liquid, are shown in fig. 77. The cavities represented in many of

the crystals contain fluid. Urea may also be obtained in a nearly

pure form by adding ether, in which it is only slightly soluble, to the

fluid which contains it.*
1 Urea may be determined, quantitatively,

by weighing the nitrate and calculating the proportion of urea it con-

tains, by decomposing it with solution of chlorinated soda and esti-

mating the volume of nitrogen according to the method of Dr. Davy,+

or by Liebig’s process.^

156 . Creatine—Creatinine.—Creatine exists in very small quantity

in muscular fibre. Traces of it are also present in urine, in which

fluid it was discovered by Liebig. According to Dr. Gregory, it is

most readily prepared from the flesh of the cod fish
;
from twenty-five

pounds of which, in one experiment, he obtained 164 grains of crea-

tine. From crocodile’s flesh I obtained it very readily; two pounds

yielded more than seventeen grains of pure creatine. The flesh is to

be chopped in small pieces, and well kneaded with water. After all

the fluid has been expressed by powerful pressure, it is very carefully

raised to the boiling-point, and the coagulated matter removed by

filtration. The phosphatic salts are precipitated by caustic baryta.

* A plan recommended by Dr. Marcet.

f “Dublin Hospital Gazette,” June 1st, 1855 ; “Archives of Medicine,”

vol. i, page 144 ; “Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi, 3rd edition.”

t Vide a paper by Dr. von Bose, “ Archives of Medicine,” vol. i, page 34.

I 2
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The solution must be again filtered, and evaporated at a gentle heat

(i3o°-i4o°) to about one-twentieth of its volume, or to the consist-

ence of syrup
;

any scum which forms being from time to time

removed from the surface. This concentrated solution may then be

set aside. On cooling it forms a thin jelly, and, after standing for

some days, crystals of creatine are deposited.

Crystals of creatine are represented in pi. XII, figs. 81 and 82,

and those of creatinine in fig. 83. The first and last have been

copied from the Atlas of Robin and Verdeil.

I have obtained crystals of creatine and creatinine from urine,

according to Liebig’s process, as follows :—A quantity of urine was

neutralized by lime water and precipitated by chloride of calcium.

The filtered solution, after being evaporated to a small bulk, was

again filtered from the saline residue which crystallized out, and

mixed with about one-fourth of its weight of a solution of chloride of

zinc, previously concentrated to a syrupy consistence. After some

days had passed, numerous warty masses of a compound of chloride

of zinc and creatinine, with which the creatine was mixed, separated,

pi. IX, fig. 80. These were re-dissolved in water and crystallized.

The pure crystals were boiled in water with hydrated oxide of lead,

and the chloride of lead and oxide of zinc separated by filtration. The

solution containing the creatine and creatinine was concentrated.

The crystals thys obtained were purified by re-crystallization, and

treated with boiling alcohol, which dissolved the creatinine, leaving

the creatine behind. By purification with animal charcoal and

re-crystallization, excellent crystals were obtained. My assistant,

Dr. Von Bose, obtained a considerable quantity of these crystals

from urine in my laboratory.

is 1

?, uric of Uithic Acid.

—

The presence of uric acid in a crystal-

line form, can be readily detected in animal fluids and solids, by

microscopical examination, if it occur in a crystallized state.

In order to ascertain if an amorphous or other deposit contain

uric acid, or a urate, we must treat it with a few drops of potash,

which will dissolve any of the acid that may be present. This

alkaline solution is to be decomposed with excess of acetic acid, and,

after the mixture has been allowed to stand for twenty-four hours or

longer, any deposit that may have formed, is to be subjected to

microscopical examination. The microscopic crystals of uric acid,

obtained in this manner, are usually in the form of rhombic tablets,

pi. XII, figs. 84 and 85, but sometimes they assume the form

of six-sided plates. Uric acid not unfrequently crystallizes from

urine, without the addition of any free acid. The crystals vary

extremely in shape. Common and rare forms are represented in
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figs. 86 and 87. See also “ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi,”

in which work very many different crystalline forms are given.

Uric acid is soluble in alkaline fluids, and when present in serum,

exists in combination with an alkali. We shall be able to detect it

in aqueous extracts, if uric acid or a urate existed originally in the

fluids. All that is necessary is to concentrate the solution, and then

add excess of acetic acid.

Dr. Garrod (Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, vol. xxxi), has

proposed an excellent plan for detecting the presence of uric acid in

the blood of gouty patients, which is very simple and easy of execu-

tion. A little of the serum is poured into a watch-glass, and a few

drops of acetic acid added to it. Two or three very fine filaments of

silk, or tow, are then placed in the mixture, and the whole allowed

to stand in a still place, under a glass shade, for twenty-four hours or

longer. Upon submitting the filaments of tow to microscopical exa-

mination, they will often be found studded with minute crystals of

uric a'cid, frequently exhibiting some of the forms shown in the above

figures.

The student will gain much practical information as to the

characters and various forms which this substance assumes, by dis-

solving some of the crystals obtained from urine in alkaline solutions

(potash, soda, alkaline carbonates, phosphates, &c.), and then causing

the crystals of uric acid to be precipitated by the addition of excess

of acid. To some specimens he may add hydrochloric, to others,

acetic or nitric acids, &c. Upon examining in the microscope the

crystals obtained by these various processes, he will notice a great

variety of forms, but, upon careful examination, it will be found that

most of them are mere modifications of the same form, and that a

connection between them may be traced in many instances. See

“ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.”

158. Hippuric Aciii is separated from its salts by the addition of

a stronger acid (as hydrochloric acid) and the crystals which are

deposited may be subjected to microscopical examination in the usual

manner. Hippuric acid should always be sought for in animal fluids

which are quite fresh, as it undergoes decomposition very rapidly,

and becomes entirely converted into benzoic acid. The microscop-

ical characters of these two acids are very distinct. Benzoic acid

crystallizes in scales, while the crystals of hippuric acid occur in the

form of beautiful prisms, pi. XII, fig. 88, not unlike those of ttie

ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate. Hippuric acid is very soluble in

hot water, and also in alcohol. Solutions of hippuric acid redden

litmus paper strongly.

In order to detect small quantities of hippuric acid, the animal
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fluid, which must be perfectly fresh, is evaporated nearly to dryness,

and then treated with alcohol sp. gr. -830. After the addition of a

crystal of oxalic acid, the spirituous solution is evaporated to the

consistence of syrup. The residue is next to be extracted with ether,

which contains about one-sixth of its volume of alcohol. The solu-

tion is again evaporated, and the remaining extract treated with

water, which dissolves the hippuric acid, while any fatty matter which

is present is left behind in an insoluble state. The solution may be

filtered into a watch-glass, and allowed to evaporate slowly that

crystals may form.

Hippuric acid may always be obtained from the fresh urine of

horses or oxen. After the administration of benzoic acid, it is found

in human urine, as was demonstrated many years ago by Mr. Ure
;

and Lehmann has remarked the presence of hippuric acid in diabetic

urine, in every instance in which he has sought for it. Lehmann

states, that in diabetic urine, hippuric acid takes the place of the

uric, which is absent in this condition. Some exception to this must

however, be taken, as I have seen several cases of confirmed

diabetes in which the urine contained a very large quantity of uric

acid, and the fact has been observed by other practitioners. Indeed,

in this country at least,' I am quite certain that uric acid is often

found in diabetic urine. Hippuric acid has been found in the blood

of oxen by Verdeil and Dolfuss.*

159 . Lactic Acid.—Lactates.—The presence of this acid is often

detected with difficulty in animal substances, in consequence of its

characteristic reactions being interfered with by the presence of

many organic bodies. Its separation from other substances is

attended with much trouble, especially when it is present only in

very minute proportions.

Dr. Richardson has lately induced a rheumatic condition in dogs,

accompanied by affection of the joints and heart, by injecting a

dilute solution of lactic acid into the peritoneal cavity. It has been

supposed that rheumatism is due to an excessive production of lactic

acid, or to its accumulation in the blood. The presence of lactic

acid is most readily determined by the microscopical characters of

certain of its crystalline salts. Of these the lactates of zinc, copper,

and lime are the most characteristic. In order to detect the presence

of lactic acid in animal fluids, Lehmann proceeds as follows : the

fluid is evaporated carefully over a water-bath, and the residue

extracted with alcohol. After the separation of some of the salts by

evaporating this alcoholic solution, and allowing them to crystallize

* Lehmann’s “ Physiological Chemistry,” Cavendish Society, vol. ii,

page 212.
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out, the remaining mother-liquor is treated with sulphuric or oxalic

acid. The sulphate or oxalate of potash is then precipitated by

means of alcohol, and the impure lactic acid remains in solution.

To this solution baryta water is next added, and the excess of

baryta removed by carbonic acid. The solution filtered from the

precipitate is evaporated to a syrupy consistence, treated with

alcohol, filtered, again evaporated, and then allowed to stand for

some time, in order that any baryta salts may crystallize out. The

syrup is next removed, and decomposed with sulphate of lime. The

solution filtered from the sulphate of baryta is evaporated to a small

bulk, when crystals of lactate of lime, in the form of double brushes,

pi. XIII, fig. 89, with crystals of sulphate of lime, may be observed

upon microscopical examination. The crystals of lactate of lime

may be dissolved in alcohol and sulphate of copper added. After

the removal of the excess of sulphates of lime and copper by

evaporation and crystallization, the remaining solution is to be

concentrated, and the crystals of lactate of copper examined in the

microscope, pi. XIII, fig. 90. If distinct and measurable crystals

are not obtained in this manner, Lehmann dissolves the residue in a

little water to separate any butyric acid that may be present, and

after being strongly boiled, the solution is filtered, and a zinc bar

placed in it, which in the course of a short time, becomes covered

with crystals of lactate of zinc, the angles of which may be measured

with the goniometer, pi. XIII, fig. 91.

160 . Taurine.—Pulmonic, or l'neuniic Acid.—Taurine is obtained

in the form of beautiful six-sided prismatic crystals, by decomposing

bile with hydrochloric acid. The bile is to be boiled with the

acid for several hours. After filtration and evaporation tau-

rine crystallizes out. This substance is found in the contents of the

intestine, and commonly in the foeces. It has been detected in the

urine in jaundice. Taurine is represented in pi. XIV, fig. 98. The
so-called pulmonic acid was discovered in the lung tissue, by Verdeil.

It is prepared as follows
:

perfectly fresh calves’ lung is cut into

small pieces, and extracted with tepid water. It is well pressed, in

order to remove all the liquid. The fluid is treated with sulphate of

copper to precipitate the albumen. The excess of sulphate of copper

is removed by the addition of sulphuret of barium, or by adding

baryta water and passing sulphuretted hydrogen through the liquid.

The filtered solution is evaporated to the consistence of syrup, and

time allowed for the formation of crystals. These may be re-crystal-

lized from spirit, to which a few drops of sulphuric acid have been

added. In this manner the crystals represented in pi. XIII, fig. 92,

were obtained. It is probable, however, that these do not consist of
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one simple substance. The so-called pulmonic acid of Verdeil

has been considered by Cloetta and others to be composed of

taurine. Consult Scherer’s memoir on “ Hypoxanthine, Ann. der

Chemie und Pharmacie,” c. xii, p. 257, and Strecker’s paper on

Sarcine, “ Quar. Jour. Chem. Soc.,” vol. x, p. 121, July 1857.

id. Leucine has of late been found in many of the solids and

fluids of the animal body. It is not very soluble in water (one part

in twenty-seven), but more so in alcohol. It crystallizes from aqueous

solutions, for the most part in spherical masses, which exhibit a

radiated arrangement, pi. XIV, figs. 94 and 95. From alcohol

leucine is deposited in the form of pearly scales, somewhat resem-

bling cholesterine. Dry leucine can be sublimed without change.

Leucine has been found in the saliva, pancreatic juice, and in the

pulmonary tissue of the ox (Cloetta*). Frerichs and Stadeler have

detected leucine in the blood, urine, and bile of patients suffering

from typhus, small pox, and other exanthemata. Scherer obtained

six ounces of pure leucine from twenty pounds of ox pancreas, as

well as fifteen grains of guanin and thirty of xanthin. Dr. Thudichum

found leucine in the urine of a man, whose liver yielded a large

quantity of it.f It was obtained by concentrating the urine. This

substance is probably formed in the liver, and in health rapidly con-

verted into other compounds. In certain diseases it is to be detected

in very considerable quantity. Crystals of leucine may often be seen

in sections of livers of persons who have died of jaundice. Frerichs

has given several figures of leucine crystals in the liver and also in

the urine. It occurs especially in the urine of patients suffering

from acute yellow atrophy of the liver. J

No satisfactory tests for leucine are yet known. If it can be

obtained pretty pure by repeated recrystallization, the dried leucine

may be sublimed. The sublimate of aggregations of rhombic plates

could hardly be mistaken for anything else. Urate of soda and

many other substances crystallize in spherical globes like leucine.

Crystals of this form, however, which are soluble in alcohol and again

crystallize in spherules, from an aqueous solution, can hardly be any-

thing but leucine. This substance cannot, therefore, be recognized

by the form of the crystals alone.

Leucine may be obtained in quantity by allowing cheese, albu-

men, or flesh, to decompose with about fifty parts of water for six

# “Chemical Gazette,” 1856, page 61.

f “ A Treatise on the Pathology of the Urine,” 1858.

X “ Pathologisch Anatomischer Atlas zur Leberkrankheiten,” von Dr. Fried.

Theor. Frerichs, Braunschweig, 1858. See also Dr. G. Harley’s work “On
Jaundice.”
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weeks. Decomposed liver yields a large quantity. The fluid is to

be boiled with milk of lime. After precipitation of the lime by the

cautious addition of sulphuric acid, the filtered solution is treated

with acetate of lead. After filtration, the solution is evaporated to

the consistence of syrup, and the leucine crystallizes out. The addi-

tion of alcohol favours the separation of the leucine. Lastly
;

it is

dissolved in water, treated with sulphuretted hydrogen, and the

leucine obtained pure by recrystallization. The best plan for obtain-

ing leucine is to fuse yellow elastic tissue, horn, wool, epithelium, or

white of egg, with an equal weight of hydrate of potash. As soon

as hydrogen begins to be evolved and the dark brown mass changes

to a yellow colour, it is removed from the fire. The mass is treated

with hot water and the highly alkaline solution is to be slightly super-

saturated with acetic acid. Tyrosine first crystallizes by evaporation,

but the leucine may be obtained by concentrating the mother-liquor.

It may be purified as before mentioned.

In order to obtain leucine from urine, Frerichs recommends that

after concentration, the fluid should be digested with cold absolute

alcohol. The extractives are gradually dissolved out. Upon treating

the residue with boiling spirit of wine, the leucine is dissolved out,

and crystallizes as the solution cools. It may be purified by recrys-

tallization. If leucine is present in very large quantity, it crystallizes

if the concentrated urine be allowed to stand for a week or ten

days.

162 . Tyrosine crystallizes in long white needles, which are often

aggregated to form brush like masses, pi. XIV, fig. 96. It is hardly

soluble in cold water, but is readily dissolved by alcohol, ether,

boiling water, the mineral acids, and alkalies. Tyrosine is probably

formed in the liver with leucine. It has been detected in the

urine of persons suffering from typhus fever, by Frerichs and Stadeler.

It has been detected in many of the animal fluids. Tyrosine may be

obtained from pancreas and albuminous matters by boiling with weak
sulphuric acid or by boiling horn, feathers or hair, with sulphuric acid

and water for forty hours. The dark brown liquid is to be made
alkaline with milk of lime, warmed, and then filtered. Sulphuric

acid is added to neutralization, and crystals of tyrosine are deposited

upon evaporating the liquid.

A very delicate test for this substance has been proposed by

Hoffman. A solution of nitrate of protoxide of mercury, nearly

neutral, is to be added to the solution suspected to contain tyrosine.

If this body be present, a reddish precipitate is produced, and the

supernatant fluid is of a very dark rose colour. Frerichs’ tests for

tyrosine are as follows : The matter supposed to be tyrosine is mixed
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with sulphuric acid in a small capsule. After the lapse of half an

hour water is added. The solution is then boiled, and excess of car-

bonate of lime added. To the filtered solution a few drops of a solu-

tion of perchloride of iron which is free from acid is added. A dark

purple colour is produced if tyrosine is present. In order to obtain

tyrosine from urine it is necessary to add a solution of acetate of lead

until a precipitate is no longer produced. Sulphuretted hydrogen is

passed through the filtered liquid. The sulphuret of lead being

separated by filtration, the clear solution may be concentrated by

evaporation, when tyrosine, if present, will crystallize out. De la Rue
found tyrosine in the cochineal insect. This is doubtless one of the

substances resulting from the disintegration of albuminous substances.

I have found it in considerable quantity in urine which contained

much uric acid, and had been left to stand in a warm place for many
weeks. Leucine and tyrosine were detected by Dr. G. Harley, in

the urine of a dog four days after dog’s bile had been injected under

the skin .-—(On Jaundice
, p. 96.)

1GS. Fatty Matters.—Some fats crystallize in characteristic fonns,

from their ethereal or alcoholic solutions.

Margarine may be readily obtained from human fat
;

it is depo-

sited from its alcoholic solution in round spherical masses which

appear almost black by transmitted light, in consequence of being

composed of dense aggregations of minute crystals, pi. XIV, fig. 97.

Almost the whole of the oily fat remains in solution in the alcohol.

Heintz has proved that margarine really consists of a mixture of pal-

mitine with stearine.

Minute stellse of this substance may be obtained from a concen-

trated alcoholic solution of human fat, and not unfrequently crystals

separate spontaneously from the oily fat in which they have been pre-

viously dissolved. This crystallization may sometimes be seen in the

contents of the fat vesicle of adipose tissue, particularly if putrefaction

has commenced, and also in many mixed fatty matters which have

been extracted from animal substances. It is remarkable that in

certain cases colouring matters are taken up by the crystalline portion

of the fat only. For example, in cases of cholera I found that the

adipose tissue in the submucous areolar tissue of the small intestine

exhibited dark reddish-brown stellse upon the surface of the oily fat,

producing a very beautiful appearance. The colour was derived from

the altered and dissolved blood colouring matter, which had permeated

the vessels and had been taken up in large proportion by the crystal-

lizable fat of each vesicle.

The so-called margarine crystallizes from its solutions in tufts

composed of somewhat wavy, minute, acicular crystals, or in separate,
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free, short crystals, which are usually somewhat curved. “ Margaric
”

acid also crystallizes in minute tufts composed of very small and

much-curved crystals.

Stearine may be obtained in large quantity from mutton fat
;

it is

only slightly soluble in hot alcohol, from which solution it readily

crystallizes in a form much resembling that of margarine, but the

needle-like crystals are for the most part thinner, and their direction

is straight. Stearine also very commonly crystallizes in quadrangular

tablets.

In examining the crystals of these fatty matters, deposited from

ethereal or alcoholic solutions, obtained by digesting the dried

animal substances in alcohol or ether, a large number of oil-globules

will also be observed. The characters of stearic acid under the

microscope are shown in pi. XIV, fig. 99, and those of the so-called

margaric acid in fig. 100. These figures were taken from the excel-

lent atlas of plates by Robin and Verdeil, “ Traite de Chimie

Anatomique et Physiologique,” a work that may be consulted with

great advantage by all interested in the microscopical characters of

the various crystalline substances met with in, or obtained from, the

animal body.

These crystalline fatty matters are not unfrequently found in

morbid growths, and very commonly in various fluids and solids of

the body. In vomited matters, masses of crystalline fat are very

often observed, and in vomit containing sarcinse, stellar crystalline

fatty masses are veiy frequently present.

164. ciioiesterine is a non-saponifiable fat, and occurs in many

situations in the human body. A small quantity of chloresterine is

always present in bile, and the colourless gall-stones consist almost

entirely of this substance. It may be extracted from many of the

tissues in a state of health
;

I have even obtained it from the healthy

crystalline lens of the eye. In diseases it often occurs in serous

fluids, especially in the serum of ovarian and other serous cysts, and

occasionally in the fluid of hydrocele. It is present in many tissues

in a state of fatty degeneration, and may be even extracted from the

epithelial cells of the air passages in bronchitis. I have obtained it

also from the epithelium and oil globules in the casts of the urinife-

rous tubes in fatty degeneration of the kidney. It has been often

stated that cholesterine is never present in the urine, but I believe it is

to be invariably detected in cases where oil casts exist in sufficient

quantity for analysis.

Cholesterine may always be recognized by its crystalline form,

but the angles of the crystals vary considerably in different cases,

pi. XV, fig. 1 01, and may usually be obtained by the slow evapora-
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tion of alcoholic solutions
;
but where only mere traces of this sub-

stance are present, it is necessary to remove the other fatty matters

before the cholesterine can be obtained in the crystalline state. By
boiling with water and oxide of lead, the saponifiable fats form a

plaster, and the cholesterine is dissolved by treating the latter with

dilute alcohol, from which solution it may be obtained in a crystalline

form by subsequent evaporation.

Cholesterine is coloured of a dark red colour by the action of

sulphuric acid.

Seroline.—This is another non-saponifiable fat discovered byBoudet

in serum, but differs from cholesterine in not forming distinct and

well-defined crystals
;

it separates in large transparent flakes from

alcoholic solutions, fig. 132.

1G5. Myelin is a colourless glistening semi-fluid substance prone

to form drops, and capable of being drawn out into long threads which

curve and twist into the most peculiar forms. If the observer ex-

amines a portion of the white matter of the brain or spinal cord in

water, he will recognise this substance without difficulty. The

masses often exhibit double contours, and not unfrequently many
lines may be discerned equidistant from one another, but'varying

much in thickness and intensity, pi. XV, fig. 105a:. It is present in

the liver, and may be detected in almost all the tissues. In many
tissues myelin forms in considerable quantity in the outer part of

cells, fig. 104.

This substance was first described by Virchow, but Beneke has

shown that it may be obtained from all the tissues of the body, and

that it exists in plants. It is soluble in hot alcohol, ether, and tur-

pentine. Cholesterine is a necessary constituent of myelin, and can

always be obtained from it.

Iodine tinges myelin of a reddish brown colour. If sulphuric acid

be added, a blue or violet colour is induced. This reaction probably

depends upon the presence of cholesterine. Beneke showed that

myelin gave the reaction characteristic of the biliary acids, upon the

application of Pettenkofer’s test.

Pettenkofer
1

s Test for Biliary Acids. The following directions are

given by Pettenkofer. Pour a portion of the suspected fluid into a

test tube, and add English sulphuric acid, guttatim, to about the

volume of the fluid, whereby the temperature is considerably raised.

The addition must be made so gradually that the temperature shall

at no time exceed 145° F., as otherwise the choleic acid is too much

changed
;

then add 2 to 5 drops of ordinary cane sugar solution,

containing 1 part of sugar to 4

—

5 parts of water, and shake the

whole. If choleic acid be present, a more or less deep violet red
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colour will be produced according to the amount of bile in

solution.

Improved mode of applying Pettenkoftr's test. Neukomm (fiber die

Nachweisung der Gallen Sauren, &c., i860), proposes the following

modification. “ A single drop of a per cent, solution of choleic

or glycocholeic acid will yield a splendid purple violet colour if it is

brought in contact with a drop of dilute sulphuric acid (4 parts of

water to 1 part of sulphuric acid) and a trace of sugar solution, in a

porcelain cup and then gently warmed over a spirit lamp. As one

cubic centimeter equals about eight drops, it is thus possible to

demonstrate milligr. of biliary acid with complete accuracy.” As a

further test he suggests, “ the biliary acid or salt is to be sprinkled

with a small quantity of concentrated sulphuric acid, moderately

warmed, and then water added. The resinous flocculi that subside

are to be separated from the acid, washed with water, but not so as

to remove all the sulphuric acid, and then again gently heated in a

porcelain cup till coloration ensues. If the residue be taken up in a

small quantity of alcohol, and the green solution be evaporated, the

interior of the cup will be coated with a deep indigo blue film even

when but little acid has been used. If the biliary acids or the sul-

phuric acid should be impure, or the temperature raised too high, the

pigment film will be green.” See abstract of Beneke’s Memoirs “ On
the Occurrence, Diffusion, and Action of the constituents of the bile

in the animal and vegetable organism,” by Dr. Duffin, “Archives

of Medicine,” vol. iv, p. 192, 1865.

160. Excretine.—This substance was discovered by Dr. Marcet a

few years ago. It is only present in human foeces.—“ Phil. Trans.”

1857, page 403. “Archives of Medicine,” No. II, April, 1858. In

order to obtain it, the following process is employed. A quantity of

excrement is introduced into a long-necked flask, and is exhausted

with boiling alcohol '850. The mixture is filtered, and the solution

mixed with a little thick milk of lime, diluted with a quantity of

water equal to that of the alcoholic solution. After standing for a

few hours, a light precipitate will subside to the bottom of the vessel.

This is separated by filtration, washed several times with water, and

dried over the water-bath. The dry residue is placed in a flask, and

alcohol added. Next a little ether is to be poured in, which much

increases the solvent power of the alcohol for excretine. This opera-

tion is repeated three or four times, the alcohol and ether being

allowed to remain on the residue three or four hours before being

poured off. The filtered alcoholic solutions are to be evaporated in

as cold a place as possible
;
and after the lapse of a day or two,

crystals of excretine will make their appearance. They are to be
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separated, and the mother-liquor allowed to remain, that another

crop of crystals may form. The impure excretine is to be dissolved

in hot alcohol, agitated with animal charcoal, and re-crystallized.

This substance is not easily crystallized, unless its alcoholic solution

be allowed to evaporate slowly in a cold place. Frequently nothing

more than a few non-crystalline globules are obtained, but this will

crystallize if re-dissolved in alcohol and exposed to the cold.

Dr. Marcet has ascertained the composition of excretine to be as

follows :

Carbon

Hydrogen 1 3
'

5 1 5

Oxygen 3
'

2 7 &

Sulphur

Its atomic weight is 578, assuming that an equivalent contains one

equivalent of sulphur.

161. Crystallizatole Substances front the Blood.—The beautiful

compound known as hcemato-globulin
,
hcemato-crystallin is held in solu-

tion in the red blood-corpuscles of man and animals. It was first

examined by Funke, and afterwards by Kunde.* The subject has

lately been very carefully investigated by Lehmann. f In the “ Medi-

cal Times and Gazette” for 1852, will be found a very interesting

paper on the subject by Dr. Parkes.J The most important crystals

are figured in pi. XVI.

The crystals of hsemato-crystallin are very readily obtained by

diluting blood with some fluid. A drop of blood may be placed

upon a glass slide, and after the addition of a drop of water, alcohol,

or ether, the whole should be lightly covered with thin glass. A
hair, or a small piece of thin paper or wood, may be placed

between the glasses, in order that a stratum of fluid of sufficient

thickness may be retained. It is preferable to use defibrinated

blood. Often the corpuscles and a little serum may be re-

moved from the clot by firm pressure, and from this, very perfect

crystals may frequently be obtained. The blood-corpuscles do not

become ruptured by endosmosis, their contents being set free and

undergoing crystallization as the solution gradually becomes concen-

* Dissert, inaug. Lips. 1851 (O. Funke). Zeitschrift f. rat. Med. N. F. Bd.

I, II. See also Funke’s “Atlas of Plates,” translated by the Cavendish Society,

1853.

t “ Lehrbuch d. Physiolog. Chemie,” vol. i, second edition, 1853. Bei. d. k.

Sachs. Gesel. d. Wiss., 1852— 1853.

X See also a paper on “ Albuminous Crystallization,” by Dr. Sieveking, in the

“ British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,” for October, 1853, in which

some excellent woodcuts of blood-crystals are given.
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trated by spontaneous evaporation which goes on at the edges, as

has been very generally stated, but the soft semi-fluid matter of which

the entire red blood corpuscle is composed, passes from its plastic to

its crystalline condition. Although under many circumstances the

outer part of the corpuscle may become hardened so as to give rise

to a firm envelope, this is not necessary, and there is no true cell

wall developed upon the surface of the red blood corpuscle. See

chapter V. The time which elapses before crystallization takes

place, varies from an hour to several hours, or days, in different

specimens of blood. The blood corpuscles of the Guinea-pig are

most favourable for experiment, as the matter of which they are

composed crystallizes very readily. Crystals may also be obtained

from the coagulum of blood.

The form of the crystal often varies slightly in the same specimen,

but the blood of different animals yields crystals of very different

forms. The prismatic form is that most commonly obtained from the

blood of man, the carnivora, and fishes. Tetrahedral crystals are met

with in some of the rodentia, as the Guinea-pig, pi. XVI, fig. 107,

while six-sided tables are formed in the blood of the squirrel, mouse,

and some others, fig. 1 1 2. By the kindness of Professor Lehmann,

I have had an opportunity of seeing some beautiful rhomboidal

crystals which he obtained from the blood of the hamster (another of

the rodentia). Blood crystals form more readily in daylight than in

the dark, but most rapidly when the slide is exposed to the light of

the sun. I have never succeeded in obtaining crystals of the blood

of the ox or sheep. From pig’s blood crystals were obtained with

some difficulty, after passing oxygen and carbonic acid through the

fluid and diluting it with alcohol and water. The crystals from pig’s

blood are in the form of prisms and acicular crystals. Frog’s blood

cannot be made to crystallize, in consequemce probably of the den-

sity of the material of which it consists
;
but Professor Lehmann tells

me he has obtained crystals readily from the blood of the Italian

lizard. Teichmann has however succeeded in obtaining crystals

from frog’s blood, by the addition of a very large quantity of water at

a very low temperature. Zeitschrift fur rat. Med. N. F. Band III,

Heft 3 .
—

“

British and Foreign Medico-Chirurgical Review,” April,

1854.

Guinea-pig’s blood crystallizes in the course of half an hour, or

even sooner, if it be diluted with a little water or alcohol. I have

often obtained crystals from Guinea-pig’s blood without the addition

of any fluid, and without any evaporation whatever. One blood

corpuscle becomes a single crystal, and if the slide on which the drop

of blood is placed and covered with thin glass be gently warmed, the
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corpuscles break up, and each little fragment assumes the crystalline

form, and becomes a minute but perfectly formed tetrahedral crystal,

Chap. V. Dog’s blood also crystallizes in the course of a short

time upon the addition of a little alcohol. Human blood crystallizes

after the addition of water, slowly, if only just removed from the

body, but more rapidly if the blood be not quite fresh. The crystals

shown in pi. XVI, figs. 108, no, were obtained by diluting a drop

of fresh blood from the finger, with a drop of distilled water; and

after covering the mixture with thin glass, the slide was placed in

a light place. Crystallization commenced about forty hours after

the addition of water to this specimen of blood.

Lehmann has discovered a process by which large quantities of

blood crystals may be prepared. This consists in passing ogygen

and carbonic acid through the blood which has been diluted with

much water. The blood which answers best, is that of the dog and

Guinea-pig, but as far as I know, no one has obtained crystals from

the blood of the ox or sheep. This depends probably upon the

material of the blood corpuscles being less readily dissolved than

that of most animals. The following plan yielded an abundant

quantity of crystals from the blood of the dog and Guinea-pig. The

defibrinated blood was diluted with half its volume, or with an equal

volume of water. Sometimes it was necessary in the case of dog’s

blood, to add a little alcohol or ether until rupture of the corpuscles

had taken place, which can always be ascertained by microscopical

examination. Through the solution, oxygen was passed for a quarter

or half an hour, and then carbonic acid was transmitted through the

same fluid during half the time that the oxygen had been passed.

In the course of an hour, or longer, an abundant precipitate, consist-

ing entirely of blood crystals, was produced. This was separated by

filtration, and dried. If the crystals are required quite pure, they

must be re-dissolved in water until the mixture has a specific gravity

of between 1004 and 1002, and then alcohol must be added until the

specific gravity is reduced .to '970. Crystals will be deposited in a

few hours. It is often exceedingly difficult to obtain pure crystals

after resolution in water. Dr. Teichmann pursues rather a different

plan for obtaining blood crystals to those just referred to. After

separating the serum and fibrin as far as possible, the blood is diluted

with four or five times its bulk of water. The fluid is precipitated

with sulphate of copper. The precipitate is washed and pressed

well, but not dried. It is extracted with alcohol containing about

one part of concentrated sulphuric acid, to three hundred parts of

alcohol.*

* Henle and PfeufFer’s “ Zeitchrift,” vol. viii, page 141.
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It is excessively difficult to preserve specimens of these blood

crystals as permanent objects. I have succeeded, however, in keeping

some human blood crystals mounted in the dry way
;
some from dog’s

blood have been mounted in Canada balsam, while the beautiful

octohedral crystals from Guinea-pig’s blood have kept pretty well in

the fluid to which spirit had been added, although they soon exhibited

a tendency to change colour. In glycerine, crystals from Guinea-

pig’s blood have been preserved for many years. Crystals of hsema-

toidin may, however, be preserved in glycerine or in Canada balsam.

Hcematoidin is a modified form of hsematin. It is not easily de-

composed, is insoluble in water, alcohol, ether, and acetic acid, but

readily soluble in alkalies. This is the substance which is found in

old clots and extravasations, and not unfrequently in the walls of

some of the smaller vessels, perhaps marking the situation of old

haemorrhages. It crystallises in very beautifully defined rhombic

crystals, pi. XVI., fig. 109. It also forms long filaments, and not

unfrequently slightly curved elongated crystals, collected into bundles,

which sometimes take the form of oval and dumb-bell shaped masses,

pi. XV, fig. 1 1 4. This substance seems closely allied to a yellow cryst-

alline material obtained from the bile. It would indeed be very

difficult to distinguish haematoidin crystals found in clots from some
crystals which have been produced in biliary matters. Haematoidin

may therefore be the same substance as that obtained from bile under

the names cholepyrrhin, biliphaein, bilifulvin, and more recently,

bilirubin. Zenker and Funke have shown that from the yellow

crystals of bilifulvin, red crystals of haematoidin may be obtained.

Htzmatin may be obtained from haemato-crystallin. It occurs in

old extravasations of blood, and may be detected in the fceces. It is

not crystalline, and when dried it forms a brown powder containing

nearly 9 per cent of iron. A thin layer of a solution of haematin

appears of a greenish colour, while a thick one is dark red. Hoppe
Seyler names a substance closely allied to hsematin, methamoglobulin.

This may be a mixture of haematin and some albuminous substance.*

The influence exerted by the blood colouring matters upon the

* The following references to papers on blood crystallization will be useful

to those who wish to perform original investigations :—
Nasse in “Muller’s Archiv.,” 1841, page 439. Kolliker in “Zeitschr. f.

Wiss. Zool.,” 1849, i, page 260. Reichert in “ Muller’s Archiv.,” 1849, page
197. Remak in “ Muller’s Archiv.,” 1851, page 481. Funke “Zeitchr. f. rat.

Med. N.F.,” i, pages 184, 192 ; ii, pages 192, 288. Kunde “ Zeitschrift, f. rat.

Med. N.F.,” ii, page 271. Lehmann in “ Ber. der k. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. zu
Leipzig,” 1852, pages 23, 78 ; 1853, page 102. Robin and Verdeil, “ Traite de
Chimie Anatomique et Physiologique, ” ii, page 335. Teichmann, in “Zeitschr.
f. rat. Med. N.F.,” iii, p. 375, viii. page 141.

K
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solar spectrum, and the application of spectrum analysis to the detec-

tion of blood will be referred to in § 173, p. 138.

Hcemin. Dr. Teichmann also obtains beautiful crystals of a dark

red colour, by treating the clot of blood, moist or dry, with glacial

acetic acid. He tells me that the crystals of hsemin thus obtained

have the same form in all animals, while the crystals just described

differ much in form and colour in different animals. Blood that has

been kept for some time yields these crystals as well as fresh blood.

Crystals of haemin obtained from the blood of the human subject,

pig, toad, and goldfinch are represented in pi. XVI, fig. 113.

S4»8. crystallization of Bile.—The glycocholates of potash and

soda were first obtained in a crystalline form by Platner. The crys-

tallizable substance of the bile may readily be obtained as follows :

—

Perfectly fresh ox-bile is rapidly evaporated to dryness over the

water-bath, and the dry residue powdered and extracted with abso-

lute alcohol
;
the dark green alcoholic solution is quickly filtered

into a small flask or bottle, and then ether is gradually added until

the white precipitate at first formed ceases to be re-dissolved upon

agitation. Care should be taken to add the ether very gradually,

for otherwise a bulky amorphous precipitate occurs, which does not

become crystalline. The bottle is to be lightly corked, and allowed

to stand in a still place. After a few days, stellar masses of beau-

tiful and almost colourless crystals appear
;
these increase until tufts

of a considerable size are produced. The crystals may be subjected

to microscopical examination, immersed in a drop of the solution in

which they were produced, and are beautiful objects
;
or they may

be carefully washed with alcohol, to which a tenth of its bulk of

ether has been added, and rapidly dried in vacuo. Crystallized bile

is represesented in pi. XVII, fig. 116. An excellent paper “ On the

Constitution and Physiology of the Bile,” by Dr. Jno. C. Dalton,

junr., will be found in the American “ Journal of the Medical

Sciences,” for October, 1857.

When dried, the crystals may be mounted in a cell from which

the air is completely excluded. If exposed to the air while moist,

they rapidly deliquesce. I have preserved some of these crystals, in

the solution in which they were formed, in a thin glass cell for some

months. Ox-bile and pig’s-bile may be crystallized, but no one has

yet succeeded in obtaining any crystals from human-bile. Sometimes

considerable difficulty is experienced in causing bile to crystallize,

and often repeated trials must be made with perfectly pure alcohol

and ether, before a satisfactory result is obtained.

Crystals of glycocholic acid, of taurocholate of soda and of cholic

acid are represented in pi. XVII, figs. 117, 118, 119.
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160. Of Detecting Ammonia in the Breath.'—Ammonia was first

detected in the expired air by the Rev. J. B. Reade, about fifteen

years ago, and Dr. Reuling has obtained evidence of the presence of

a large quantity in typhus fever, pyemia, and poisoning by urea. In

the latter condition it has been detected in the breath, and also in

the blood, by Dr. Frerichs, who attributed the coma to the ammonia

in the blood, instead of to the accumulation of urea as had been

supposed by previous observers. This subject, however, has been

recently investigated by Dr. Richardson. His researches gained the

Astley Cooper prize for 1856.*

Dr. Reuling proposed to test the expired air for ammonia by

hematoxylin, which forms with this substance a rose-red colour
;
but

the best plan is the one originally employed by the Rev. Dr. Reade and

recommended by Dr. Richardson. An ordinary miscroscopic glass

slide is moistened on one side with hydrochloric acid and breathed

upon. The ammonia combines with the acid, and a chloride of

ammonium is formed which crystallizes in crosslets and dendriform

masses. Dr. Richardson recommends the following modification of

this process :
—An instrument of the form of a straight breast-pump

is employed to breathe through
;
a drop or two of hydrochloric acid

is placed in the bulb, and a perfectly clean slip of microscope glass

placed across the trumpet-extremity of the tube, and secured by an

India-rubber band. The alkali as it passes over the bulb, combines

with the acid, but some of the acid and alkaline vapours pass over

together and condense on the microscope glass. As this becomes

dry, crystals are formed. A very considerable excess of ammonia

may be detected in the breath in typhus fever and many other low

conditions of the system, but even in health traces are always to be

found. Dr. Richardson found but one exception to this, in the case

of a gentleman who lived entirely on vegetable food. Ammonia is

more abundant in the breath of healthy persons after fatigue, than in

the morning after sleep
;
and in hot weather a much larger propor-

tion is expired than in cold weather.

1^0. Of Detecting insoluble living or lifeless Particles in the

Breath.

—

It is very easy to collect solid particles from the breath.

By causing each successive expiration to come into contact, during a

minute or two, with the surface of a piece of clean glass, the object

in view may be attained, but by breathing through a glass chamber

kept cool by the application of ice externally, a greater number of

insoluble particles may be collected in the condensed moisture. The
observer will be surprised at the number and size of the particles

# “The Cause of the Coagulation of the Blood,” by B. W. Richardson, M.D.
Churchill, 1858.

K 2
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which are suspended in the expired air
;

oil globules, epithelial cells,

and portions of mucus corpuscles (?) may sometimes be detected.

In examining the breath of cows, I was surprised to find large

fragments of the food, starch corpuscles, several different kinds of

very dark irregular insoluble particles somewhat resembling those of

soot suspended in the air of London rooms, three or more different

kinds of fungi sporules, bacteria, fragments of epithelium, and a number

of bodies I was unable to identify. These all collected upon a clean

plate of glass moistened with pure glycerine which was held for a

few minutes in the current of the animal’s breath.

Another method of obtaining insoluble organic and inorganic

particles suspended in the breath, is to place some perfectly clean

cotton wool in a glass tube which is so connected with a mouth

piece, that the expired air must pass through. Any solid particles

are obstructed by the wool. The air is, as it were, filtered by this

process. The wool may be examined dry or after having been

moistened with a little weak glycerine. This plan was very success-

fully employed by Mr. Crookes in his experiments upon Cattle Plague.

He found that the poison or virus suspended in the breath of a

diseased animal was obstructed by the cotton wool, a fact which was

demonstrated by inoculating a sound animal with the wool which had

been thus exposed. The animal received the disease. Mr. Crookes

has sent me portions of wool for examination, and upon carefully

comparing the exposed wool with some of the same wool which had

not been so exposed, differences were observed under the highest

magnifying powers. Minute particles were detected in the former

which could not be found in the latter. I think it very likely that

if such experiments were conducted with extreme care, some most

valuable facts might be discovered concerning contagious diseases,

and I have no doubt that ere long we shall be able to catch and

preserve the living particles of contagium on their way from the

infected to the sound organism. Gun cotton has been recommended,

and it has been suggested that after exposure it might be dissolved in

ether, and thus the particles obtained perfectly free. The great

difficulty in all such experiments is to obtain the particles for experi-

ment sufficiently clean and perfectly free from foreign particles.

Still there is no doubt that if this matter be carefully studied, many

new and valuable methods of investigation will soon be discovered

and highly important facts bearing upon that most interesting question

the nature of contagion, demonstrated.

I 1!!. Of Detecting insoluble living or lifeless Particles in the

Atmosphere.—The various particles suspended in the atmosphere of a

room or ward of a hospital, may be very easily obtained for microsco-
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Fig. 116.

Crystallised bile. Tbe small crystals in the lower corner on
the left are drawn as they appeared to the unaided eye. p. 130.

Fig. 113.

Fig. 117.

Glycocholic acid, prepared by decomposing glycocholate of
lead with sulphuretted hydrogen'.

Fig. 119.

Cholic acid, prepared in my laboratory

Fig. 120*.

Crystals of chloride of ammonium, obtained by breahing
for several minutes upon a glass elide, moistened with

hydrochloric acid. p. 131.
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pical examination. The “ dust ” which has accumulated upon any shelf,

will supply the observer with a great variety of highly interesting and

important objects. The dust usually contains particles of carbon,

starch granules, scales of moths, fibres of wood, fragments of cotton,

flax, wool, hair, and feathers, sporules of fungi of various kinds,

epithelium from the skin, and many other bodies. The particles may

be collected at any time by exposing a shallow dish containing dis-

tilled water, to the atmosphere which it is desired to submit to

examination. But the most effectual method is to place some ice in

a perfectly clean glass vessel, and allow the moisture of the air to

condense upon the outer surface. The drops of water should be

collected in a suitable vessel placed beneath. The condensed fluid

will of course contain any insoluble particles which were suspended

in the air. The water is placed in a perfectly clean conical glass, to

the lower part of which the insoluble particles held in suspension will

gradually subside. They may then be removed with the aid of a

pipette, placed upon a glass slide, and submitted to microscopical

examination under the highest powers.

Another plan is to draw air through a tube, the interior of which

may be moistened with a little perfectly pure glycerine, or to cause the

air to impinge upon the surface of a moist glass slide. The necessary

current of air is easily produced by connecting a glass tube with a

reservoir of water, so arranged that when the water is allowed to flow

out, air from the apartment must be gradually drawn through the tube.

Many modifications of this arrangement will occur to the mind of

the observer. He may put in force the plan which seems to him best

adapted for the particular investigation he is about to undertake.

Air containing living particles may be collected in closed vessels,

and if retained for a short time the living particles sometimes grow

and multiply. Pasteur has proved some highly important facts with

reference to the nature and kind of living particles present by

obtaining air from different heights and from different localities. The
living particles though too minute or too few in number to be

detected, may be caused to germinate. Different kinds, and the

same kind in very varying numbers, are obtained at different heights

and under varying conditions.

Bibulous paper, or perfectly clean glass plates moistened with

glycerine, may be suspended in the air of an apartment to catch the

solid particles suspended in it. By proceeding in this way, however,

the observer is overwhelmed with the vast number of the particles he

obtains, and as may be supposed it is extremely difficult to identify

bodies, which although very similar in appearance, may be essentially

different in their nature. Minute living particles of pus or other germinal
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matter in a state of active vitality, although capable of giving rise to the

most terrible and fatal diseases if they obtained entrance into the

living organism, would be very readily passed over, or being obscured

by the mass of foreign matter present, could not be seen. It is said

that Dundas Thompson detected such particles in cholera wards, so

long ago as T849 and 1854, and Eiselt subsequently discovered pus

in the atmosphere of an ophthalmic ward.

My own researches have demonstrated how pus corpuscles and

other masses of germinal matter divide and subdivide, giving off

minute off-sets which detach themselves, and might be readily sup-

ported by the atmosphere. I have also shown that in contagious

diseases, besides the particles of altered epithelium, pus, and allied

forms of germinal matter, are other living particles exceedingly

minute, which perhaps alone possess contagious properties. These

would very easily pass from one organism to another. (See my report

to the Cattle Plague Commissioners, 1866).

This is a branch of advanced and extremely delicate microsco-

pical enquiry, which we have as yet scarcely entered upon. Though

surrounded with very great difficulties, the investigation will probably

yield the most remarkable and important results, and it is most

desirable that it should be pursued by many different observers. It

must be borne in mind that the very high powers recently made by

Messrs. Powell and Lealand are likely to be extremely useful in

examining living bodies suspended in the atmosphere, and there is

even reason to think that we may be able to discover characters in

some of these bodies by which they may be recognised again.

'Spectrum Microscopic Analysis.

Of all methods for detecting certain chemical substances, in a

solid, liquid or gaseous state, that by the aid of the spectroscope is

the most delicate. Sir David Brewster claims to have been the first

to have employed spectrum analysis, but the process was first

brought to perfection by Bunsen and Kirchoff, whose wonderful

discoveries have really laid open an entirely new field of research.

Improvements in the method of observation have since been made

by a great number of observers, and the spectroscope is now an

exceedingly valuable instrument for chemical research.

This mode of analysis has been recently applied to the micro-

scope. Already many important steps have been gained, and it is

probable that much will be discovered by this new method of

enquiry. The chief value of the spectrum-microscope is that it

enables us to determine with ease and certainty the nature of many
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substances present in such minute quantities and under such conditions

that they could not be recognised by the ordinary methods of analysis.

I’i’i. Spectrum Microscope.—The spectroscope was first adapted

to the microscope by Mr. Sorby (“ Quarterly Journal of Science,”

1865), who employed for obtaining the spectrum a simple triangular

prism placed below the achromatic condenser. This plan was, how-

ever, afterwards much improved by Mr. Sorby and Mr. Browning,

and the prism was placed above the upper glass of the eyepiece. The
structure of the prism itself will be understood by reference to

pi. XVIII, fig. 1 2 1. It consists of “two rectangular prisms of flint

glass, between which is a rectangular prism of crown glass, and at

each end another prism of crown with an angle of about 75
0
.” These

are all connected together with Canada balsam. The compound

prism thus prepared is placed between two pieces of blackened cork,

and inserted into a tube having a cap with an elongated opening at

«, and a circular stop at b. The lower part of the tube fits on to the

eye-piece as shown in the fig. 121. The beam of light admitted must

be narrow, or the dark lines produced will not be distinct. It is

desirable that there should be means for reducing or increasing the

width of the narrow slit, and this is effected in Mr. Sorby’s instru-

ment by the aid of a screw. The arrangement will be understood by

reference to fig. 122. The screw by which the slit may be altered in

breadth is marked by a * in figs. 121 and 122. The upper lens of the

eye-piece should be achromatic, and Mr. Sorby and Mr. Browning

have arranged a special eye-piece for spectrum observations, the general

structure of which will be understood by reference to the figure.

In using this spectrum eye-piece, the object to be examined

should be selected with the ordinary eye-piece of the microscope,

which should then be removed and the other placed in its stead, but,

as Mr. Sorby has remarked, it is practically more convenient to use a

binocular
,

as the spectrum eye-piece can be adapted to one tube,

while the other is provided with the ordinary eye-piece
;
by the

latter, the object can be carefully selected and immediately afterwards

examined by the former, without its position being disturbed.

In order that the whole spectrum should be in focus at the same

time, Mr. Sorby has had the upper lens (eye-glass) of the eye-piece

rendered achromatic
;
and for the convenience of comparing two

spectra side by side, he has adapted to the side of his special eye-

piece a stage with a prism so arranged, as to reflect the rays towards

the eye-piece. The achromatic lens is represented at c, fig. 121, the

slit is seen at d; e is a right angled prism which extends half over

the slit, and the light transmitted through this from the side stage f
passes through the slit a little on one side of the centre, while the light
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which comes through the body of the microscope, passes through the

slit a little on the other side of the median line, as shown by the lines

g h. When the analysing prism, i, is placed over the eye-piece, two

spectra will therefore be seen, which are situated close together, and can

be easily compared. The two spectra may readily be made of equal

brightness by regulating the width of the opening in the stage

attached to the eye-piece.

113. Of Examining Substances by the Spectrum microscope, and

of the “ Absorption Bands ” seen.—There are many substances which

although transparent, completely obstruct the rays passing through

certain parts of the spectrum, thus producing dark lines technically

called “ absorption bands.” Different substances give rise to “ bands ”

in different parts of the spectrum
;
sometimes a portion of the red

light is cut off, sometimes a portion of the green, and so on. The

bands are sometimes very numerous. In some cases they are broad and

comparatively faint, and in others they are very narrow, sharp, and

well defined. The number and position of these bands may be very

different, even though the general colour of the substance may be

nearly the same, and thus we are enabled to distinguish them from

one another.

Crystals.—By the aid of the spectrum-microscope, we may ex-

amine extremely minute crystals, or very minute quantities of various

substances dissolved in fluids. When crystals are to be examined,

Mr. Sorby recommends that they should be ground on moderately

soft IVater-of-Ayr stone, with a very little water. They may then be

polished with a little jeweller’s rouge spread upon paper laid over a

flat surface. Scratches on the surfaces of a crystal may often be

removed by rubbing it upon moist blotting paper. Many crystals

may be mounted in Canada balsam in the usual manner.

Blowpipe Beads.—The spectrum microscope may also be employed

for examining substances entering into the composition of fluxes,

glass, &c. Mr. Sorby recommends that pieces of coloured pot

mettle glass of a wedge shape, should be prepared so that the spectra

of different thicknesses of known material may be compared with

those of blowpipe beads coloured with an unknown substance.

Examinations of Solutions by the Spectrum-Microscope.—Solutions

may be examined in little-wedge shaped cells of the form represented

in pi. XVIII, fig. 127. The cell may be about a quarter of an inch in

depth at its deepest part, gradually diminishing to about one-fortieth.

By the aid of a cell of this kind we can easily ascertain the thickness

of fluid which will give the best results. Such a cell with fluid can

be placed on the stage of the spectroscope, and its spectrum com-

pared with that produced by the object examined in the microscope.
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Mr. Sorby tells me that he now keeps his solutions in tubes of

the shape and twice the size represented in pi. XVIII, fig. 126,

sealed hermetically, a bubble of air being left to allow for expansion.

He makes most of his experiments in cells made from barometer

tubes, having an internal diameter of \ or ^ of an inch, and external

diameter somewhat under ± inch. These are cut square and ground

flat at both ends, and made about \ inch long. They are fixed on

glass with Canada balsam. When filled with the liquid, the upper sur-

face is quite level enough to enable us to examine it at once. In

some cases, Mr. Sorby lays a bit of thin glass over the top, especially

if he is working with alcoholic solutions or with reagents which easily

oxidize. This form of cell is represented in pi. XVIII, fig. 123, half

the real size. The great advantage of such cells is, that so small a

quantity of material is enough, and the surface remains sufficiently

level even when the microscope is included. The wedge-shaped cells

are more suited to place on the side stage attached to the eye-piece.

The spectra are of course modified by the presence of various

foreign substances, and the substances examined should therefore be

as pure as possible
;
but one great value of this method of investigation

is, that many substances may be recognized with certainty, although

their general colour is completely altered by coloured impurities.

Mr. Sorby recommends the pale blue solution of chloride of

cobalt in a concentrated solution of chloride of calcium as the best

test object for the spectrum-microscope. If two lines are seen in

the orange, the definition must be very satisfactory. A very weak

solution of blood is also a good test, but not for accurate definition

or Tor local adjustment. A solution of permanganate of potash, so

dilute as to be of a pale pink colour, gives fine well-marked absorption

bands. of a grain of blood in a cell jE of an inch in diameter,

and \ an inch long, gives a spectrum as well marked as is possible

(two absorption bands in the green)—more would cut off the whole

of the green, and render the bands invisible.

Hoppe was the first to demonstrate the peculiar absorption bands

in very dilute solutions of blood, and to show that the same bands

were produced in the blood of different animals. Stokes (Proceed.

Royal Soc., 1864, vol. xiii, p. 355), proved that the colouring matter

of the blood was capable of existing in two states of oxidation, and

that a different spectrum was produced according as the substance

called by him cruorine was in its more or less oxidised condition.

By protosulphate of iron, or protochloride of tin, the colouring matter

is reduced to its slightly oxidised state. The deoxidising solution

may be made by adding to a solution of protosulphate of iron,

enough tartaric acid to prevent precipitation by alkalies. A small
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quantity of this solution made slightly alkaline by ammonia or car-

bonate of soda, is to be added to a weak solution of blood in water.

By exposure to air, oxygen is reabsorbed, and the cruorine solution

now exhibits the spectrum characteristic of its highly oxidised state.

See fig. 124, pi. XVIII, A B. In venous blood part of the cruorine

exists in its purple or less oxidised condition, and this in passingthrough

the lungs becomes reoxidised and converted into scarlet cruorine.

An ammoniacal solution of cochineal gives two absorption bands,

very like those produced by blood, but they differ in relation, size

and position, as may be easily proved if this and the blood spectrum

be compared side by side, and these two substances can be most

easily distinguished by the totally different spectra obtained by

adding various other reagents.

By varying the width of the slit, it is easy to modify the spectrum

in such a manner as to see the absorption bands to the greatest

advantage, but there are limits beyond which this should not be

done; and we must then alter the thickness of the object, or the

strength of the solution, if it is dissolved.

Mr. Sorby has not yet much studied animal colouring matters,

but he tells me that he has been recently examining vegetable colour-

ing matters. He has demonstrated the highly interesting fact that

in the case of flowers of as nearly as possible the same tints but

belonging to different plants, the colouring principle is very different,

and each easily distinguishable by its spectrum.

1'34. Removing Stains from tlic Hands.

—

To many observers it

is at least convenient that stains upon the fingers which can hardly

be avoided in microscopical enquiries, should be removed, and a few

directions are therefore given under this head.

Brunswick Black may be removed by washing the skin with a

little turpentine, or by rubbing on lard or oil, which may afterwards be

washed off with soap and water. Marine Glue may be peeled off, or it

can be dissolved off with a litttle naphtha or ether. Chromate of Lead.

This substance stains the fingers of a very deep yellow colour, not to

be removed by ordinary washing. A little hydrochloric acid at once

dissolves the yellow precipitate. The hands should be plunged into

water as soon as the stains have disappeared. The Prussian Blue

Fluid can be removed by soap and water alone, or by rubbing on a

little dilute potash first. Carmine stains can be obliterated by the

application of ammonia or dilute hydrochloric acid. Scaling Wax
Varnish and other varnishes soluble in spirits of wine, can of course

be dissolved in this substance. The Lime and Lndia-Ruhber Cement

can be removed by lard or oil, and subsequent washing
;
and Canada

Balsam by turpentine or ether.
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PLATE XVIII.

Mr. Sorby's spectrum eye piece for the
microscope, with arrangement for pro-
ducing two 'spectra for comparison. ^ 172.

Fie'. "152.

Arrangement for altering the length
and bi’eadth of the spectrum. § 172

Fig. 123.

Cell for examining solut ons by the
specirum-microscope Half the real

size. § 173

Fig'. 124.
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Absorption bands Arterial and scarlet cruorine.

Absorption bands. Venous blood and purple cruoiine.
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Absorption bands. Solution of hsemaLin. Copied from
Stokes. Proc. R. S.| 1861 § 173.

Fig. 125.

Goniometer lor measuring the angles of crystals under
the microscope. § 153.

Fig. 126.

Glass tube for containing solutions for examination
und^r the spectrum microscope. Half the real size.

§ 173.

Fig. 127.

Wedge-shaped cell, for examining solutions in the spectrum microscope

§ 173
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PART II.

THE MICROSCOPICAL CHARACTERS OF STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS, OF

LIVING CELLS, OF THE DEPOSITS FROM FLUIDS IN HEALTH AND

DISEASE, AND OF ANIMAL AND VEGETABLE PARASITES.

CHAPTER IV.

Of the simplest Structural Elements met with in Health and Disease.
—

Granules
,
Globules

,
Cells, and Fibres.— Corpora Amylacea.— Cells.

—Elementary Constituents of Cells.—Of the Natureand Structure of

Cells.—False Cells.—Of Different Forms of Cells.—Epithelium .

—

Demonstration of Cell Structures.—Of the Use of Carmine in

Demonstrating the Germinal or Living Matter of Cells.—Fibres.
—

Membrane.— Tubes, arid Gland Follicles composed of Basement Mem-

brane.— Capillaries.

I propose to devote the present chapter to the consideration of

certain elementary bodies met with in the organism in health and

disease. As various appearances under the microscope have received

distinct names, it is absolutely necessary that every one using the

instrument should be familiar with the terms employed to describe

what is observed. No term should be used which has not had a very

distinct and definite meaning assigned to it
;
and should any doubt

exist in the mind of the observer with reference to the exact meaning

of any word he employs, it is desirable that he should describe in

detail what he understands by it. Considerable difficulty is always

experienced by learners in consequence of different writers having

employed the same term in a different sense, and much confusion

and difference of opinion have arisen in consequence of the appro-

priate terms not having been selected with sufficient care. It is

hoped that the reader will not too hastily glance over the next few

pages, as an attempt has been made to affix a definite meaning to

many words which are frequently used in this work.
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Of the simplest Structural Elements met with in Health

and Disease.

In various fluids and tissues in the healthy organism, we meet with

granules
,
globules

,

“ cells,” and fibres, and in most of the solid organs

we may distinguish fibres and membranes. Many tissues which in

health are distinguished for their glass-like transparency, in disease

often become more or less opaque. This diminished transparency

may depend upon the formation or deposition ofgra?iules, globules, cells,

or fibres. It may be so great as to obscure completely the natural

structure of the tissue or elements suspended in a fluid, even although

a very thin section or stratum be submitted to examination, or the

alteration may only render the specimen confused and indistinct. In

such cases it is often desirable to make the substance more trans-

parent, which may be effected in two ways :— i. By immersing it in

a fluid which refracts the light highly. 2. By the addition of some

chemical reagent which dissolves or greatly alters the material which

gives rise to the opacity.

The use of highly refracting fluids in microscopical investigation

has been already referred to in §§ 74, 101, and the influence of

chemical reagents has been discussed in §§ 142 to 147.

Granules, Globules, Cells, Fibres, and Membranes may be met

with in the interstices of any texture, or may be suspended in a fluid.

It is, therefore, very important to define the meaning of these terms,

and they should never be employed in the description of morbid

changes, unless the observer is quite satisfied that he is using the

words in the proper sense. Should he feel doubtful if a character

of the object is properly described by the word he uses, a note of

interrogation should be placed after it, or the sense in which he

uses the word or phrase should be fully explained in a note.

l'js. Granules are minute bodies of no determinate shape or size,

and appear as separate dots or points when examined by the highest

powers of the microscope. They cannot be measured. When
granules are deposited in a tissue, it may be said to have a “ granular

appearance.” When suspended in fluid, these minute particles of

matter exhibit peculiar movements, dependent either upon the gradual

evaporation of fluid at the edges of the glass with which they are

covered, upon the existence of the force of gravity acting between

the individual particles themselves, upon communicated vibrations, or

upon electrical disturbance. This movement occurs alike in parti-
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cles of organic and inorganic matter. It was discovered by Robert

Brown, and termed molecular motion. The particles are often called

molecules. Molecular movements may be seen in the chyle, in urinary

deposits consisting of urate of soda in a state of minute division, and

indeed wherever fine particles of matter are suspended in a

fluid. These movements are frequently observed in the interior of

cells when insoluble particles are suspended in a limpid fluid. In

the interior of many “ pigment cells” molecular movements maybe
observed.

Granules may be divided according to their composition into

three principal classes, fatty granules
,
albuminous granules

,
and earthy

granules. It is impossible to distinguish these from each other by

their microscopical characters alone, and it is therefore necessary to

resort to chemical analysis. For this purpose, the granular matter

suspended in water is placed under thin glass in the usual way, but

in order to obtain a sufficient thickness of fluid for examination, it is

desirable to prevent the thin glass from coming into too close contact

with the glass slide, by inserting a piece of hair or hog’s bristle. The

slide being placed under the microscope, a little of the reagent

is forced out of one of the tubes with capillary orifices, § 138, upon

the slide, so that it may gradually pass in between the glasses,

while the effect it exerts upon the granules may be studied under the

microscope.

Particles, which would be correctly termed “granules” when sub-

jected to examination by low powers, may exhibit definite forms

under the highest magnifying powers, in which case the term

“granule” is not applicable. The granules in pi. XIX, fig. 129,

when highly magnified, appear as shown in fig. 130, and assume the

form of “ globules.” Others again still retain their indefinite granu-

lar character under the highest magnifying powers as in fig. 132, and

these would therefore still be termed “ granules.” Some “granules”

become resolved into well defined crystals when submitted to exami-

nation with the aid of the or

Fatty Granules.—Fatty matter in a granular state is found in the

chyle, and sometimes in the blood, in a state of health, and in many

tissues and fluids in disease. These granules are often very minute

—so small, indeed, that they pass through basement membrane and

through some kind of formed material. They are not affected by acetic

acid, but are often dissolved or saponified by an alkali. They are readily

dissolved by ether, and as the ethereal solution evaporates, fat, in

the form of globules, often of considerable size, remains behind.

Fat “granules” often appear as minute “globules” when highly

magnified.
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It is probable that many granules consist of a combination of fatty

and albuminous matter. Much of the fatty matter in a granular state,

which is suspended in albuminous liquids, deposited in tissues, form-

ing the contents of cells, or resulting from the disintegration of tissues,

contains a large quantity of cholesterine, which is easily extracted by

treating the substance with alcohol, § 164. By evaporating the alco-

holic solution, the cholesterine will be obtained in a crystalline

form.

Albuminous Granules.
—By this term I wish to imply all granules

composed of any modification of albumen, fibrin, casein, or other

substance belonging to this class. These granules are found in many

of the cells of the healthy organism, and in a vast number of tissues

at all periods of life. In the early stages of development, “granules”

are very abundant. These consist of particles of living germinal

matter, or are the result of its death. They are often suspended in

fluid. Albuminous granules are usually soluble in acetic acid—

always so in the earlier period of their formation. They are also

soluble in alkalies. Ether has no effect upon them.

Pigmentary Granules are found in abundance in the cells of the

choroid coat of the eye, pi. XIX, fig. 133, in the cells constituting

the deeper layer of the epidermis, in the hair bulbs, in the bronchial

tubes, in the cells composing melanoid cancer and various morbid

growths, and in other situations. Their character may be studied in

the pigment cells of the skin and coats of the blood-vessels of many
batrachia, as the frog (pi. VIII, fig. 47), and newt, and many

fishes. These pigmentary granules are formed from the germinal

matter of the cell. They may be removed from the cell, and when

they escape into the surrounding fluid they exhibit molecular move-

ments. Under the highest powers they exhibit no definite form.

The dark granules often found in sputum forming irregular masses,

embedded in mucus, and appearing as if inclosed in a mem-
brane, seem to consist in many cases merely of blacks which are

inspired, but in others probably of pigmentary matter formed in the

lung itself. Urates of soda and ammonia are often precipitated as

granules which are soluble in hot water, pi. XIX, fig. 128.

Earthy Granules are also widely diffused in the animal body,

deposited in solid tissues and suspended in the fluids. In old age,

many tissues are largely impregnated with granules consisting of earthy

matter. They may consist of phosphate or carbonate of lime,

phosphate of ammonia and magnesia, and more rarely of other earthy

salts.

If composed of carbonate, they effervesce upon the addition of

an acid, and readily dissolve. If they dissolve without effervescence,
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and the clear acid solution yields with ammonia a precipitate, in a

granular state
,

it consists of phosphate of lime
;

if crystallized
,
of triple

phosphate.*

i 1?©. Globules.—A “globule” is more or less spherical in form.

Globules vary much in size, and, like granules, differ much in their

chemical composition, as well as in other characters. Some are com-

posed of albuminous matter, others consist of fat
;
and phosphate and

carbonate of lime, and other mineral matters are the materials of

which many are composed. The appearance of the globule, when

examined by transmitted light, entirely depends upon the material of

which it is composed and that of the surrounding medium. If both

are colourless, and exactly, or nearly, correspond in their refractive

power, the globules may be invisible, but if the globules and the

medium in which they are immersed, differ in refraction, the outline

of each globule will appear dark and well-defined, and its centre clear

and bright. The width of this dark outline is determined by the dif-

ference in refracting power. For instance, the outline of an oil

globule in water is distinct and well-defined, but narrow, while the

outline of an air bubble in water is very much wider than that of the

oil globule, figs. 134, 135, 136, and figs. 147 to 150.

If the globule is suspected to consist of an earthy material, it

must be tested with chemical reagents. Phosphate of lime is readily

dissolved by acids, without effervescence, and may thus be very

easily distinguished from fatty matter, while the latter is dissolved by

ether, which has no action whatever on the former.

Considerable confusion has been introduced with reference to the

terms granule
,

molecule
,
and globule, and by some writers the two

former have been used in the same sense as “globule.” The word
“ globule ” should be restricted to a body which has a distinct circular

outline, with a clear bright centre; while by “granule” is understood

a minute particle of no determinate form. The latter is, therefore,

synonymous with the word “ molecule.” It seems to me very impor-

tant that we should carefully distinguish the mere molecule or granule

from the well-defined globule. We can discover the form of a globule

without difficulty, but are quite unable to ascertain that of a granule

or molecule.

# For the method of applying the test, see page 104. There is a possibility

of error when a fluid or tissue in which the granules are deposited, contains

carbonate of ammonia from decomposition. This salt, however, can always be

very readily removed by the addition of water in which it is readily soluble, in

the first instance. If the deposit which effervesces has been heated to redness,

it cannot of course contain carbonate of ammonia. It must, however, be borne

in mind that when salts of many of the organic acids, as citric, oxalic, lactic,

acetic, &c., are incinerated, carbonates are found in the ash.
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Air bubbles.—The student should familiarise himself with the

character of air bubbles as they appear in various fluid media of

different refracting power, or he will assuredly make the most

ridiculous and unpardonable mistakes. Air bubbles and oil globules

should be examined in spirit, water, glycerine, Canada balsam, and

other media, as well as under various powers of the microscope.

Air bubbles can always be obtained very minute, by placing a drop

of gum water on the glass slide, and raising and depressing very

rapidly a piece of thin glass which is well wetted with it.

Oil globules may be easily obtained for examination by shaking a

few drops of oil in a bottle of weak gum water. Or a drop of milk

in which they exist ready formed of all sizes, may be placed under

the microscope, pi. XIX, fig. 136.

Globules composed of Fatty Matter are so frequently met with in

the healthy organism and in morbid conditions, that every one must

have observed them. They are found in the liver cell in health,

and in the epithelium of the small intestines in considerable number,

in the cortical portion of the suprarenal capsules, in the cells of the

sebaceous follicles, and in those of the mammary gland, in the mar-

ginal tufts of the placenta towards the end of the period of gestation,

in the muscular fibre cells of the uterus after delivery, and in the

cells which are found in considerable number in the colostrum, or

first portions of milk secreted by the mammary gland every time it is

called upon to discharge its function. A minute oil globule in the

“ nucleus ” of a cell has been termed its “ nucleolus.” In morbid

conditions there is not a tissue in the body which may not become

studded with oil globules,-—even the transparent cornea, vitreous

humour, and crystalline lens are not free from them,—nor is

there a fluid in which they do not sometimes occur. In disease, fat

globules are often found in epithelial cells, especially those of the

liver, kidney, and many other glands, in muscular tissue, in nerve,

fibrous tissue, cartilage, basement membrane, as of the lung in

emphysema, in the cells of mucous membranes, and in those of the

bronchial tubes in catarrh, inflammatory exudations generally, in the

fluid which collects in serous cysts, and in certain cavities as the

antrum, and in many other situations which will be enumerated in

their proper place. When free to move in fluid, minute oil globules

become aggregated together to form collections or masses which

have often been mistaken for cells. This aggregation is a physical

phenomenon, and depends upon the attraction of gravitation.

The deposition of oil globules seems to be constant wherever a

tissue ceases to discharge its office, either in the natural course or in

consequence of a morbid process having been set up. The deposi-
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tion of fat globules, or more probably the conversion of albuminous

material into fatty matter, appears to be a natural change prior to

the absorption of many tissues. It would seem that in health this

oily matter is absorbed, as fast as it is produced, but that in some

conditions its removal is impossible. So also the proper activity of a

tissue having been interfered with by disease, the appearance of fat

globules seems to be a change which necessarily takes place. If the

morbid alteration be limited in extent, and the system vigorous,

absorption of the degenerated tissue may occur
;
but if the strength

be reduced, the process continues, the functions of organs necessary

to life become deranged, and death ultimately results. It is in

such conditions of system that maladies, from which healthy men

would recover, and trifling surgical operations prove fatal.

It is important to bear in mind that some forms of fungi closely

resemble oil globules in their general appearance, but they do not

refract the light so highly as the latter, while acetic acid generally

renders them more transparent. Ether has no action upon fungi, but

it dissolves the oil. The outline of small oil globules is thicker, in

proportion, than large ones
;
but that of fungi is the same in all cases.

Fungi are represented in pi. XIX, figs. 142, 143. Generally, oil

globules in a specimen vary very much in size, while the cells of fungi

if not all of the same dimensions, do not exceed a certain definite size.

Practice alone, however, will enable the student to distinguish the

difference with accuracy.

Globules composed of Albuminous Material are often of a very large

size
;
they are found in many morbid products, in serous fluid from

cysts, pi. XX, fig. 145, in soft malignant growths, and very frequently

in the eye in disease of the choroid and retina. The outline of such

globules is exceedingly narrow, and the globules themselves scarcely

visible, except under the influence of a very dull light. These have

been termed colloid bodies.

Globules composed of Earthy or Crystalline Matter.—Hard globules

consisting of earthy matter, have a composition similar to that of

granules composed of inorganic substances. Many large globules met

with in the brain, pi. XX, fig. 146, contain a large quantity of carbo-

nate of lime, while those which occur in the urine of the horse and

of rodent animals, figs. 147 to 150, are composed entirely of this

substance. Many calculi at an early stage of their formation might

be termed globules. By the gradual deposition of new material

externally, they often attain a very large size. See Urine Urinary

Deposits and Calculi,
“ dumb bells of oxalate of lime.” It should be

stated that a certain proportion of animal matter is usually deposited

with the earthy or crystalline material of which the globule is com-

Iy
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posed. This is often seen when the highly refracting matter has been

dissolved out by a chemical reagent.

Corpora Amylacca.—These are oval or circular masses, much

resembling starch globules in their general appearance, which are

found principally in the brain, but they have been met with in many

other fluids and tissues of the body, pi. XIX, fig. 144. These bodies

have been found in all parts of the organism in disease. They are

often found in morbid products, and are very frequently associated

with globules Composed of phosphate and carbonate of lime. Virchow,

in 1854, showed that they differed from the latter in their chemical

characters, especially in their becoming blue upon the addition of

iodine.
5” Mr. Busk considers that some of these bodies are absolutely

identical with starch.f I have described some which could scarcely

be distinguished from starch globules which existed in considerable

number in a cancerous liver. See my lecture at the College of Phy-

sicians, 1861. The best iodine solution for testing their amylaceous

nature is the chloride of zinc solution, the composition of which is

given in § 136. Of the mode of formation of corpora amylacea or of

their effects, nothing is known.

Of Elementary Parts or Cells.

lVl. cells.—The “cell” used to be described as a perfectly

closed sac within which were certain contents, and it was supposed

that in its formation little particles became aggregated together to

form collections, and that the “ cell wall ” was formed subsequently

around these. T t has since been maintained that the most important

structure within the cell wall is the nucleus, and to this was attributed

the process of multiplication. Many important changes taking

place during the life of the cell have been referred to the action

of the nucleus. But on the other hand it has been said that in the

matter between the cell wall and the nucleus all those wonderful

phenomena resulting in the production of characteristic tissues

or cell products, occurred. It may be remarked that the “nucleus”

is not constantly present in all cells which, nevertheless, divide

and subdivide, and that in many instances no distinction into 7vail,

contents and nucleus can be made. The human blood corpuscles

exhibited no nucleus, and in order to explain the fact some authorities

* Virchow’s “Archiv,” Band VI., s. 125.

f “Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science,” vol. ii, page 106. The
following references may also be given on corpora amylacea. Dr. Carter, “ Edin-

burgh Medical Journal,” August, 1855, and “ Graduation Thesis,” 1856. Dr.

Arlidge, “ Medico-Chirurgical Review,” vol. xiv, page 470.
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invented the hypothesis that the red corpuscle was a “ free

nucleus, while others looked upon it as a “cell,” the nucleus of

which had been absorbed.

In the “nucleus” a bright spot which cannot be distinguished

from an oil-globule may often be observed. This was called the

“ nucleolus.” The oil globule, however, is a mere product of change,

but the “ nucleolus,” where it exists, is a new centre of growth.

The cell “ contents ” are various. They differ no less in their

physical characters than in their chemical properties and endow-

ments. The “cell” itself may be destined to perform offices of the

most temporary character, and its development, growth, and decay,

may be comprised in an exceedingly short space of time, or the

material of which the greater part of it consists may not be prone to

alteration, and the structure may retain its primitive “ cell-form
’

unchanged for ages. The “ cells” cannot in all tissues be isolated or

separated from each other, or from the so-called “ intercellular sub-

stances” in which they lie. They do not appear as separate and

individual structures, neither in many cases can any anatomical dis-

tinction be made between the cell wall and the substance which inter-

venes between contiguous cells. The “ cavity” of the cell has been

regarded as a little space, scooped out as it were in the material, of

which the so-called cell wall and intercellular substance consist.

These cavities it has been supposed result from differentiation taking

place in a previously homogeneous plasma. To the entire contents

of the “cavity” or cell (where they can be removed as an indepen-

dent structure), Professor Huxley has given the name of endoplast
,

and to the walls of the cavity, or the cell wall and the intervening

material or basis substance, that ofperiplast (1853.)

This observer looks upon the periplastic substance as the formative

matter, and believes that it alone takes part in the differentiation

which results in the formation of tissue. The endoplast
,
on the other

hand, is regarded by Huxley as a substance of comparatively little

importance, and he even goes so far as to assert that it is sometimes

absent. He does not, however, state how he proved this, or whether

it was absent in a cell actually growing and changing. It is quite certain

that numbers of “endoplasts” which may entirely escape observation

if the ordinary methods of investigation are followed may be demon-

strated in the very same textures by special methods of enquiry.

With reference to Huxley’s theory, I would remark :
—first, that as

there is no instance known in which any form of tissue is produced

without the matter termed endoplastic being present, we are not jus-

tified in inferring that this is non-essential, but on the contrary, we
are rather led to the conclusion that it is of the highest importance

:

l 2
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secondly, that in the natural growing state, the periplastic substance

is continuous with the endoplast. It is probable that the former is

formed by the latter, in fact, that the endoplastic gradually undergoes

change and becomes converted into the periplastic matter
;
and lastly,

that while periplastic matter cannot produce more periplastic matter

like itself, the endoplastic substance can give rise not only to mote

matter like itself, but may become resolved into periplastic substance.

It seems then that the endoplastic matter must be of higher import-

ance than that which surrounds it. It unquestionably exists before

the periplastic substance is formed, it exists whenever the latter is

being produced, it alone is active, capable of increase, of growth, of

formation.

It*.—Of tlie Nature and Structure of Cells.—The confusion

resulting from the different views advanced, and the conflicting state-

ments of different authorities have rendered it imperative to reopen

the question of cell formation, and I think the matter may now be

brought under the notice of the student in a much clearer form if

approached from a point of view somewhat different to that usually

taken. Instead of drawing conclusions from the structure of “ cells” in

fully formed tissues, let us examine “cells” or the bodies correspond-

ing to them at different stages of growth, commencing at the earliest

period of their existence. If we examine any embryonic matter,or any

other rapidly growing material, we shall find that it is made up of

small masses of transparent semifluid matter exhibiting no structure,

but manifesting remarkable powers or properties. Each one of these

masses is capable of moving, of dividing and subdividing, and of

undergoing conversion into matter which did not exist before. From

its transparency, this matter is often passed over when embedded in

tissue, but it exists even in bone and teeth, at least wherever the for-

mation of new bone or tooth structure is going on, and its presence

can always be detected by the use of the carmine fluid, p. 53.

When a number of particles of such matter are seen together, the

mass has been said to consist of free “ nuclei,” “ nuclear corpuscles,”

or to be composed of “ granular matter.” Oftentimes when the

examination is made the living matter is dead and has undergone dis-

integration and decomposition. The “granular matter” supposed to

enter into the formation of the substance under examination is, in

fact but the debris resulting from change occurring after death. The

living matter of the cell often undergoes great alteration very soon

after death. In its natural living, growing state, it may be so trans-

parent and clear as to be passed over entirely, but when death occurs,

oil globules and earthy particles may be deposited. Frequently the

living matter shrinks soon after death so that it occupies much less
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space than when it was in its living state. The living matter, instead

of being continuous with the formed material, is separated from it by

an interval. This is often seen in cartilage, and the change which

has taken place has led many to the erroneous conclusion that a

“ cell,” “ granular corpuscle,” or “ endoplast,” lay free in a cavity

which existed in the matrix of the cartilage. The true relation of the

living matter to the formed matter can be readily demonstrated in

perfectly fresh embryonic cartilage, especially that of the young newt

or frog tadpole, in which the anatomical elements are very large.

The student may form a good idea of living, growing, active

matter if he examines a white blood corpuscle, a mucus corpuscle,

or a pus corpuscle, pi. XX, figs. 151, 152, and 153, under a power of

400 diameters, and upwards. Under still higher magnifying powers,

he may see particles of the same active matter far more minute. It

is this matter which is alone concerned in the production of every-

thing that lives, and it was always derived from matter which existed

before it. All germination, all growth and multiplication depend

upon this, and as every kind possesses the power of germinating, of

giving origin to matter like itself, I have termed it germinal or living

matter. This living or germinal matter exhibits phenomena not

known to occur in any non-living matter whatever, and therefore the

term living as I employ it, has a certain definite signification. Although

we do not know the nature of the changes we call vital, we do know

they differ essentially from any chemical or physical changes yet dis-

covered.

A free mass of germinal matter soon becomes changed upon its

external surface. Surrounding conditions alter it, and this part soon

loses the power of germination, it ceases to be active and living.

The matter formed in consequence of the changes which occur, pro-

tects that which still remains and prevents it from undergoing the

same alteration or only permits this to go on very slowly. As this

last passive matter is formed from the first, I call itformed material.

Every “
cell ” then consists of active germinal matter surrounded

by passive formed material. This layer of formed material may be

so soft and diffluent, as not to form a layer to which the term enve-

lope or wall could be correctly applied,—and so transparent and

structureless as to elude ordinary observation
;
or it may be so firm

and thick, exhibit such remarkable structure and be present in such

large quantity in proportion to the germinal matter, that the “ cell
”

appears to be entirely composed of it.

Different kinds of germinal or living matter possess different

power of resisting the influence of external conditions. Some kinds

are easily killed—others are destroyed with difficulty. In many
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instances the vitality of germinal matter is only retained at a certain

temperature, and a difference of a very few degrees may be sufficient

to destroy it. Some forms resist extreme cold, but as far as is known

none can live at a temperature of 300°

Some kinds of living matter may pass long distances through air

or water without being destroyed. Sometimes they multiply during

their transit, sometimes remaining quiescent, it may be, for a long

period, they multiply only when they happen to fall upon a surface

where the particular pabulum adapted for their nutrition, and circum-

stances favourable to their development, are present. It is probable

that the materies morbi or virus of all contagious diseases consists of

living germinal matter, capable of retaining its vitality in spite of the

influence of some adverse conditions, and even when dry. This desicca-

tion, however, is not complete—a little of the living matter is protected

by the covering of formed material, and retains sufficient moisture

to keep it alive. Thus, living particles of vaccine lymph, of the virus

of small pox, of scarlet fever, and many other diseases, may retain

their vitality although apparently dried up, just as many of the in-

fusoria and lower vegetable organisms may live quiescent in a state

of imperfect desiccation for a length of time, growing and mul-

tiplying rapidly as soon as favourable external conditions become

established. See pi. VII, figs. 42, 43, showing the germinal matter

of pus and vaccine lymph.

These particles of germinal matter are not to be regarded as low

animal or vegetable forms, but rather as the direct but degraded

descendants of the germinal matter of the normal tissues of the

organism. Just as under certain conditions the germinal matter,

known as pus, results from that of normal cells, so under other con-

ditions not yet perfectly understood, the living particles inducing

specific contagious maladies, and capable of multiplying in the

blood of one person after another, originate.

It must not be supposed that we can form any conception of the

power of the different forms of germinal matter from microscopical

or chemical examination. Masses which could not be distinguished

from one another, manifest the most remarkable differences in

power. For instance, fig. 154, pi. XX, much resembles fig. 155,

but the first represents cells found in ordinary inflammation tending

to the production of the low form of germinal matter known as pus,

while the last represents the brain cells of man at an early period of

development. By chemical analysis every kind of germinal matter

yields a substance resembling fibrin, another allied to albumen, fatty

matter, salts and water.

Every cell in nature consists of germinal or living matter and
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formed material, or passive or dead matter produced from the first,

fig. 156, pi. XXL The proportion and characters of the formed

material vary wonderfully. Hence “cells” differ much in charac-

ter. The student would be inclined to apply different names to

things differing from one another so much as many of the so-called

cells or elementary parts of certain tissues
;
yet everyone of these is

capable of growth and change, and may be proved to consist at

every period of its life, of germinal matter and formed material
;
and

however different in their fully formed state, every one of them at an

earlier period exhibited precisely the same characters.

The mode of production of some of the principal forms assumed by
“ cells ” in the adult state, may perhaps be understood from the follow-

ing description, with the aid of the drawings in the plates, and it seems

to me that only by studying the changes through which the cell passes

until it has acquired its permanent type, can the student hope to

gain a correct knowledge of cell forms, or a clear conception of the

wonderful process of the development and formation of tissues and

organs.

I. The mass of germinal matter may absorb nutrient material

from the surrounding medium, increase in size, divide and subdivide

according to the process described on page 64, and thus one mass

may give rise to many, which grow into masses like the first. In this

•case very little formed matter is produced, and this may be fluid, semi-

fluid, or soft and yielding, so that the masses of germinal matter easily

move, and divide, and subdivide in it, pi. XXI, fig. 158, b, c. The
entire quantity of living or germinal matter increases rapidly and at a

much greater rate than the formed material. This process occurs in

the early periods of development of all textures, and in all morbid

changes remarkable for rapid growth. It is seen commonly enough in

inflammation when pus is formed, pi. VII, fig. 44, and occurs in cancer.

II. A mass of germinal matter may undergo change upon its ex-

ternal surface so that an envelope of formed material may be produced,

and this may be thickened by the production of more formed material

and its deposition layer after layer within that first formed, pi. XXI,
figs. 156, a, b, c.

III. A thick layer of formed material having been produced, the

living or germinal matter within may die, or may be the seat of some

of the other changes mentioned below.

The small remaining particle of germinal matter may die, in

which case we have a mass consisting entirely of formed

material with a very small cavity in the centre depending upon
the drying up of the materials resulting from the death of the

germinal matter. In this case we have a mass of dead matter
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incapable of course of formation, conversion or multiplication.

As an instance, the outermost and oldest “ cells ” of the

cuticle, or of a mucous membrane may be adduced.

The germinal matter may undergo very slow change, and remain

as a small mass embedded in a great quantity of formed material.

The living matter may remain for a long time in a state of com-

parative quiescence within this protective covering, but if

exposed to favourable conditions the formed material becomes

softened, and the germinal matter makes its way through it at

certain points, and grows rapidly when it comes into close

relation with the pabulum in the medium around, fig. 161, a.

In the case of the vegetable spore of mildew for example, the

appearance represented in fig. 162 results. The germinal

matter having occupied all the space left white in the drawing.

The germinal matter of an epithelial cell, as represented in c, figs.

156, 157 ,
remaining alive, may increase again in size at the

expense of the formed matter it has already produced. Such

changes are common enough in inflammation, and will

be at once understood by reference to fig. 158, a, b. At

last the whole of the formed material is appropriated by the

germinal matter, and we get the appearance represented in

fig. 158 at c; in fact, a return to the characters observed at

an early period of development. Although little or no differ-
’

ence can be discovered by the microscope between masses of

embryonic germinal matter and those resulting from an

increased supply of pabulum, as happens in the morbid

process of inflammation, there is a degradation in the power

of the rapidly-growing masses of germinal matter. They can

never again give rise to the formation of any lasting texture,

or to anything exhibiting definite structure or capable of per-

forming any special office.

IV. A mass of germinal matter having undergone conversion into

formed material upon the surface, so that a permeable membrane or

cell wall has been produced, may give rise to the formation of a pecu-

liar material within. In the substance of the germinal matter, a little

particle makes its appearance, and gradually increases in size by the

addition of new matter to it of the same kind. In this way fatty and

starchy matters are formed, as it is said, within the cell. But these,

like the external membrane or cell-wall, consist of- formed material,

and result from the death and change of particles of the germinal

matter. The mode of production of starch will be understood by

reference to figs. 563, 164, pi. XXI, and that of fat by referring to
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Production and accumulation of
formed material upon the surface of
germinal matter in an epithelial cell,

as in cuticle.
X TOO. pp. 151, 152.
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Drawings illustrating the production of formed material
from the germinal matter in epithelial cells, p. 152.

Fig. 156.
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Formation of Pos. To illustrate the changes m the germinal matter of an epithelial cell resulting

from increased nutrition. Showing the manner in which the germinal matter o^f a normal cell,

if supplied very freely with pabulum, may give rise to pus p. 157.

Fig. 1 69. Fig. 160.

Growing extremity of the
stem of a sea-weed' showing
the manner in which the
germinal matter divides, and
the production of formed
material, layer within layer,
upon its surface. The outer-
most layer is the oldest, and
is undergoing disintegration.
Other organisms are living

upon it. X 350.

Production of formed
material upon the
surface of germinal
matter of mildew.

X 1800. p. 152.

Fig. 161.

Further production of formed mate-
rial in ordinary mildew. At a. a bud
is formed by the passage of some of
the germinal matter through pores
in the very thick layer of formed

material. X 1800. p. 152.

Fig. 165.

Passage of germinal matter
through pores in formed mate-
rial, and formation of thin layer
of formed material upon germi-
nal matter, a. Showing the
manner in which fun£i grow.

X 1800. p. 152.

Fig. 163.

Five young starch-holding cells of the potato,
showing germinal matter, with small starch
giobules precipitated amongst it. x TOO p. 152.

Fig. 164.

A fully formed starch-holding cell of the potato
X 350 p. 152.
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figs. 165, 166, pi. XXII. In some cases the matter, instead of

taking the form of distinct grains or particles in the interior of the

cells, is added layer after layer upon the inner surface of its walls. But

the deposition of this “ secondary deposit” is not uniform. Nutrient

matter is continually passing towards the germinal matter, and depo-

sition will occur in the intervals between the lines in which the

nutrient juices flow. At last a star-like appearance results. This

will be understood by reference to fig. 167. The lacuna of bone is

formed in somewhat the same manner.

V. A mass of germinal matter, lying a short distance external to

a vessel, and having given rise to the formation of a certain amount

of formed material, may continue for a long time to effect most

important changes, although the mass itself appears not to change.

Having one surface near to, or directly in contact with, the vascular

wall, while the other is free,—nutrient matter may be absorbed by

the germinal matter on one side, while on the other the production of

formed material in the form of liquid or gas proceeds. This may

become resolved by oxidation or other changes into matters which

escape from the free surface and are readily carried away. Such are

the phenomena which occur in the process of secretion. Different

forms of secreting cells are represented in figs. 168, 170, pi. XXII.

VI. A mass of germinal matter may divide and subdivide into

several masses. The intervening formed material, instead of being

arranged round each mass of germinal matter, as in pi. XXII, fig. 17 1,

may be continuous throughout, as in fig. 173. After a time the formed

material may undergo condensation, and the shrinking that would

take place may be compensated for, or more than compensated for, by

the continual formation of new formed material. In this way a tissue

like cartilage results, fig. 172. The formed material may be uniform,

transparent, or granular, or it may exhibit a fibrous appearance,

according to the conditions present during its production, and the

movements of the masses of germinal matter which produce it. It

has been assumed by many, amongst whom is Kolliker, that the

formed material is deposited»between the cells by a separate opera-

tion
;
but if this were the case the cells would simply become

separated from one another as the texture advanced in age, and the

changes in character which may be observed in them at different

periods would not be explained.

After a time each mass of germinal matter lying at intervals

through the formed material of cartilage may again divide and sub-

divide, each of these subdivisions giving rise to the production of

formed material on its surface for a time, and then dividing and sub-

dividing as before. In this case there will be primary and secondary
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collections of masses, separated from one another by varying intervals

of formed material, fig. 176.

In some cases the mass of germinal matter may form a condensed

layer of formed material upon its surface, in which case the appear-

ance of a cell-wall distinct from the matrix results, fig. 174. Or, the

germinal matter may shrink and become disconnected with the

formed material it has already produced, and now becoming hardened

upon its surface, the appearance represented in fig. 175 results.

VII. Masses of germinal matter may separate from one another

in a linear direction, and the formed material may accumulate as a

thread between them. This is illustrated in the production of white

fibrous tissue, yellow elastic tissue, and muscle, pi. XXIII, fig. 177,

177*, 178, I 79- In some cases the oval mass of germinal matter may
continue to move along the thread or fibre already formed, and thus add

to its thickness. In this way the thick fibres of yellow elastic tissue

result, and there is reason to think that in certain forms of muscle, par-

ticularly that of the heart and tongue, the fibrillae are thus increased

in thickness and new ones formed, figs. 178, 179. If the separation of

the masses of germinal matter takes place in various directions, a

tissue consisting of “ stellate cells” results, as is well seen in fig. 177*.

179. Of the Different Kinds of Cells.—As cells differ in their

chemical and physical properties and in the duration of their existence,

so also, they may be distinguished according to the offices they per-

form, or they might be classified according to the peculiarities of form

alone. The latter is the plan generally adopted in describing

varieties of cell formation
;
and scaly or squamous cells, tessellated

cells, polygonal cells, colunmar cells, spherical cells, spindle-shaped cells,

fusiform cells
, fibre cells, and caudate cells, some of which are very

complex, have been distinguished. It seems, however, more natural

to divide cells into groups according to the offices they discharge in

the organism. Thus we should have cells whose office is that of

forming a protective covering to delicate structures placed beneath

them
;
cells which are specially concerned in separating and elaborating

certain materials derived from the blood, which form the special con-

stituents of different secretions
;
cells which are capable of giving rise

to currents in the fluid which bathes their surface, by the perpetual

vibration of minute hair-like appendages or cilia

;

besides these there

are cells with special endowments,

—

contractile cells

;

—cells whose

nutritive changes are associated with the development of heat, light,

or electricity, or the production of nerve force
;

cells taking part in

the reception of external impressions, as touch, taste, smell, hearing,

sight
;

lastly, there exists an almost endless variety of cells in

different morbid growths, which differ essentially from the cells of
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Fat Cet.t.s showing the seat of formation of the
fat (formed material), and the changes occurring m
the cell as it advances towards its fully developed

state. Frog. X 700. p. 153.

Fig. 16S.

Fig. 166.

Adipose tissue, abdominal cavity. Newt. The
nuclei of many of the fat vesicles are unusually

distinct- X -15. p. 153.

Fig. 167.

'I
Mucus -FORMmo Ceil., from the
fauces of a boa, showing germinal
matter and the formed material
within the envelope. The lower
arrow shows the direction in which
the nutrient pabulum flows towards
the geiminal matter, the upper one
that taken by the formed material
as it passes from the germinal

matter, p. 153.

Fig. 169.

Columnar Epithelial Ceils,
from the small intestine of a
dog, showing the position of
the germinal matter a, the
layer of highly refracting mat-

ter upon the surface.
X 700. p. 153.

Vegetable cell, showing the
manner in which secondary
deports are formed, and
how the channels thi-ough
which currents flow towar ds

the ‘nucleus' result.
p. 153.

Liver Cei,l.s in different stages of growth, showing geiminal matter and the production of soft formed

material which becomes resolved into several different substances (fatty, amyloid, albuminous, and
biliary matters.) Human subject. X 700. p. 153.

Fig. 171.

To show how the appear
ance of separate cells is pro-
duced in formed material.

p. 153. Cartilage. Frog. Showing germinal
matter and formed material (inter-

cellular substance, of authors), with
appearances resembling a cell-wall.

X 700. p. 153.

Fig. 173.

To show how in some
tissues the formed mate-

rial is continuous.
p. 153.
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healthy tissues, but which are nevertheless the direct descendants of

the germinal matter of those developed under conditions which are

not present in the normal state.

All cells possess the power of multiplying in number, of selecting

certain materials and rejecting others, and of appropriating certain

substances, so also they have their periods of growth, development,

and decay, and the death of each takes place at its appointed time.

Although the power of multiplying with wonderful rapidity in the

normal state seems peculiar to some, while the most striking character

of others is their power of selecting and slowly converting certain

substances into the constituents of the secretions, the germinal matter

of all, may, under certain circumstances, grow and multiply with

great rapidity. Some seem destined to absorb large quantities of

matter and pass it onwards into channels adapted to receive it.

The cell which possesses a remarkable power of multiplication,

though assuming a great variety of forms, is distinguished by the large

proportion of germinal matter it contains (pus and cancer cells). The

secreting cell by its more or less spherical, or polyhedral form and

soft granular formed material (cells of liver, kidney, pancreas, &c.).

The cell concerned in absorption by its columnar form and by its

thickened and spongy outer extremity (columnar epithelium of

intestine, ducts of salivary, pancreatic, labial, and buccal glands,

liver, &c.). The cell which only serves the office of a protective

covering to delicate structures beneath, usually by its hardness and

density, by its flattened form and imbricated or tessellated arrange-

ment (squamous epithelium of skin, mucous membrane of mouth,

gesophagus, vagina, &c., tessellated epithelium covering the surfaces

of serous membranes, &c.).

The fully-formed blood corpuscle is not a living cell. It seems to

be a little closed sac, its wall tolerably firm, but perfectly transparent

and permeable to fluids holding various solid and gaseous substances

in solution, in both directions. It is oval or circular in form, and

becomes bi-concave or bi-convex according to the density of the

medium in which it is suspended. Fluids of high specific gravity, and

oxygen, flatten the corpuscles, while water, fluids of low density, and

carbonic acid, cause them to become swollen and perfectly spherical.

By allowing blood corpuscles to soak for some time in fluids of low

specific gravity, it is said that they burst, and their contents escape,

but really the matter of which the entire corpuscle consists, imbibes

water, and gradually dissolves. The outer part of the matter of

which the oldest corpuscle is composed is, however, often hardened

and presents the characters of a cell wall.

The cell wall and cell cavity are not to be demonstrated in all
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cases, and many structures which are still called cells, have been

shown to consist of masses of material arranged in shapes like cells,

but not invested with any membranous envelope. So also examples

are not wanting in which granules, globules, and other matters have

collected together, and gradually, firm, compact, ccll-like masses have

been formed. In different specimens of sputum, small collections of

dark granules are often found. In many cases these are, with-

out doubt, mere aggregations of particles of carbon introduced

into the air tubes during inspiration, which by the action of the cur-

rents produced by the vibration of the cilia, become mixed with a

little mucus, and at length formed into nearly spherical bodies which

exactly resemble cells. Not unfrequently, the mucus deposited on

the exterior so closely resembles a cell wall, that it is difficult to

believe these granules are really not inclosed in a cellular envelope.

The flattening and gradual extension, rather than rupture, which

these masses undergo by pressure, the circumstance of their being

found in all stages of growth, and the action of chemical reagents,

prove conclusively that they are formed in the manner I have de-

scribed. The so-called granular corpuscles, compound granular cells,

or inflammation globules, appear to be formed at least in many cases

in the same way. There is the same difficulty in demonstrating the

existence of a cell wall in many other cases, and I have shown that

the livei'-cell is destitute of any membranous wall.*

It is not consistent with the plan of the present work, to describe

in order the different structures met with in the human body, and I

shall only introduce here, as examples of cells, a few of those with

the characters of which it is essential the medical practitioner should

be acquainted. Pus and blood corpuscles, cancer cells, &c., will be

found in another place, and it is, therefore, unnecessary to discuss

their characters here.

* “In a large number of animals, then, the contents of the tubular network

may be said to be continuous; in some it is interrupted so as to form masses

irregular in size, in which nuclei are scattered at intervals; and in others, the

particles are more uniform in size, resemble each other very closely in general

character, and each contains a separate nucleus. Between the numerous, well-

defined, and separate masses, or liver-cells of the mammalian animal on the one

hand, and the continuous mass which occupies the tubular network of the fish

on the other, it is easy to demonstrate eveiy intervening shade of difference; and

more than this, at different periods of development of the embryo, and in various

morbid conditions of the human liver, eveiy degree of separation and of continuity

may be observed. Again, by the action of various chemical reagents as described

in page 40, the distinct and separate cells of the healthy mammalian liver may be

made to fuse, as it were, so as to form continuous masses, like those occupying

the tubular network of fishes.”—“ O11 the Anatomy of the Liver,” 1856, page 49.
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Fig. 176.
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Stellate tissue on surface of fang of
a human incisor tooth.
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Fig. 173-

Muscle. Germinal matter and formed material.

a. the sarcolemma. b, the contractile material.
The arrows show the direction in which the
masses of germinal matter are supposed to he

moving, p. 154.

Fig. 180.

Vaginal epithelium from urine. X 215. p. 157.

Fig. 179.

Portion of a fibre of yellow elastic tissue. Ligamenturn
nuchas. Lamb. The mass of germinal matter, a, is
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ISO. Epithelium.—The term epithelium (eirl, upon OaWoo, to

sprout), is usually applied to those cells which lie upon the surface

of membranes, such as the skin or mucous membrane, and those

which are found in the cavities of glands, continuous with these

surfaces. There are two principal varieties of epithelial cells, 1. Those

that serve the part of a protective covering. 2. Those which take

part in the separation or elaboration of substances entering into the

composition of the secretions.

In the first class may be comprised scaly, tessellated, columnar,

and ciliated epithelium, while the second includes the different

varieties of glandular or secreting epithelium.

181. Scaly Epithelium can be readily obtained from the cavity

of the mouth, and from several other situations.

Mouth .
—The nuclei of the epithelial cells from the cavity of the

mouth are very distinct, and can always be demonstrated without

difficulty, see “ sputum ” in chapter V. If the cells be placed in a

solution of potash for a short time, endosmosis takes place, they

become somewhat globular, and ultimately the cell wall dissolves.

The addition of acetic acid causes the granules in the interior of the

cell to become less distinct, in consequence of their solubility in this

reagent.

Vagina .
—The scaly epithelium from the vagina is composed of

very large, irregular, and often ragged cells, pi. XXIII, fig. 1S0. In

consequence of the flattened character of the cells of scaly epithelium,

portions of them will often be found folded upon each other, and

creased, as it- were, in various directions. The cells of the epidermis,

as well as those of nail and hair, are very firm and solid masses of

formed material, but may be regarded as modifications of scaly epi-

thelium.

182. Tessellated or Pavement Epithelium.—This term has been

applied to the cells of epithelium which form an even layer of uniform

thickness, each individual cell being placed in juxtaposition with its

neighbours, but not overlapping or exhibiting the imbricated arrange-

ment often met with in the variety of epithelium just referred to.

The epidermis of the frog presents a beautiful example of this form

of epithelium
;
the inner layer of the choroidal coat of the eye, termed

the membrane of the back pigment, the epithelium of serous mem-
branes, of the lining membrane of the heart, arteries, and veins, and

that of part of the pelvis of the kidney, pi. XXIV, fig. 182, also pre-

sent more or less of this character. The nucleus of the cell is usually

distinct and well-developed.

183. Glandular or Spheroidal Epithelium.—The cells are of a

more or less rounded form, although in many instances, from mutual
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pressure, they become polyhedral. It is this form of epithelium which

takes part in the process of secretion in most glandular organs. It may
be readily demonstrated in the convoluted portion of the tubes of the

kidney, pi. XXIV, figs. 183, 191, in the sweat glands, in the secreting

tubes of the stomach, in the follicles of the pancreas, in the liver, &c.

The nucleus is usually well-developed, and frequently surrounded by a

considerable number of minute granules, and, in many instances,

small oil globules are also present.

184. Columnar, Prismatic, or Cylindrical Epithelium.

—

The

general characters of this variety of epithelium may be well demon-

strated by the examination of the intestinal villi, or Lieberkuhn’s fol-

licles. The epithelium of the gall-bladder, of the ureters, and of the

urethra, figs. 181, 184, is of this variety. In the evacuations of cholera,

the sheaths of the villi will often be found entire, and an excellent

opportunity for the examination of the arrangement of this variety of

epithelium is afforded, pi. XXIV, fig. 188.

Upon examining a cell of columnar epithelium from the intes-

tine, it will be often observed that at its summit the cell wall is

considerably thickened, pi. XXII, fig. 169, pi. XXIV, fig. 189. The
appearance somewhat resembles that which would be produced by

the presence of very fine cilia, but careful observation has proved

beyond a doubt that it is not due to this cause. Kolliker has

carefully investigated this subject, and thinks he has discovered very

minute pores passing through the cell wall, and apparently filled with

granules of oil. It would seem that this is the manner in which the

oily matter, mixed with the contents of the intestine, reaches the

interior of the cell where it accumulates until globules, often of con-

siderable size, are formed. I have long been familiar with the

appearance alluded to, and have observed the thickening not only

in the cells from the villi, but in other varieties of columnar epithelium.

I have not been able to satisfy myself perfectly as to the existence of

distinct pores. The yolk membrane (zona pellucida) of the ova of

many insects, mollusks, and fishes, and probably also of mammalian

animals, is perforated by a single opening, or by a vast number of

minute pores, through which the spermatozoa pass, to reach the yolk

within.* Certain forms of columnar or cylindrical epithelium take

part in secretion. The germinal matter absorbs nutriment from

below, and on its opposite surface undergoes change, giving off pro-

ducts of secretion, which accumulate in the cell, and at length

escape from its orifice, pi. XXII, fig. 168.

* See the very interesting observations of Dr. Ransom. Also the article

“ Ovum,” Cyclopaedia of Anatomy ancl Physiology, and “ Micropyle,” Todd and

liowman’s Physiology, vol. ii, page 569.
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185. Ciliated Epithelium.—There are two principal varieties of

ciliated epithelium, the one consisting of small cells of nearly the

same length and breadth, and the other, of the prismatic or cylindrical

form. Ciliated epithelium may always be obtained for demonstration

from the back part of the mouth of the frog or toad, pi. XXIV,
fig. 186, or from the branchiae (the beard) of an oyster or mussel.

The cells must be moistened with some of the mucus taken from the

same surface, or with some of the fluid in the shell surrounding the

animal, or with a little clear serum. If water be added, the movement

soon stops, in consequence of endosmosis taking place. In examining

ciliary movement, it is often advantageous to suspend in the fluid

the smallest quantity of lampblack or carmine, so that the direction

of the current produced by the cilia can be clearly demonstrated by

the movement communicated to the insoluble particles.

In the human subject, ciliated epithelium is found in the following

situations :
—On the surface of the ventricles of the brain and on the

choroid plexuses
;
on the mucous membrane of the nose and its

sinuses
;
on the upper and posterior part of the soft palate, and in

the Eustachian tube
;

in the cavity of the tympanum
;
on the mem-

brane lining the frontal and sphenoidal sinuses
;
on the inner surface

of the lachrymal sac and lachrymal canal
;
on the mucous membrane

of the larynx, trachea, and bronchial tubes
;
upon the os uteri

;

within the cavity of the uterus
;
throughout the whole length of the

Fallopian tubes, and upon their fimbriated extremities. About seven

years ago I obtained a beautiful specimen of ciliated epithelium from

the lining membrane of a large ovarian cyst, pi. XXIV, fig. 187. As

far as I was able to make out, the cysts were originally developed in

the ovary, and were not formed from the Fallopian tube.

186. False Cells.—Under this head I would include all those

structures which resemble, and indeed often cannot be distinguished

from, true cells, but which neither “grow,” multiply, or perform function.

Many cell-like structures consist of granular material, oil globules, or

even perfectly transparent albuminous matter aggregated togethersome-

times around a central mass which may be easily mistaken for a mass

of germinal matter or nucleus. In many instances the central mass

is altogether absent, and the cell seems to consist only of granules or

globules forming a collection. Not uncommonly, viscid matter is

deposited external to the mass, and thus a sort of “ cell wall
”

is formed. Microscopical observers are familiar with the presence

of a multitude of cell-like bodies, which consist of mere collections

of oil globules, &c., so as to form masses varying considerably in

size, and usually of an oval or spherical form. The aggregation of

such particles probably depends upon physical causes, and in some
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instances is doubtless due to the attraction of gravitation. Strange

to say, Professor Bennett, of Edinburgh, still maintains that the

living cells, pus corpuscles for example, are formed by the aggrega-

tion of granules just as false cells may be produced artificially.

Professor E. H. Weber has shown that when particles of resinous

substances are made to move veiy gradually by the addition of

a drop of alcohol to water, holding the substance in suspension in a

state of very minute division, between two pieces of thin glass, certain

currents are produced in definite directions during admixture. At the

points of rest where two such currents meet, the undissolved particles

are deposited, and thus the most regular figures, not unlike many forms

of vegetable structure result.* Indeed, cell-like bodies are very often

formed in fluids out of the body. I have very frequently observed

them in solutions of organic matters undergoing evaporation. Although

the solution was at first perfectly clear and free from any solid particles

whatever, as evaporation proceeded, certain materials were deposited

in a minute state of division. Owing probably to the motion of the

fluid taking place during its concentration, these became aggregated

into small collections. If I had observed these in certain fluids some

years ago, I fear they would have been set down as “ cells.” Some of

the collections of dark granular carbonaceous matter often met with

in the bronchial tubes and many forms of the so-called granular cor-

puscles, and similar structures met with in sputum, are examples of

false cells formed in the organism, to the characters of which,

special attention should be directed. It is, however, exceedingly

difficult to understand why the aggregations of oil globules, coloured

particles, and other material in a state of minute division, should

attain a certain definite size aud not exceed this. M. Hartig, in a

paper on aleuronc
,
a substance closely allied to starch, calls attention

to such masses, which are seen in any liniment composed of oil and

ammonia, f Such appearances are very liable to mislead, and it is the

duty of every microscopical observer to study the circumstances under

which such fallacies are now known to arise, and thus to avoid the

introduction of erroneous observations and false conclusions, which,

having once been received as facts, especially in cases in which the

course of investigation has not been described in detail, can never

afterwards be corrected. The whole subject is of the greatest

interest, and our views of “cell formation,” and the growth and

* E. H. Weber, “ Mikroscopische Beobachtungen sehr gesetzmassiger

Bewegungen, welche die Bildung von Niederschliigen harziger Korpcr aus Wein-

geist begleiten. ” Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen der k. Sachs. Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften, zu Leipzig, Math. Bhysisch. Classe, 1S55, seite 57.

+ “ Aleurorte.”—“ Annales des Sciences Naturelles,” 1857, page 348.
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development of structures is now undergoing careful revision, and, while

we have learned to recognise the great importance of physical and chemi-

cal actions in the changes in all living beings, we are beginning to find

that the physical and chemical doctrines so eagerly embraced, and

almost universally accepted in the early days of the cell theory, and

even now boastfully taught as sufficient to explain all the phenomena

of living beings, are utterly incompetent to account for the simplest

of the phenomena which occur in the simplest living thing. Although

cell-like bodies may be formed artificially, there is not the least analogy

between these and the living cells, except in mere external form.

The essential part of the cell, the germinal matter, is absent, and

cannot be produced artificially. This germinal matter, although

perfectly transparent, we can now readily demonstrate by the use of

alkaline colouring matter, § ioi.

187. Demonstration of Cell Structures.—For the most part, cells

are readily demonstrated. Care must, however, be taken that the

medium in which they are placed does not produce a physical altera-

tion. If, for instance, cells be immersed in a fluid, the density of

which is less than that in their substance, endosmosis will occur, in

consequence of which the mass will increase in size, and in many

instances its characters will be destroyed. On the other hand, if the

density of the external medium be greater than that of the fluid in the

substance of the cells, exosmose will occur, and the cell will become

smaller and appear collapsed. A fluid of the specific gravity of

1015-1030, will be found to be of the proper density for examining

cells generally
;
but of course no general rule can be given on this

head. Such a fluid, however, must be composed of a soluble

substance, which although it increases the density of the solution,

has no chemical action upon the cells. Albumen, sugar, gum,

and glycerine, are the most useful substances for this purpose.

A good effect is often produced by a viscid solution. If glycerine,

from its highly refractive properties, be objected to, a solution of

white of egg and water, or ordinary sequin, may be employed. Solu-

tions of albumen, although of very low specific gravity, are very

slightly permeable. It must be borne in mind that very small

quantities of syrup or glycerine have the power of increasing the

density of a fluid in a very material degree, while comparatively large

quantities of albumen may be held in solution without the specific

gravity being much increased. Albumen, from its slight power of

permeating animal membrane, is admirably adapted for the examina-

tion of delicate cell structures. A solution of albumen must be used

perfectly fresh, or it may be kept from decomposition by a

trace of creosote, carbolic acid, or camphor. Ordinary saliva and

M
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vitreous humour answer well as media for the examination of some

cells.

The microscopical examination of epithelium does not usually

present much difficulty. The surface from which the epithelium is

to be taken is gently scraped with a knife, and a small portion

removed upon the blade. If necessary, it may be moistened with a

drop of water
;
or with a solution of sugar, or serum, if the cells are

delicate and there is danger of rupture from endosmosis. Generally,

however, the addition of fluid will not be necessary. The chief

reagents which will be found of use in the examination of epithelium,

are acetic and nitric acids, strong and weak solutions of potash and

soda, and tincture of iodine. Epithelium is not soluble in boiling

water, alcohol, ether, ammonia, or dilute mineral acids
;

it is for the

most part soluble in strong solutions of caustic soda and potash, and

in strong acetic acid. Most forms of epithelium keep very well

in the naphtha and creosote solution, in solution of carbolic acid, or

in a dilute solution of chromic acid.

188. Of Demonstrating the Living Growing Part of Cells.-

—

Dif-

ferent plans for demonstrating the germinal matter of cells have been

already described, and the importance of acetic acid and alkalies in ren-

dering the granular cell wall clear and transparent, has been alluded to.

The plan of colouring tissues by imbibition, was first adopted by

Dr. Welcker, in his researches on elastic fibres and muscles. The

eminent advantages of a solution of carmine for colouring the colour-

less germinal matter have been already referred to in § ioi. Cells

may be stained also with the colouring matter of bile, which may be

easily obtained by extracting the inspissated bile with alcohol. In

cases of jaundice many cells in different parts of the body are stained

of a very deep yellow colour, and cells and casts of the uriniferous

tubes, where the jaundice is associated with renal disease, will be found

in the urine and form very beautiful objects.

iso. Fibres.

—

The term fibre, as applied to microscopical objects,

has not been well defined. Tiius, the distinct cylindrical elementary

cords of yellow elastic tissue, have been well named “ fibres,” while

the elementary muscular fasciculus totally distinct from them in ana-

tomical characters, has been termed a “ fibre.” This word has also

been applied to the delicate line-like markings seen when a band of

white fibrous tissue is examined. Although this seems to be com-

posed of a collection of minute threads, it is impossible to separate

a band of white fibrous tissue into a number of minute individual

elementary fibres. This tissue may be truly said to exhibit a fibrous

appearance under the microscope, but it is not possible to split it into

fibres of any determinate size. Most observers, however, attach a
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definite meaning to this word. By fibre is understood the elementary

cords of a number of which many tissues are composed
;
the fibres

may pass in various directions, interlace with each other, or be com-

pletely coiled up, but they must consist of the same structure through-

out. In this sense, the term would seem inapplicable to the elemen-

tary muscular fasciculus. Structures presenting a granular and fibrous

appearance, are represented in pi. XXIV.
Whenever we observe lines parallel to each other, much curved, or

interlacing in various directions, whatever their length may be, we speak

of this as afibrous material, and say that the tissue has afibrous texture.

190. Of the manner In wliieli Fibrous Appearance may be Pro*

duced.—A “
fibrous appearance" is very often fallacious—thus, a deli-

cate membrane arranged in a number of plaits or folds, may be mis-

taken for fibrous tissue. Capillary vessels, when quite free from blood

and stretched somewhat, have a fibrous appearance

;

but it is hardly

necessary to say that no real fibres can be demonstrated. Delicate

nerve-fibres appear in textures immersed in water and aqueous fluids as

mere fibres and these are usually included in immense number in

various forms of connective tissue
;
the masses of germinal matter or

nuclei in connection with them being summarily dismissed as connective

tissue corpuscles. Many of the drawings in some of the best German
text books are most defective in this particular, representing nerves,

capillaries, and other delicate structures distorted by preparation as mere
“ bindegewcbe." In describing appearances seen in the microscope,

it is important to ascertain whether the appearance is produced by

the presence of real fibres, or merely depends upon striations caused

by the mode of development and growth of the tissue, and this can

only be determined in many cases by very careful and patient inquiry.

The matter which exists between the basement membrane of a

gland tube or follicle, and the capillary vessels and nerve-fibres em-

bedded in it, is often spoken of as a “
fibrous matrix,” or as “ connec-

tive tissue,” but at least in many cases in which this term has been

employed, the fibrous appearance has been due merely to the crump-

ling of the capillary walls and basement membrane in consequence of

pressure. If the vessels be injected with a perfectly transparent fluid,

such an appearance is no longer visible, in consequence of the thin

transparent membrane of which the capillaries are composed, being

put upon the stretch. The most perfectly transparent material when

thrown into longitudinal parallel folds, exhibits a striated appearance

which without very careful examination would certainly, but most

improperly, be termed fibrous.

191. Membrane.—This term is applied to a variety of structures.

Basement membrane is restricted to that clear, transparent, and

M 2
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excessively thin expansion, which separates the epithelium from the

vessels and other structures beneath it, but which exhibits a continuity

of structure with the delicately fibrous connective tissue in which these

ramify. The term limitary membrane has also been used, but it pos-

sesses no advantage over the former. The general characters and

disposition of basement membrane in the different glands, has been

described by Bowman in his well known article “ Mucous Membrane"

in the “ Cyclopaedia of Anatomy and Physiology,” published in the

year 1845.

Basement membrane is often so thin, that its thickness cannot

be measured, though it is certainly less than the 1-20,oooth of an inch.

The student will find that the best organ for obtaining easily a

good specimen of basement membrane, is the kidney. A thin section

may be cut with a sharp knife, or Valentin’s knife, and after being

well washed so as to remove the epithelium—the basement membrane

of the tubes, and the vessels, alone remain. Frequently empty trans-

parent tubes may be seen projecting from the edges of the section,

and the membrane of which they are composed is sufficiently firm to

prevent the tube from collapsing. In the finest ducts of the liver the

basement membrane is of extreme tenuity, although its presence may
be satisfactorily demonstrated in injected specimens, pi. XXV, fig. 194.

“ Basement membrane,” is always perfectly passive. That it

results from changes occurring in germinal matter can be demon-

strated by tracing its development. It is lifeless and quite incapable

of giving rise to any new structures whatever. It cannot reproduce

cells removed from its surface, but in many cases small masses of

germinal matter remain upon it by which new cells are formed. The

cells do not grow from the basement membrane, as has been supposed.

Besides being spread out as a smooth expansion covered with

epithelium, the surface of the basement membrane and structures

associated with it, are frequently increased by being thrown into deep

projecting folds, or prolonged into little tongue-like processes project-

ing from the general surface. On the other hand, there may be a

folding-in of the membrane to form little crypts or follicles, which are

of course lined with epithelium. Such is the structure of the simplest

form ofgland. The more complex glands differ principally in the

increased extent and more complicated arrangement of the interior of

the follicle. This simple inflexion of mucous membrane increased

very much in depth, becomes a tubular gland. When the tubes are

connected together by transverse branches, we get a fietwork. If the

follicle be supposed to be divided into numerous small cavities by

incomplete septa, while its aperture is altered into a constricted tube

or duct, we have a follicular gland. If a number of these follicles be



PLATE. XXV.

.Arrangement of muscular fibres, nerves, and tracheae of the common maggot. The muscles represented
are concerned in shortening the body. They are connected at each extremity with one of the segments.
The contractile tissue of the muscular fibre in the centre of the drawing has been ruptured, and has contracted
within the tube of'the sarcolemma. A fine branch of the nerve trunk is seen tc cross the sarcolemma and
give off a still finer branch, which, after being followed for a short distance, appears lost upon the sarco-
lemma. If the nerve trunk be traced, many other branches distributed in a similar manner will be observed.

The tracheae, represented only in one part of the drawing, are black. x 10. p. 165.

Connection of duct with cell—containing network from a fatty liver of the pig. Injected with Prussian-blue
fluid. The small trunk, a, gives off several smaller branches, b. distended by the injection which has

reached the cell—containing network. x 215. p 165.

1000th of an inch x 40.

„ ,, , ,
x 215. [To face page 164.
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arranged together, a conglomerate gland, like the salivary, pancreatic,

or mammary gland, is formed.

In all these cases the basement membrane takes the form of

the gland. In the case of a tubular gland, like the kidney, we may

remove the whole of the epithelium from the interior, and a simple

tube of basement membrane remains. This membrane intervenes

between the epithelium and the capillary vessels, which are often con-

nected with it, and through it everything separated from, or absorbed

into, the blood, must pass. It has no visible holes, but is readily per-

meable to fluids. In many cases it permits the transudation of fluids

in both directions
;
in other instances only in one, and sometimes it

allows one fluid to pass in one direction, and another in the opposite.

In many cases there can be no doubt that basement membrane

is modified connective tissue. It is continuous with it, and when

thickened, the fibrous structure can be discerned, nerve fibres and

capillaries often enter into its structure and cannot be separated from

it. (See the drawings of sarcolemma of muscle, the tubular net-

work of the liver, pi. XXV, fig. 194, and the uriniferous tube of the

kidney represented in fig. 191, pi. XXIV, and consult my memoir
“ New Observations on the Structure and Formation of Nerve Fibres

and Nervous Centres, 1864,” reprinted from the Phil. Trans.)

In disease this texture is liable to undergo great alteration. It

may be increased in thickness to such a degree, as to be nearly

impermeable to fluids which passed through it very readily in health.

It may become granular from the deposition of albuminous, calcare-

ous, or oily granules. Oil globules may be deposited in it. It may
be separated from the capillaries which supply it by collections of oil

globules, the accumulation of fluid, or by the effusion of material in

which cells differing in every respect from those found in the parts in

health, are developed, or which becomes converted into a new tissue.

Or it may be rendered so brittle, that it gives way in many places

under very slight pressure
;
and when examined under the microscope,

it is seen to contain a number of pores or apertures. Such a condi-

tion occurs in the lung tissue in some cases of emphysema, as was

first demonstrated by Mr. Rainey. Its properties may become so

altered that a fluid which it retains in the healthy state will readily

pass through it, or a fluid which passes through in the normal state

with the greatest rapidity may be entirely prevented from permeating

it in consequence of alteration in its texture.

192. capillaries.—The capillaries are tubes composed of delicate

membrane by which the blood is distributed to the various tissues.

The material to nourish the tissue must passthrough the capillary wall

from within outwards, while the substances resulting from the disinte-
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gration of the tissues must pass in the contrary direction. At definite

intervals, often on alternate sides of the tube, are situated the masses

of germinal matter or nuclei, which are probably intimately concerned

in the preparation of materials for the nutrition of the tissues as well as in

the absorption of certain substances from the tissues and their intro-

duction into the blood, figs. 195 to 202, pi. XXVI. I think these

masses of germinal matter may give origin to the so-called white blood

corpuscles. As they alter much in size and sometimes project for

some distance across the cavity of the capillary they will affect the

rapidity of the capillary circulation to a very great extent. In certain

cases of inflammation it appears that they increase in size to such an

extent as to prevent the passage of the blood, pi. XXIX, fig. 225.

These masses of germinal matter are extremely numerous, but they

vary greatly in number in different vessels. They are very numerous

in the capillaries of the brain, lung, and Malpighian bodies of mam-
malia, pi. XXVI, figs. 200, 202.

The blood is carried to the capillaries by the arteries, and returned

to the right side of the heart by the veins. These channels are imme-

diately continuous with one another, and the various structures of

which the contractile coats of the arteries and veins are composed,

gradually cease as the capillaries are approached.

The distribution of capillaries is different in every tissue, and the

number of these vessels varies very greatly. Those structures in

which active changes are going on being largely supplied with blood,

while those in which the nutritive changes are slow, contain few

vessels. Cartilage and fibrous tissue are probably the least vascular

tissues of the body, and their anatomical elements are separated from

the blood by a considerable distance. During their development,

however, vessels exist. The liver, on the other hand, is one of the

most vascular organs, and every part of each secreting cell is within

the distance of about i-30ooth of an inch from the blood, while

the surfaces of most of the cells are only separated from it by a mem-
branous interval, less than the 1-20,oooth of an inch in thickness.

The capillaries cannot be properly examined unless they have

been previously injected. If the observer wishes to examine their

walls, or desires to ascertain the relation which they bear to adjacent

parts, they must be injected with a transparent injection, and

examined in fluid in as fresh a state as possible (see chapter II.)



Fig. 195. Fig. 196.

PLATE XXVI.

From periosteum of tooth. Young vessel with in-

cluded corpuscles (white blood corpuscles). At a
it was continuous with a small artery, b. a vessel
at an earlier stage, c. two cells showing how the
tube is formed. The germinal matter of the ' cell

'

gives rise to the included corpuscles. X 700. p. 106.

Fig. 199.

Fig. 197.

Capillary vessel from Die
mucous' membrane of the
epiglottis Man aged 71.

X 700. p. 172.

Fig. 193.

One of the masses of ger-
minal matter from the
intex-ior of the capillary,

ng. 197. X 700. p. 172.

Fig. 200.

Capillary showing
masses of germinal
matter projecting into
its interior. Areolar

tissue. Mouse.
X 7C0. p. 172.

Capillaries and small vein distended with blood
coxpuscles. Muscle. Cattle plague, x 130.

Fig. 201.

Capillary vessels from malpighian tuft. Human kidney
Showing nuclei connected with their walls, a. a few ceils
separated from the rest of the tuft, b, a portion of a loop
showing nuclei a litUe flattened, c. tissue which connected
the coils with each other, d, small portion of capillary
pressed as much as possible to show thickness of wall at

the point of reduplication, p. 166.

Fig. 202.

minute artery and capillaries from a case of white softening
• of the brain. Human subject. X 2Lo.

1000th of an inch
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Lymph, Chyle, Blood, Saliva, Milk, Bile.

193. Lymph and Chyle.—A drop of lymph or chyle may be

subjected to examination in a thin glass cell. Chyle can be obtained

very readily from the thoracic duct or lacteals of an animal which has

been fed with fatty matter for two or three hours before death (see

page 75). The character of the corpuscles should be observed and

their reaction with acetic acid studied.

There are masses of germinal matter both in lymph and in chyle,

which are so extremely minute and transparent that they are passed

over if the examination is conducted with ordinary powers, including

the one twelfth of an inch object glass. Such particles are, however,

of the highest importance, and well worthy of the most attentive

examination. They are probably small portions of germinal or living

matter which once formed part of a chyle or lymph corpuscle, but

which have been detached, and are growing to form new corpuscles.

It is remarkable that when separation has once taken place the
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particles never again coalesce, although as long as the new corpuscle

continues attached to the parent by the narrowest pedicle it may be

drawn again into the general mass. In order to observe these points

it is necessary to employ a^ora ^ of an inch object glass. By the

use of these high powers not only do we gain the advantage of

increased size, but objects which from their extreme tenuity are quite

invisible to ordinary powers, magnifying as much as 700 diameters,

are seen very distinctly with the aid of these highest objectives. These

extremely delicate masses of living matter, not to be detected by

ordinary examination, are the active agents concerned in the absorp-

tion of nutrient matters from without, and by their increase and

multiplication alone, can new lymph and chyle be formed. The
small quantity of fibrin present in these fluids is doubtless formed by

the germinal matter only, pi. XXVIII, figs. 216, 218, 219. Perfectly

pure lymph may sometimes be obtained for examination from a

cutaneous lymphatic trunk, which opens upon the surface of a wound

or ulcer. Such cases, however, are not commonly met with.

194. Examination of Blood.

—

In order to examine the blood, a

small drop is placed upon a glass slide, and covered with thin glass,

which is to be pressed down until a very thin, transparent, and

almost colourless, stratum only remains, care being taken not to com-

pletely crush the corpuscles. If in this manner the individual globules

cannot be seen distinctly, a little serum, or white of egg and water

must be added
;
but it is better to avoid the addition of any fluid, if

possible. Upon carefully focussing, the red globules will appear to

present a dark centre and light circumference, or the reverse, accord-

ing as the focus is altered, pi. XXVII, figs. 203, 204, and here and

there a white corpuscle may be observed.

The white corpuscles are rather larger than the red, and have a

granular appearance. Upon the addition of acetic acid, from one to

three nucleus-like bodies make their appearance in the white cor-

puscles, and not unfrequently these may be seen without the addition

of any reagents.

If a little strong syrup be added to a drop of blood, the corpuscles

will become much flatter from exosmose of a part of their contents
;

while, on the other hand, if placed in water, they become spherical

from endosmose, and swell up so as to be perfectly transparent and

invisible. It is not difficult to make a solution of similar density to

that of the corpuscle, in which they do not alter in form at all
;
and

in this manner, as Dr. Rees expresses it, we may “ take the specific

gravity of a blood corpuscle.”

Acetic acid causes the corpuscle to become more transparent and

clear, and to swell up. After the application of this reagent, the
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blood corpuscle may be scarcely visible, but the material of which

it is composed, is not dissolved. Strong hydrochloric and nitric acids

do not dissolve the globules
;
by the latter reagent the outline is often

rendered darker and thicker, while the entire globule is caused to

shrink. Blood corpuscles are entirely soluble in ammonia and

alkalies. They are rendered darker, and the walls corrugated, by the

acid of the gastric juice
;
and, after remaining in acid urine for some

time, a similar change occurs
;
hence the black colour of blood,

which has been effused into the stomach, and the dark smoky hue of

acid urine containing blood. This smoky hue is especially distinct

in cases in which the blood has escaped from the uriniferous tubes,

and has thus been gradually but very intimately mixed with the urine.

Blood crystals, and the method of obtaining them, have been described,

in § 167.

194.* New Researches on the Blood Corpuscles.—The facts

above noted can be demonstrated by magnifying powers in ordinary

use, but it is not too much to say that in consequence of recent

investigations with much higher powers, our views concerning the

nature of the blood corpuscle and the changes taking place in the

blood have been completely altered. An almost entirely new field

for elaborate and highly important physiological and pathological

enquiry has been quite recently laid open. I propose to advert

very briefly to some of the facts which seem to me of greatest im-

portance, and which, if followed up, will certainly lead to the discovery

of new lines of highly important investigation.

Of the red blood Corpuscles.-—The red blood corpuscle of

man and mammalia generally consists of a mass of soft viscid

matter, perhaps of the consistence of treacle, composed of hagmato-

crystallin. It is at least in certain states soluble in water, but

is only dissolved by serum and the fluid part of the blood very

slowly. The outer part of this matter is of firmer consistence

than the interior, especially in the older corpuscles. When
the latter are placed in water the more soluble matter is dis-

solved, leaving the harder external portion. By the action of many
chemical reagents the outer part of the red blood corpuscles is con-

densed. These and other appearances have led observers generally

to the conclusion that the red blood corpuscle was a cell containing

fluid contents, and so firm has been the conviction that this was so,

that the rupture of the “
cell,” and the escape of the contents have

been spoken of as if they had actually occurred and had been seen.

That the red blood corpuscle is not a cell is proved conclusively by

the following facts :

—

1. A red blood corpuscle may be divided into many smaller por-
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tions, every one of which assumes the spherical or spheroidal form,

and in many cases become stellate, pi. XXVII, fig. 205.

2. The mass of germinal matter in the case of the nucleated

blood corpuscle of the frog and other vertebrates, or a portion of it,

may pass right through the red viscid material of which the outer

part of the corpuscle is composed without the rupture of any mem-

brane, just as a solid particle might pass through treacle or molten

pitch, pi. XXVII, fig. 208, a
,

b, c.

3. A red blood corpuscle from Guinea pig’s blood assumes the

crystalline form very readily, and without the addition of any re-

agent. The process may be watched under the microscope, and a

single corpuscle seen to become a single crystal, or by the application

of a gentle heat a corpuscle may be broken up into several smaller

portions, every one of which becomes a tetrahedral crystal, pi. XXVII,

figs. 209, 210.

4. Several red blood corpuscles under certain circumstances run

together, forming a soft homogeneous viscid mass, in which nothing like

cell walls or the remains of such structures can be seen, and which

undergoes crystallization in every part without exhibiting indications

of cell walls anywhere, fig. 206.

5. When water is added to blood corpuscles, they swell up just

as a piece of jelly would swell up, but they do not burst as is generally

stated. No doubt soluble matters are dissolved out, but as the

water evaporates, the corpuscles assume their previous form, although

they appear paler than before. Although many appearances may be

urged in favour of the existence of a cell wall, the above facts and

those learnt from studying the changes taking place during the

development of the corpuscle, seem to be absolutely incompatible

with such a view. Neither here nor elsewhere is the ‘cell wall’ a

necessary or essential portion of the elementary part. A thing may
arise from a thing which existed before it, grow, live, perform its

offices, and increase its kind, without having a cell wall at any period

of its existence, and cell walls may be easily made artificially; so

that in spite of the importance hitherto attached to it, the ‘ cell wall
’

is of no real significance.

It is generally stated that the red blood corpuscles of an animal

exhibit a certain definite size, but it will be found that they vary ex-

tremely, so that corpuscles exist of various dimensions. With the

highest powers not only do we meet with extremely minute corpuscles,

but many of these are so very transparent that they could not be seen

at all under a lower power. Extremely transparent bodies are demon-

strated under high powers, which would certainly be passed over by

those in ordinary use. The reader is referred to pi. XXVIII, fig. 217,
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in which the various corpuscles met with in healthy blood are repre-

sented. It is probable that these very small pale corpuscles are

young blood corpuscles gradually undergoing change, and acquiring

colour and the characters of the red coqmscles, as the colourless

germinal or living matter of which they are at first composed, gradually

becomes converted into the coloured formed material, fig. 21 1.

Red blood corpuscles often assume a stellate form, pi. XXVIII-IX,

figs. 217, 222, which is not very easily explained. As this has been

observed in certain cases of disease it has been regarded by some as a

morbid change. Not only is it commonly observed in the case of cor-

puscles found in perfectly healthy blood, but these may be divided and

subdivided into very small portions, every one of which exhibits the

stellate appearance, pi. XXVII, fig. 205. Nor do I think that this

can be due to changes occurring in germinal matter, for although

masses of germinal matter do often assume a stellate form, the red

blood corpuscles of the Guinea pig become stellate soon after their

removal from the vessels, and certainly in some cases the sharp

spine-like projections formed have been seen to become the angles of

tetrahedral crystals. See pi. XXVII, fig. 210.

Of the White or Colourless or Living Blood Corpuscles. The

general nature of the white blood corpuscles has been already referred

to, and the student has been recommended to study the movements

which take place in it during its life. It has been shown how

protrusions occur which become detached, and thus from one living

corpuscle several minute particles of living germinal matter may be

derived. These may ultimately assume the characters of the ordinary

full sized white corpuscles,—or passing into the current of the circula-

tion, and being exposed to the influence of the respiratory and other

processes may continue to grow, and at the same time change. The
living germinal matter becomes gradually resolved into the red

lifeless hsemato-crystallin, which accumulates, and probably into other

substances, which escape. The haemato-crystallin is probably dif-

fused through the germinal matter, and this latter being perfectly

transparent and colourless, cannot be distinguished. Shortly before

death, however, a change occurs in these young corpuscles, the

germinal matter moves away leaving the lifeless coloured material

behind, pi. XXVII, fig. 207. As the corpuscle advances in age,

more and more germinal matter becomes resolved into formed

material, until at last the red corpuscle consists of the latter sub-

stance only. It is entirely dead and is then subjected to physi-

cal and chemical changes, being gradually disintegrated and

dissolved, and converted into new compounds. In the nucleated

red blood corpuscles of the frog, the germinal matter remains as the
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nucleus, but even here corpuscles may be found which contain a

mere speck of living matter only, pi. XXVIII, fig. 212, while others

are almost entirely composed of it, being merely invested as it

were with a very thin coating of the coloured matter, pi. XXVIII,

fig. 2 1 1 a
,
b

,
c, d.

White blood corpuscles are no doubt derived from the lymph and

chyle corpuscles by the formation of offsets or protrusions, and I think

it probable that the masses of germinal matter which project into the

interior of the capillary vessels may also give origin to them, pi. XXVI,
figs. 195, 196, 197. I cannot too strongly recommend the advanced

student to study these points which are of the highest importance in

connection with many diseases, especially pyemia and the whole class

of contagious diseases. It seems to me probable that living particles

of contagium gaining entrance into the blood, affect the growth or

modify the changes occurring in the young corpuscles, and thus

lead to numerous secondary phenomena which are familiar to us.

So also it seems possible that the influence these particles exert upon

one generation of young corpuscles may affect succeeding ones

for a longer or shorter period, and in this way perhaps may be

explained the immunity of the individual to subsequent attacks of

the same disease.

I have considered these points which are here only alluded to

most cursorily in two papers, “ on the Nature of the Red Blood

Corpuscle,” and “ on the Germinal Matter of the Blood,” read before

the Microscopical Society, December 9th, 1863. The whole subject

is fully discussed in a memoir of upwards of 160 pages, by Pro-

fessor Arthur Boettcher, in a recent number of Virchow’s Archiv,

vol. xxxvi, p. 342. In this paper a full historical account of obser-

vations on the red blood corpuscle will be found, and the researches

of various observers, including those published in the first of my
papers, are very carefully criticised.

195. On Estimating the Number of Blood Corpuscles.

—

This

operation may be effected roughly by placing a drop of blood upon a

glass slide, and pressing very firmly upon it a small piece of thin

glass so as to obtain the thinnest possible stratum for examination.

Upon examining this with a quarter, an approximative idea of the

number of corpuscles in a small area which has been carefully marked

out, may be formed. If specimens of the blood of patients suffering

from various diseases be examined in this way, the greatest differences

in the number of the corpuscles will be observed. Vierordt has pro-

posed a plan for determining the number of corpuscles in a given

quantity of blood numerically, by the microscope, and Welcker has

improved upon this. It is obvious in such very minute researches
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the slightest error becomes very great, when, from these data, the

amount in a large quantity of blood is calculated. The operation is

a very delicate one, and requires great care. As a full description of

it would occupy much space, I think it better to refer those who

desire to employ it, to the original paper, than to give a short sum-

mary of the plan which would be practically useless.*'

196 . Blood in Disease.—The best way of examining blood is to

place a drop on a glass slide, cover it with thin glass, and at once

submit it to microscopical examination, but where this is not possible,

the blood may be collected in the fine capillary tubes now used for

vaccine lymph. These tubes may be easily made by drawing out a

piece of glass tube in the flame of a spirit lamp. The capillary tube

may be broken into pieces about three inches in length. The drop

ofblood at once runs up the tube by capillaryattraction. A space must,

however, be left unfilled. Each end of the tube is then to be hermeti-

cally sealed, care being taking not to permit the heat to boil the blood,

otherwise it will be driven from the tube by the sudden expansion of

the vapour set free. To prevent this accident, the tube should not

be filled to within | of an inch of each end.

In looking at a drop of healthy blood, besides the red corpuscles,

here and there a larger white or colourless corpuscle is seen. The

relative number of these should be carefully noted, as in disease they

are liable to increase enormously. In health there is one white cor-

puscle to about fifty red ones. The condition in which they are much

increased in number is frequently associated with enlargement of the

spleen, and lymphatic and mesenteric glands, and has been termed
“ Leukhemia or, more correctly, “ Leucocythemia,” or “ white-

cell blood disease,” by Professor Bennett. In extreme cases, white

or colourless corpuscles are almost as numerous as the red, and they

appear much more so, because the red-blood corpuscles collect

together in little piles, while the white remain separate and distinct,

and occupy the intervals or spaces thus formed. The surrounding

fluid sometimes contains granules, and vast numbers of extremely

minute corpuscles may be discerned by the highest powers. Upon
being treated with acetic acid, the cells swell up a little, become more

transparent, and usually display one, two, or even more roundish

bodies in the centre, much resembling those developed in the pus

globule, by the action of the same reagent.

In some cases of cholera, several cells, much larger than the white

corpuscle, have been found in the blood, although it is probable that

* Vierordt in “Vierordt’s Archiv,” Jahrg. II, Heft I. Dr. Welcker in

“ Archiv. des Vereins fur gemeinschaftliche Arbeiten zur Forderung der Wis-

senschaftlichen Heilkunde,” vol. i, page 161.
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their nature is closely allied to these. In a case which I had an

opportunity of examining, some years ago, many of these large cells

contained oil globules, collected together in one part, leaving the

remainder of the cell perfectly clear and transparent as if the endos-

mosis of fluid had occurred, pi. XXIX, fig. 221. I have also seen

very large white blood corpuscles in cases of pyemia.

Sometimes blood corpuscles adhere together with unusual tenacity.

Of this I met with a very unusual example in the year 1854. The

case was that of a man aged twenty-six, who was suffering from kidney

disease. The corpuscles in the defibrinated blood manifested so

great a tendency to cohere, that they collected in small masses, look-

ing like minute dots to the eye, floating in a clear serum, when a thin

stratum of the blood was examined. By pressure they were made to

separate, but soon adhered again. In this case, there certainly

appeared to exist an attraction of the corpuscles for one another. It

seems impossible to explain the circumstance by supposing any

unusual alteration in the density of the serum and corpuscles,

pi. XXIX, fig. 220.

The adhesion of the blood corpuscles above described is met with

in many cases of cholera, but I think the following observation

renders it probable that it has no special relation to that disease, but

is due simply to the blood being deprived of much of its water. One

day I took some Epsom salts which produced three very copious

liquid stools. I examined a drop of blood from the finger, and found

the corpuscles adhering exactly as represented in fig. 220. I then took

three tumblers of warm water, and in less than an hour after the first

observation was made, the blood corpuscles exhibited their ordinary

characters forming the piles of disks, but not exhibiting the peculiar

tendency to adhesion above referred to.

But the most interesting, and probably by far the most important

of the changes yet observed in blood in disease, is the presence of a

number of masses of germinal matter and products resulting from their

death and decay, which are not present in the healthy blood, and

there is reason for thinking that these particles have obtained entrance

from without and made their way through the thin capillary walls and

thus became mixed with the circulating fluid. By their multiplication

in the capillaries circumscribed local congestions are caused and in

this way peculiar ‘ eruptions’ and ‘rashes’ result. In many cases the

congestion ends in complete stagnation, followed by suppuration (boil,

carbuncle pustule), and the death, destruction and removal of the por-

tion of tissue affected
;
or it is followed by the escape from the blood

and lymphatics of serum and small particles of germinal matter which

multiply for a time in the substance of the cuticle, the superficial portion
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of which is elevated (vesicle, bulla), the fluid and corpuscles drying up

and forming with the altered cuticle and secretion of the sebaceous

glands, a scab or crust, or a raw, moist surface, which does not readily

heal, known as an ulcer, is formed beneath the detached layer of cuticle.

The particles of germinal matter above referred to, become

obstructed in the capillaries, and although there may be vast

numbers in the circulating fluid, we should not expect to find

them in the mass of the blood. Nor is it likely that they

would be readily detected in blood drawn from the capillaries

themselves, for they would form little collections which would not

readily escape, but would adhere to the capillaries, particles making

their way through their walls, and growing and multiplying in the

surrounding tissues. Hence in order to demonstrate these particles,

we must most carefully examine the tissues themselves in the manner

referred to in § ior, for without preparation, as is well known, not

even the smaller vessels can be demonstrated. I have, however,

succeeded by squeezing the blood from the capillaries towards an

opening in a vein, in obtaining clots with numerous particles of

germinal matter. The examination must be made very soon after

death. By the death and decay of these particles of germinal matter

numerous granules, many oil globules, and myelin particles result.

I have discussed this subject in my reports on the Cattle Plague

and Cholera, but I select a few of the drawings which will, I think,

enable the reader to understand the views which I have been led to

adopt.

Drawings illustrating the above remarks will be found in pi. XXIX,
figs. 222, 223, 224, taken from my report on the Cattle Plague.

Fig. 225, shows how the masses of germinal matter belonging to the

capillary walls increase in size in all fevers and inflammations, in

consequence of being supplied with an increased proportion of pabu-

lum. A further stage of the same process would be the formation of

pus, involving the destruction of the affected capillaries and tissues

in the immediate neighbourhood.

191. Blood of Lower Animals.—The blood of the lower animals,

particularly of the frog, newt, and fish, should be examined when

opportunities occur. The oval form of these corpuscles seems to be

determined by the circumstances of the circulation, for the oval cor-

puscles (except the oldest, fig. 212), of the frog assume the spherical

form if placed in glycerine and water, pi. XXVIII, fig. 21 1 d. The

size of the colourless corpuscles in these different animals may be

compared, and it is interesting to observe the relation which they bear

in size and number to the red globules in them, as well as in man.

In the substance of some of the blood corpuscles of the spleen of
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the dog, and of certain fish, as the perch, and other animals, two or

three little yellowish crystals have been observed (Funke, Kolliker).

Sometimes, in examining a clot of blood, which has been effused in

the brain, or in other situations, and which has remained there for

some time, red crystals of hgematine may be found in connection with

altered red blood corpuscles. The subject of blood crystallization

has been considered in § 167.

The phenomena of the circulation of the blood are better studied

in the foot of the frog, in the tail of the minnow or stickleback, or in

the branchiae of the young newt. Among mammalia, in the wing of

the bat. See page 73.

198. Saliva.—The examination of saliva presents no difficulty.

The fluid is perfectly transparent and viscid, but it holds in suspen-

sion, besides epithelium from the mouth, a number of small cells, for

the most part of an oval or spherical form, which are probably derived

from the ducts of the gland. These are about the 1-2 oooth of an

inch in diameter, and are sometimes called “ Salivary Corpuscles.”

In some cases they accumulate in great number, and closely resemble

pus corpuscles. Some observers consider them to be altered epithe-

lium from the cavity of the mouth, but this can hardly be the case, as

they are often met with in the absence of any of the characteristic

cells of scaly epithelium. They are found in great number in cases

of salivation. In the somewhat viscid matter of which the salivary

corpuscle is composed are multitudes of highly refracting particles in

incessant motion. The nature of these particles is extremely doubt-

ful. They look very like the germs of bacteria, and it is possible

they may be of this nature. They should be examined under a LL

°r -g-L-. Occasionally the salivary ducts have been found to contain a

considerable number of small, white, granular masses, which are per-

fectly spherical, and consist of cells filled with large oil globules, or

they are perhaps mere collections of oil globules. Sometimes

microscopic calculi are found. Epithelium from the mouth is repre-

sented in pi. XXX.
199. Examination of Milk.—The examination of milk presents

no difficulties. All that is necessary is to place a drop upon a glass

slide and cover it with a piece of thin glass, employing slight pres-

sure so as to get a very thin stratum. The general characters of the

oil globules, and the fact of their not running together, and forming

larger globules when pressed, should be noticed, pi. XIX, fig. 136.

This is prevented by the casein investment which surrounds

each globule, and which may be demonstrated as follows. If the

drop of milk be treated with a little acetic acid, the form of the

globule is much altered, and if the acid be strong, the membrane will
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be dissolved, and several will run together, forming a larger globule.

Again it will be found that ether will not dissolve the oil globules of

the milk unless a little carbonate of soda, or some other alkaline salts,

capable of dissolving this membrane, be previously added, when the

ether immediately effects the solution of the oily matter. This very

instructive experiment may be performed in a test tube, or upon a

glass slide, under the microscope
;
the reagents being most conveni-

ently applied by using the little bulbs, § 138. In the figure some

globules thus treated are seen running together.

The colostrum, ormilk secreted first after delivery, will be found to con-

tain many large cells, consisting ofan investing membrane, filled with oil

globulesresemblingthose which arefloating free inthe surrounding fluid.

By microscopical examination, the most common adulterations of

milk can be readily detected,—such, for instance, as chalk and flour

(starch globules). It has been said that milk has been adulterated

by the addition of sheep’s or other animals’ brains. Such cases

must be very rare, as brains could not be mixed to make a fluid,

either in appearance or taste, like milk. Fragments of vessels,

nerve-tubes, and cells, would be readily detected upon microscopical

examination. The only adulteration of milk which is worth con-

sideration is perfectly harmless and consists of water, which is added

in certain proportion, to what perhaps was originally skimmed milk.

This most dishonest practice no doubt exists to a deplorable extent

and ought to be prevented by legislation. Occasionally patients

mix milk with urine, saliva, or tears in order to impose upon us.

The oil globules with their envelopes of casein, the precipitation of

casein by the addition of acetic acid, or when the fluid becomes

acid, enable us to pronounce upon the nature of the fluid.

200. Examination of Bile.—The only insoluble substances met

with in bile are epithelial cells of a columnar form, occasionally

crystals of cholesterine, and very frequently minute dark yellow

particles consisting of inspissated bile. Sometimes these are nearly

spherical, almost like very minute calculi. The observer must remember

that in examining the bile of many of the lower animals, especially the

sheep, he may meet with the ova of entozoa, which sometimes pass into

the bile in immense numbers. In the bile of fishes these are often very

numerous
;
some of them have a very peculiar appearance, and have

been mistaken for cells. Little solid particles and masses of epithe-

lium often become the nuclei of gall stones. The mode of crystallizing

bile is described in § 168.

Serum.

201. Examination of Serous Fluids.—Serous fluids may be

N
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poured into a conical glass vessel, and allowed to stand until all the

deposit has collected. A small quantity may then be removed by a

pipette, in the usual way, and examined in the microscope. The

microscopical characters of a serous fluid of doubtful origin, should

be contrasted with those of ascitic fluid, the fluid of hydrocele, and

serum from ovarian and other cysts. Portions of hydatids and claws

of echinococci are sometimes met with in fluids removed from a

cavity which contains, or communicates with, an hydatid cyst. The

deposit should be carefully examined in the microscope, as the

hooks are readily detected, and the nature of the case at once

becomes evident. The deposit from a serous fluid removed from

the chest of a girl, is represented in pi. XX, fig. 145. Albumen in

a serous fluid can always be detected by the application of heat, or

upon the addition of nitric acid.

202. Fluid from Serous Cavities.—The clear serous fluid which

collects sometimes to a great extent in the peritoneal cavity (ascites),

will be found, if recently effused, to contain but traces of cells, or

cell debris
;
but after the disease has been of long standing, the

surface of the peritoneum becomes altered, and covered with a vast

number of granular and almost spherical cells, varying very much

in size, and not usually containing a distinct nucleus. A moderately-

abundant deposit often takes place after the fluid has stood for some

time. In other cases, which are of a more acute character, the

fluid is found to be of a greenish or dirty-yellow colour,—opaque,

with numerous flocculi and shreds of false membrane suspended in

it, or attached to the surface of the peritoneum. In such a

specimen, pus globules, with many of the cells above referred to,

and fibrillated shreds of fibrin, would be found with other cells,

which are darker in consequence of being filled with minute oil

globules. The flocculi present a delicately fibrous appearance, with

numerous cells entangled in the meshes formed by the interlacement

of the fibres. Plates of cholesterine are sometimes found in ascitic

fluid. The fluid which accumulates in hydrocele is usually perfectly

clear, containing a few delicate cells, and, perhaps, a few free oil

globules
;
spermatozoa are sometimes met with, and occasionally

many plates of cholesterine are present.

203. Fluids from Cysts.

—

Upon contrasting the chemical and

microscopical characters of the serous fluids just alluded to with

those which are found within the cavities of cysts, a marked

difference is always observed. As an example of a cystic fluid,

ovarian serum may be instanced
;

but the fluid found in cysts

occasionally met with in different parts of the body, as in

the antrum, in the eyeball, thyroid gland, the mamma and
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other organs, &c., will be found to present very similar

characters.

The deposit of ovarian fluid consists usually of cells, free

granular matter, oil globules, and perhaps blood corpuscles. Not

unfrequently, many crystalline plates of cholesterine are observed

in it. The cells are composed of at least two distinct forms :

—

i. Small, delicate, transparent, and faintly granular cells, without the

slightest appearance of a nucleus, some being somewhat larger, and

others smaller, than a pus corpuscle. 2. Large cells, often as much

as the thousandth of an inch in diameter, but varying in size, of a

dark colour by transmitted, and white by reflected light. These,

which have been termed “ granular corpuscles,” “ compound

granular cells,” “inflammation globules,” &c., are aggregations of

minute oil globules in a cell form. They are almost constantly

present in the fluids which are now under consideration, and have

a structure apparently identical with that of cell-like bodies present-

ing similar characters, and found frequently in softening of the

brain, pi. XIX, fig. 138,—sometimes in the coats of vessels under-

going fatty degeneration, in the sputum—especially in pneumonia

in an advanced stage, in cystic tumours of the breast, in malignant

growths, in the urine in certain cases, and in other fluids and solid

structures in a state of degeneration. In all instances, the fatty

matter abounds in cholesterine, which crystallizes out of the oily

fat in which it was dissolved. I have seen cases in which the

cholesterine crystallized after cells of this kind had for some time

been preserved as permanent objects. Its presence can always be

demonstrated by treating the cells with a little dilute alcohol and

allowing the solution to evaporate spontaneously. The attention of

the student is particularly directed to the occurrence of cells of this

description in various morbid products.

Fig. 226, pi. XXIX, represents the appearance of the deposit

from a specimen of serum obtained from a case of ovarian dropsy.

In some rare cases ciliated epithelium is met with in the fluid of

ovarian cysts. Fig. 187, pi. XXIV, was taken from a specimen I

met with seven years ago. The cyst from which it was removed

was originally developed from the ovary, and was not connected with

the Fallopian tube.

Sputum.—Vomit.—Faeces.

It is proposed to give a short description of the microscopical

appearances of the ditferent varieties of sputum which come most

n 2
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frequently under the observation of the practitioner,—the nature of

which may affect the diagnosis of the case. It is now generally

admitted that in some cases much is to be learned by a careful

examination of the sputum in the microscope, and there are even a

few instances in which the nature of morbid changes going on during

life has been ascertained, and a decided prognosis justified at a very

early period of the disease, when there were really no other symptoms

to attract special attention, and but little was discoverable from a most

careful investigation of the physical signs. It is, however, quite true

that the nature of many cases is to be satisfactorily ascertained with-

out resorting to a microscopical examination of the sputum, and

there are some in which the microscope does not afford the slightest

help. At the same time, every practitioner should be familiar with

the microscopical characters of the principal varieties of sputum
;

for

in the course of practice he will certainly now and then meet with

an obscure case, in the diagnosis of which the microscope will afford

him valuable aid.

The observer should make himself thoroughly familiar with the

different forms of epithelium which occur in sputum, particularly the

epithelium from the mouth and tongue, and he should remember

that many small particles of food are often found entangled amongst

the long hair-like epithelial growths detached from the conical or

filiform papillre.

In searching for any particular substance in sputum, the observer

must not rest contented with the examination of one, two, or three

specimens
;
but many portions, taken from different parts of the mass,

should be examined. When fragments of pulmonary tissue are

expected to be present, the examination should be conducted with

great care, and a vast number of specimens should be placed under

the microscope before any conclusion is arrived at, for small pieces

may be scattered sparingly through the mass, and easily escape

observation.

2»4. Examination of Sputum.—Some observers have recom-

mended that the sputum should be thrown into water, so that certain

pieces may be selected for examination
;
but I think, as a general

rule, it is better to avoid the admixture of water, as it necessarily

causes a physical alteration in many of the cells, and produces com-

plete disintegration of some. Small pieces of sputum should be

removed from the vessel with the aid of forceps and scissars, and

placed upon a glass slide. It is better to remove at once two or

three specimens from different parts of the sputum, and place them

on the same glass slip for examination. As great difficulty is often

experienced in removing portions, in consequence of the tenacious
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character of the sputum, my friend Dr. Sansom has designed a pair

of forceps which to some extent overcome this difficulty. These

are represented in pi. Ill, fig. 19. The blades are slightly cup-

shaped and the edges sharp, so that pieces of the viscid sputum can

be easily cut off. Pieces of sputum will often require teasing out

with needles upon the slide, and if, from the opacity of the specimen

it is necessary to add a fluid, it is better to use a little glycerine and

water, or white of egg. The specimen is to be covered with thin

glass in the usual manner.

2(15. Of preserving Specimens of Sputum as Permanent Objects.

-—Specimens of sputum may be preserved in glycerine and water, and

keep very well, but are rendered very transparent
;
the naphtha and

creosote solution, dilute spirit, and water impregnated with arsenious

acid are also employed for preserving sputum. The preservation of

the recent characters of sputum is a matter of great difficulty. I have

tried a great number of different preservative solutions, but have not

succeeded in finding one which possesses all that is required. Many
so completely alter the character of the cells, that they could not be

recognized, while some have the effect of keeping the specimen very

well for a time, but after the lapse of years it has undergone complete

change. Dr. Andrew Clarke has strongly recommended certain solu-

tions, the composition of which is given below. Upon the whole I

find glycerine the best preservative medium.

Solutions for the preservation of sputum—

-

1. Spirit

Creosote

Bichloride of mercury ...

Saturated camphor water

1 ounce.

... 30 minims.

1 grain.

... 6 ounces.

Dissolve the bichloride in the water, then the creosote in the

spirit
3
mix gradually, agitate, set aside for some days, and filter.

2. Arsenious acid and Goadby.

Make a boiling saturated solution of arsenious acid, when cool

dilute with three parts of saturated camphor water. This forms the

common A solution.

Take of this solution ... ... 1 part.

Take of Goadby’s fluid ... ... 1 „

Take of saturated camphor water ... 1 „

Mix : allow the solution to stand for a week and filter once or

twice. This fluid is very good, but it increases the fibrillation of

mucin.
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Fig. 227. From the dorsal surface of the tongue of a healthy man.

a. Oil globules.

b. Squamous epithelium.

c. Collections of vegetable growths.

d. Separated filaments of fungi.

Fig. 228* Epithelium from mucous membrane lining the cheeks.

a. Epithelial cells, with nuclei and nucleoli.

b. Sporules of fungi.

Fig. 229. Cells which have accumulated in the dilated extremity

of the duct of a labial gland, the orifice of which was obstructed.

These are, probably, imperfectly formed pus cells.

Fig. 230. The same, acted upon by acetic acid, showing the little

bodies ‘nuclei’ in the centre, developed by the action of the acid.

Fig. 231. Cells contained in mucus, removed from the mucous

membrane of the fauces of a man suffering from relaxed sore throat.

The affection was very slight, and the specimen was removed on the

first day.

a. Epithelial cells.

b. Small cells containing granular matter and oil globules, con-

sisting partly of altered epithelium, partly of mere aggregations of oil

globules surrounded with viscid matter, giving the appearance of a

cell wall. A group of these are represented on the left, more highly

magnified.
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3. Of the above ... ... ... 2 parts.

Of glycerine ... ... ... 1 „

Very good for thick specimens which are also opaque. Blood

discs in the sputum remain distinct in this medium.

20c. Extraneous Substances in Sputum.—As may be supposed,

epithelium from the cavity of the mouth and air passages, with

portions of any vegetable growths which are so commonly found in

the mouth, pi. XXX, fig. 227, especially about the back of the

tongue and in the matter secreted by the tonsils, with small fragments

of any substances taken as food, are liable to be met with in sputum.

Unless the observer is familiar with the appearances of all these struc-

tures, he will find himself beset with difficulties at every step, and

will be liable to make the most ludicrous mistakes. In the first

instance, he should be familiar with the characters of the epithelium

from the cavities of the mouth and nose, tongue, trachea, and

bronchial tubes, and with the cells in the mucus formed upon these

portions of the mucous membrane. N ext, he should place under the

microscope small quantities of the different extraneous matters liable

to be met with most frequently. The most important are the

following : bread, wheat starch, potato starch, rice starch, testa of

wheat, cells of potato and other vegetables taken as food, cotton,

flax, and silk fibres, portions of feathers and hair, air bubbles, oil

globules, portions of adipose tissue, as bacon, muscular fibre, white

and yellow fibrous tissue, fragments of cartilage, bone, &c. Some

of these are figured in pi. XXXII, and in pi. XXXIV, containing

extraneous matters found in urine.

Of the Different Kinds of Sputum.

The anatomical elements met with in sputum vary much, and its

characters are much influenced by the time which elapses prior to its

expectoration.

201. Mucus, which is formed upon the fauces, and to a slight extent

in the air tubes of healthy persons is clear and transparent. The

viscid, indistinctly fibrillated material, to which its physical characters

are due, entangles in its meshes cells of various forms and in different

stages of growth
;
and in some specimens every transitional form of

cell, from the large cell of squamous epithelium to the small faintly

granular corpuscle, formerly termed mucus corpuscle, may be detected,

(see pi. XXX, figs. 228, 231). Not unfrequently cells of columnar

ciliated epithelium from the trachea or bronchial tubes are present.

Tig. 236, pi. XXXI, represents the microscopical characters of a
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specimen of transparent, frothy, viscid, and almost colourless bron-

chial sputum. Some of the cells which have been treated with acetic

acid, are shown to the right of the figure. The clear mucus is preci-

pitated by acetic acid, and numerous striae make their appearance.

In catarrh
,
when this mucus is more abundant, besides the cells

above alluded to, a number of round or oval masses are observed,

which consist of aggregations of minute oil globules cohering together,

and often appearing as if they were within a cell wall. Two or three

of these are represented in the figure. They are often present in

great number. Granular masses, varying much in size, but for the

most part smaller than the last, are also met with. A vast number

of granular cells, closely resembling pus corpuscles, are very common
in most specimens of sputum, and it is not difficult to make out all

the intermediate stages between the faintly granular cell which is

rendered transparent upon the addition of acetic acid, exhibiting

a nucleus, and the true pus corpuscle, in which this reagent developes

two or three highly refracting bodies, a circumstance which distin-

guishes it from different forms of epithelial cells.

208. Sputum in Pneumonia.—The rust-coloured sputum of the

early stages of pneumonia contains a number of the large spherical

collections of minute oil globules (exudation corpuscles, or granular

cells) together with a vast number of minute granular cells of a

circular form which are developed in the exudation poured out into

the air cells of the lung, with numerous blood corpuscles, for the most

part separated from each other, to the presence of which the peculiar

colour of the sputum is due. At a later stage, in bad cases, the

quantity of blood increases, the mass is nearly fluid, and contains a

vast number of disintegrated cells and much granular matter, with

numerous altered and ragged blood corpuscles.

2»0. Sputum in Bronchitis.—The opaque yellow sputum of

chronic bronchitis owes its peculiarities to the presence of pus

corpuscles which are suspended in the viscid material. In these

cases many forms of cell are often met with, and epithelium in all

stages of growth. Granular matter and small oil globules are

frequently present in considerable number. Collections of dark

colouring matter, more or less globular, and much resembling the

collections of minute oil globules above alluded to, are frequently

observed. These are composed partly of blacks, introduced in respira-

tion
;
but sometimes the dark colouring matter is formed in the air

cells of the lung, and consists of dark coloured material derived from

the blood, and not introduced from without. A large quantity of

coal dust is found in the expectoration of men working in coal mines
;

and in the Sheffield dry grinders, metallic particles, which are inhaled,
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and give rise to great irritation, and, not unfrequently, to death at an

early age. These metallic particles are expectorated, and can be

detected in the sputum. Dr. Hall, of Sheffield, has paid great atten-

tion to this fatal disease.*

The character of the pus corpuscles varies much in different speci-

mens of sputum. Sometimes they are well formed, and exhibit their

ordinary characters, but often they are fainter, not perfectly circular,

perhaps with very irregular outlines, and partly disintegrated. In

cases where the pus has been retained for some time in the air tubes,

or in cavities after its formation, it is completely broken down, and

no distinct corpuscles are to be distinguished.

210. Sputum in Phthisis.—The characters of sputum in phthisis

are very variable, according to the stage of the disease, the amount of

lung implicated, and the length of time the sputum has been retained

in the cavity before its expectoration has occurred, and many other

circumstances. No physician would attempt to diagnose a case

from the examination of the sputum only, and the characters of the

sputum are not so invariable as to enable us to determine with preci-

sion the particular stage of the disease. So far as I know, the only

forms of sputum which would be considered by ordinary examination

with the unaided eye to be characteristic of phthisis, are met with

only in confirmed cases where there is almost invariably strong

evidence of a different kind of the existence of the disease. The
sputum often contains pus corpuscles, sometimes well formed, and in

other instances apparently disintegrated, with much granular matter,

and often minute oil globules, with a number of the cells above

alluded to, and which are derived from the smaller bronchial tubes.

In many cases, but not in all, the microscope certainly affords very

important information.

The general character of tubercle corpuscles is represented in

pi. XXXIII, fig. 250. They are seldom found in sputum unless

mixed with a considerable quantity of granular matter, and in many
cases, pus corpuscles are so numerous that it is difficult to discover

the tubercle, while the latter is often disintegrated, so that it cannot

be distinguished as a special deposit. The characters of tubercle are

described in page 204.

Fragments of Lung Tissue.—It is, however, most important that

the practitioner should be familiar with the characters of one struc-

ture sometimes met with in phthisical sputum, which has been

cursorily alluded to already. The recognition of this is really a

subject of the greatest practical importance. The microscopical

* “On the Pathology, Diagnosis, &c., of Thoracic Consumption,” third

edition.—Longman, 1856.
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characters are distinct
;
the structure cannot be confounded with any-

thing else met with in sputum, and the diagnosis to which the

practitioner is led even at a very early period, before the patient or

his friends have the slightest suspicion of serious disease, will be in

almost every case in which the structure is observed, but too pain-

fully correct. I allude to the very important observation of Professor

Schroeder van der Kolk of the presence in the sputum of the elastic

fibres of the pulmonary tissue at a very early period of the disease.

This was noticed in the year 1846, and the value of the observation

has since been amply confirmed by Dr. Theophilus Thompson, Dr.

Hughes Bennett, of Edinburgh, Dr. Andrew Clarke, Professor

Quekett, and myself. The elastic tissue is not prone to change. It

can hardly be mistaken for any other structure, and it is detected

with great facility, especially if the sputum be treated with acetic acid,

which renders the other elements transparent, but has no action upon

the elastic tissue. Its presence shows that disintegration of the walls

of the air vesicles has actually commenced. In searching for this

substance, several specimens from different parts of the sputum

should be examined, and any little grayish masses should be particu-

larly selected. Dr. Bennett mentions a case in which this elastic

tissue was met with at a time when no other signs of phthisis were

present. The sputum was examined by Dr. Bennett, Dr. Iliff, Pro-

fessor Quekett, Mr. Rainey, and myself. All concurred in pro-

nouncing the substance to be pulmonary tissue. After a time other

symptoms of the affection manifested themselves, the physical signs

of a cavity became distinct, and the patient died. The lung tissue

represented in pi. XXXI, fig. 232, was found in the sputum of a case of

phthisis of about a year’s duration. Figs. 233, 234, and 235, are copies

of fragments of pulmonary tissue found in sputum which contained

a very large quantity. The amount of expectoration was very small

amounting to not more than half a dozen pellets in twenty-four hour's.

The case was that of a stout lady of about fifty years of age, who

had been suffering from cough, for about six weeks, consequent upon

taking cold. There was slight dulness under one clavicle, but no

marked symptoms of phthisis, in fact it was difficult to persuade the

patient that there was anything the matter with her, and the diag-

nosis rested almost entirely on the fact of the presence of the

pulmonary elastic tissue in the pellet of sputum which was subjected

to examination.

In order to obtain fragments of lung tissue from sputum, Dr.

Fenwick recommends that the sputum be liquefied by being boiled

in a solution of soda, Med. Chir. Soc., June 26, 1866. The

elastic tissue falls to the bottom if the mixture be placed in a
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conical glass and may be removed with the pipette, p. 81, pi. V,

fig. 27.

In some specimens of sputum there are numerous curved bands

and streaks of mucus which somewhat resemble the elastic tissue

;

upon the addition of acetic acid no distinct fibres are to be made

out, and the fibrillated appearance becomes less defined in conse-

quence of the mucus shrinking from the action of the acid. The

observer should not trust entirely to the appearance observed in

sputum, until he has become familiar with the characters of the

elastic tissue taken from the lung itself. Crystals of cholesterine

are occasionally found in phthisical sputum, and granules of phos-

phate of lime are occasionally met with.

211. Diptiieria.—There is nothing very distinctive in the exuda-

tion effused upon the surface of the mucous membrane of the fauces in

cases of diptheria. It consists as is well known of a white soft mem-

brane varying considerably in thickness. Under the microscope, this

is found to be composed of a more or less transparent viscid substance

about the consistence of mucus and exhibiting the striations and

wavy lines always seen in this material. Sometimes the lines are so

regular as to give to the specimen a delicately fibrous appearance.

Entangled in this are found a, cells of scaly epithelium from the

mouth; b, a number of small transparent granular, round, or oval

particles, resembling those found in the mucous follicles of the fauces

and in the deepest layers of epithelium. In some cases the mem-

brane appears to consist almost entirely of ordinary epithelium, in

others the small roundish cells predominate, while sometimes the

mass appears very transparent and only contains a few of both forms

of cells just described. The small cells pass into pus corpuscles and

where the case is severe and the powers of the patient much reduced,

the number of these pus-like cells is very great. It is, however, im-

portant to observe that the action of acetic acid upon these is different

from its action upon well-formed corpuscles. One or two bodies with

a well-defined dark outline but not perfectly circular are certainly

displayed as in the case of the pus corpuscle, but the greater part of

the cell seems to be dissolved by the acid, or rendered so very trans-

parent as to be quite invisible. It is probable that if the pro-

duction of such cells was to continue for a certain period of time,

well-defined pus corpuscles would be developed.

In this condition then it would appear that the greater part of the

epithelial layer is stripped off in a membranous form,—that this is

increased in thickness by the rapid development of new cells having

the characters above described upon the surface of the mucous mem-
brane,—and that these new cells, corresponding to the deepest layer
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of epithelium, lose more and more the epithelial character, and tend

gradually to pass into pus corpuscles. It is true that in many cases

sporules of fungi are met with, but many circumstances prove satis-

factorily that they merely grow in the false membrane as in a nidus

favourable to their development, and are not to be regarded as the

cause of its production.

The description given above, results from observations made by

myself upon specimens which have fallen under my notice. The two

cases from which the drawings represented*in figs. 237, 238, pi. XXXI,
were made, occurred in the practice of Mr. Woody, of Tamworth,

whose former assistant, Dr. Spratly, I have to thank for the specimens

and careful notes of the cases.

Fig. 237 was obtained from the fauces of a gentleman about forty, on

the fourth day of the disease, a. Epithelial cells from the mucous

membrane of the mouth, b. Portion of false membrane exhibiting a

striated appearance and entangling numerous cells resembling pus

corpuscles, c. Cells like pus corpuscles, showing nuclei very distinct.

d. Another part of the false membrane stretched somewhat and

entangling corpuscles rendered oval by the pressure. Fig. 238 was

obtained from another case also on the fourth day. e. Granular cells

more disintegrated than those represented at c, and not exhibiting

nuclei, f. Blood corpuscles, g. A portion of the mass entangling

granular cells acted upon by acetic acid.

Virchow considers that an exudation takes place into the sub-

stance of the mucous membrane itself, and that the tension so caused

at length leads to ulceration, and there can be no doubt this is the

case in very severe examples of the disease. That the mucous

membrane itself is affected as well as the epithelial surface is ren-

dered probable by the subsequent loss of sensibility in the nerve-

fibres. In the fragments of false membrane which I have examined,

I have failed to find any structures such as capillaries and

areolar tissue which enter into the formation of mucous mem-

brane.

The “ exudation ” is sometimes poured out principally from the

orifices of the glands and caused to spread over the epithelial

surface. In the case of a very thick and firm false membrane

formed upon the surface of the tongue and pharynx of a pig, I found

that the adventitious tissue which was a quarter of an inch in thick-

ness could be raised somewhat without being torn. Processes

could be traced from the deep surface a quarter of an inch in

length into and to the very bottom of the glands of the mucous

membrane.

212. Entozoa and Vegetable Organisms am! Sputum.—Hydatids arc
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Fig. 23?.

Fragments of lung tissue, from a case of phthisis oi about

a year's duration. a. mucus corpuscles and granular
matter, p. 186.

Fig. 236.

8>

Healthy bronchial sputum, showing mucus corpuscles,
epithelium, and oil-globules. X 215. p 183.

Fig. 237-

False membrane from a case of diphtheria on the
fourth day. x 215. p. 188.

e

Fig. 233.
a

f

False membrane from another case of diphtheria,
on the fourth day. x 215. p. 188.

Fig. 233.

Fragments of air cells, with elastic tissue from sputum. From
a case of phthisis, in which the physical signs were not at all

marked. X 215. p. 186.
"

Fig. 234.

Fig. 239.

Fungi (Oidium) in various stages of growth, with epithelium of
the mouth, expectorated by a patient in the last stage of phthisis.

p 183.

1000th of an Inch x 130.

x 215. [To face page 168.
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sometimes expectorated in sputum. Occasionally they are developed

in the lung itself; but in the great majority of instances they are

formed in the liver,—an opening is gradually made through the dia-

phragm, and they make their way through the lung into a large bron-

chial tube. After the cyst has been completely emptied, the large

wound gradually closes, and the patient may get quite well. Two or

three cases of this kind have been in King’s College hospital. One

occurred, some time since, in the practice of Dr. Todd,'f and I have

had two or three under my own care more recently, which terminated

in recovery. The characters of the cysts are sufficiently distinctive as a

general rule
;
but if the sputum be well agitated with water and allowed

to stand, the hooklets of the echinococci will sink to the bottom and

may be removed with a pipette. The appearance of these is character-

istic. See drawings in plates illustrating the characters of Entozoa. In

many of these cases biliary acids may be detected in the sputum, and

in a. case under my care a short time ago, crystals of cholepyrrhin

were found in large number.

Fungi are from time to time met with in sputum, but the distinc-

tive characters of these will be briefly considered in the last chapter.

Fig. 239, pi. XXXI, represents the characters of fungi from some

apthous sores in the mouth of a patient in the last stage of

phthisis. The specimen was sent to me by my friend Dr. Scott

Alison.

213. Other Structures met with in Sputum.

—

Blood Corpuscles are

occasionally met with in small numbers in all varieties of sputum

;

they may be derived from the gums or some part of the throat, and

do not necessarily indicate the existence of serious mischief. Some-

times blood corpuscles in sputum are aggregated into small masses.

Sporules of fungi resembling blood corpuscles are often met with in

sputum.

Dark Granular
,

Cell-like Bodies.—In sputum in various condi-

tions a number of dark cell-like masses are often found. In some

cases the dark material consists merely of carbonaceous matter which

has been inhaled
;
but in other instances it seems to be composed of

a dark pigmentary material derived from some portion of the respira-

tory tract. This substance is doubtless formed from the blood, as it

is found in various organs quite unconnected with respiration. It is

exceedingly common in many of the lymphatic glands, especially in

those near the bronchial tubes, and has been described by some

observers under the head of melajiosis

;

but there are many instances

in which this dark material is deposited unconnected with cancer,

* “Medical Times and Gazette,” 1852. See also Livois, Recherches sur les

Echinocoques chez l’homme,” &c. —These, Paris, 1843.
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and these have been included under the term “ spurious mela-

nosis

CalcareousMasses.—In cases of phthisis, gritty masses consisting

of phosphate and carbonate of lime are sometimes expectorated.

These are not unfrequently as large as a pea or larger. They result

from the disintegration of tubercle, the organic portion of which has

been removed by absorption, and it is not uncommon to meet with

them in post-mortems, inclosed in a small fibrous cyst, surrounded by

healthy lung. I have known them to be coughed up in several cases

and think that their expectoration is generally indicative of a favour-

able change in the progress of the disease.

Fibrinous Casts of the large and small bronchial tubes are expec-

torated in certain cases, of which instances are recorded in all stan-

dard works on Medicine. Under the microscope they are seen to be

composed of a striated material like fibrin with a number of small

faintly granular corpuscles.

The following references will be useful to those who desire

to make a special study of the microscopical characters of

sputum :

—

Wright, “The Pathology of Expectoration.”—(Medical Times,

1844, 1845.)

Lebert, “Traite de la Phthisie,” second edition, Paris, 1843.

Remak, “ Diognostische und Pathogenetische Untersuchungen,”

Berlin, 1845. Deutsche Klinik, Sitzungsprotokoll der Gesellschaft

fur Wissenschaftl. Medecin in Berlin, vom 1 Juli, 1850.

Schroeder Van der Kolk, “ Nederlandsch Lancet,” 1846. “Sur

la presence des Fibres Elastiques dans les Crachats des Pthisiques,”

Bruxelles, 1850. “ On the Origin and Formation of Tubercles in

the Lungs.”—(Nederlandsch Lancet, 3rd series, 2nd Jaarg., No. I.

en II.)

Hcefle, “ Chemie und Mikroscop am Krankenbette.” Erlangen,

1848.

Jacubowitsch, de Saliva, diss. Dorpat, 1848.

Virchow, “ Verhandlungen der Physikal. Medicin. Gesellschaft in

Wurzburg,” 2 Bd., Sitzung vom 4 Jan., 1851.

Dr. Black, “Association Journal,” 1853.

Thierfelder, fiber Bronchitis crouposa, Archiv fur Physiol. Heil-

kunde, 13 Jahrgang, 2 Heft. 1854.

Dr. H. Thompson, Lettsomian Lectures, 1854, “Lancet,” Feb-

ruary nth, 1857.

Dr. Andrew Clarke, in “Transactions of the Pathological Society,”

Vol. vi, page 74.

Dr. Hughes Bennett, in “Edinburgh Monthly Journal,” January,
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1856, page 585. “Clinical Lectures on the Principles and Practice

of Medicine,” 1858.

Dr. J. C. Hall, “ Hints on the Pathology, Diagnosis, Prevention

and Treatment of Thoracic Consumption.”—Longman, 1858.

Dr. Radclyffe Hall, “ Medico-Chirurgical Review,” vol. xv, page

477 ;
vol. xvi, page 465 ;

vol. xvii, page 449.

Dr. R. P. Cotton, “ Fothergillian Prize Essay.”

Dr. Th. Williams, Article “ Respiration.”—(Cyclopaedia of Ana-

tomy and Physiology.)

Dr. Anton Biermer, “ Die Lehre vom Auswurf,” Wurzburg,

i 855 -

Detachment of Flakes of Epitheliumfrom the Tongue.—A man was

some years ago under my care who was suffering from the formation

of what appeared to be a very thick false membrane on the side of

the tongue. It was moderately adherent and proved to be in

continuity with the deep layers of epithelium. It came off within

one or two days of the man’s admission into the Hospital leaving one

or two superficial ulcers. It consisted principally of altered epithe-

lium with granular cells, sporules of fungi, and debris (vol. i, p. 218).

Detachment of Flakes consisting of a thick layer of the Epithelium

of the s.Esophagus .

—

Portions of membrane are sometimes detached

from the lining membrane of the gullet and rejected. Mr. Wood, of

Shrewsbury sent me a very remarkable specimen of this some years ago.

There was a distinct membranous tube several inches in length.

The following is an extract from Mr. Wood’s note :
—“ I feel

induced to trouble you with the enclosed, although I know so little

about it. It was given to me by a medical friend in Shrewsbury.

All I know is, that a lady patient of his was for a long time troubled

with sickness which nothing would allay, and was reduced to extremi-

ties, when she vomited several pieces like the enclosed, but much
longer, three inches in length. They appear membranous, but they

are not, I believe, of a vegetable nature. On being burned, they

give out the peculiar smell of animal tissue. I have never seen any-

thing like this
;
the thicker portion feels like the membrane of dip-

therite, but the thin, firm membrane is very peculiar. Is it an exuda-

tion from the oesophagus ? I have just received another portion

seven inches long which appears to be a cast of the oesophagus, and

when fresh was of a light skin colour.”

Upon microscopical examination, it was found that Mr. Wood’s

conclusion as to the nature of these membranous masses was quite

correct, they were composed of the firm and matted layers of squa-

mous epithelium which form the lining of the oesophagus
;

several of

the masses formed complete tubes. The case is especially interest-
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Fig. 240. Vomit from a healthy man, three hours after a meal,

consisting of bread and bacon.

a. Oil globules, with crystalline fat. b. Starch granules, altered

by baking, and partly digested, c. Epithelial cells, probably from

the pharynx, d. Muscular fibres, scarcely altered, e. Muscular fibre,

partly digested, showing a tendency to split into discs, f Portion of

muscular fibre, in great measure disintegrated by the process of

digestion.

Fig. 241. Vomit from a female, aged 40, suffering from symptoms

of cancer of the stomach, under the care of Dr. Eade, of Norwich.

The specimen was not examined for twenty-four hours after it had

been rejected. The disease probably commenced upon the surface

of the mucous membrane.

a. Oil globules, b. Minute oval fungi, c. Vibriones.- d. Pus

cells, e. Cells from the surface of the ulcer, f Cancer cells.*

g. Altered biliary matter, h. False cells, formed by the aggregation

of numerous small particles, i. Squamous epithelium—mouth.

Fig. 242. Vomit from a patient with dilated stomach who vomited

sarcinae,—in King’s College Hospital.

a. Oil globules, b. Starch granules, altered by baking, and by

maceration in the fluids of the mouth and stomach, c. Starch

granules (some cracked), less altered than the preceding, d. Portion

of the testa of wheat, e. Portion of vegetable fibre, f. Small oval

fungi, g. Sarcinae. h. Very small sarcinae.

* One could not feel perfectly satisfied as to the cancerous nature of these

cells, from the microscopical characters alone.
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ing as demonstrating the fact that a considerable thickness of an

epithelial layer may be removed from many surfaces. Cases are

referred to below in which large flakes were removed from the mucous

membrane of the stomach, small intestines, uterus and vagina.

214 . Examination of Vomit.—As vomit usually contains a vast

number of substances often more or less isolated from each other,

it becomes necessary to examine several specimens taken from dif-

ferent parts, in order to ascertain the general microscopical characters

of the whole mass. Portions may be removed upon the point of a

knife
;
by a pipette with a very wide opening, if the vomit be not

very viscid
;
and with the aid of scissars and forceps, if it be very thick

and ropy, as in the case of sputum.

It is desirable to examine vomited matters as soon as possible after

their rejection, as many substances present undergo rapid alteration.

Many of the remarks, made under the head of “ Extraneous Matters

in urine,” § 227, are applicable to vomit; and unless the observer

makes himself familiar with the appearance of different substances

found in food, and those which are liable to obtain entrance acciden-

tally, he is liable to make the most ludicrous mistakes in describing

the object or drawing taken from it. A fragment of feather has been

described as a lymphatic vessel, a portion of hair as a nerve tube,

and other mistakes of the same kind have been made, in conse-

quence of the observer not being acquainted with the characters

of objects which he is liable to meet with in the course of such

enquiries.

Vomit may be allowed to stand in a conical glass, and the deposit

removed with the pipette. It may be placed on a glass slide, or in a

thin glass cell, and covered with thin glass, or examined in the

animalcule cage, p. 81, which is a most convenient little instrument for

examining the deposits from fluids. It should be examined under a

power of 200 diameters, but in this and other cases it is necessary to

examine the specimen under a lower power in the first instance.

Vomit always contains fragments of vegetable and animal tissues,

which have been taken as food, more or less altered by the processes

of digestion. Starch globules are usually met with in great numbers
;

but if sufficient time has been allowed for the change to take

place, the insoluble portions of the starch granules will alone

remain.

Considerable attention has been given to the appearance pre-

sented by the uredo of wheat, as it occurs in vomit, and also in

stools. In the time of the cholera, the undigested uredo found in

the stools was looked upon as a fungus connected with the cause of

this affection, but its true nature was pointed out by Mr. Busk.

o
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Torulae are very frequently present in considerable numbers in

vomited matters; several other forms of vegetable fungi are not

unfrequently met with, and vibriones are often very abundant. The
characters of the two kinds of sarcina, met with in vomit, will be

described in the last chapter. See also pi. XXXII, fig. 242,^, h. The
vomit which contains this vegetable organism usually fennents for

some time after its rejection, like yeast, but the sarcina is occasionally

found in vomit which does not possess these characters. Besides

the sarcina, numerous oval fungi are usually present.

The colour of the so-called “ coffee-ground vomit ” appears to be

due to the presence of a dark-brown pigment in considerable quantity,

forming small aggregations or minute granules which, probably, con-

sist of the altered colouring matter of the blood. Often a consider-

able number of blood globules, somewhat changed in form, are

present. In some specimens of cholera vomit, numerous flocculi,

consisting partly of large cells of scaly epithelium, and partly of

cylindrical epithelium from the intestines, have been found.

The clear fluid which is brought up in certain cases (Pyrosis

or Waterbrash) contains only a little epithelium, and a few small oil

globules.

The green vomit, depending upon the presence of bile, contains

cylindrical epithelium (gall-ducts ?), scaly epithelium, flakes and

small masses of biliary colouring matter, often of a very bright

colour, and fat globules.

In cases in which cancer of the stomach is suspected, the vomit

should always be examined for cancer cells, pi. XXXII, fig. 241,

although usually these will be so much broken down as not to be

recognizable. The observer must be careful not to mistake cells of

columnar epithelium for cancer cells.

Epithelium of the Stomach .—I have seen flakes of stomach epithe-

lium rejected by vomiting. In a severe case of scarlet fever a thin

membranous mass about 3 inches by 2 was rejected. It was found

to consist entirely of epithelium. After the patient’s death, the part

of the surface of the mucous membrane from which it was detached,

was discovered, and this, with the epithelial masses, were preserved

permanently.

215. Examination of Matters passed by the Bowels.—The mi-

croscopical examination of the fieces is in certain cases of considerable

importance. In dysentery, shreds of fibrinous matter, blood cor-

puscles, pus globules, and cylindrical as well as squamous epithelium,

are sometimes present. Crystals of triple phosphate are also often

met with.

Mucus casts are sometimes expelled from the large intestine, and
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occasionally as complete tubes. Of this an interesting example was

sent me by Dr. Borrett. Flakes, some of which are very firm, are

common enough, especially after prolonged constipation. They

consist of a firm mucus, in which the epithelial cells from the large

bowel, and mucus corpuscles, are embedded.

The masses referred to above were tolerably firm, and some of

them were evidently portions of a tube. They were passed by a child

aged four, without giving rise to any urgent symptoms. On micro-

scopical examination, the tissue was found to be composed of a very

firm mucus, in which numerous cells of epithelium from the large

intestines were embedded. The following notes of the case are

extracted from Dr. Borrett’s note :
—“ The casts of mucus and epithe-

lium were passed by a little girl after some weeks of pain in the

belly. My fears were that some foreign body had been swallowed, a

button having once been passed up the nostril, and not recovered.

We always had a difficulty in getting the little girl to sit down, and

relief of bowels always caused more or less pain.” “ The substance

came away after a strong dose of senna tea, which caused great

griping
;

it had been found that senna always caused distress, and

castor oil was the aperient used afterwards. There was increased

sensibility of the canal which made senna a bad aperient. The

mucus and epithelium cast of bowels was passed in Feb., i860;

since which time the child has enjoyed good health; she never

makes any complaint of pain in the bowels
;
the appetite is large

;

and the general condition of the child excellent.”

In typhus stools, crystals of triple phosphate are frequently

present in great number
;
altered blood, and vast numbers of vibri-

ones, with different kinds of vegetable fungi, are not uncommonly

found.

The bodies represented in pi. XXXIII, fig. 243, were obtained

from the liquid stools of a girl aged eighteen, who was suffering

from cough and fever. Tho oval masses are probably fragments of a

clot of blood. The specimen was sent to me in 1858 by Dr. R. E.

Thompson.*

The stools of cholera patients are remarkable for the large quan-

tity of cylindrical epithelium they frequently contain. In many

instances the white flocculi are almost entirely composed of it.

Sheaths of the villi are often found in great numbers quite entire.

Some observers have failed to discover these sheaths, but I met with

them myself in one of the first cases I ever saw, and I have seen

them several times. In the majority of cases, however, they are not

* “ Archives of Medicine,” No. II, page 141.

o 2
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present. Undigested muscular fibre exhibiting the transverse strise

very beautifully, large crystals of triple phosphate and fragments of

substances taken as food, are also generally met with.

Masses of vegetable confervoid growths have occasionally been

passed by the bowels, but such cases are not common
;
one is men-

tioned by Dr. Farre, and another by Professor Bennett.

Professor Quekett and Mr. Brooke have met with some elastic

fibres in the faeces, exhibiting the transverse striae, which are normal

in the fibres of the ligamentum nuchas of the giraffe. The transverse

division depended probably upon incipient decomposition. The

division is sometimes so distinct and complete as to have led to

these fibres being mistaken for confervoid growths.*

It is often desirable to know if biliary matters are present in the

faeces. It does not necessarily follow that if the stools be pale all

traces of bile acids and their products are absent. The test for

biliary acids is given on page 124.

Living things in the Stools.—I have found numerous living acari

in matters passed by the bowels, but did not determine the species,

nor could I ascertain positively whether they had passed alive from

the bowel or had merely fallen into the dejection afterwards. I have

found different kinds of maggots, the larvae of various blow flies, in

the stools, and the evidence that these will pass through the whole

length of the alimentary canal in a living state is
'

quite conclusive.

See cases by Dr. Brinton and Mr. Blood, in the “ Archives of Medi-

cine,” vol. iii, page 133.

216. Discharges from tlic Uterus and Vagina.

—

The character of

these discharges varies very much. In subjecting them to micro-

scopical examination, it is better to avoid the addition of water or

other fluid if possible.

In uterine and vaginal discharges, the following substances are

not unfrequently met with. Epithelium of the vagina, pus globules,

blood corpuscles, small transparent oval or circular granular cells,

usually occurring in abundance in the mucus about the os and cervix

uteri, and small oil globules.!

A considerable thickness of the epithelial layer of the vagina, and

according to some observers, also that of - the uterus, is sometimes

shed in the form of a membranous cast or mould. I have seen such

epithelial casts or moulds from the rectum, oesophagus, and from

* “ Principles of Human Physiology,” Dr. Carpenter, fourth edition, page

438, note.

f Upon the microscopical characters of Leucorrhseal discharges, the Memoir of

Dr. Tyler Smith, in vol. xxxv of the “ Medico-Chirurgical Transactions,” [should

be consulted.



PLATE XXXIII.

Pig. 243.

a. rounded masses of earthy matter, probably carbonate and phosphate of lime. b, crystals of triple or
ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate, c, oval masses, probably fragments of a clot. In one, l.o the left of the
figure, the outline of the blood corpuscles is more distinct than in most, and in d the individual corpuscles
can be seen. e. dark amorphous masses, probably derived from the food. /, ovum of an entozoon, probably

an ascaris. g, small collection of blood corpuscles, x 215. p. 195.

Epithelial cast or mould of the vagina
(

’). but supposed by Dr. Tilt to come from the uterus.
Natural size. p. 197.

Fig. 245.
Fig. 246.

Formation of pus from germinal
matter of epithelial cells.

X 215. pp. 152, -00.

Pus corpuscles, under the action of
acetic acid x 215. p. 199.

Fig. 247.

Pus corpuscles. a, some
cells acted upon by acetic

acid. X 215. p. 199.

Fig. 248.

'Pus corpuscles, showing
protruberances.

X 700. p. 201.

Fig. 249.

Multiplication of pus cor-
puscles by detachment of
protruding portions from

each corpuscle.
X 215. p. 201.

rig. 250.

o‘(

o.:

'» •; frP0

Tubercle corpuscles
from a tubercle in
the lung, x 215.

’ig. 251.

*

Tubercle corpuscles from
the interior of the eye of a
child aged eight. Removed

by Mr. Hulme.
X 215. p. 201.

1000th of an Io<?h
i

j

x 215,

[To face page 196.
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the stomach. They correspond to the layers of cuticle which are

detached from different parts of the cutaneous surface after scarlatina.

Dr. Arthur Farre has recorded some interesting cases of “ Exfoli-

ation of the Epithelial coat of the Vagina,” in vol. i of my “Archives.”

The appearance of the specimens is represented in pi. XII of the

“ Archives of Medicine.” Dr. Farre remarks that the act of exfolia-

tion is repeated at intervals. The casts described by him are

interesting in another point of view, as showing the real form of the

vagina when in its ordinary empty and collapsed condition. (See

“Archives,” vol. i, p. 71.) Dr. Tilt has also described some inter-

esting cases of the same kind. His opinion is, that some of these

cases come from the uterus, while others are formed, as Dr. Farre

stated, in the vagina. The beautiful specimen figured in pi. XXXIII,

fig. 244, is one of those examined by Dr. Tilt, and considered by him

to come from the uterus, although the characters of the epithelium of

which it was composed, agree more closely with those of the vaginal

cells. (See “Archives,” vol. iii, p. 26.)

Leucorrluza.—In this condition very many imperfect cells of

vaginal epithelium are formed upon the surface of the mucous mem-
brane, as well as pus corpuscles. Many pus corpuscles originate

in the cells of vaginal epithelium, even after the epithelial cells have

assumed their distinctive form, but many of the younger cells of

vaginal epithelium, and those in the follicles of the mucous mem-

brane, divide and subdivide, giving rise at length to multitudes of

the spherical granular cells we know as “ pus corpuscles,” which

divide and subdivide very rapidly if freely supplied with nutrient matter.

In cases of cancer of the uterus, we should expect to meet with

cancer cells in the discharge, but these are often so broken down as

not to be distinguishable
;

still, when this condition is suspected, the

discharge, and also the urine, should be subjected to very careful and

repeated microscopical examination. In this investigation, the

resemblance of the cells of columnar epithelium from the ureter, to

spindle-shaped cancer cells, must be borne in mind, and the student

must be careful not to mistake the former for the latter. In many
cases it is not difficult to remove a little of the softened cancerous

matter upon the extremity of the sponge used in vaginal examina-

tions, when there is a much better chance of meeting with entire

cancer cells than in the urine.

It is not uncommon to detect cells containing much dark

granular matter extremely like cancer cells in the urine. In some

cases I have found that the dark granules consisted of particles of

urate of soda, but in others they were composed of pigmentary

matter. Some of these cases are extremely difficult of diagnosis.
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Pus.

—

Tubercle.

217. Examination of Pus.—The microscopical examination of

pus is easily performed. When found in the secretions, the prac-

titioner must not draw a too hasty conclusion with reference to the

nature of the case. Small quantities of pus may be present in certain

secretions without the existence of any serious disease.

Pus corpuscles become smaller on being placed in saline solu-

tions of greater specific gravity than the serum in which they float, in

consequence of exosmose of part of their contents. The corpuscles

of pus are destroyed by the action of caustic alkalies, and converted

into a thick glairy mass, which cannot be poured from the vessel con-

taining it, in drops. Upon examining this glairy mass in the micro-

scope, only a few granules can be observed. Ammonia acts very

slowly upon pus corpuscles, while the white and red blood cor-

puscles are instantly dissolved by it.

Water containing a trace of iodine in solution causes the pus

globule to swell, and displays the central mass. The most charac-

teristic reaction, however, is produced by the addition of acetic acid.

This reagent, if not very strong, causes the corpuscle to swell, so that

it may become nearly twice its previous diameter; the outline of

the cell being very thin, but clear and distinct, and from one to

four little bodies are developed in the centre (figs. 246, 247#,

pi. XXXIII). These have a dark outline, are of rather an irregular

form, highly refracting, but do not appear to be soluble in ether.

Occasionally I have found pus cells in which the central contents

were very dark, and slightly separated from the cell wall, fig. 246,

Upon treating these with acetic acid, the same reaction ensued (a). It

appeared as if the acid caused the central mass to contract, probably

after dissolving part of its constituents. The central bodies have

been termed nuclei, but they cannot be looked upon in the same

light as the nuclei of cells generally.

21S. Microscopical Characters of the Pus Globule, and of

Detecting it.—I must here offer a few very brief observations upon

detecting the pus corpuscle, and the inferences to be drawn from its

presence.

When a small quantity of pus is placed between glasses, and

examined with a power of about two hundred diameters, numerous

granular cells, larger than a blood globule, but with a circular outline

and finely tuberculated surface, are noticed. The serum in which

these cells float usually contains a few free fat globules. The cells
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above referred to have been considered as characteristic of “ pus,”

and much trouble was taken in the earlier days of microscopical

research to assign definite characters to them, by which they might

be distinguished from the so-called “ mucus corpuscle,” and other

cells, which they much resemble. Such a distinction, however,

cannot invariably be made, for, in the first place, cells may be

obtained which present various stages, apparently intermediate

between an ordinary epithelial cell and a pus globule
;
secondly, cells

agreeing in their microscopical characters with the pus globule, are

not unfrequently formed upon the surface of a mucous membrane,

without its functions being seriously impaired, and certainly without

the occurrence of those preliminary changes which usually precede

the formation of pus
;
and, thirdly, cells are found in the lymph, in

the blood, in the lymphatic glands, in the serous fluid in the interior

of certain cysts, and in many other situations, which in their size,

form, and general appearance, so much resemble the globules found

in true pus, that it is quite impossible to assign characters by which

they may be distinguished. The figures of these cells, as they

appeared before and after treatment by acetic acid, often could not

be distinguished from the figures of pus cells, treated in a similar

manner, given by the same authors. The so-called “mucus cor-

puscle ” is nothing more than an imperfectly formed epithelial cell,

which is entangled in the transparent viscid mucus secreted by the

mucous membrane. In inflammation of the bronchial mucous mem-
brane we have an excellent opportunity of demonstrating the transi-

tional stages through which a mucus-forming surface passes when it

gives origin to pus.

Cases occur in which it appears almost useless to attempt to decide

as to the presence or absence of pus, if only a few globules are to be

found (nor do I think that if such were possible, it would be of any

advantage), because no characters by which the globules can be dis-

tinguished individually have been laid down. At the same time it

must not be supposed that the diagnosis of pus is a matter of

secondary importance
;
and all that is intended in introducing these

observations is to impress upon the student the importance of not

stating that pus has been found in any particular locality, or in any

particular fluid, merely because a few cells having many of the

characters of a pus globule have been observed. To assert that “ pus

had been found in the blood,” or that “ the casts of the uriniferous

tubes contained pus,” would lead to a very different inference from

that which would be derived from the observation that “ cells having

all the characters of pus globules had been found in the blood,” or

that the “ casts of the tubes contained cells resembling those of pus.”
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The former would be true in extremely few cases
;
the latter in a vast

number that fall under the observation of every practitioner. If,

however, we find a considerable number of globules under the field

of the microscope, of nearly uniform size, agreeing in general charac-

ters with the pus corpuscle, and upon the addition of acetic acid exhi-

biting the characteristic reaction, we shall seldom be wrong in calling

them pus cells.

In examining the blood in cases in which the white corpuscles are

enormously increased in number, there can be no difficulty in decid-

ing, since we have every reason to believe that pus globules could not

possibly exist in the blood under the same circumstances.

219 . New Observations on the Pus Corpuscle.—The origin of the

pus corpuscle has been already referred to in p. 15 1-2. The researches

upon which the conclusions there briefly expressed, are based, have

proved, I think, as I showed in the first course of lectures which

I gave at the Royal College of Physicians, 1861, that the pus corpus-

cle is not formed by the breaking up of the tissue, and the aggrega-

tion of lifeless particles resulting therefrom. Nor is it produced by

the precipitation of particles from a clear exudation and their subse-

quent aggregation to form masses as Dr. Bennet of Edinburgh sup-

poses. Pus, as has been already stated, is a form of living germinal

matter, and has descended continuously from the normal germinal

matter of the body. Virchow has been led to conclude that pus is

formed in connective tissue corpuscles and in epithelial cells only.

But there is little doubt that pus may be derived from any germinal

matter in the body. The white blood corpuscle, the minute masses

of germinal matter which I have described as existing in the blood,

lymph corpuscles, chyle corpuscles, the masses of germinal matter in

the spleen and other ductless glands, those found in connection with

the walls of capillaries, germinal matter of nerve, muscle and other

tissues of the body may give rise to pus if placed under conditions in

which they are too freely supplied with pabulum.

On the Changes occurring in ordinary living Pits .
—I propose now

to bring forward evidence which seems to me conclusive as to the

mode ofgrowth and multiplication ofpus corpuscles, and which, I think,

goes far to show how living particles, so minute that they may be trans-

ferred considerable distances without loss of vitality, may be produced.

There is certainly no true cell-wall in the case of ordinary

pus, and this is proved by the fact that protrusions of the matter

of which pus corpuscles consist, may occur upon every part of the

surface, and not only so, but some of these protruded portions, after

moving a considerable distance away from the mass, become discon-

nected from it, and thus new pus corpuscles are produced. It is in
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this way that the very rapid multiplication of pus corpuscles is

effected. In pus from the bladder, movements even more active than

those in the mucus corpuscle are very easily observed, and when

fresh in consequence of the alterations in form, not a single spherical

corpuscle can be found. See fig. 44, pi. VII, representing some of

the many different forms of pus corpuscles present in a very small

quantity of pus. Every corpuscle exhibits a great number of these

protrusions, and every protrusion might be detached and form a free

pus corpuscle. In warm weather, I have known the movements

continue in pus corpuscles in urine containing little of the ordinary

urinary constituents, for forty-eight hours or more after the urine had

left the bladder. The very phenomena which take place upon the

surface of the mucous membrane of the bladder may in fact be

watched for hours under the microscope, and there are few things

more beautiful or more instructive. When the corpuscles die,—and

their death occurs when they are placed in any fluid which is not

adapted for their nutrition, the movements above described cease,

ahd they invariably assume the spherical form.

Not only may active movements be observed in the masses of

germinal matter above referred to, which have resulted from healthy

germinal matter being supplied with a greater amount of nutrient

pabulum than under normal circumstances, but they may be seen to

occur in the white blood corpuscles, lymph and chyle corpuscles, as

well as the connective tissue corpuscles, and the nuclei of various

cells, and there is reason to believe, with greater or less activity, in

every kind of living germinal matter in nature.'* Such movements

are not peculiar to the amoeba, although from the circumstance that

they were first observed in this creature, they have been termed

amcebiform. Some writers appear to have considered that there was

some special relation between all such moving masses of matter and

amoebae. The movements of the amoeba, like the movements of pus,

mucus, &c., are vital movements. The conditions required for the

maintenance of life being more complex in the case of some forms of

germinal matter than in others, we should conclude that such move-

ments would only continue for a considerable period of time in

* It is probable that careful observations upon this transparent living moving
material will teach us much concerning the nature of life. I think that this sub-

ject merits far more attention than it has hitherto received, not only from physicists,

chemists, and physiologists, but from philosophers. I do not think that what

will be learned from the study will favour the notions now most popular, but that

is no reason why it should any longer be wholly neglected by those who profess to

carry their enquiries to the utmost possible limits. Is it possible that some of

those who profess to be most liberal in science are fearful lest enquiry should be

pursued a little further than happens to be favourable to their particular view ?
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particles after their removal from their natural habitat, in the lowest

and most degraded forms. This is actually the case, just as some

creatures are capable of supporting life under a great variety of

conditions, although comparatively slight alterations would be fatal to

others.

A mass of any soft, living, germinal matter, when suspended in

fluid in active movement invariably assumes the spherical form, and

retains it for a short time after the movement has ceased, but if

placed under favourable conditions it absorbs nutriment and soon

exhibits vital movements
,
grows, and multiplies. The amoeba in water,

the white blood corpuscles in the liquor sanguinis, are both spherical

while the surrounding fluid is in active movement, but after they have

been at rest for a short time they exhibit their characteristic and very

wonderful movements.

Other changes may also occur in the pus corpuscle
;
supposing it

to be subjected to influences unfavourable to this rapid growth, the

material upon the surface may be precipitated, and thus a very thin

layer of semi-transparent insoluble material may be formed, which is

rightly termed “ cell wall” Changes may then take place in the mass

of the pus corpuscle itself
;

it may be resolved into oil globules, and

the many alterations which are familiar to observers may be readily

noticed in pus corpuscles which are subjected to disintegrating pro-

cesses or to the influence of fluids not adapted to their nutrition.

Many kinds of pus have been described according to the different

localities in which it has been found, and the different conditions

under which it has been produced
;
but in all cases pus possesses

certain general characters which show conclusively that it is living

germinal matter. It is not possible to distinguish many pus cor-

puscles from lymph corpuscles, white blood corpuscles, and many

other masses of germinal matter
;
indeed if the developing brain of

an embryo be examined at an early period, it will be found that this

important structure consists of nothing more than a number of spherical

cells, which could not, by any means we are yet acquainted with, be

distinguished from many forms of pus corpuscles, pi. XX, fig. 155. If

we carefully reflect upon many observed facts, we shall be compelled to

admit that masses of germinal matter which resemble one another in

every character we can ascertain, differ nevertheless remarkably in

power, as is proved by the results of their living. Few recent writers

seem to have fully recognised the remarkable truth that living things

may agree in physical and chemical characters, but differ widely in

power
;
that wide difference in vital power may be associated even with

similarity of composition. It need scarcely be said that physical and

chemical properties do not determine theform living matter is to assume.
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Properties and Powers of Normal Germinal Matter
,
and of the

Pus descended from it.—I will next venture to offer some remarks

upon the properties or powers of germinal matter. Although much

of what I shall say will necessarily be rather speculative, the interest

of the matter seems to me so great that I cannot pass it entirely over.

The germinal matter of tissue, being supplied with an increased quan-

tity of pabulum, may give rise to pus, as I have stated, but pus differs

in potver from the germinal matter from which it was derived. It

cannot, as far as we know, acquire the properties which the original

germinal matter possessed. My meaning will be rendered clearer if I

adduce an example. The germinal matter of cuticular epithelium may

give rise to the peculiar hard material of which the so-called “walls”

of the epithelial cell consist, and this same germinal matter of epithe-

lium, if freely supplied with pabulum, may give rise to pus. It seems

to me, therefore, that germinal matter may lose formative power, and

become degraded, and that it cannot acquire it or regain it when lost.

There is, as it were, no return to a high position for living matter

which has once suffered degradation, nor can degraded germinal

matter produce descendants with exalted power.

It must not, however, be supposed that degradation in formative

power implies diminished vitality. It is a mistake to conclude, as

some have done, that disease is necessarily associated with diminished

vitality. If, in speaking of the various degrees of vital activity, we refer

to the rate of increase of germinal matter, we have in most diseases

increased vital activity. In inflammation, as compared with health,

there is greatly increased vital activity
;
that is, more lifeless matter

becomes living during a corresponding period of time.

It would seem as if the formative or developmental endowments

of germinal matter were diminished or completely destroyed by its

rapid multiplication, so that a mass of germinal matter, which in

the course of a considerable time undergoing comparatively slow

change, would give rise to descendants which might be concerned in

the development of the highest and most complex tissues, if placed

under conditions favourable to its too rapid growth would absorb

much more nutrient matter in a given time, and produce descendants

much more quickly. But although this rapid multiplication might

continue, not one of the resulting masses would give rise to the

formation of characteristic normal tissue. Too rapid increase is

associated with degradation in power, and in man and the higher

animals, and plants, if textures grow too quickly, the perfection of

the tissues formed is marred, and the period of their endurance is of

necessity reduced.

Ordinary pus, then, may readily be produced if the nutrition of
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the germinal matter of a normal tissue be modified and increased.

Under certain specific conditions which we are not yet acquainted

with, pus with peculiar and specific properties or powers, is formed,

and this exhibits a far greater vital activity and is less easily destroyed

than the first.

220. On the Poison or Virus of Contagious Diseases.—The fore-

going observations are particularly interesting in connection with the

discussion concerning the nature of the materies morbi or virus of

contagious diseases. Just as a change in the conditions under which

the normal germinal matter of the body lives, will affect the rate of

its multiplication, and its properties and powers, so that from it may
proceed the germinal matter known as pus, which grows and multi-

plies with the greatest rapidity, and may even be removed consider-

able distances from the seat of its production without its vitality being

destroyed,—so I think under conditions which have not yet been

investigated, the rapid increase of certain forms of germinal matter

of the body, perhaps of the living particles existing in the blood,

may result in the production of particles with a power of resisting

the influence of external conditions far greater than that of pus, and

a power of multiplication when placed under certain special con-

ditions, to which that of the pus corpuscle would appear slow. I have

discussed this part of the question in my Report on the Cattle Plague.

The various facts and arguments advanced in my report render it,

I think, probable that the materies morbi or contagium of contagious

diseases, like pus, is generated in the organism under certain special

conditions. Like pus, I think it has originally descended from the

germinal matter of the organism. So virulent is the poison, and

such is its power of living under varying conditions, that having once

sprung into existence, it is almost impossible to extirpate it. If,

however, it were possible to destroy all the existing particles of any

specific form of contagious germinal matter, it is reasonable to con-

clude that no new living matter with the same peculiar properties or

powers would be reproduced, unless the very same complex con-

ditions which were present at its origin, recurred.

221. Tubercle.—Specimens of tubercle should be taken from the

lung itself. Not unfrequently tubercle is expectorated in the sputum,

but it is so mixed with pus and other substances, and it is so much

changed, that its characters are not often to be readily distinguished.

When examined under the microscope, tubercle is seen to consist of

a great number of small particles, for the most part of an oval form.

They vary somewhat in size and form, are evidently solid, and have

a granular appearance. The great majority of them contain nothing

like a nucleus. They have been described as free nuclei, but I have
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never been able to satisfy myself that this view of their nature is

correct. They become indistinct when immersed in glycerine, and

are rendered transparent by acetic acid. Much granular matter and

many minute oil globules are usually present. Tubercle corpuscles

are about the i-20ooth of an inch in their long diameter. Pus cor-

puscles and many of the cells described under “ Sputum,” are usually

present with tubercle. Tubercle corpuscles cannot be regarded as

the essential characteristic elements of this substance, for they are

not always to be made out in structures which are evidently tubercu-

lar. Tubercle when first formed consists of germinal or living matter,

but that which is usually termed tubercle consists of the products

resulting from the death of these. By the further disintegration and

breaking up of the tubercle corpuscles a variety of appearances result.

Very different opinions as to the nature of the tubercle corpuscle are

held by various authorities. Schroeder van der Kolk considers that

tubercle results from a change taking place in the ordinary epithe-

lium of the pulmonary air cells, and this opinion is entertained in a

more or less modified form by a great number of observers .'*
1 Of the

existence, however, of this epithelium in health there is much differ-

ence of opinion. In some cases, where the disintegration of the

lung tissue has not proceeded to a very great extent, turbercle cor-

puscles may be detected in the sputum.

For the opportunity of examining many interesting specimens of

sputum in phthisis, I have to thank many friends, especially Dr. Scott

Alison, of the Consumptive Hospital.

It is extremely difficult to decide with any certainty the mode of

origin of tubercle, and the facts at present accepted, really permit much
difference of opinion. It is probable that tubercle results either from

the multiplication of masses of germinal matter which have passed

through the capillary walls from the blood or is developed from

the masses ofgerminal matter usually termed nuclei in connection with

the capillary walls. In the case of tubercle which was very rapidly

developed upon the surface of the pia mater in a man of tubercular

constitution, I proved most distinctly that the “ tubercles ” were

connected with the vascular walls, and that if the “ nuclei ” had not

given origin to them, they were certainly implicated. My own opinion

is that these “nuclei” gave origin to the tubercle corpuscles in con-

sequence probably of receiving from the blood peculiar nutrient

matter. In the lung I have seen appearances which point to a similar

conclusion.

* On this subject consult the papers of Dr. Radclyffe Hall, Dr. Thompson,

Dr, Andrew Clarke, and others, referred to in the note on page 283.
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CHAPTER VI.

On Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.— Collecting Urine

for Microscopical Examination.—On Examining Urinary Deposits

in the Microscope.—Magnifying Powers.—Chemical Examination

of Urinary Deposits.—Extraneous Substances met with in

Urine.—Of Urinary Deposits.—Mucus.— Vibriones.— Tornloe.

—Penicilium Glaucum.—Sugar Fungus.—Epithelium.—Sperma-

tozoa.— Casts of the Uriniferous Tubes ; of Medium Diameter; of

Considerable Diameter; of Small Diameter.—Fat Cells.— Condi-

tions in which Fatty Matter occurs in Urine.—Pus.—Earthy Phos-

phates.— Urates.— Uric Acid.— Oxalate of Lime.—Dumb-bells.

—

Triple Phosphate.— Cystine.-—Carbonate of Lime.—Blood Corpus-

cles.—Large Oiganic Globules.—Small Organic Globules.—Ubi-

nary Calculi.

—

Formation of Calculi.—On the Preservation

of Urinary Deposits; in the Dry Way; in Canada Balsam; in

Aqueous Solutions.

It is not compatible with the object of this work to do more than

give a very short summary of the microscopical characters of the

principal urinary deposits, and describe the mode of collecting them

and the plans adapted for their preservation. The microscopical and

chemical characters of the urinary constituents in health and disease,

have been fully described in my other work, to which the reader is

referred for more complete information.* In the present chapter,

drawings only of those deposits which more frequently come under

the notice of the practitioner will be given.

The microscopical examination of the urine has of late years become

a subject of such great importance, and the advantages derived from it

so generally admitted, that I need scarcely dwell upon its value. Within

the last fifteen or twenty years, the investigation of urinary deposits has

been so much simplified by the use of the microscope in conjunction

with chemical analysis, that the nature of the greater number of depo-

* “Illustrations of Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi,” third edition, 1868.
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sits has been correctly ascertained. The investigations of Dr. Prout,

followed by those of Drs. Golding Bird, Jones, Christison, Owen

Rees, Johnson, and many others, have shown the importance of the

examination of the urine, and the advantages derived from it in the

diagnosis and treatment of urinary diseases.

By frequent examination of different specimens of urine, and

reference to the drawings, the student will soon become familiar with

most of the deposits he is likely to meet with. At first, however, he

must be prepared to encounter serious difficulties, the nature of some

of which it is desirable to consider here.

In some specimens of urine which he examines, he will perhaps

be surprised to find no deposit whatever, whilst in examining

others, the whole field of the microscope appears to be occupied by

substances of various shapes and colours, the nature of which he is

unable to ascertain by reference to works on the subject. Many of

the bodies whose presence gives rise to this difficulty, have obtained

entrance into the urine accidentally, and these are often mistaken by

the student. Portions of hair have been regarded as casts of the

renal tubes, starch granules as cells
;
and other substances of extrane-

ous origin, such as small portions of woody fibre, pieces of feathers,

wool, cotton, &c., often take the form of some of the urinary depo-

sits, and to a certain extent resemble the drawings of them in their

general appearance, so as to mislead the student in his inferences,

and retard his progress in the investigation.

In this portion of the work, the principle followed throughout,

namely, that of supposing the student actually engaged in working at

that part of the subject under discussion, has been adhered to as far

as practicable.

222. Collecting Urine for microscopical Examination.

—

Urine,

which is to be submitted to examination, should be collected in conside-

rable quantity, in order to obtain sufficient of the deposit for microsco-

pical investigation. In many instances the amount of sediment, even

from a pint of urine, is so small that, without great care in collecting,

it may be altogether passed over. The bulk of deposit from a mea-

sured quantity of urine should always be roughly noted. The space

occupied by it may be compared with the total bulk of the liquid,

and we may say the deposit occupies a fifth, a fourth, half the bulk of

the urine, &c. It is also very important that the total quantity of urine

passed in the twenty-four hours should be noted.

Bottles used for carrying specimens of urine should be made of

white glass, with tolerably wide mouths, and capable of holding at

least four ounces
;
but, if the sediment only of the urine is required,

the clear supernatant fluid may be poured off, after the urine has
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stood in the receptacle for several hours, and the deposit may then

be poured into small bottles of an ounce capacity, or even less. The
only objection to this latter mode of collecting urine is, that no idea

of the amount of sediment belonging to a given quantity of urine can

be formed. The bottles may be arranged in a case capable of con-

taining two, four, or six.

223. Importance of Examining tlie Urine soon after it has been

passed, and also at a later period.-—In all cases the urine should, if

possible, be examined within a few hours after its secretion, and, in

many instances, it is important to institute a second examination after

it has been allowed to stand for twenty-four hours or longer. Some
specimens of urine pass into decomposition within a very short time

after they have escaped from the bladder
;

or the urine may even be

drawn from the bladder actually decomposed. Under these circum-

stances we shall probably find the secretion highly alkaline, with a

strongly ammoniacal odour, and containing numerous crystals of triple

phosphate, with granules of earthy phosphate
;
and upon carefully

focussing, multitudes of vibriones will be noticed. In other instances,

the urine does not appear to undergo decomposition for a considera-

ble period, and may be found clear, and without any deposit for a day

or two, or even longer, after it has been passed. In those cases in

which uric acid or oxalate of lime is present, we shall find that the

deposit increases in quantity after the urine has stood still in the

glass for some time. These salts are frequently not discoverable in

urine immediately after it is passed, but make their appearance in the

course of a few hours. The deposition of uric acid seems to depend

upon a kind of acid fermentation, which has been the subject of

investigation by Scherer.

In order to obtain sufficient of the deposit from a specimen of

urine for microscopical examination, we must place a certain quantity

of the fluid in a conical glass, in which it must be permitted to remain

for a sufficient time to allow the deposit to subside into the lower

part. It is then removed in the pipette (§ 106).

224. Magnifying Powers required in tlie Examination of the

Urine.—Urinary deposits require different magnifying powers for

their examination, those which are most frequently used being the

inch and the quarter of an inch. The former magnifies about 40

diameters (x 40), the latter from 200 to 220 (x 200, x 220).

Large crystals of uric acid may often be readily distinguished by the

former, but crystals of this substance are sometimes so minute that it

is absolutely necessary to use higher powers. Octohedra of oxalate

of lime are frequently so small that they cannot be seen with any

power lower than a quarter; and, in order to bring out the form of
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the crystals, even higher magnifying powers than this are sometimes

necessary. Spermatozoa may be seen with a quarter, but they then

appear very minute. In these cases, an eighth of an inch object-

glass, which magnifies at least 400 diameters ( X 400), will be of

advantage, but I recommend the student to purchase a one-twelfth

magnifying about 700 diameters, if he obtains any power higher than

a quarter. The casts of the uriniferous tubes, epithelium, and the

great majority of urinary deposits can, however, be very satisfactorily

demonstrated with a quarter of an inch object-glass. The student

should always bear in mind that it is very important to become

thoroughly expert in the use of the lower powers before he attempts

to work with higher ones;

In some cases, it will be well to subject the deposit to examina-

tion in various fluids, such as water, spirit, mucilage, turpentine,

Canada balsam, &c., § 74.

225. Importance of the Chemical examination of Urinary

Deposits.—In the investigation of those deposits which are prone to

assume very various and widely-different forms, such as uric acid, it

will sometimes be necessary to apply some simple chemical tests,

before the nature of the substance under examination can be

positively determined.

Suppose, for instance, a deposit which is found, upon micro-

scopical examination, not to possess any characteristic form, be

suspected to consist of uric acid, or of an alkaline urate, we have only

to add a drop of solution of potash, which would dissolve it, and then

excess of acetic acid, when the crystals of uric acid will be deposited

after some time in their well-known rhomboidal form
;
or any other

chemical tests which should be considered necessary, § 129 et seq., may
be applied. See tables in “ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.”

When it is necessary to resort to chemical reagents, a drop of the

test solution is to be added to the deposit which is placed in the cell,

or upon the glass slide. If necessary, heat may be applied to the

slip of glass by a spirit-lamp, and, with a little practice, the student

will soon be able to perform a qualitative analysis of a few drops of

urine, or of a very small portion of a deposit. See chapter III.

Reference may be made to the following works :
— Prof.

Bowman’s “ Manual of Medical Chemistry,” by Prof. Bloxam.

“ Illustrations of Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.” Miller’s

“ Elements of Chemistry,” vol. iii. Neubauer and Vogel, translated

for the Sydenham Society.

226. Examination of the Deposit in the microscope.—The drop

of urine with the deposit, removed by the pipette, being now inclosed

in one or other form of cell, §§ 109, no, various parts of the speci-

p
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men are to be brought into the field of the microscope. It is better

to examine the object as regularly as possible, commencing on one

side, and moving it up and down, until the whole has been traversed.

After one specimen has been examined, and the nature of its contents

noted, another may be treated in the same way. Specimens should

be taken from the deposit at different levels
;

for while some deposits

soon sink to the bottom, others are buoyed up, as it were, either by

the small quantity of mucus which the urine contains, as is the case

with small crystals of oxalate of lime, or by the flocculent nature of

the deposit itself.

As each part of the deposit is brought into the field of the micro-

scope, the student should endeavour to recognize every object as it

passes before his eye. This, however, he will find to be for some

time a matter of considerable difficulty, arising partly from the great

number of deposits which commonly occur togecher, partly from the

very various forms which many of these substances are liable to

assume, but chiefly, I believe, from the great number of substances of

accidental presence which are found in almost every specimen of

urine submitted to examination
;
more especially in urine obtained

rom the wards of a hospital, upon which the first microscopical obser-

vations are usually made.

227- Matters of Extraneous Origin frequently met with in Urine.

—The substances named in the following list are among those which

are very constantly met with amongst urinary deposits, and their

general characters are represented in pi. XXXIV, figs. 252, 253, 254.

Fragments of human hair: cat’s hair: hair of different colours

from blankets
:
portions of feathers : fibres of worsted, and fibres

of cotton of various colours : fibres of flax
: potato starch, rice

starch, wheat starch, bread crumbs : fragments of tea leaves, or sepa-

rated spiral vessels and cellular tissue : fibres of coniferous or other

wood swept off the floor :
particles of sand : oily matter, in distinct

globules, arising from the use of an oiled catheter, or from the

accidental presence of milk or butter.

Besides the above, there are many other things met with less

frequently, as for instance, fragments of silk, mustard flour, cheese,

small portions of the skin of potato, or of different kinds of fruit, and

some others which will occur to the mind of every one. With the

microscopical characters of these bodies, the student should make

himself -perfectly familiar as soon as possible; and, as they can be

obtained without the slightest difficulty, there is no excuse for

ignorance of the general characters of these ordinary things. If he

is not able to recognize the common extraneous matters, the student

will frequently find himself in considerable difficulty, and his ignorance
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will lead him to make the most ludicrous mistakes. The origin of

most of these substances is so obvious that it need not be stated, but

it should be remembered that many of them become slightly altered

by standing for some time in the urine.

Fibres of Deal from the Floor.
—The only matter of extraneous

origin which requires to be particularly noticed, is one which may

very easily be mistaken, and, indeed, frequently has been mistaken

for tube casts. The substance to which I refer consists of the

delicate fibres of coniferous wood which are swept off the deal floor,

and thus get into the urine, pi. XXXIV, fig. 253. The fibres become

soft and swollen by soaking, and sometimes look much like casts.

The round pores which they contain somewhat resemble epithelial

cells. These bodies, of course, will only be met with when the floor

is of deal and often swept. I have found them in very many speci-

mens of urine obtained from King’s College Hospital.

It is impossible, as a general rule, to prevent the chance of

matters falling accidentally into the urine. In wards of hospitals,

where the floors are constantly swept, the disadvantage is greatly

increased. Much inconvenience arising from the presence of extra-

neous matters would be prevented if each vessel were provided with

a light simple cover. For further remarks on the subject of extraneous

matters in the urine, the reader is referred to a paper “ On the

Characters of Extraneous Matters,” in the Microscopical Journal,

No. II, and to the plates in my work “ On the Urine.”

Substances of various kinds are not unfrequently added to the

urine for the purpose of deceiving the practitioner. With this view,

hysterical patients sometimes try to impose upon, and excite the com-

miseration of the physician by adding flour, sand, brickdust, and other

powders to the urine. Milk is very commonly added. Such a speci-

men is very easily distinguished from the chylous urine by the presence

of the numerous oil globules.

In one case which came under the notice of my friend Dr.

Stewart, jeweller’s rouge (peroxide of iron) had been added to the

urine. The man had been to several of the metropolitan hospi-

tals and had imposed upon the physicians, but at last Dr. Stewart

was able to ascertain the nature of the peculiar red brown deposit.

Microscopical Journal, No. II, p. 93.

Dr. Beigel brought me, not long since, a specimen of urine with

a bulky light brown deposit which was found to consist entirely of

yeast which had been added to the urine.

p 2
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Of Urinary Deposits.

228. Arrangement of Urinary Deposits.

—

The following arrange-

ment of urinary deposits is based simply upon the appearance which

the deposit assumes when examined by the unaided eve. Although

such an arrangement is purely artificial, it will serve to associate, in

the student’s mind, the general appearances which dilferent deposits

usually present, with their microscopical characters. The proposed

arrangement has no reference to their chemical nature, microscopical

characters, origin, or to their importance in diagnosis. That it has

some practical advantages, will, I think, be admitted
;
but it is not

to be considered in the light of a scientific classification.

Upon taking a superficial glance at the more common forms of

urinary deposits, it will be noticed that while some are transparent,

light, and flocculent, others present the converse of these characters
;

on the other hand, there are several granular or crystalline substances

which form a small dense sediment which sinks to the bottom of the

vessel, leaving a perfectly clear supernatant fluid. Deposits will,

therefore, be divided into three classes, according to the general

characters which they exhibit to the unaided eye.

1. Light and Flocculent Deposits, usually Transparent, and

occupying considerable volume.—Mucus, with epithelium of different

characters, spermatozoa, vibriones, certain forms of fungi, various

forms of casts of the uriniferous tubes, and certain matters of extra-

neous origin.

2. Dense and Opaque Deposits, occupying considerable bulk.

—

Urate of soda, pus, phosphates, aud certain matters of extraneous

origin.

3. Granular or Crystalline Deposits, occupying a small bulk

sinking to the bottom, or deposited upon the Sides of the vessel.

—Uric acid, oxalate of lime, small quantities of triple phosphate,

cystine, carbonate of lime, blood corpuscles, &c., with matters of

extraneous origin.

First Class of Urinary Deposits.

229. Mucus.—If healthy urine be allowed to stand for a few hours

after it has been passed, a bulky, flocculent, and very transparent

cloud will be deposited towards the lower part. Upon examining this

in the microscope, a few delicately-granular cells, rather larger than

a blood corpuscle, will be observed sparingly scattered through a clear

and perfectly transparent substance, in which only a few minute

granular points can be detected. Mucus is, in fact, the debris from
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Fig. 253.

Fig. 262.

Globules of potato starch, as they appear when
examined in water. X 215. p. 210.

Small fragments of deal wood swept from the
floor. They may very easily be mistaken for
casts, and the 'pores,' characteristic of coni-
ferous wood, are not unlike epithelial cells.

p. 211.

Fig'. 254.

«. fragment of human hair, b, cat’s hair, c, hair from blanket, cl, fibres of flax. e. fibres of cotton. Theseas well as worsted fibres, are often coloured /, fragments of tea leaves, showing cells and spiral vessels’
(j, portions of feather, h. bread crumbs, showing wheat starch partly altered by baking and maceration

i. free oil-globules, consisting of small particles of butter. All x 215. p. 210 ,

[To face page 212.

1000th of an Inch ._[ x 215.
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the epithelial surface. A few cells of epithelium from the bladder, or

from some other part of the urinary mucous membrane, are not

unfrequently met with. Nothing more is observed in examining

healthy mucus in urine. In some diseases, however, this mucus

increases in quantity, and forms a thick transparent deposit, con-

taining numerous cells similar to those above referred to, with much

epithelium, the character of which depends upon the particular part

of the mucous membrane affected
;
fig. 255, pi. XXXV, represents the

general appearance of mucus found in urine. In the upper part of

the figure is represented a cell of bladder epithelium.

The mucus which is deposited from many specimens of urine,

often contains a great number of octahedral crystals of oxalate of

lime, frequently so very minute as to appear under a power of 200

diameters, like a number of dark square-shaped spots. Their crys-

talline form may be demonstrated by the use of a higher power, but

they may be recognized with certainty with a little practice, as

their square shape presents a characteristic appearance which soon

becomes familiar to the eye. They are insoluble in a solution of

potash, and also in strong acetic acid. These crystals are commonly

not deposited until after the urine has left the bladder, and if it be

allowed to stand for a longer period, they frequently undergo a great

increase in size. Upon examination, fragments of hair, small portions

of cotton fibre, and other substances of accidental presence, are not

unfrequently found to be encrusted with these minute crystals. Oxalate

of lime is often deposited in the urine of persons in good health.

A very thick, glairy, gelatinous deposit, which is frequently found

in the urine in cases of disease of the bladder, must not be mistaken

for mucus. This consists of pus altered by the action of carbonate

of ammonia, which has been set free in consequence of the decompo-

sition of the urea by the mucus or some other animal matter acting

upon it as a ferment, § 230, after it has left the bladder. In some

cases this change commences in the bladder itself, and the expulsion of

the viscid glairy mass often occasions great pain, and it is sometimes

very difficult to remove. Urine of this kind exhibits a highly

alkaline reaction, evolves an ammoniacal odour, and frequently

contains a considerable deposit of crystals of the triple or ammo-

niaco-magnesian phosphate, with granules of phosphate of lime.

Liquor ammonia and potash exert a similar change upon pus out of

the body.

230 . Vibriones.—After mucus has been allowed to stand for

some time in urine, numerous vibriones are developed in it. These

vegetable organisms are seen as minute lines under the microscope,

but they undergo very active movements
;
the longer ones twisting
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about in a seq^entine manner. They are sometimes developed in

urine before it has left the bladder, and always occur in decomposing

urine. Fig. 256 pi. XXXV, represents the appearance of some of

the commonest vibriones met with in urine. The ‘‘Trichomonas

Vaginae,” discovered by Donne, is said to be found sometimes in the

urine of women suffering from leucorrhoea.

231. Torulse.—Certain forms of vegetable fungi or torulae are

developed in urine after it has been standing some time. The

period which elapses before the appearance of the fungi, and the

particular species or the special form assumed by the species which

is developed, varies much in different specimens of urine, and in

different cases of disease. In diabetes, torulae are often developed

in quantity very soon (within a few hours) after the urine has been

passed
;
and their growth at this early period leads the observer to

suspect the presence of sugar, which must be confirmed by the

application of chemical tests. See “ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and

Calculi.”

Fig. 256 a, pi. XXXV, represents sporules of fungi of three dif-

ferent characters. Figs. 257, 260, and 261 show the appearance of

fungi often developed in urine. All these were found in acid urine,

and uric acid was present in the specimen which contained the fungi

represented in the two lower drawings.

223. Penieilium Glaucum. Sugar Fungus.

—

Dr. Hassall has

communicated a most interesting paper upon the development of

torute in the urine, to the Medico-Chirurgical Society, which will

be found in the volume of Transactions for 1853. Dr. Hassall has

arrived at the conclusion that there is a species of fungus which is

developed in specimens of urine, containing even very minute traces

of sugar, which may be looked upon as characteristic of the presence

of this substance, as it occurs in no other condition of the urine.

This is the sugar fungus, which is represented in different stages of

growth in fig. 263, after Flassall, and in figs. 264, 265. The sugar

fungus in diabetic urine is identical with the yeast plant. The sporule

state is represented in the upper part of the figure, and at a is shown

the thallus of the sugar fungus. The fructification of this fungus is

represented in fig. 259.

Besides the sugar fungus, however, there is another species which

is very commonly met with in acid urine containing albumen, if

exposed to the air. This is the Pemcilium. glaucum. This species

is represented in different stages of growth in figs. 257, 258, 260, 261.

Its fructification, which is very different from that of the sugar fungus,

is shown in fig. 258.

The microscopical characters of the fungi in different specimens
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of urine vary considerably
;
but these differences depend not upon

the existence of several distinct species of plants, but rather upon

the stage of development which the fungus has reached, and the

conditions present during its growth. In one specimen of urine,

the growth of the fungus may be arrested at the sporule stage,

figs. 256, 263, 264, 265 ;
in another not until a thallus, figs. 260,

261, 263, is formed, and in a third it goes on until aeriel fructifica-

tion takes place, and new spores are developed. The degree of

acidity of the urine, and the length of time during which it has been

exposed to the air, appear to determine, in great measure, the stage

of development which the fungus attains.

The penicilium glaucum, as well as the sugar fungus, may be met

with in saccharine urine, because all the necessary conditions

for its development may exist, namely, exposure to air, an acid

liquid, a little phosphate, and a certain quantity of nitrogenous

matter; but the sugar fungus is found only in those specimens of

urine in which to these three conditions is added a fourth, viz., the

presence of sugar.

Sarcinse.

—

These vegetable organisms, not uncommon in the

matters rejected in certain cases of obstinate vomiting, are occa-

sionally met with in urine. The specimens occurring in this fluid are

usually more minute than those obtained from vomit. The charac-

ters of sarcinae are described in chapter VIII.

233. Epithelium of the Genito-urinary Passages.—The forms of

epithelium which may occur in urine are very numerous, as the cha-

racters of the cells differ very much in different parts of the genito-

urinary mucous membrane.

The specimens represented in figs. 266 to 269, pi. XXXVI,
were carefully removed from the mucous membrane of the urinary

passages of a healthy male subject, with the exception of a few cells

which were found in urine. Epithelium from the vagina and bladder

is represented in the same plate.

Kidney.—Convoluted Poi'tion of the Tubes.-—The epithelium is of

the variety termed glandular, or secreting epithelium, and forms a

single thick layer of cells upon the basement membrane. The cha-

racters of this variety of epithelium have been described in page 157.

Straight Portion.—The epithelium is flatter, and approaches more

nearly to the scaly variety. It forms a thin layer on the surface of

the basement membrane.

Pelvis of the Kidney.—The epithelium consists of flat thin scales,

which are united together at the edges without overlapping each

other. This is termed tessellated epithelium, fig. 267.

Ureter.—The epithelium is very abundant, and of the columnar
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or cylindrical form. The nucleus is usually large and distinct,

fig. 268.

Bladder.
—The epithelium of the bladder differs much in different

parts. In the fundus there is much columnar epithelium mixed with

the large oval cells figured in 271 ;•—whereas, in that part termed the

trigone, the large flattened cells, with a very distinct nucleus and

nucleolus are most abundant. The columnar epithelium, b, fig. 181,

appears to line the mucous follicles, while the scaly variety lies on

the surface of the mucous membrane between them.

Urethra .—The epithelial cells of the urethra, fig. 269, are, for the

most part, of the columnar form, but mixed with this there is also a

good deal of scaly epithelium. Towards the orifice, the epithelium is

almost entirely of the scaly variety.

Vagina .-—The large cells of scaly epithelium, so commonly met

with in the urine of females, and derived from the vagina, are repre-

sented in fig. 270. They vary, however, much in size and form, and

are sometimes very irregular in shape, with uneven ragged edges.

234. Spermatozoa.—The urine should be examined for sperma-

tozoa soon after it has been passed, but they are not so rapidly

destroyed as has been supposed. They may be detected with a power

of about 200 diameters, figs. 272, 273, if the eye is familiar with their

appearance
;
but to demonstrate them to persons who have not seen

them before, it is better to employ a power of from 300 to 700

diameters.

The detection of spermatozoa in the vaginal mucus in cases of

suspected rape, is of immense importance. This is one of the cases

in which the practical utility of the microscope is quite unquestioned.

The mucus may even be dried and remoistened without destroying the

forms of the spermatozoa. For cases see “Archives of Medicine,”

vol. I, pages 48 and 139; see also my work on “Urine, Urinary

Deposits, and Calculi.”

The occasional presence of spermatozoa in the urine is not incon-

sistent with perfect health. It is only when their appearance is con-

stant and accompanied with other more important symptoms that the

practitioner is justified in interfering. We must always exercise the

greatest caution in these cases, for the mere allusion to spermatorrhoea

has done more harm to the patient’s mind, that can be counter-

balanced by the good produced by medical treatment. The occa-

sional presence of spermatozoa in urine must not be looked upon, in

itself, as evidence of the existence of that condition, to which the

term spermatorrhoea has been applied,—a word which I am sorry to

put into print at all
;
for I doubt if any one word has been productive

of more unutterable misery than this. Instead of making use of it,
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we should be more correct if we said that “ the patient was suffering

from such and such symptoms associated with the presence of sper-

matozoa in the urine.” In the majority of cases in which this ill-

chosen word is used, it excites the most terrible alarm in the patient’s

mind, from which, perhaps, he does not recover for some time,—his

notions of the condition having been derived from studying the detes-

table pamplets sent round by quacks to catch unwary dupes. In the

sense in which it is used by many practitioners, it only means that

spermatozoa have been found in the patient’s urine, as indeed they

occasionally are in the urine of almost every healthy man.

The only bodies at all liable to be mistaken for spermatozoa that

I have ever seen, are a form of vegetable growth which I have only

once met with, in a specimen of urine kindly sent to me by my friend

Mr. Masters, of Peckham Rye. Very careful notes of the case were

taken by Mr. C. Roberts, of St. George’s Hospital. Some of the

bodies in question very closely resembled spermatozoa, but their, true

nature was ascertained by noticing the characters of many other spe-

cimens of the vegetable growth. These are figured in pi. XXXVI,
fig. 274. See “Archives of Medicine,” vol. I.

235. Trichomonas Vagina*.—Donne observed some rounded

cells with vibratile filaments projecting from them in the urine of

females suffering from leucorrhoea, and considered them to be

animalcules. The name, Trichomonas Vagina, was applied to them,

but subsequent authorities have not been able to confirm M. Donne’s

observation. Gluge, Valentin, Siebold, and Vogel, consider the so-

called trichomonas vagina to be merely a cell of ciliated epithelium

from the uterus. Kolliker and Scanzoni have, however, found the

trichomonas in the vaginal mucus, both of impregnated and unimpreg-

nated women. (Scanzoni “ Beitrage zur Geburtskunde,” Band II.) I

have never seen cells in any cases at all resembling M. Donne’s figure.

Casts of the Uriniferous Tubes.

This is to the practitioner a most important and interesting class

of urinary deposits, and one to which, until lately, very little attention

has been paid. The microscopical characters of casts, in different

forms of kidney disease, particularly with reference to the diagnosis

of pathological changes taking place in the organ, have been investi-

gated chiefly by Dr. George Johnson, to whose observations we are

indebted for almost all that we know upon this subject.*

The microscopical characters of the forms of casts most com-

monly met with will alone be referred to here; and for a full

* “ On Diseases of the Kidney,” 1852.
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description of the characters of the urine in which they occur, and

their pathological interpretation, I must refer to my work on the Urine.

No conclusion can be based upon the presence of one or two

casts of a particular kind, but it is to the general characters of the

deposit we must direct our attention. Thus we may find in the

deposit from the. urine in acute cases which completely, and may be

very rapidly, recover, one or two cells containing oil, and one or two

casts containing a few oil globules. Now, we must not, from the

presence of these, be led into the error of concluding that the case is

one of fatty degeneration of the kidney
;
but if there were numerous

cells and casts containing oil, and these occurred from day to day,

such an inference might be justifiable. Nor must we expect to find in

one case epithelial casts only, in another granular casts, in a third fatty

casts, in a fourth none but large waxy casts, and so on
;
but we must

be prepared to meet with several varieties in one case, and must

ground our opinion, in great measure, upon the relative number of

specimens of any particular kind of cast, and upon the circumstance of

other deposits being associated with the casts. For instance, the

presence of uric acid crystals and blood corpuscles would render it

very probable that the case was acute, and of short duration. The

absence of these deposits, and the presence of a number of granular

or perfectly transparent casts, which can only be seen when the

greater part of the light is cut off from the field of the microscope, or

the existence of a number of oil casts, render it certain that the case

is chronic. The former would indicate that the kidney was becoming

small and contracted, while the latter variety of casts occur when it is

often of large size and fatty. Such examples might be multiplied.

When we consider how very numerous the secreting tubes of the

kidney are, we cannot feel surprised that a different condition should

exist in different tubes at the same time,—and from careful post

mortem examinations, we know that very different morbid appear-

ances are often seen in different parts of the cortical portion of one

kidney. It is not difficult, therefore, to account for the fact of the

presence of casts differing much in their diameter and characters in

the same specimen of urine.

A cast consists of a mould of a uriniferous tube, and is composed of

some transparent material which is formed in, or poured out into,

the canal, and there rendered firm, entangling in its meshes whatever

may be in the tube at the time of its effusion. The cast varies in

diameter with that of the central canal
;
but probably, after its forma-

tion it contracts slightly, and in consequence, it is readily washed out

of the tube and escapes into the urine. The diameter of the cast is

determined in great measure by the width of the canal of the uriniferous
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tube which varies according to the state of the epithelium. If the

epithelial layer lining the tube be of its ordinary thickness, we shall <

have a cast of medium size. If the cells be enlarged, and adhere

firmly to the basement membrane, the cast will be fine and narrow ;

while, on the other hand, if the tube be entirely stripped of epithe-

lium, the basement membrane alone remaining, the diameter of the

cast will be considerable. In describing the different varieties of

casts, it will be convenient to divide them into three classes, accord-

ing to their diameter. 1, Casts of medium diameter

;

2, Casts of con-

siderable diameter

;

and 3, Casts of small diameter.

Drawings of the various forms of casts, and a description of their

characters, and the mode of their formation, will be found in my work

on “ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi,” but a few of the typical

forms have been introduced in pi. XXXVII of this book. The

manner in which casts are formed is described in the same work.

236.—1. Casts of medium Diameter, about the 1-700/// of an

inch. ‘ Epithelial casts’ consist of moulds of the tubes in which cells

of epithelium are entangled. Some of the cells may be entire, while

others are disintegrated, pi. XXXVII, fig. 274. Some casts contain

only granular matter, figs. 274^, 278, and epithelial debris. More

rarely casts are met with which contain blood or pus globules. In

some instances, entangled in the cast, are numerous oil globules,

readily distinguished by their highly refracting nature, with or

without cells of epithelium, larger than natural, and gorged with oil,

% 275.

Once I have met with casts of medium diameter, containing well-

formed dumb-bell crystals of oxalate of lime. These casts were found

in the urine of a patient suffering from cholera. In the same speci-

men, also, several octohedra of oxalate of lime were present, but these

latter were not entangled in the casts, showing that the octahedra

were formed after the casts had passed from the kidney. See also

“Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.”

Occasionally, specimens of urine are met with which contain an

abundant flocculent deposit, consisting entirely of casts gorged with

cells closely resembling pus corpuscles and free cells of the same

character. Such cases are frequently of an acute character, and may
terminate fatally in a short time (three or four weeks), but this is not

invariably the case. I have known several children in whose urine

these casts and cells were most abundant, recover completely, and

I have known one instance in which such cells continued present for

upwards of six months. We must hesitate, therefore, before expressing

a very unfavourable opinion in these cases, and ought never to ground

our prognosis upon the characters of the urine only.
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—II. Casts of Considerable Diameter, about the 1-500til of

an inch.—“ Large waxy casts” are perfectly transparent, and have a

glistening aspect, somewhat resembling in appearance the surface of

wax as it cools after having been melted. Casts of considerable

diameter also occur, of a granular character, and one portion of a

cast is often granular while the other is transparent, and containing

perhaps a few epithelial cells. Large waxy casts are seen in fig. 276 ;

at a is represented a large cast, perfectly transparent. Two of the

casts in the figure, and the one depicted at a
,

fig. 277, appear to be

composed of a material in the interior, differing from that which forms

the circumference of the cast—an appearance which I have in several

instances observed. In some cases it is probable that these casts of

large diameter are formed in the wide part of the straight portion of

the uriniferous tube where this is very wide. Often it is evident that

the material is deposited in successive layers, as in fig. 277, a.

Although in some cases the convoluted portion of the uriniferous tube

is wide enough to admit of the formation of one of these large waxy

casts, I have never seen an instance where the tubes leading from the

cortical to the medullary portion of the kidney were wide enough to

permit them to pass through. I think, therefore, that much of the

material must have been deposited as the cast, at first very narrow,

passed towards the lower portion of the uriniferous tube.

238.—III. Casts of Small Diameter, about the i-ioooth of an

inch .
—

‘ Small waxy casts’ are formed in cases in which the epithelium

manifests no tendency to desquamate (iion-dcsqica/native nephritis).

The diameter of the cast is, therefore, that of the central canal only,

fig. 278 ;
and, not unfrequently, we meet with casts of less than 1 oooth

of an inch in diameter, having a perfectly smooth and glistening sur-

face, and without the slightest trace of granular matter. These appear

perfectly hyaloid, and, in the microscope, present the same general

appearance as a piece of the elastic lamina of the cornea.

239. Fat CeUs.—Besides the occurrence of fatty matter in casts,

and in cells entangled in casts, it is very commonly met with in cells

in the urine without the presence of casts. These are altered epithe-

lial cells of the kidney, enlarged and gorged with oil, figs. 275, 279.

Sometimes they contain a few oil globules, which are well defined,

and are seen to be distinct from each other
;
while, in other instances,

the globules are very minute, and so crowded together, that the cell

appears perfectly opaque and dark, resembling the so-called inflam-

matory globules or exudation corpuscles. Occasionally, cells contain-

ing oil globules may be derived from some other part of the mucous

surface of the urinary passages. Fig. 280, pi. XXXVIII, represents

the appearance of some epithelial cells, and collections of oil globules
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taken from the membranous portion of the urethra. These could

hardly be mistaken for the cells and casts met with in the urine in

cases of fatty degeneration of the kidney
;
but at the same time it is

important to bear in mind that cells containing oil globules are occa-

sionally met with in cases where the kidney is not diseased.

240. Conditions in which Fatty Matter may he met with in Trine.

—Of late, much attention has been paid to the presence of fatty

matter in the urine, and it may be of advantage to refer to the various

states in which it may be met with in this secretion, i. Fatty matter

may occur in the urine as distinct and separate globules, resembling

those which are produced by intimately mixing oil with water by the

aid of mucilage, &c., pi. XXXVIII, fig. 279, b. When fatty matter

occurs in this state only in urine, it has most probably been mixed

with the urine after the secretion has left the bladder. It may have

dropped into the urine accidentally, or it may have been intentionally

introduced for the purpose of deceiving us, or the secretion may have

been drawn off with an oiled catheter.

2. Fatty matter occurs in the urine in the form of globules,

inclosed within a cell wall, or in casts, as referred to in p. 218. The

composition of the fat in these cases is very interesting. I have shown

that it contains much cholesterine dissolved in a more fluid fat, from

which it may be readily separated in a crystalline form. From the

fatty matter contained in cells obtained from morbid structures in

other parts of the body, I have also been able to extract cholesterine
;

and also from some organs in a state of fatty degeneration. See

“ Archives of Medicine,” Vol. I, page 8, and my work on Urine,

Urinary Deposits and Calculi.

3. In some of the rare instances which occur from time to time

of the so-called “ chylous urine,” the fatty matter is suspended in a

state of exceedingly minute division. In a specimen of chylous

urine, for which I have to thank my friend Mr. Cubitt, of Stroud,

there existed nearly thirteen grains of fatty matter in a thousand of

urine. I could not detect any oil globules. The whole of this large

quantity of fatty matter was in that extremely minute state of division,

which is termed “ molecular,” in which condition the fatty matter

exists in chyle. Upon microscopical examination, the field was seen

to be covered with minute molecules, like small dots, vibrating with a

quivering motion, about each other. In this specimen there were also

a few delicately granular cells present. The appearance of this urine,

examined with a quarter, is represented in pi. XXXVIII, fig. 281.*

When, therefore, distinct oil globules^ are present in urine, they

* The case is fully reported, with analyses of the urine, in vol. I of the

“ Archives of Medicine.”
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may have been derived from oil or butter, which has accidentally

fallen into the secretion, or they may be due to the admixture of

?nilk. When the oil globules are inclosed within a cell wall, or

entangled in casts, the condition may be looked upon as indicative of
1

fatty degeneration ’ of the kidney, or of the epithelium situated in

some other part of the genito-urinary mucous membrane. And where

the fatty matter is in a molecular state, the case is one of ‘ chylous

urinel

Second Class of Urinary Deposits.

The three deposits in this class to the unaided eye are often very

much alike
;
but they differ widely in their microscopical characters, in

their behaviour with chemical reagents, as well as in pathological im-

portance.*

241 . Pus.—The microscopical characters of pus have been de-

scribed in pp. 198, 201. The form of the globules becomes some-

what altered if they have been soaking in urine for a long time, and

ultimately they undergo complete disintegration. Fig. 282 shows

the appearance of pus globules
;

at a four are seen which have been

acted upon by acetic acid. See also figs. 246, 248, 249, pi. XXXIII.

If decomposition of the urea, accompanied with the development

of carbonate of ammonia, occurs, the globules become converted

into a glairy viscid mass : see p. 213.

A deposit of pus is very frequently accompanied with crystals of

triple phosphate, but this is by no means invariably the case. I

have noticed that when the pus is derived from the bladder, the

crystals are very frequently present
;

but in several cases in which

large quantities of pus were passed in the urine, but were formed in

the kidney, the crystals were altogether absent. This is perhaps to be

accounted for by the altered composition of the urine in cases where

the kidney is the seat of disease. The phosphate is never derived

from the coats of the bladder as was formerly supposed, but when

present it is invariably deposited from the urine.

Chemical Characters.—Deposits of pus are rendered clear and

glairy by the action of strong alkalies. The mixture is so viscid that

it will not drop from one vessel into another. The urine in which

pus is present contains a trace of albumen, which may be detected

by the application of heat or upon the addition of nitric acid, and in

certain cases it is sometimes a very nice point to decide whether the

•
# The method of distinguishing these deposits from each other chemically is

described in “Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.”
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albumen results from chronic disease, or is due merely to the pus

which is present in the urine.

242. Earthy Phosphates.—The earthy phosphates which occur in

large quantity in urine are triple phosphate
,
generally accompanied

with amorphous granules, or small rounded globules of phosphate of

lime. This deposit often occurs in considerable quantity. Upon

microscopical examination, numerous prisms of triple phosphate

(H0,NIT 40,Mg0,P05 ), in their well-known triangular form, with

obliquely truncated extremities will be observed, pis. XXXVIII, XLI,

figs- 283, 307.

Some of the crystals are more quadrilateral in form, while others

appear almost like an octahedron, in consequence of the central part

of the crystal not being developed. A crystal of this form is repre-

sented in fig. 283, pi. XXXVIII. In consequence of the two ends

being closely approximated, the appearance of a square crystal, the

opposite angles of which are connected with straight lines, is pro-

duced. Various modifications of tire above forms will also be met

with very frequently. The faces of the crystals become roughened

by standing long in the urine, or, indeed, in pure water, unless a

small quantity of some ammoniacal salt be dissolved in it, in which

case the crystals will keep unimpaired for a length of time.

When triple phosphate is precipitated by the addition of liquor

ammonise to urine, it occurs as beautiful feathery snow-like crystals,

pi. XLI, fig. 308.

The more uncommon modifications of the crystals of earthy

phosphate will be considered in the third class of deposits, as they

most frequently occur only in small quantity. The deposit of

triple phosphate is always accompanied with phosphate of lime

(2Ca0,H0,P05)
if the urine be alkaline. This phosphate occurs in

the form of small spherical masses or amorphous granules, pi. XLI,

figs. 309, 310. Often two small globules are joined together so as

to resemble a small dumb-bell crystal. It also occurs crystallized.

Chemical Characters—Phosphates are soluble in acetic acid, and

very readily so in nitric or hydrochloric acid. If ammonia be added

to the acid solution, the triple phosphate is precipitated in the form

of beautiful stellate crystals, fig. 308, which gradually become altered

until prisms are formed, a.

243. Urates.—These deposits are sometimes found in very large

quantity. The sediment composed of urates may vary in colour

from a pale buff to a tolerably deep red
;

often, however, it is

almost colourless. It is this deposit to which the terms ‘nut-

brown sediment,’ ‘lateritious deposit,’ &c., have been applied,

according to the proportion of colouring matter it may contain. It
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consists principally of urate of soda, with small and variable propor-

tions of urates of ammonia and lime, and traces of urate of magnesia.

Upon microscopical examination it is found to consist entirely of

minute granules which are unequally aggregated together in different

parts of the field, pi. XXXVIII, fig. 284. More rarely the deposit

contains spherical masses of the urate, or small rounded globules,

fig. 289. In children, urates are often found in the form of perfectly

spherical masses, somewhat resembling in form the crystals of car-

bonate of lime occurring in horses’ urine. Such crystals are figured

in
‘ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.’ In the adult also, such

spherical crystals are occasionally met with. Dr. Kennion, of Harro-

gate, sent me a short time since a specimen of urine containing the

largest spherules of this description that I have ever seen. These

are figured in vol. I, of the ‘ Archives of Medicine.’

The appearance of urate of ammonia artificially prepared, is

shown in fig. 286. Fig. 285 shows the appearance of the spherical

masses of urate of soda, which form part of the scum of urine while

it is evaporating. The smooth semi-transparent flakes consist of

phosphates which form a very thin film to which the urates adhere
;

and fig. 287 represents spherical crystals of urate of ammonia, pre-

pared artificially.

Chemical Characters.
—Urates are soluble in boiling water, and

very soluble in potash. Upon the addition of excess of acetic acid,

the soluble urate is decomposed, and after the lapse of a short time,

well-formed crystals of uric acid, which may be examined by the

microscope, are deposited. Urates are entirely combustible at a red

heat, and by being treated with nitric acid and ammonia, yield the

beautiful purple colour characteristic of murexid (see Uric acid).

For the method of analyzing these deposits, see Heintz’s “Zoo-

cliemie,” Lehmann’s “ Physiological Chemistry,” vol. i, Bowman’s
“ Medical Chemistry,” by Bloxam.

Urate of soda is not unfrequently met with in urinary deposits in

the form of small spherical masses, from the surface of which spicules

of uric acid project in various directions, pi. XXXVIII, fig. 289.

Occasionally, the very dark granular appearance of certain casts is

due to the deposition of urates upon their surface and in their substance,

afterthe casts havebeen passed. Epithelial cells which have been stand-

ing for a long time in urine rich in urates, also exhibit the dark grafiular

appearance in every part. Spermatozoa are sometimes invested wTith

a granular covering of urate of soda, and a variety of curious appear-

ances are sometimes thus produced. In these cases the granular

appearance is removed upon applying a gentle heat to the slide upon

which the deposit is placed, or by the addition of a little dilute potash.



PLATE XXXVIII.

Fig-. 2SI.Fig. 279.

o, oil-globules enclosed in cells.
O tree oil.globules as they
appear when oily matter haa

been mixed with urine
X 315.

Fig. 230.

Epithelial cells and oil-globules
from the membranous portion

of the urethra, x 215.

p. 221.

Fatty matter in a molecular state,
as it occurs in chylous urine.

X 21.5.

Fig. 232.

Pus corpuscles, a treated with
acetic acid.

Fig. 285.

Fig. 283.

Crystals of triple phosphate,
omall globules of phosphate of

lime with vibriones.
X 215. p. 223.

Fig. 284.

Urate of soda, a3 it commonly
occurs in urine.

X 215. p. 224.

Fig. 2S6.

Urate of soda and films of triple pho<
plaate, formed on the surface of cor

centrated urine.

Urate of ammonia, pre-
pared artificially.

X 215.

p. 221.

Fig. 287.

Urate' of ammonia, prepared
artificially.

X 215.

Fig. 283.

Rare form of
- urate of soda, frcm urine of a patientsuffering from peritonitis. x 21.5.

Fig. 289.

-
I ul "laascs, irornpaits ot which minute acicular crystals

acid project. X 315.
'

1000th of an inch
, ,

x 215.

[To face page 224.
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Fig'. 290.

X 215.

Fig. 292.

Uric acid crystals. Human urine. X 13C.

Fig. 293.

Large halbert-shaped crystals of uric acid, a,
' cayenne pepper ’ grain.

X 215*.

Fig. 294.

Large crystals of uric acid. Deposited in
urine after standing, x 130. p. 225

Fig. 296.

Small crystals of uric acid of
a rhomboidal form

; many of
them resemble sections of small

cylinders.

Fig. 295.

d

Less common forms of uric acid crystals. a. crystal like cavenne-
^JXr1q6raiP8

-
.

6
:

six-sided crystals. c . mass with small uric acidcrystals projecting from it. <7. small pyramidal crystals of uric acid •

very uncommon, e, peculiar forms of uric acid. p. 225.

1000th of an Inch
, ,

x 130.

» » r ,
x 315.

References on p. 235.
[To follow Pl. XXXVIII.
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Third Class of Urmary Deposits.

244 . uric or Litliic Acid.—This is one of the most common
urinary deposits. Uric acid is frequently deposited after the urine

has left the bladder, in consequence of the occurrence of acid

fermentation, a process which has been studied by Scherer. * In

some instances, however, the uric acid is undoubtedly precipitated

before the urine is passed. Like the urates, deposits of uric acid

vary very much in colour. Sometimes they are nearly colourless,

while in other instances, the crystals are arranged in the form of large

grains of a deep red colour “ Cayenne pepper grains.” In pi.

XXXIX, figs. 292, 295, the appearance of two of these crystalline

masses is depicted. The crystals also vary very much in size, so that

the deposit may appear to the unaided eye as a granular layer, or as

a distinctly crystalline sediment. Deposits of uric acid usually

occupy an inconsiderable bulk, compared with that of the urine from

which they have been precipitated. Uric acid is occasionally depo-

sited in a granular form. In some cases a very abundant precipitate

of minute crystals of uric acid is produced upon the addition of nitric

acid to urine. So minute are the crystalline particles that the preci-

pitate forms a cloud which has been many times mistaken for

albumen.

The forms which the crystals assume are very various. The most

characteristic, and those most frequently met with, approach the

rhomb, and it is in crystals of this character that uric acid is usually

deposited when solutions of any of its salts are decomposed by the

addition of a stronger acid. Some of the most common forms are

represented in pi. XXXIX. Fig. 293 shows the form in which uric

acid is often found in the urine of cases of t acute dropsy,’ and of

‘ dropsy after scarlatina.’

Six-sided crystals of uric acid must not be mistaken for cystine,

pi. XLI, fig. 3.15. They may readily be distinguished by two of

their sides being longer than the others, and also by their chemical

characters.

In fig. 290 are represented some crystals of uric acid, which are

occasionally met with. They may often be produced by the rapid

crystallization of uric acid in urine, to which nitric or hydrochloric

acid has been added. Very many other forms of uric acid are

represented in the plates in my work on ‘ Urine, Urinary Deposits,

and Calculi.’

# “ Untersuchungen,” 1843. Lehmann’s “Chemistry;” translated by Day,

vol. ii, page 408.

Q
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Chemical Characters of Uric Acid.—A deposit suspected to con-

sist of uric acid, but having no well-defined crystals, may be examined

as follows :—A drop of liquor potass® is to be added to it. If uric

acid be present it will be dissolved, and the alkaline solution will

deposit well-formed crystals of uric acid after the addition of excess

of acetic acid. The mixture should be allowed to stand for some

time to admit of the formation of crystals. Uric acid is soluble in

nitric acid, and if the solution be evaporated to dryness, and a drop

of ammonia added, it yields the most beautiful purple colour

dependent on the formation of murexide. This is a good test for uric

acid when free or in combination.

245. Oxalate of Lime.—Oxalate of lime was first shown to be a

common urinary deposit by the late Dr. Golding Bird. It occurs as

a scanty sediment, in which the crystals, if they are large, appear, to

the unaided eye, as minute glistening points. Large crystals of

oxalate of lime present a beautiful appearance when examined by

reflected light, pi. XL, fig. 303, d. If they are subjected to examina-

tion in the dry way, they appear like dark cubes, with a clear bright

centre, a. Their appearance in water and in Canada balsam is

shown in the same figure at b and c. More commonly, however, the

crystals do not all 'sink to the bottom of the liquid, but are, as it were,

buoyed up by the small quantity of mucus present. They vary very

much in size.

Oxalate of lime crystallizes in well-defined octahedra, one axis of

which is much shorter than the other two. Viewed in various posi-

tions, the crystals present a very different appearance, which has

given rise to the idea that this substance crystallizes in several

different forms in urine. In fig. 302, several of these appearances

are represented
;
the crystals being the same in each case, but viewed

in a different position. In the four lower figures the crystal is shown

as it appears when one of its lateral angles is towards the observer,

and it is rotated upon its long axis. I have been able to observe all

these different forms by causing the crystals to turn over in the field

of the microscope. With the aid of a little glass model, it is very

easy to demonstrate the different appearances to any one.

Octahedra of oxalate of lime are frequently deposited after the

urine has left the bladder, and continue to increase in size for some

time after their first appearance
;
so that the urine should always be

examined soon after it has been passed, and also after the lapse of

several hours.

Not unfrequently the crystals are very minute, and without care

in the examination they may be passed over altogether. Minute

crystals of oxalate of lime often occur amongst deposits of pale



PLATE XL.

Fig. 297-

Crystals of carbonate
of lime, in Canada
balsam

; seen by trans-
mitted light.

p. 229

Fig. 29S.

Crystals of carbonate
of lime, seen by re-
flected light, p. 229.

Fig. 299.

Crystals of phosphate of
lime, in the form of dumb-

bells. p. 228.

Fig. 300.

Crystals of urate of potash,
assuming a dumb-bell form'
but evidently composed of

acicular crystals, p 228.

5

Fig. 301.

Dumb-bell and octahedral crystals of oxalate of lime. One very large
one is seen at the right-hand side of the figure, p. 227,

Fig. 302.

The same octahedron of oxalate of lime, seen in different positions.
p. 226

Fig. 304.

Collections of dumb-bell crystals
firmly adherent to each other.
Such a mass might very easily
become converted into a small
calculus by deposition of mate-
rial of a similar composition in

the intervals.

Fig. 305.

Perfect dumb-bell crystal, from
the urine of a child two years

old, suflering from jaundice.

Fig. 306.

O %
Dumb-bells subjected to the
prolonged action of acetic acid,
showing the crystalline mate-

rial nearly dissolved away
p. 223

d

Octahedra of oxalate of lime. a. by transmitted light in the dry way. I,, in water, c, in Canada balsam
d. by reflected light. p. 226.

AU these figures x 215.]
1000th of an Inch x 215.

[To face page 226.
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urates, which may obscure them from view, and they frequently

accompany the crystalline deposit of phosphate of lime, pi. XLI, fig.

312. Oxalate of lime is insoluble in potash, so that when present

with urate, the latter may be readily dissolved by the alkali, and the

oxalate left perfectly distinct.

Chemical Characters.
—Oxalate of lime deposits are seldom met

with in sufficient quantity for quantitative analysis. The crystals are

insoluble in water, potash, and acetic acid
;
but soluble in the mineral

acids. This deposit, if exposed to a red heat on platinum-foil,

becomes converted into carbonate of lime, which effervesces upon

the addition of a drop of acid, § 141.

s-so. crystals.—Dumb-bell Crystals of Oxalate of

Lime.-—These crystals were also first prescribed by Dr. Golding

Bird, as consisting of oxalate of lime
;
but in consequence of their

power of polarizing light, he considered it probable that they might

be composed of oxalurate of lime. This opinion of Dr. Bird has,

however, since been proved to be incorrect. The composition of

these crystals is discussed in page 232.

A very perfect form of these dumb-bell crystals is represented in

pi. XL, fig. 305 ;
they were obtained from the urine of a child, two

years of age, suffering from jaundice. Besides the dumb-bell

crystals, other allied forms are very often present, such as oval and

perfectly circular crystals, fig. 301 ;
and not unfrequently crystals of

an irregular form occur, one side being even and regular, while the

opposite presents different characters. Dumb-bells are usually met

with in urine only for a few consecutive days, and they are almost

always accompanied with octahedral crystals, fig. 301. I have

observed on several occasions that the appearance of the more

perfectly formed dumb-bell crystals is preceded and succeeded by

the presence of the circular, oval, and less regular forms of crystals.

These crystals are certainlyformed in the kidney
;
for I have seen

them in the tubes after death on several occasions, and once I met

with them in the fibrinous casts of the uriniferous tubes which

had escaped in the urine. The crystals take the spherical or

dumb-bell form in consequence of the presence of mucus.

Carbonate of lime found in the urine of the horse, fig. 297, and

other herbivorous animals is deposited in allied forms, and the

earthy matter of shell, as has been shown by Mr. Rainey, takes a

very similar form.

By the prolonged action of acetic acid, I have found that the

crystalline matter of the dumb-bell was dissolved, a small quantity

of organic matter taking the precise form of the original crystal, and

appearing like a cell-wall being left, fig. 306.* A similar change

Q 2
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takes place in the case of the spherical and dumb-bell-shaped crystals

of carbonate of lime, so common in the urine of the horse and other

herbivora.

The dumb-bell crystals appear to be formed by the aggregation

of minute acicular crystals
;
an arrangement which is well seen in the

crystallization of other substances, which, under certain circumstances,

assume this form. In fig. 300, some crystals of urate of potash (pre-

pared artificially) are represented in this form, but in this case the

crystalline material is not associated with any form of animal matter.

Phosphate of lime also appears to assume the dumb-bell form

occasionally. The crystals delineated in pi. XL, fig. 299, were

obtained from the decomposing mucus of the gall-bladder of an ox.

Uric acid also assumes the dumb-bell form
;
but these crystals

are readily distinguished from those of the oxalate of lime by their

solubility in solution of potash, and by the difference of their refracting

power. See also the observations upon oxalate of lime calculi,

page 232.

Chemical Characters.—Dumb-bell crystals possess the same

chemical characters as the octohedra of oxalate of lime. They are,

however, dissolved by the very prolonged action of acetic acid,

fig. 306. Sometimes aggregations of dumb-bells constituting minute

calculi are found in sufficient quantity for analysis.

241. Eartliy Phosphate.—Besides the ordinary form of crystals of

phosphate, figs. 283, 307, 308, there are others which occur more

rarely in small quantities. Figs. 31 1, 312, 313, pi. XLI, represent

some crystals of phosphate, which were formerly considered to be a

peculiar form of magnesia, but these crystals have been proved to be

composed of phosphate of lime by Dr. Hassall. This crystalline form

of phosphate of lime is often associated with crystals of oxalate of

lime, fig. 312. Beautiful crystals of phosphate of lime may be pre-

pared by causing solutions of phosphate of soda and chloride of cal-

cium in strong glycerine, to mix together very gradually.

248. Cystine.—Cystine forms a deposit much resembling that

of the pale urates
;
from which, however, it is readily distinguished by

not being dissolved upon the application of heat. For the deposit

from which the drawings, figs. 3x4, 315, were taken, I am indebted

to my friend, Dr. Sankey. An interesting case of cystine deposit,

reported by Dr. Milner Barry, is given in vol. I of the “ Archives

of Medicine,” with analyses of the urine.

Chemical Characters.—Deposits of cystine are insoluble in the

warm urine or in warm water. They are dissolved by ammonia, and

* “ Medical Times,” 1851, page 374.
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Fig. 307.

Prismatic crystals of
triple phosphate, show-
ing their form. p. 223.

Fig. 303.

Stellate crystals of triple phosphate. Formed by the
addition of ammonia to urine x 40. a is an arm of a

crystal X 215.

Fig. 309.

» <b ®

Large granules of phos-
phate of lime.

Fig. 310.

Unusual form of triple
phosphate From the urine
of a -patient suffering from
indigestion in the very hot

we'ather. x 215. p. 223

Fig. 311.

Crystals of triple phosphate, x 130. p 228.

Fig. 313.

Phosphate ot lime, x 228. p. 215.

Fig. 312.

Phosphate of lime. From urine X 130. pp. 228, 227.

Fig. 315.

Cystine. From urine.
X 2J5. p. 22b,

1000th of an inch ^ x 40,

,, ,, i i
x 130.
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if the ammoniacal solution be allowed to evaporate, the six-sided

crystals are again deposited. This deposit, if incinerated on plati-

num-foil, leaves no fixed residue.

249. Carbonate of Lime is very rarely met with in a crystalline

form in human urine. Not unfrequently it occurs, mixed with a

deposit of triple phosphate and phosphate of lime, as an amorphous

powder, or forming very small round masses. Occasionally, however,

it has been met with as dense spherical stellar masses, composed of

aggregations of minute acicular crystals (Dr. Golding Bird). Fig. 297,

pi. XL, represents the appearance of carbonate of lime as it occurs in

the urine of the horse when viewed in Canada balsam, with the aid

of transmitted light, and in fig. 298, the same crystals are represented

as seen by reflected light on a dark ground.

The Chemical Characters of Carbonate of Lime are described in

§ Hi-
250. Blood Globules usually form a red or brownish-red granular

deposit which sinks to the bottom of the vessel. If the urine be per-

fectly neutral, or slightly alkaline in its reaction, the colour of the

globules will be bright red
;
while, in those instances in which the

reaction is decidedly acid, the deposit of blood will be of a dirty

brown colour, imparting to the fluid a smoky hue. This smoky
appearance almost always exists when the urine is acid, and the blood

is derived from the kidney. In many cases in which it retains its

florid colour, it has escaped from the mucous membrane of the

bladder, prostate, or urethra. If blood globules remain long in urine

they become much altered in form, the outline appearing irregular

and ragged, and the surface granular. This change no doubt is

chiefly dependent upon physical causes, pi. XLII, fig. 316.

Chemical Characters of Urine containing Blood.—Urine contain-

ing blood corpuscles also contain serum, but the quantity of this fluid

is in many cases very small, although numerous blood corpuscles are

to be discovered by microscopical examination. If there be much
blood, the albumen of the serum is readily detected by the ordinary

reagents, but if the quantity of albumen present be greater than can

be accounted for by the number of blood corpuscles, the practitioner

would be led to fear the existence of organic disease of the kidney,

and would at once investigate the case very carefully in order to

ascertain if there was any evidence of the change. See “ Casts of

the Tubes,” p. 219.

251. Cancer Cells.—Large Organic Globules, Inflammatory Cor.

imscies, Exudation Cells, &c.

—

Specimens of cancer cells found in

the urine in cancer of the bladder and cancer of the uterus are repre-

ented in figs. 322, 323.
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Large cells filled with oil globules, which are met with in the

urine in cases of fatty degeneration, have already been referred

to in p. 221. These when completely filled with oil, appear per-

fectly dark by transmitted light. They have been termed “large

organic globules,” by Dr. Golding Bird, and in structure present

great similarity to the so-called “ exudation cells,”
“ inflammatory

globules,” or “ compound granular cells.” They consist essentially

of spherical aggregations of minute oil globules which can be readily

distinguished by their dark outline and clear transparent centre. By
reflected light these cell-like bodies appear opaque and perfectly

white. They must be distinguished from cells which even with very

high powers the dark parts appear to be composed only of minute

granules or molecules, which appear as very fine dots.

252. SpEaerical Cells containing Nuclei anti Granular Matter.—
Cells exhibiting nuclei and granules are not unfrequently met with in

specimens of urine, but I have not been able to determine with

accuracy the portion of the mucous tract from which many of these

cells have been derived, or their pathological importance. The cells

represented in fig. 321, were found in the urine of a patient suffering

from rheumatic fever. The smaller round bodies are altered blood

corpuscles. The large cells above referred to contained several trans-

parent bodies within them, which became very distinct upon the

addition of acetic acid (nuclei ?). The central bodies did not refract

light as oil globules, nor did they present the circular dark and well-

defined outline so characteristic of them.

In pi. XLII, fig. 320, are represented specimens of large cells

filled with dark granular matter, but not containing any oil particles,

from the urine of a case of chronic bronchitis. There were also a

few pus globules present in this specimen. It is probable that these

cells consisted of altered mucus corpuscles and bodies embedded in

mucus which was expectorated and afterwards thrown into the urine.

Fig. 318 represents a curious form of cell found in the urine of a

case of renal dropsy of seven weeks’ duration. Casts of medium

diameter, with a few small cells containing oil, were also present in

the same specimen of urine.

Cells presenting somewhat similar characters have come under

my notice in several other cases; and from that portion of the

mucous surface of the bladder known as the trigone, I have obtained

cells agreeing with them in general characters. It appears not

unreasonable, therefore, to assume that many of these peculiar cells

may be regarded as some modification of bladder epithelium.

253. “ Small Organic Globules.”;—Under this name Dr. Golding

Bird has described some little bodies smaller than the pus or mucus



PLATE XLII.
Fig. 316.

Blood corpuscles, a. b. c, taken from the living body
;

d, e, f, fi'om the urine, d, corpuscles smaller than
natural

;
at e their circumference is serrate and ragged

;

and at / a somewhat similar appearance is shown.
p. 229.

Fig. 317.

Small globules and octahedra of oxalate of lime
p. 231.

Fig. 318.

Cells found in the
urine of a case of

renal dropsy.
p. 230.

Fig. 319.

Q F %

« Q
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Sporules of fungi,
resembling blood

corpuscles.
p. 231.

Fig. 320.

Fig. 321.

Cells from the urine of a case of acute rheumatism a
iu the natural state, h, treated with acetic acid. <• re-
sembling pus. d, the same treated with acetic acid The

small circular bodies are blood corpuscles, p. 230.

Fig. 323.

Large cells filled with granular
matter in the urine of a case

of chronic bronchitis.
p. 230.

Fig. 322.

Cancer cells found in urine. From
the bladder, p. 230

lOCOth of an inch i i x 215.
All these figures x 215. [To face page i'Jl).
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corpuscles, with a perfectly smooth exterior, and unaffected by acetic

acid. Dr. Bird suggests that they may be nuclei which have been

set free from a cell by the bursting of the investing membrane, but

this is not very probable. Fig. 317, pi. XLII, represents the appear-

ance of the deposit from the urine of a patient suffering from calculus.

The small round bodies represented in different parts of the figure

were insoluble in strong acetic acid, and were unaltered on the

addition of ether or potash. Many of them contained a central dark

spot. They were accompanied with numerous small octahedral

crystals of oxalate of lime. From their highly refractive properties

and chemical characters just referred to, it is most likely that they

were composed of oxalate of lime.

There are other small round bodies met with from time to time

in urinary deposits, the nature of which it is not easy to determine.

Some of these consist of altered blood corpuscles, others are spores

of fungi, fig. 319, while small spherical crystals of oxalate of lime are

sometimes present.

It is most desirable that when the practitioner meets with objects,

the nature of which he cannot ascertain, careful drawings should be

made, §§ 76, 77, and the specimen preserved if possible. Notes of the

case should also be taken. Of course care should be taken that the

observer is not misled by the appearances of the extraneous sub-

stances likely to be met with, p. 210, and he should therefore make
himself familiar with these as soon as possible.

Urinary Calculi.

254. Formation of Urinary Calculi.

—

The structure and formation

of urinary calculi have been studied with the aid of the microscope,

and most important facts 'have been recently ascertained concerning

their origin. It is important to bear in mind that there was a time

when even the largest calculus was a microscopic object,—when it

might have been removed from the organism, and the formation of
‘ stone ’ entirely prevented.

I have found that the ‘ nucleus ’ of almost all calculi exhibits the

same composition and characters, and is formed in the same manner.

If small uric add calculi be soaked in liquor potass®, the uric acid

will be dissolved, and a ‘ nucleus ’ will be left which consists of a

little mucus with small fragments of oxalate of lime
;
and in very

many cases well-formed dumb-bell crystals of oxalate of lime may be

clearly demonstrated. The same remarks apply to other calculi, and

of course to the ordinary oxalate of lime calculi themselves. And
I have been gradually led to the conclusion that dumb-bell and
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sphericalcrystals of oxalate oflime, which I have shown are formed in the

uriniferous tubes, are very frequently the ‘ nuclei ’ around which other

insoluble or partially soluble materials are deposited. The formation

of the nuclei may be studied in specimens washed away from the

kidney, and in the 'uriniferous tubes of the kidney which may be

obtained in the post-mortem room.

Fig. 304, pi. XL, represents a mass of dumb-bell crystals,

many of which collections were passed in the urine. Although the

mass is seen to consist of a number of distinct crystals, these are

firmly attached to each other, so that the whole may be rolled over

and over without the individual crystals being separated from one

another. Such collections I have many times seen in the uriniferous

tubes in kidneys obtained from post mortem examinations, which

leaves no doubt as to the precise seat of formation of these bodies.

Gradually the interstices between the individual crystals become

filled up with the same material, and at the same time a few of the

larger crystals increase in size at the expense of the small ones. At

length a small crystalline mass of an oval form results, which clearly

consists of a microscopic mulberry calculus, and if retained, would

have gradually increased in size. Two small calculi of this description

are represented in my work on ‘ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and

Calculi.
5 When such calculi reach the bladder, they doubtless some-

times increase gradually by the deposition of various salts upon their

exterior. Such small bodies would easily become entangled in the

mucus, and might remain in the pelvis of the kidney without

exciting any disturbance until they had grown so large as to cause

great inconvenience. This observation is of great interest also as

showing the chemical composition of the dumb-bells, which has long

been a disputed point, as it is very difficult to obtain sufficient of the

deposit of the dumb-bell crystals for an accurate chemical examina-

tion. We know that the mulberry calculus consists of oxalate of

lime, and it has been shown that it is composed of aggregations of

dumb-bell crystals. There can, therefore, be little doubt of the

chemical composition of an individual dumb-bell crystal. It is of

great importance that cases in which these dumb-bell crystals are

deposited should be very carefully watched.

Microscopic calculi, composed of mucus, cells, and phosphate of

lime, are also formed in the prostate gland, and several specimens are

represented in ‘ Urine, Urinary Deposits, and Calculi.
5

The microscopical calculus having been formed, the same material

may be added upon its surface layer after layer, or if the urine be

rich in uric acid, urates, or phosphate, layers of these salts will be

deposited, and as is well known, it often happens that from time to
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time the characters of the urine become modified, when layers of

different salts may be deposited alternately.

The physician therefore has two objects to attain in the manage-

ment of the health of persons who are the subjects of calculous

disorders

—

x. The expulsion of the ‘nucleus’ of oxalate of lime and the pre-

vention of the formation of more ‘ nuclei.’

2. The prevention of the various states of urine which favour the

deposition of uric acid, urates, and phosphates.

On the Preservation of Urinary Deposits.

It is very desirable to preserve many urinary deposits perma-

nently, particularly when their nature is doubtful, in order that

they may be compared with other specimens
;
and as this point

presents some difficulties to the student, it will be advantageous to

discuss it here somewhat in detail. While some of the substances

met with are preserved with comparative facility, others are only pre-

vented from decomposing by dint of employing the greatest care

in mounting them, and by the use of good preservative solutions.

There are three methods of mounting urinary deposits :— 1st. As

dry preparations. 2nd. In Canada balsam, turpentine, oil, and other

fluids of similar characters. 3rd. In an aqueous preservative solu-

tion. ,

The first method is only applicable in a very few cases, as the

greater number of substances forming urinary deposits are so altered

by the processes of washing and drying as to be afterwards recognized

with difficulty. Large crystals of uric acid, crystals of oxalate of

lime, and certain forms of phosphates and urates may, however, be

mounted as dry objects, but they of course exhibit different characters

when examined in fluid.

255. Preservation of Urinary Deposits in the Dry Way.—Speci-

mens which are to be mounted in the dry way must undergo the

same preliminary washing and drying as those which are to be put up

in Canada balsam. The same description will, therefore, serve for

both. Suppose we require to dry some crystals of uric acid :—after

the crystals have been allowed to collect at the bottom of a conical

glass vessel, the clear supernatant fluid is to be poured off, and the

crystals are to be washed with a little dilute alcohol, or with a very

weak solution of acetic acid. When the process of washing has been

repeated two or three times, a small quantity of the deposit is to be

transferred by means of a pipette to a glass slide, and the greater part

of the fluid soaked up with a small piece of blotting paper. The
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crystals are next to be spread a little over the glass, with the aid of a

fine needle, in order to separate the individual crystals from one

another, and the slide is to be placed in a warm place, or in the sun,

until quite dry
;
but care must be taken that the drying is not carried

on too rapidly, and that too great a degree of heat is not employed.

A narrow rim of paper or cardboard is next to be gummed on the

slide so as to include the crystals in a sort of shallow cell
;
and, lastly,

the glass cover is to be put on, and kept in its place either by

anointing the edges with a little gum water, or by pasting it down
with narrow strips of paper, which may be variously arranged and

ornamented according to taste.

25G. Preservation of Urinary Deposits in Canada Balsam.—If

the crystals of uric acid are to be mounted in Canada balsam, they

should be carefully dried first, as above directed, and afterwards over

sulphuric acid, and then moistened with a small drop of spirits of

turpentine. The slide is now to be slightly warmed, in order to

volatilize the greater part of the turpentine, and a drop of Canada

balsam is to be dropped upon the preparation from the end of a wire,

which may be readily effected by holding the wire with the balsam

over the lamp or hot brass plate for a few seconds, in order to soften

it. The slide is next to be held over a lamp, or placed upon a hot

brass plate, in order to keep the balsam fluid until any air bubbles

which may be present have collected into one spot on the surface of

the liquid balsam, an operation which is expedited by gently moving

the slide from side to side. The air bubbles may now be removed

by touching them with a finely-pointed wire. Lastly, the glass

cover is to be taken up with a pair of forceps, slightly warmed

over a lamp, and one edge is allowed to touch the balsam. The

surface is permitted to fall’ gradually upon the balsam, so that it is

wetted by it regularly, and only by very slow degrees, for otherwise

air bubbles would yet be included in the preparation. The glass

slide with the preparation may now be set aside to cool.

S31 Preservation of Urinary Deposits in Aqueous Solutions.

—

For the preservation of urinary deposits, the most important method

is to keep them in some preservative fluid, for in this manner

alone can the characteristic appearance of many specimens be

retained. Mounted in the dry way, and in Canada balsam, it need

scarcely be said that the object presents different characters to those

observed when it was examined in the urine
;
and although those

methods are of great advantage for demonstrating the structure of

some crystals, they are ill adapted for the preservation of the great

majority of urinary deposits, and are wholly inapplicable for the pre-

servation of epithelium, casts of the renal tubes, &:c.
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When preservative solutions are employed, the objects must

always be placed in shallow cells
;
and the most convenient form of

cell for this purpose, according to my experience, is that which is

made by painting upon the glass slide, with a fine brush, a narrow

border of Brunswick black, inclosing either a square or circular space

as may be most convenient. In cases where a deeper cell is

required, those composed of thin glass or tinfoil are the most useful.

The forms of cell just referred to, I can recommend from experience,

for I have many preparations put up in them which have been well

preserved for some years. H. to W. §§ 116, 1 1 7, 118.

Preservative Solutions.—Next, with regard to the preservative

fluids best adapted for mounting urinary deposits ;—weak spirit

answers pretty well for some sediments, but as a general rule is not

suitable for substances occurring in urine. Glycerine may be em-

ployed in many cases diluted with a little water or spirit. The pre-

servative gelatine I have found answer exceedingly well for the pre-

servation of dumb-bell crystals of oxalate of lime and some other

crystalline deposits : with care, epithelium may also be preserved in

it. I have used the creosote and naphtha solution most success-

fully for the preservation of casts and various kinds of epithe-

lium, &c., pp. 85, 86.

Whatever preservative fluid is used, care should be taken that the

deposit to be put up is thoroughly saturated with it, for unless this

object be attained, there is danger of the preparation being de-

stroyed after a time. Glycerine if used must be added in very

small quantities at a time, so that cells, casts, and other soft bodies

may swell out again after they have been caused to shrink.

258. Method of Separating the Deposit from the Urine, and

placing it in the Preservative Fluid.—The most simple manner

of mounting deposits in these fluids is by allowing the sediment

to subside to the bottom of a conical glass, pouring off the super-

natant urine, and adding a small quantity of the preservative solu-

tion. The deposit is again allowed to subside, and the solution

poured off, and replaced by a fresh quantity. This method must be

followed when glycerine, the naphtha and creosote fluid, or carbolic

acid water is selected as the preservative fluid. After the subsidence

of the deposit, a small portion may be removed with a pipette, placed

in one of the forms of cells above referred to, and the glass cover

placed on the surface of the liquid, care being taken that the whole

surface of the glass is well wetted with the solution, in order that no

air bubbles may be included in the preparation. Any excess of fluid

is now to be soaked up with a clean cloth, or with blotting paper,

and the cover cemented to the cell by applying a little Brunswick
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black or other varnish with a camel’s hair brush. The name of

the deposit, with any other particulars, is to be appended to the slide,

and the preparation laid flat in the cabinet.

In the manner just detailed, the following may be readily pre-

served : various kinds of epithelium, casts, fat cells, torulas, conferva,

pus, mucus, uric acid, oxalate of lime, urates of soda and ammonia,

and other substances, whose characteristic appearance is not altered

by aqueous fluids. If uric acid, oxalates, phosphates, or other

crystals, are to be put up as objects for examination with polarised

light, they should be mounted in strong glycerine, balsam, or

turpentine.

250. Preservation of Crystals of Triple Phosphate. Cystine.—
Crystals of the triple phosphate may be preserved in water to which

a little ammonia and muriate of ammonia have been added. In this

solution the surfaces of the crystals preserve their beautiful smooth

character, while in pure water or in creosote fluid the surface becomes

roughened. Dumb-bells, as I before noticed, may be preserved in

the preservative gelatine, and they are not liable to shift their

position in consequence of being well supported by the jelly.

Crystals of cystine cannot be preserved in the creosote solution,

because they are slowly dissolved by it
;
but as they are insoluble in

vegetable acids, a dilute solution of acetic acid will keep them

unchanged. If cystine or uric acid is to be mounted in glycerine

the fluid should be made acid by the addition of a very little acetic

acid.
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CHAPTER VII.

Of Morbid Growths.—General Characters of Morbid Growths.
—

Observations upon the Nature and Origin of Morbid Growths.
—

Of the Germs of Morbid Growths.—Of extirpating Morbid

Growths.—Structure of Morbid Growths.—Fibrous Tumours.—

-

Cartilaginous, Bony
,
and Myeloid Growths.—Phlebolithcs.—Fatty

Tumours.
— Vascular Tumours.— Cystic Growths.— Colloid Tu-

mours.— Cholesteatoma.—Recurring Fibroid Tinnours.—Epithelial

Growths.—Melanoid Tumours.—Fungus Heematodes.— Cancer.
—

Examination of Morbid Growths.— Preservation of Morbid

Growths.

I propose in this chapter to offer a few remarks upon the general

nature, origin, and structure of morbid growths, and to refer to the

most important microscopical characters of some of those which

frequently come under the observation of the practitioner, but I shall

not attempt to give a detailed description of any. Upon this subject

the reader shoult consult the works in the note.*

The General Nature and Origin of Morbid Growths.

200. The Names of morbid Growths.—The elementary struc-

tures which may be met with in morbid growths have been already

referred to
;

they are, granules, globules, cells, fibres, membrane,

tubes. Formerly, it was considered necessary to give a definite name

to every morbid growth, but since the minute anatomy of these

structures has been carefully investigated, many of the received names

have been found inappropriate, and as fresh peculiarities were

* Paget, “Lectures on Tumours,” 1853. Bennett, “Clinical Lectures,” 1858,

“On the Structure of Tumours.” “Cancer and Cancroid Growths.” Jones

and Sieveking’s “Pathological Anatomy.” Wedl’s “Pathological Histology,”

translated by Mr. Busk, Sydenham Society. ‘
‘ Reports of the Pathological

Society.” Rokitansky’s “ Lehrbuch der Pathologischen Anatomie,” 3rd Edition.
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discovered, the names have been multiplied to a most inconvenient

extent. Most of these names are highly objectionable on many
grounds, and such terms as cncephaloid, colloid

,
amyloid

,
fibroid may

be applied to a number of structures different in their history and

progress, in the results to which they lead, as well as in their minute

structure and chemical composition. There can be no harm in

saying a growth has a consistence and colour like brain or gum, or

resembles cells found in the medullary cavity of bones, or has a

fibrous appearance—because we only refer to one of its characters,

and there may be many growths agreeing in this, although they

differ widely in other essential particulars. If, however, we say it is

an encephaloma, or a colloid tumour, &c., we speak of it as a definite

structure which ought to agree in all important characters and vital en-

dowments, with other tumours to which the same name is applied, and

with these only. Observation however proves that although two

tumours may be alike in their general resemblance to brain matter

when examined by the unaided eye, they may differ in all essential

particulars. It is therefore our duty in alluding to the characters

of a tumour, to investigate its minute structure, and ascertain as far

as possible, its history, instead of merely endeavouring to assign to it

a name, such as, scirrhus, fibrous sarcoma, 8cc. There can be no

doubt that many tumours have been called scirrhus which were

merelyfibrous, and vice versa. The slovenly methods of observation

which have been adopted even by some who have been most rigid in

classifying tumours, have led to very erroneous conclusions. Statis-

tical inquiries applied to investigating the frequency of the occurrence

of these growths, and their association with other conditions, must lead

to the formation of most erroneous inferences and doctrines, if the

greatest care is not exercised in determining the general nature of

the growth in the first instance. As yet we know too little of the

anatomy, mode of development, and history of morbid growths, to

attempt anything like a systematic classification, and it seems to me
much more important that we should endeavour to give good draw-

ings of the structure of the growths with a short description of their

most important characters, than attempt to give them names, still

less to hide our ignorance of their real nature by the use of such

imposing but ill-defined terms as “ Fibrocystic sarcoma,” “ Cylin-

droma,” “ Cholesteatoma,” and many others, which merely embrace

one or two characters, and may, with much reason, include a number

of structures essentially distinct from the one in question. Rather let

us say that a tumour is like brain or marrow, or that it has a fibrous,

cartilaginous, vascular, glandular, or osseous appearance
;
or that it

contains plates of cholesterine, or cysts, &c. ;
or that it is composed
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of fibrous tissue, epithelium, cancer cells, mucous tissues, a gum-like

material, &c. If we do this, any one who examines our work after-

wards can form an idea of what we saw, while by merely attaching a

name to the structure we simply add to the doubt and confusion

which already exist, especially as the meaning of the term we use

will, in all probability, be much altered in the course of a few years.

It is very difficult to point to any special characters by which

many of these growths could be grouped together in well-defined

classes. Although there are certain points in which many
growths resemble one another, it is often very difficult to apply to

them any specific name. Not only is there a difficulty in defining

the different tumours by their microscopical characters, but the

so-called benign tumours pass by almost imperceptible shades into

those of a malignant and dangerous nature.

2 <51. General Characters of Morbid Growths.—Morbid growths

and tumours are met with in various parts of the body, sometimes

appearing quite superficially; sometimes united to the adjacent tissue

by the intervention of a long narrow pedicle containing the neces-

sary vessels and nerves for the supply of the tumour
;
while in other

instances we find tumours deeply embedded in the substance of solid

organs, such as the liver or brain, and deriving their nutriment from

every point of the surrounding texture.

A tumour may be produced by the irregular growth of a tissue at

a particular point, in which case it consists simply of the elements of

this tissue. Fatty tumours, certain tumours of a fibrous structure,

exostoses from bones, and many others, are produced in this way,

and, as might be expected, but little difference can be made out

between their minute structure and that of the tissue of which they

are, as it were, the off-growth. In other instances, however, and

these are extremely numerous, the morbid growth is found to possess

a structure of a different character
;
and although it may contain the

elements of one or more of the tissues in a healthy state, it cannot

be compared with any normal texture of the body.

In taking a general survey of the more common morbid growths

which are brought under our notice, and examining carefully into the

tissues involved, or inquiring from what particular texture the morbid

structure has originally sprung, we cannot fail to remark the pecu-

liarly localized condition of many of them. Often an enormous mass

appears to have been formed by the rapid and circumscribed growth

of one or more elements of a tissue. By a redundant growth of

epithelium on some part of the cutaneous surface, large warts are

produced ;—by simple hypertrophy of the subcutaneous areolar tissue

of the leg and foot, or of that of the scrotum, most formidable diseases
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are caused; subcutaneous fibrous tumours depend upon a morbid

development of the same tissue, only it is circumscribed instead of

affecting a large extent of surface. Figs. 324, 325, pi. XLIII, show

the general appearance of hypertrophied areolar tissue. The speci-

men from which this drawing was made was taken from the scrotum of

a patient operated upon by Sir W. Fergusson. Upon the addition of

acetic acid to the preparation, the fibres of the yellow element, fig. 325,

became very distinct. Ordinary white and yellow fibrous tissues are

represented in figs. 327 and 328, as they appear when examined in

water.

By a rapid and irregular development of epithelium in various

parts, either of the cutaneous or mucous surface, which extends

inwards, and so leads to the invasion of deeper structures, a class of

tumours and ulcers are produced which have been deservedly termed

“ malignant,” in many senses in which that word has been used.

These have been grouped together under the term “ cancroidgrowths."

The truly cancerous growths frequently commence deep in the

substance of a tissue, and gradually make their way towards the sur-

face. In many instances the tendency to the development of cancer-

ous growths is hereditary. As Mr. Moore has remarked, they often

occur in persons who have exhibited remarkable health and vigour

of constitution. Sometimes they appear to spring up in different

and very distant parts of the body at the same time. The cells, of

which these tumours are in great part composed, possess a very remark-

able power of multiplication, and it has been said that if even a little of

the ‘
fluid' they contain be carried to distant parts of the body, it

may give rise to the development of germs which will become tumours,

and encroach upon the structure in which they may have taken

root. Schroeder van der Kolk holds that from the fluid of a morbid

growth cells may be developed, which increase until a tumour like

the original one is formed. Dr. Bennett entertains a similar opinion.

The fact is that the ’fluid' contains millions of genns, every one of

which is living and will grow under favourable conditions. The

tumours thus formed usually resemble the first one in their essential

points of structure, but differ from it according to the nature of the

tissue which has been invaded. If for instance, the growth takes

place in a part where areolar tissue is abundant, and where there is

considerable resistance to its increase, we may expect to find a hard,

condensed and fibrous tumour
;
but if the growth commences imme-

diately beneath the surface of the peritoneum, or in a like situation,

where it will encounter little resistance, a soft, spongy structure will

probably be formed, in which the cells preponderate over the fibrous

element.
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262. Observations upon the Origin of Morbid Growths.—It

may be considered as a fact beyond dispute that every healthy

and morbid tissue formed under any circumstances in living beings

results from changes taking place in germinal matter
;
and that this

germinal matter whatever its properties or powers may be, came from

germinal matter which existed before it possessing in some cases

similar, in others very different, properties or powers. The germinal

matter of every texture in the body is derived by continuous descent

from the original embryonic germinal mass and every particle of morbid

germinal matter must also be regarded as a direct descendant of this.

I doubt if there is anything more interesting than to contemplate the

extremely complex but orderly phenomena which result in the forma-

tion of a normal tissue. The multiplication of the masses of germinal

matter, the production of formed material, the supply of pabulum, the

removal of the substances resulting from chemical changes which take

place, must all proceed with regularity, and in perfect order, for other-

wise the resulting tissue will not be normal. Even if the supply of

nutriment be modified in quantity or quality, a difference in the

character of the tissue or organ produced will be manifested.

It has been remarked that many morbid growths could not be

distinguished in their ultimate structure from the healthy tissue. In

fact the only difference in some instances seems to be that the growth

of the latter is regular, even, and restricted
;
while the former grows

irregularly as regards the rate of increase, unevenly as regards its

form, and there seems to be no limit to the size it may attain, if it be

freely supplied with nutrient material. Whatever may be the nature of

those complex conditions to which the symmetry of the body is due and

which necessitate or enforce a symmetrical arrangement and definite-

ness of form of the various parts of which the organism is composed,

they must be absent in the case of some of the simplest morbid

growths. Many of these are supplied with vessels which could not

be distinguished from those of healthy tissue. The arteries, capil-

laries, and veins exhibit precisely the same structure
;
the arrange-

ment of the muscular fibres of the walls of the first and last channels

is precisely the same as that met with in healthy vessels, and there

can be little doubt that they are supplied with nerve fibres upon the

same plan. But it is not impossible,—indeed it seems very probable,

that the regular growth and destruction which are so remarkable in

every part of the nervous system in the normal condition are departed

from in the case of the nerve centres and of the nerve fibres which

are distributed to morbid growths.

There is one system of vessels intimately connected with the

blood vessels, the importance of which in vertebrate animals is far

R
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greater than has yet been supposed, of the arrangement of which in

morbid growths nothing is yet known; and its existence in many,

at least in its normal characters, is extremely doubtful. We know
that in health lymphatics are freely distributed upon the surface of

those elementary organs of which the lungs, the liver, muscles, &c.,

may be said to be made up. And we know that these lymphatics

contain a fluid in which particles of living germinal matter, capable of

taking up various materials resulting from the decay of tissues are

suspended. It seems at least probable that the lymphatics may have

much to do with maintaining regularity of growth, and of preventing

a redundant production of tissue. And it would therefore be ex-

tremely interesting if we could obtain an accurate knowledge of their

distribution in morbid growths.

Whatever may be the circumstances which lead to the production

of a morbid growth there can be little doubt concerning the general

nature of the texture of which it consists. Nor can there be a

question that the very germinal matter from which this so-called

adventitious growth has proceeded, originally sprang from the same

germinal matter which gave origin to that which took part in the

formation of the normal tissues of the body.

In some cases in which the abnormal is directly continuous with

the normal structure it is impossible to define the limits of either, and

to state exactly where the morbid tissue commenced or the normal

one ceased.

But yet we shall probably be correct in considering it impossible

that the anatomical elements of a fully-formed normal tissue could give

origin to a morbid growth. We know, however, that in all normal

textures are collections of small masses of embryonic germinal matter

from which new texture is from time to time formed to take the place

of that which is gradually destroyed in the performance of its

function, and by which, in some cases, portions of new tissue may be

formed, if that existing is called upon to do an increased amount of

work, or where a portion is destroyed by disease. Such embryonic

masses are to be demonstrated in all growing tissues at ever}' period

of life. And the rate of their growth and development varies accord-

ing to the rate of destruction and removal of the textures which are

to be replaced. And this must vary extremely at different periods of

life and under different circumstances
;
thus almost any tissue or

organ in a man’s body may at one time of life be considerably reduced

in volume, and the amount of work performed by it greatly dimi-

nished, while at another it may be greatly increased in size, and the

quantity of work performed by it may be doubled or trebled. And

there is reason to think that the process may be repeated more than
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once at different periods of life if the organism is a healthy one.

Now, suppose that one such embryonic mass should be irregularly

and abundantly supplied with nutrient material, and sprout, as it were,

into active growth when it was not required,—a shapeless lump of

tissue would result, partaking of the characters of the normal tissue,

and apparently continuous with it,—in fact, a small tumour which

would continue to grow by the formation of new germinal matter in

precisely the same manner as the normal texture is developed, except

that the conditions which regulate and limit growth, and preside over

the symmetry of the texture formed, are absent, or their influence

counteracted.

These embryonic masses of germinal matter connected with the

normal tissues, invariably, I believe, form the source or origin of all

morbid growths. And it seems not unreasonable to suppose that by

a mechanical injury, or in consequence of changes proceeding in

tissues in the immediate neighbourhood, the position of one or more

of the masses of embryonic germinal matter may be somewhat altered,

and being more abundantly supplied with nutrient material, they

would grow out of their proper order and very quickly. Such

irregular and increased growth might commence at almost any period

of life, and might be determined by change in the distribution of

nutrient matter, by irregularity of development consequent upon

changes commencing perhaps at an early period of intra-uterine life,

or by important changes having taken place in the arrangements con-

nected with the processes of destruction and removal of tissue or in

the mechanism which regulates and governs these phenomena.

As we find that the masses of germinal matter resulting from the

original embryonic mass, and continuously descended from it, exhibit

very different properties and powers to the original mass itself, it is

not surprising that masses of germinal matter resulting under the

influence of unusual conditions and altered pabulum, should manifest

powers which the original mass from which they proceeded did not

possess. Nor is it remarkable,—^seeing that for the acquirement of

the utmost symmetry and perfection which it is possible for the

organism to attain, the multiplication and development of the several

masses of germinal matter must proceed with marvellous regularity,

—

that the irregular nutrition and too rapid multiplication of such masses

should result in the production of a chaotic texture which serves no

useful purpose in itself, and ultimately leads to the destruction of the

organism in connection with which it is developed.

It was shown on page 152, that under altered conditions the ger-

minal matter of an elementary part, or cell of epithelium would give

origin to masses differing extremely in property from the original

R 2
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mass. Its descendants could never again form epithelium, or pro-

bably perform any office advantageous to the individual, but they

would grow and multiply faster than the original mass, and would

retain their vitality under circumstances which would have led to the

destruction of the first.

It is therefore only in accordance with facts which I think may

be relied upon, to assume that where the altered conditions affect not

only the elementary parts already formed, although young, but those

from which vessels and those from which tissues are to be developed,

that these latter should possess powers which are not ordinarily mani-

fested in the normal tissue, or at any rate under the ordinary condi-

tions to which it is exposed.

If the embryonic masses of certain normal tissues be transplanted

from one part of the body to another, or even be removed to a

different organism, they will grow, and a new texture precisely cor-

responding to that from which the germs were taken will be produced

in the new situation. When the multiplication of germinal matter

has gone on with undue rapidity, the resulting masses acquire

increased powers of living under varying conditions.

Under certain altered conditions masses of germinal matter

resulting from these embryonic masses may acquire such exaggerated

powers of growth as to move very freely, and multiply with great

rapidity. Insinuating themselves between the elements of the normal

fully-formed texture, they grow and multiply at its expense, and, of

course, lead to its destruction, and the faster they multiply the more

independent they become. They may pass into lymphatic vessels or

into the blood, or they may travel long distances, like the germs of

entozoa, until having arrived in a locality where they are abundantly

supplied with nutrient material, they grow and establish new forma-

tions in distant parts, resembling at least in important particulars—
that in which the local change first occurred. Such masses of ger-

minal matter also live and grow andmultiply at the expense of the

very formed material they have produced.

That tumours should differ materially in the rate at which they

grow is exactly what we should expect when we consider how the

normal tissues of the body differ from one another in this particular.

A growth allied in its character to fibrous tissue, will increase much

more slowly than one which partakes of the characters of epithelium,

and some other more rapidly-growing tissues. But the morbid

growths which correspond to the tissues which grow most slowly,

increase very rapidly when the rate is compared with that of the

former
;
and it is commonly observed that the power of rapid growth

increases as the multiplication of the cell proceeds. Thus the
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elements of a bony tumour which grows very slowly at first may

multiply with wonderful rapidity after the growth has attained a

certain size. The observer will notice that as the rate of growth of

the cells increases their characters become modified, and the propor-

tion of the germinal matter to the formed material is considerably

greater in a quickly than in a slowly growing cell.

Anything interfering with the regular growth of a continuously

growing structure in the adult, may ultimately lead to the formation

of a tumour more or less closely allied to cancer
;
thus, suppose there

be any impediment to the escape of the growing hair from the surface

of the skin, growth would continue from the bulb, and the modified

hair produced might be caused to assume the form of a compressed

spiral, and this, with the change necessarily resulting in adjacent

textures would soon give rise to the formation of a considerable

tumour, exhibiting a very complex structure. If the regular growth

of cuticular epithelium be interfered with, a morbid growth closely

allied to epithelial cancer may result. The state of things which

brings about this change usually soon disturbs the relative position of

the papillae, upon the surface of which the cuticular cells are formed.

Many of these may be made to grow towards one another, so that

there is no escape for the modified epithelium which is produced.

And after this irregular growth of epithelium and of papillae with the

modified connective tissue, vessels and nerves of which these are

composed, has gone on for some time, a tumour results with a very

varied structure, but in which nevertheless the structures representing

all the normal anatomical elements of the cutis and cuticle can be

detected without difficulty.

It seems to me that from the different normal textures may be

formed morbid structures, which at length differ so remarkably from

them that it is often difficult to discover any relationship
;
but on the

other hand a careful examination of a vast number enables us to

discover transitional differences of every degree. Moreover, the

characters of a tumour may differ remarkably at different periods of

its growth. A tumour which would at an early period be regarded

as benignant, may, at a later time, take upon itself a malignant

aspect, and, I believe, in many instances different names would be

applied to the same tumor, if it could be examined at different periods

of its life, and although it used to be supposed that tumours apparently

composed principally of modified fibrous tissue, would not return if

extirpated, experience has proved that this is not universally the

case, and hence it has been necessary to separate certain fibroid

tumours, which are known to recur after extirpation from ordinary

fibrous growths, and arrange them in a group by themselves, under
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the term recurrent fibroid. These tumours have been particularly

studied by Paget.

Of the Germs of Morbid Growths which may be transmitted in the

Blood or Lymph to differentparts of the body.-—The particles which are

capable of giving rise to a morbid growth may be extremely minute

—so small that they could readily pass through the walls of a capil-

lary vessel. Many observations render it certain that insoluble particles

possessing marvellous powers of development are far more minute

than used to be supposed. And there is no doubt that powers and

properties which were formerly attributed to fluids, are really due to

the insoluble particles of living matter suspended in the fluid. Just

as a minute particle of a living pus corpuscle, pages 200, 204, if trans-

planted to a new soil suitable to it, may grow and give rise to new

pus corpuscles, having precisely the same properties
;

so, the most

minute germ of a cancer cell may, under favourable circumstances,

give rise to the production of cell forms exactly resembling those in

the original tumour.

Of Extirpating Morbid Growths.—The germs of the most fatal

varieties of cancer are remarkable for their rapid multiplication and

for the power they exhibit of resisting the influence of adverse exter-

nal conditions. Not only do they invade, destroy, and live at the

expense of normal textures, but they travel for such considerable dis-

tances and spread so far from the focus of their origin that after a

tumour has been growing for some time it is almost impossible to

extirpate it. And although a considerable portion of surrounding

healthy textures may be removed with it, it but too often happens

that particles of the cancerous germinal matter far too minute to be

detected by ordinary examination remain behind, and soon grow

and multiply, leading to the formation of masses closely resembling

the original growth. Various remedies which have the property of

destroying living tissues have been employed for the purpose of extir-

pating these growths, more effectually than was possible by the knife.

Of these substances probably a solution of chloride of zinc is by far

the most effectual. And the recent very valuable observations of

Mr. Campbell de Morgan, of the Middlesex Hospital, have conclu-

sively proved the advantages of this plan of treatment in many cases.

Moreover, what we know of the nature of abnormal, rapidly growing

germinal matter, really justifies the hope that ere long remedies may

be found which will destroy it without acting deleteriously on normal

textures.* The highly interesting observations of Mr. Crookes proved

* Dr. Broadbent has very recently advocated the use of acetic acid, which

being injected into the tumour causes it to gradually waste away. “ Cancer, a

New Method of Treatment,” 1866.
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conclusively that carbolic acid would destroy the life of certain living

particles while others resisted its influence. And the evidence adduced

by me from a totally different method of enquiry went far to prove

that the virus of a contagious disease differed remarkably in its vital

properties and powers from that of a healthy tissue. Now, since

there are certain vapours and solutions which will destroy the life

of rapidly growing particles which I believe constitute the virus of

contagious diseases while they do not affect the normal germinal

matter of the organisms of man and the higher animals, protected

as this is for the most part by its formed material, it seems not

unreasonable to anticipate that a destructive material may be dis-

covered and employed of such strength as to destroy cancer cells and

leave the normal tissue and its germinal matter intact. And it seems

even possible that something of this kind might be introduced into

the blood, and thus circulating through the system, extiqiate the

germs of rapidly growing morbid structures. At any rate the consi-

derations above very imperfectly sketched surely point to the more

minute investigation of the structure of morbid growths, and to the

more thorough and careful study of the conditions under which they

originate and grow. So far from such minute enquiry being opposed to

common sense or unlikely to lead to practical results, it alone can

enable us to answer questions that would suggest themselves to any

sensible person with reference to the origin, nature, prevention, or

cure of these structures.

Structure of Morbid Growths.

I shall not adopt any classification of morbid growths, for it

seems to me that specimens may be found which may be regarded as

intervening links between healthy textures, and morbid growths which

differ from them in structure, properties, and powers to the greatest

extent. Nor do I think it possible to separate the so-called malig-

nant from the benignant tumours, for I feel sure that many a tumour

which at the time of its extirpation would be properly termed malig-

nant, if examined at an early period of its formation would have been

regarded as benignant or harmless.

263. Fibrous Tumours.'—There are a vast number of morbid

structures which may be said to be fibrous, which, however, differ

very much from each other in important characters, as for instance in

their mode of origin, rapidity of growth, and minute structure. Some

are composed of exceedingly delicate fibres, others of wide fibrous

bands having distinct nuclei scattered in them. In some a number of

minute elongated cells may be detected, while others seem to be com-
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posed of fibres with oval masses of germinal matter. Much difference

in structure is often observed in different parts of the same tumour.

In many cases this is to be ascribed to difference in age.

Fibrous tumours may be connected with the skin, mucous mem-
brane, glands, muscle, nerve, bone, cartilage, and other textures.

Some are exceedingly soft, and consist of a delicate network of fibrous

tissue containing a soft albuminous material in its meshes. Others

are almost of a cartilaginous consistence, and not a few contain bone.

Fig. 331, pi. XLIII is an example of a rare form of fibrous tumour,

in which the germinal matter is very abundant. It was removed from

the tongue of a patient, and had been growing about two years. It

was painless, and very slowly increased to the size of a pea. This

specimen was sent to me by my friend Dr. Eade, of Norwich.

In the examination of fibrous tumours, advantage will be derived

from the use of glycerine, acetic acid, and solution ofsoda. In describ-

ing the microscopical characters, the vascularity, the character of the

fibres, their 7iumber and course, the number and size of cells, and the

presence of other elements spch as bone, adipose tissue, &c., should

be noticed. It is desirable to avoid the use of such terms as fibro-

sarcomatous, fibrocystic sarcoma

,

&c,, and to give a simple description

of what has been seen, with drawings, whenever it is possible to make

them.

Involuntary muscular fibre sometimes becomes so thickened, as

to give rise to the appearance of a fibrous tumour. In many cases of

the so-called cancer of the pylorus, the tumour consists entirely of

bands of coarse unstriped muscle, which has entirely lost all powers

of contractility and has assumed a fibrous character. Fig. 330 repre-

sents the appearance of a section ofa tumour of this description, which

was sent to me by Dr. Hall, of Brighton. It was taken from the body

of a patient who had vomited sarcinse for a considerable period of time.

264. Cartilaginous, Bony, and Myeloid Tumours.

—

Muller was

the first observer who described cartilaginous tumours under the term

enchondroma. In structure they closely resemble cartilage. Bone

is not unfrequently developed in them, but sometimes calcareous

matter in a nodular or granular form is deposited. Enchondroma

occurs in connection with various bones, and occasionally with fibrous

textures not in the neighbourhood of bones, as for instance in the

testicle.

Botiy Growths are generally found projecting from bones, and

are seldom met with in connection with the soft tissues. As is well

known in old age bone is liable to be formed in the permanent carti-

lages, and not unfrequently it is met with in fibrous tissues. When
the bony growth projects from the exterior of a bone, it is termed an
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exostosis. These are particularly common in old rheumatic cases.

Myeloid growths generally originate in periosteum or in the medul-

lary membrane. Bony growths have even been found in the eye.

Professor Bennett quotes one case in the possession of Dr. Forg, of

Munich
;
Dr. Kirk refers to another, and my friend Mr. Hulke has

reported two very interesting cases.*

Both cartilaginous and bony growths sometimes recur after

removal, and become developed in various parts of the body like

other forms of cancerous tumours. The bones are the seat of deve-

lopment of many forms of cancer, but several instances are recorded

of osseous tumours being developed in various organs destitute of

any structure allied to osseous tissue, in consequence of the original

formation of a tumour connected with bone. I examined an inte-

resting case in which cartilaginous tumours existed in considerable

number in the lungs. The original tumour was developed in the

thigh, which was amputated by Sir W. Fergusson. The tumours in

the lung exactly resembled the original growth in structure, t It will

be found that many cartilaginous growths start from the perichondrium

and osseous tumours from the periosteum.

Thin sections of hard tumours may be made with a very firm,

strong knife, or by grinding a thin piece removed with a saw, to the

proper degree of tenuity, according to the method employed for

obtaining thin sections of bone, p. 34.

Myeloid Tumours.—This term was applied by Mr. Paget to a

soft, pulpy growth which probably has its origin in the deep layers of

the periosteum or medullary membrane. It often presents many of

the characters of soft cancer, but its mode of growth, its history, and

its anatomical characters distinguish it from tumours of this descrip-

tion. Cells differing considerably in shape and size, but containing

a vast number of nuclei, are present in these tumours. These cells

closely resemble certain bodies which were originally described by

Professor Kolliker, and are found in the medullary cavity of foetal

bones, and to a less extent in adults. I have shown that these

so-called myeloid cells are masses which take part in the develop-

ment of the bony threads and plates which are ordinarily found in con-

nection with the cancellated structure of bone, see pi. XLIV, fig. 335.

Myeloid tumours are more common in connection with the jaw-

bones than other bones of the skeleton, and certain forms of epulis

have a myeloid structure. Mr. Paget has described such tumours

* “ Clinical Lectures,” second edition, by Dr. Bennett. “Monthly Journal

of Medical Science,” November, 1853, Dr. Kirk. “Pathological Society’s

Transactions,” vol. viii, page 319, Mr. Hulke.

t “ Transactions of the Pathological Society,” vol. v, page 321, 1854
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connected with the bones of the skull, and they are not uncommon in

those of the lower extremities. The microscopic characters of these

tumours have been very carefully described by Mr. Gray, and an

excellent example of the disease has been reported by Mr. Hulke,*

fig- 334 -

265. Kccurriug Fibroid Tumours.—This term has been applied

by Mr. Paget to a form of fibrous tumour which returns after extirpa-

tion. These tumours are hard and firm, and consist of elongated

cells and long fibres prolonged from small cells arranged in an arched

manner. Mr. Paget has remarked that when new fibrous growths

are formed after removal of the original one, they exhibit a greater

resemblance to truly cancerous tumours than the original growth.

Fig. 336, pi. XLIV, is an example of a growth probably of this

nature. It was removed from the testicle of a man aged sixty. It

was as large as the fist, and the testicle was adherent to its lower

and outer part, but was not contained in it. This was sent to me by

my friend Dr. Eade, of Norwich.

266. Phlebolithes are hard rounded bodies which are not uncom-

monly found in the cavities of veins. They are more common in

the veins of the pelvis than in those of other parts. Sometimes the

vein is obliterated and the concretion appears to be connected to

adjacent parts merely by a pedicle. They consist of phosphate and

carbonate of lime with animal matter. The materials are deposited

in successive layers, and the most internal ones, being the oldest,

contain the largest quantity of inorganic material.

26 1?. Fatty Tumours have a structure resembling that of ordinary

adipose tissue. They are often found in connection with the normal

fatty tissue of the body. Some of them contain a considerable quantity

of fibrous tissue. The subcutaneous adipose tissue, especially of

the nose, is liable to increase considerably in quantity, producing

horrible deformity. This condition is termed lipoma. Fig. 326,

pi. XLIII, shows the structure of a large fatty tumour connected with

the testicle, which was removed by Sir W. Fergusson. This tumour

was as large as the head, and was in part fibrous and partly fatty.

In fig. 329, ordinary adipose tissue with its capillaries is shown. After

fatty tumours have been preserved for some time, crystals of marga-

rine fovea. upon the surface of the oily fat, as represented in the drawing,

fig. 326. Some fatty tumours which contain a quantity of fibrous

tissue as well as adipose vesicles, are termed steaiomatous. Steatoma

* “ Transactions of the Medico-Chirurgical Society,” 1S56. “On Tumours

connected with Bones.”—Archives of Medicine, No. II, page 104, and pi. XIII.

See also a memoir by C. Robin, “ Sur l’Existence de deux Especes Nouvelles

d’Elements Anatomiques qui se trouvent dans le Canal MGdullaire des Os.” Paris,

1S49.
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Fig. 325.

Hypertrophied areolar tissue, showing
coarse white fibrous tissue m gieat

.
quantity. X 215. p. 210.

Fig. 32?

fibres of yellow elastic tissue,
from the scrotum ot a man,
operated on by .Sir W. Fergus.son.
In this case the areolar tissue
had undergone considerable

hypertrophy, x 215.

Fig. 323.

White fibrous tissue, unravelled
from a tendon p. 240

i ellow fibrous tissue, the fibres of which
have been unravelled ; frota the li£a-
mentum nuchae of a sheep, p 240 .'

Fig. 330.

Large lat vesicles, with crystals of
margarine, from a large tumour
connected with the testicle, re-
moved by Sir W. Fergusson.

X 130 p 250.

Fisa 329.

Adipose tissue, with vessels injected
from the capsule-of the kidney of a

dog. x 130 p. 250.

Fig. 331.

Section of the thickened pylorus, showing bands of pale
muscular fibres cut across. X 2.15.

1090th of an inch

Nucleated fibrous tumour, from the tongue, x 215.
n, part where the cells are very distinct, d, fibres
seen to be continuous with the cells. c , small
lobule only containing a few cells, and showing the
manner in which the tumour grows. M. B.

,
643..

p 248.

X 130.

J X To.

[To face page 250.
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is also applied to encysted tumours originating in the sebaceous

follicles, and containing a soft, pulpy material, rich in fatty matter,

but not containing fat vesicles. The fat is in the form of small

globules or merely granular.

208. Vascular Tumours are those which consist principally of

small vessels. Aneurisms by anastomosis, and certain fonns of naevi

are of this character. The tumour contains besides vessels a certain

quantity of fibrous tissue. Many of these tumours consist principally

of veins of considerable size, but others are formed originally of

capillaries which undergo considerable dilatation. Vessels in various

organs are liable to become varicose, and sometimes irregular dilata-

tions are met with in the brain, retina, and in glandular organs.

Cancerous tumours are often very highly vascular. The so-called

Fungus hamatodes is a malignant tumour infiltrated with blood and

containing a number of gorged vessels. The presence of the cancer

cells, however, if these be well marked, at once determines the

mature of the tumour. In some of these vascular growths there can

be little doubt that the vessels are developed in the structure itself,

from cells, as in embryonic tissues. When an opportunity offers

of investigating the structure of these growths, the tumour should be

injected with size and glycerine slightly tinted with Prussian blue

injection.

26». Cystic Growths are met with in almost all parts of the body.

They are produced in many different ways and their contents are

various. Some are filled with a perfectly transparent fluid as limpid

as water; others with a thick pasty material
;
and some contain per-

fectly hard calcareous matter. Cysts may be formed as follows :
—

1. If the duct of a gland be obstructed, and the secretion accumulates

behitid the occludedpoint, the tube becomes dilated, and a cyst is at length

produced, with probably ultimate destruction of the gland structure. The
contents of the cyst undergo gradual alteration, and often when
examined are found not to resemble in any way the secretion of the

gland. In this way cystic tumours connected with the ducts or

secreting tubes of the liver, kidney, sebaceous, mammary, salivary,

and other glands are formed. The whole kidney has been converted

into one large cyst from obstruction of the ureter. Cysts may be

developed in the uriniferous tubes in the cortical and medullary

portion of the kidney.

2. By the increase in size of the areolce or spaces between the struc-

tures e7itering itito the formation of different glandular organs. The
small serous cysts in connection with the villi of the placenta, and

choroid plexuses of the brain, and certain cysts met with in the liver,

kidney, and other glandular organs, are probably formed in this manner.
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3. By the gradual formation of cavities by the degeneration and

absorption of portions of the normal structure. The spaces become

occupied with fluid and a smooth wall is gradually formed upon the

interior of the cavity. Some cysts which are met with in the brain,

liver, and other solid organs are probably formed in this manner.*

4. By the mcrease in size of a single cell
,
the walls of which become

thickened by the depositioti of new material. The cavity of the cyst is

supposed to correspond to the cavity of the original cell. This view

is still maintained by some, but I doubt if it is correct.

The walls of cysts are composed of fibrous tissue, and not unfre-

quently bone is deposited in them. They vary much in vascularity

and sometimes the lining membrane is soft and spongy, occasionally

covered with small papillary elevations and invested with a cellular

layer. The characters and number of the cells vary much.

The characters of the fluid found in many cystic growths is

described in page 178.

210. Colloid Tumours are soft and jelly-like. They are com-

posed of a viscid albuminous material, held in the meshes of an

exceedingly delicate network of fibrous tissue in which the vessels

ramify. In many cases, a number of round or oval cells containing

oil globules are observed in the course of the walls of the areolse.

Colloid Cancer has been applied to tumours of this description

which are more rich in cellular elements, and prone to appear in

different parts of the body. By some the ovarian tumour is con-

sidered as a form of colloid
,
but its history and mode of development

differ from the gum-like growths met with in other localities. Draw-

ings of good examples of colloid tumours will be found in vol. v. of

the “Transactions of the Pathological Society,” page 320. The

peculiar appearance of these growths is due to the large amount of

albumen they contain. I found the composition of one weighing

three pounds, removed from the calf of the leg, by Sir W. Fergusson,

to be as follows :

—

Water ... ... 904-60

Solid matter ... 95-40

Extractive soluble in water . .

.

... 15-20

Albumen ... 64-20

Fatty matter... ••• 5'5 3

Alkaline salts 760
Earthy salts ... 2-85

Sulphuric acid 105

Phosphoric acid .. 2-912

* See “Archives of Medicine,” No. I, page 33.
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The so-called colloid corpuscles
,
are small, round, or oval bodies

composed of several layers of a clear transparent substance. They

have been described by Hassall, Virchow, Kolliker, and others, and

have been termed corpora amylacea (p. 146) by some observers.

They have no connection with the colloid growths, and are only

alluded to here in consequence of the term colloid having been applied

to them.

Vi\. Cholesteatoma is a rare form of tumour, which was first

described by Muller. Besides containing much fatty matter and

crystalline plates of cholesterine, the soft, pulpy material of which

these tumours consist, is composed of a number of glistening pearly

scales, which may be easily separated into very thin laminae. Upon

examining these with a power of 200 diameters, they are seen to

consist of egg-shaped vesicles. They are for the most part perfectly

clear, but some exhibit a slightly granular appearance. Others again

resemble cells of the epidermis which have been soaked in nitric

acid. The peculiar structure of these tumours is represented in

pi. XLIV, fig. 332, which was kindly sent me by Mr. Simon. The
chemical composition of this tumour was as follows :

—
In 100 parts of

solid matter.

Water ... ... ... ... 87 78

Solid matter ... ... ... 12 '22

Extractive soluble in water and )

alcohol ... ... ... j
3 -II 9 2 5

‘

5 2

Extractive soluble in water only 1-030 8-44

Fixed alkaline salts, consisting of)

sulphates, chlorides, phosphates, >

carbonates, with a trace of iron )

•

396 3- 2 4

Fatty matter '°53 •43

Albuminous matter insoluble in |
boiling water ... ... ... j

6-999 57*27

Earthy salts, consisting of phos-

1

phate and sulphate of lime ... J

•608 4'97

The extractive matter soluble in alcohol had the same peculiar

smell as the mass itself. The odorous material was volatile, and was

present in the fluid which passed over in distillation in considerable

quantity. The fatty matter was treated with alcohol, but no choles-

terine crystallized out, probably in consequence of being protected

from its action by the hard fat present. The total quantity of fatty

matter was so small that no further experiments could be resorted to.

It should be borne in mind, that an amount of cholesterine, which
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when examined in the microscope would be accounted considerable,

is often so small as not to be appreciable by the balance .

—

“

Archives

of Medicine,” No. I, page 42.

272. Rare form ofTumour beneath the Tongue of a Girl aged 25.—
The tumour projected beneath the chin, and extended upwards into the

mouth. It had been growing for about two years. It was opened by

Sir William Fergusson, and about an ounce and a half of a soft pulta-

ceous mass was removed.

Analysis—1000 grains contained—
Water ...

Solid matter

Extractive matter

Alkaline salts

Fatty matter...

Tissue, &c., insoluble

Earthy salts ...

... 83872

... 161-28

... 1344
•68

... 45-00

99-88

2-28

The microscopical characters of the tumour were peculiar. These

are represented in fig. 333, pi. XLIV. The mass was found to be

composed of numerous cells, like adipose vesicles, filled with fatty

matter, but some appeared nearly empty, and closely resembled cells

of squamous epithelium, a and b. The microscopical characters of

the contents somewhat resembled those of cholesteatoma, but no

plates of cholesterine were present in the specimen. In structure,

however, this tumor was closely allied to the cholesteatomatous group.

“Archives of Medicine,” vol. I, p. 318.

273 . Epithelial Growths.—Epithelial Cancer.—Epithelioma.—The

tumours included under these heads resemble the cancerous growths

more closely than any other structures. The distinctive characters

of these have been carefully investigated by Paget. See also Bennett

“ On Cancerous and Cancroid Growths.” Lebert, “ Traite pratique

des Maladies Cancereuses et des affections curables confondues avec

le Cancer.” Walshe, “ The Nature and Treatment of Cancer.”

Paget, “ Lectures on Tumours,” second edition, 1863.

Under this head are included the following forms of disease :

cancer of the lip, noli me tangere, cauliflower excrescence of the uterus,

chimney sweeps’ cancer, &c. Warts consist merely of a superabun-

dant formation and accumulation of the epithelial cells of the cuticle;

and tubercles, which occur on the external genital organs, have a very

similar structure. In cancer of the lip, tongue, &c., fissures are

formed, in which an abundant growth of epithelium takes place,

accompanied with an ichorous discharge. The papillae also become

much modified, and, like other textures, entering into the formation
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Fig'. 33:.

olesteatoma a. large cells, of which the laminf© forming
e pearly scales were composed

; some of these are
rivelled and flattened, resembling the superficial scales

. the epidermis, b. fibrous tissue from the inner surface
, the capsule, c, crystals of cholesterme

;
oil globules and

. anular matter are seen in various parts of the field, p. 253.

Fig. 334.

shaft of the femur, x 220 From a drawing by Mr. Hulke.
p. 250.

Fig. 336.

Fibroid tumour, from the testicle. X 215. a. b, fibres sepa-
rated from each other, c, portion of the tumour in which
the separate cells are not distinct. Collections of oil globules
^re scattered through this part of the mas9. Fibre cells of

various forms are represented, p. 250.

Fig. 333.

Section of tumour, situated unifier the Longue of a girl, aged
25. The dark shaded portions consist of fatty matter. "

a,
separate cell membrane, b. ditto, resembling cells of epithe-
lium. The structure of this tumour is closely allied to that

of a cholesteatomatous tumour, p. 254.

d c
Cancellated structure of bone and myeloid cells. Human, a,
fully formed bone. b. capillary vessel, c, fibrous or connective
tissue, rf one of the so-called myeloid cells, e ,

another myeloid
ceil, forming a curve round the capillary, p, 249.

Fig. 337.

Muscular fibre
cells, from the
small intestine.

X 215.

Fig. 333.

Softened cerebral tissue surrounding a
cavity in the posterior part of the optic
thalamus and the corpus striatum, and
which extended some distance into the
white substance of the hemisphere. The
cavity contained fluid and also a firm clot.

Fig. 335.

lOCOth of an inch 1 ] x 215.

- „ 1 1 x 700. [To face page 254.
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of the cancerous tissue, grow very irregularly. The edges become

indurated, and as the disease gradually advances, it invades deeper

structures.

If a thin section of one of these growths be examined, interspaces

will be observed, pi. XLV, fig. 339, from the walls of which the cells

appear to grow. The cells often seem to be arranged in laminae
;

they do not vary so much in size and form as the cells of true

cancer
;

the masses of germinal matter “
nuclei,” do not differ so

much in size
;
they rarely contain large nucleoli, and usually adhere

to each other by their margins, fig. 340 ;
frequently three or four, or

more, will be found united together. In fact, these cells very nearly

resemble, in their general characters, the ordinary epithelial cells of

the surface upon which the growth is developed, but they are softer

and of course contain more water, and grow much more quickly.

214. Mcianoid Tumours.—The terms melanosis, ?nela?ioma, and

mclanoid, have been applied to those cellular tumours which contain

a considerable quantity of pigment. The colour may vary from a

darkish yellow to a purple or black, and the material of which it is

composed consists of minute granules or small masses, varying much

in shape and size. They are composed entirely of organic matter

with a mere trace of iron, and are precipitated amongst the germinal

matter at an early period of the growth of the cell, and they are

therefore found in the substance of the cells in their fully formed

state. The cells of many true cancerous tumours contain much pig-

ment, and these are consequently said to be melanotic.

The lungs and bronchial tubes of colliers, sweeps, and those who
work in many factories, often contain a quantity of black material

which has been introduced into the lungs suspended in the air

breathed. This state has been termed false melatiosis.

215. Cancer.—A cancerous growth may be described as consist-

ing of a fibrous matrix, pi. XLV, fig. 342, more or less abundant, and

arranged so as to fonn areolae, or interspaces, a, upon the walls of which

the vessels ramify. These interspaces contain cells in considerable

number, suspended in a more or less viscid fluid, with much granular

matter which is found when examined in a perfectly fresh state under

very high powers, to consist of a, minute particles of living genninal

matter, the germs from which new cells may be formed
;

b, fatty

matter as minute granules of molecules and globules, and minute

crystals of fatty matter
;
and c, shreds of fibrous tissue.

The great difficulty of deciding as to the cancerous or non-can-

cerous nature of a tumour, arises principally from the fact, that no single

element of which the structure is composed, can be looked upon as

characteristic of the cancer-ous form of growth, only. Neither the cha-
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racter of the cells, nor the nature of the matrix, nor the arrangement

of the elementary constituents can separately determine the point,

and it is only by carefully noting the collective appearances observed

upon microscopical examination, that we can decide. In the great

majority of cases, however, it is possible to speak with tolerable cer-

tainty
;
but at the same time it must be borne in mind that instances

come under notice from time to time, in which the most careful and

experienced observers would be unable, from a microscopical exami-

nation, to determine the nature of the tumour.

A well-defined cancerous growth, in its microscopical characters,

does not resemble, and cannot be confounded with, any healthy

texture
;
while many of the non-malignant tumours, in their essential

characters, bear great similarity to certain healthy tissues, or are

actually identical with them in structure.

Cancerous tumours have been divided into three principal varieties

according to the relative quantities of the viscous juice, fibrous, or

cellular elements present.

From the freshly cut surface of a ccmcerous tumour, a more or less

turbid juice exudes, which, upon examination in the microscope, is

found to contain cells varying much in size and form, as well as in

the character of their contents
;
a few fragments of fibrous tissue

;
a

number of free oil globules, and, perhaps, a few cells containing oil

globules
;
and much free granular matter, pi. XLV, fig. 342. Upon

examining a thin section made with a Valentin’s knife, the relation

of these structural elements to each other may be observed. The

fibres will be seen to form meshes or interspaces, in which the cells

and fluid are contained, fig. 342 a. In some instances the fibres

resemble those of ordinary areolar tissue
;
sometimes they consist

chiefly of fibres resembling those of yellow elastic tissue
;
and not

unfrequently the fibres become perfectly transparent upon being

treated with acetic acid, showing the absence of the yellow element.

Amongst these fibres, helping to form the boundaries of the spaces,

are the capillary vessels which cannot be discerned in many cases

unless they are injected. Many forms of cancer prepared according

to the directions given in § 101, yield most beautiful and instructive

microscopical specimens.

The cells of cancerous tumours vary much in size and form :

they may be perfectly round, or prolonged at either end into delicate

fibres, or of most irregular outline, pi. XLV, figs. 341, 342, 343,

pi. XLVI. They usually contain one large mass of growing germinal

matter, “ nucleus,” but very often two masses are met with, and not

unfrequently many more may be observed. These are formed by

the subdivision of the original mass. The masses of germinal matter
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Drawings from a case of cancer diffused through the entire liver. Sent by Mr. Robert Cealy, of 'Aylesbury.
Case reported m 'Archives,' No II.

The specimens were taken from the collections of cancerous matter, and from the intervals between them.

a, remains of the secietiug structure of the lobules. 0. liver cells from the interval between two collections,

c. (f. also from the surface of one of the cancerous masses, showing, delicate fibrous tissue, cells, and fibre

cells, e. remains of secreting cells in the interval 1 etween the cancerous collections. <7 , fibre cells from the
surface of a collection, h, cells from a short distance within one of the tumours. x 215 p; 256.

From a cancerous tumour, a, portions of fibrous

matrix, b, cells, many of them containing smaller
ones-in the interior, x -15. p'. 255.

F:g. 343.

Small cancerous tumour from a portal canal, con
laining a number of cells. X 215 diameter?. From
a woman aged fifty-one, who died of medullary
cancer of the liver! in Ring's College Hospital.—

M. B
,
572. p. 257.
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“ nuclei ” of different cancer cells often differ much in size. They gene-

rally contain several granules, and much granular matter exists between

them and the formed material or “ cell wall.” Cells are often found

which contain several smaller cells in their interior
;
these have, on

this account, been termed “ mother-cells,” fig. 342, fig. 344, b
,
d, q,

etc. The cells readily separate from each other, and exhibit no

tendency to aggregate together, nor do they appear ever to have been

adherent to each other at their margins. Fig. 343, pi. XLV, is a

beautiful example of a very young growing cancerous tumour, con-

sisting of only a few cells which are multiplying rapidly.

The characters of many cancerous growths entirely depend upon

the locality in which they grow, and a cancer may assume the form

of a solid, hard, or soft circumscribed tumour, a soft spongy mass,

prone to spread in all directions, a highly vascular papillary growth,

or other forms too numerous to mention. Cancerous growths also

differ in density, colour, rapidity of growth, as well as in the form

and character of the cells of which they are composed. It is impos-

sible to lay down any definite characters which shall in every case

serve to distinguish a cancerous tumour from other forms of morbid

growths
;
but a tumour from the cut surface of which a milky juice is

poured out, and which, upon microscopical examination, is found

to consist principally of cells exihibiting the general characters above

referred to, and arranged in the meshes of a fibrous stroma, may be

pronounced to be of a cancerous nature.

The so-called epithelial growths resemble cancerous tumours more

closely than other structures. These commence on some epithelial

surface, as the skin, or mucous membrane, or in the duct or follicles of

a gland. The chief differences to be observed in the minute struc-

ture of these two classes of tumours are tabulated as follows :

—

Cancerous.

Cells not connected with the matrix in

a regular manner, or forming laminae.

Cells differing much from each other

in size and form.

Cells readily separable from each
other.

Cells not connected together at their

margins
;
their edges seldom forming

straight lines.

Cells containing several smaller cells

in their interior often met with.

Nuclei varying much in. size and
number in different cells.

Juice scraped from the cut surface

containing many cells floating freely

in the fluid, and not connected with
each other.

Epithelial Growths.

Cells connected with the matrix, often

forming distinct laminae.

Cells resembling each other in size

and general outline.

Cells often cohering by their edges,

which generally form straight lines ;

three or four cells being frequently

found united together.

Cells usually containing one nucleus.

Nuclei not varying much in size in

different cells.

Juice scraped from the cut surface,

containing small collections of cells,

which are often connected with each
other.

S
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A beautiful specimen of cells from a cancerous growth from the

pharynx is represented in pi. XLVI. The cells were expectorated by

the patient during life. I am indebted to my friend, Mr. Newham,
of Bury St. Edmunds, for the specimen and account of the case

published in the fifth number of the Archives of Medicine.

It will be observed that the cells represented in pi. XLVI,
fig. 344, are not all composed of the same material. Some refract

light differently to others, as indicated by the different varieties of

shading, and there is an absence of that granular appearance which

is observed in the greater number of specimens figured. The cellular

appearance of many of the bodies in question is fallacious, and many
that would be termed “ mother cells ” are only masses of soft formed

material with nuclei (germinal matter) irregularly scattered through

them. In some instances these have broken in such a way as to

leave cavities into which the germinal matter evidently fitted. At p,

fig. 344, such a mass is seen, and at the lower portion is a cell-like

piece nearly detached, with others which are quite separated. The

specimen was not treated with any reagent. Water was not even

added, so that the appearances represented are not produced by

any artificial processes whatever. A portion of the mass removed

after death is represented in fig. 345, and in fig. 346, the micro-

scopical characters of one of the cervical glands are indicated.

Other forms of cancer are represented in pi. XLV.

276. Examination of Morbid Growths.—In the first place the

fluid or juice, if any exists on the free surface of the tumour, should

be examined : secondly, the microscopical characters of the juice,

which exudes from the freshly-cut surface should be ascertained :

and, lastly, a thin section ought to be made, in order to determine

the relation of the constituents of the tumour to each other, and

especially the proportions in which the different elements are

present. Its connection with surrounding structures may be

ascertained by examining a thin section, which should include a

portion of the adjacent texture
;
and these observations should be

made first with low powers, and afterwards with a power of from

700 to 1800 diameters.

The disposition, arrangement, and general direction of the fibres

in the fibrous portion of the tumour should be carefully noted, and

the form, size, shape, and contents of the “cells” (especially with

reference to the presence or absence of oil globules or molecules,

nuclei or masses of germinal matter, &c.), should be especially

dwelt upon. Every opportunity should be taken of carefully

delineating the appearances observed, in order that the structure of

one tumour may be compared with that of others which may
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subsequently fall under notice, and if the growth presents anything

unusual, a section ought to be put up in some preservative fluid. It

is extremely important that every opportunity of obtaining very

minute cancerous tumours should be taken advantage of. More is

to be learned with reference to the history and mode of growth,

from microscopic tumours, than from those of large size. Accurate

notes should be made of every examination, and these, with

sketches, should be entered in a note book kept for the purpose.

The observer should examine tumours in several different parts.

Sections may be made in different directions with Valentin’s knife,

an ordinary scalpel, or a strong knife, according to the consistence

of the tumour. In examining the cells it is better to employ a little

serum or gum-water, for sometimes if water alone be used, they

become swollen and much altered.

Lastly, the influence of certain chemical reagents upon the

sections and portions scraped from the cut surface of the fresh

' tumour must be ascertained. The most important reagents in the

examination of morbid growths are, acetic acid, solution of soda,

and ether
;
but the stronger acids and other tests will occasionally

be required. The two former are of advantage in rendering the

tissues more transparent, and displaying the nuclei. Ether is some-

times required to ascertain if certain globules which resemble fatty

matter, are really of this nature.

The method of preparation described in § xoi is eminently

adapted for the investigation of morbid growths. Tumours of the

most delicate structure may be injected by the process there described,

and the germinal matter of the cells may be stained, and thus very

beautiful and highly demonstrative specimens may be prepared.

2M. Preservation of Morliifl Growths.-—Morbid growths will

require different preservative solutions according to their nature.

Glycerine to which about a third ["of its bulk of water and a little

alcohol have been added answers well in some cases, and retains the

character of cells better than other solutions which I have tried.

Strong glycerine is well adapted for the preservation of some growths,

very thin sections of which appear opaque when examined in water.

But when fibrous structures are immersed in glycerine, the transparent

appearance due to this medium must be considered when describing

their characters. It is very important in this and other cases to subject

the same specimen to examination in various media. The naphtha

and creosote solution, and carbolic acid water, p. 85, preserve many
delicate structures very efficiently, but after some specimens have

been immersed for a long time, minute oil globules make their

appearance, and gradually increase in number. The other preservative

s 2
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solutions which I have yet tried, so totally alter the characters of the

cellular tumours, as to obliterate all appearance of their former struc-

ture. I have found it better to cut off small pieces of the tumour,

and place them in a little bottle with the preservative fluid, which

must be changed two or three times, than to mount a thin section

permanently in a cell. Each bottle should be carefully labelled.

Sections must be cut when it is intended to submit the tumour to

examination. For the last few years I have preserved morbid growths

in strong glycerine, according to the plan given in § ioi,whichI

find succeeds admirably.
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CHAPTER VIII.

Animal and Vegetable Parasites.—Animal Parasites.—Acarus

Scabiei.—Entozoon folliculorum ,
or Demodex.—Examination of

Entozoa.—Tcenia Solium
,
Tania Mcdiocanellata.—Bothrioccphalus

Latus.— Hydatids
,
Echinococci.— Trichina Spiralis.—Bilharzia

Ihxmatobia.— Other Entozoa.— Strongylus Gigas.—Vegetable

Parasitic Structures.—Sarcina Ventriculi, or Merismopcedia

Ventriculi.— Other Forms of Alga.— Leptolhrix Buccalis .—

-

Penicillium Glaucum.—Achorion Schcenleinii.— Tricophyton Ton-

surans.— Tricophyton Sporuloides.—Microsporon Metitagrophytes.

—Microsporon Audouini.—Microsporon Furfur.—Puccinia Favi.

— Chionyphe Carteri.— Early Stages of Fungi.— Oidium .

—

Aptlice, Muguet.—Diptheria.—Fungus from External Meatus of

the Ear.—Other forms of Fungi.—Of the Manner in which

Fungi enter the System.—Examination of Vegetable Growths.

In this chapter, I shall only attempt to refer to the structure and

mode of examination of a few of the animal and vegetable parasites

which are most frequently met with in the human body. For a com-

plete account of these organisms, I must refer the reader to

Kiichenmeister’s treatise translated for the Sydenham Society, and

the works enumerated at the end of this chapter.

Animal Parasites.

The only epizoa which need be referred to here, are the itch

insect (Acarus scabiei) and the entozoon from the sebaceous follicles

(Entozoon, or Demodexfolliculorum).

278. Acarus Scabiei, or Sarcoytes Hominis.—The itch acari

are rather difficult to procure from the cases of itch usually met

with in this country. They may sometimes be extracted from

the itch pustules or vesicles by passing a fine needle into
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the burrow, the opening of which is always at the side, and may be

known by the presence of a little dark point. The male is very much
smaller than the female. See figs. 347, 348, pi. XLVII, for which I

am indebted to my friend Mr. Richardson, of Dublin, and note the

difference of magnifying powers. They may be dried carefully at a

gentle heat, and preserved in Canada balsam. The itch mite bores

into the skin from the outer surface. At first the direction of the

gallery is perpendicular, but it passes obliquely through the cutis. In

order to obtain the mite, the Corsican women pass a needle or other

sharp pointed instrument into the opening in such a manner that it

might be forced below the mite, the portion of skin elevated, and the

acarus turned out. The process requires some practice and dexterity

for its performance. A sharply pointed thin knife is an efficient instru-

ment for obtaining the acarus. In order to examine the galleries the

creature makes, the skin, with the vesicle or pustule, is to be pinched

up, and the latter shorn off with a knife or scissars. It is then

inverted and examined in fluid or in glycerine, or allowed to dry

slowly on a glass slide, when it may be mounted in Canada balsam.

In bad cases of itch, crusts may be removed which contain numer-

ous specimens of the acarus in various stages of development with

ova. Mr. R. W. Richardson, of Dublin, received from Dr. Neligan

a piece of scab from a case of Norway itch, which, although not more

than a quarter of an inch square, contained one hundred specimens

in it. They were all six legged, as represented in pi. XLVII, fig. 349.

In a case which occurred at Wurzburg, and is alluded toby Mr. Ander-

son, a piece of the crust “ not half a line square, contained two

females, eight six-legged young, and twenty-one pieces of acari, six

eggs, and fifty-three egg shells. In the deepest and softest parts of

the crusts, masses of living acari wallowed and tumbled about.”*

The hexapod acari are not, as some have supposed, a distinct

species, but merely young specimens of the ordinary acarus which

have not moulted. They are found in numbers never met with in

this country in the severe forms of Norway itch. The female lays

more than fifty eggs. Ova of the acarus scabiei, in different stages of

development, are represented in fig. 350, which has been copied from

Kuchenmeister.

210. The Entozoon FolUculorum is generally present in the folli-

cles of the skin of the scalp, nose, chin, and other parts of the face.

It may usually be procured very readily from the nose, by squeezing

out the contents of the sebaceous follicles by pressing the skin firmly

between the finger and thumb, or between two of the finger nails.

* Mr. B. W. Richardson, “On hexapod acari scabiei, from Norway, Itch.”

Bubin Medical Tress, June 7, 1865.
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The white cheesy matter thus expressed must be torn with needles,

and then placed on a slide in a drop of oil, and covered with thin

glass. One or two of the entozoa will usually be found. There are

two varieties, and these are constantly met with in the same indivi-

dual. One is much longer, and the body more thin and taper than

the other, fig. 351, a, b, c, pi. XLVII.

I have found them in considerable number in the wax which

collects in the ear. If the wax is tolerably moist the addition of oil

is unnecessary.

Small parasites may be stained with carmine and preserved in

strong glycerine, § toi. After proper soaking in glycerine they may
be preserved in the glycerine jelly, or they may be carefully dried and

mounted in balsam. Potash and soda dissolve the soft parts, and

thus we may display the skin very beautifully.

280. Tape Worms—Taenia Solium.—The common English tape

worm is often met with. A fresh joint may be placed under the

microscope and examined with low powers. If dried upon a glass

slide, and mounted in Canada balsam, it makes a very instructive

preparation. The ovaries of many joints are often distended with

ova some of which should be squeezed out and mounted sepa-

rately.

The mode of development of the tape worm is now quite under-

stood and it has been proved experimentally that the cysticercus cel-

lulosae becomes in the stomach transformed into Taenia solium. The
cysticercus is introduced into the organism in measly pork : it has

been remarked that cases of tape worm are most common in those

parts where much pork is eaten. The cysticercus cellulosae has been

met with in several cases in the human eye, as in the anterior cham-

ber, in the vitreous, and in some instances it has migrated into the

brain.

Tania Mediocanellata
,

—Is the tape worm developed from a

cysticercus infesting cattle, and derives its name from the peculiar

distribution of the water vessels in the head. It is larger every way
than taenia solium. The head is very large, flattened, and hookless,

with four suckers much larger than those of taenia solium, surrounded

by much black pigment. Dr. Cobbold remarks that this hookless

tape worm is as common in this country as the taenia solium. In

pi. XLVIII, fig. 352, is a drawing of a beautiful specimen of the

head of this entozoon which was passed by one of my patients in the

hospital after oil of male fern.

Bothriocephalus latus is the tape worm most common in Russia,

Sweden, Poland, and Switzerland. It is seldom met with in this

country, and out of upwards of 100 cases of tape worm I have only
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obtained one specimen of the bothriocephalus. The head is elongated

and destitute of hooks and suckers. This parasite may be examined

and preserved in the same manner as the common tape worm.

281. Means of Procuring' the Head of the Tape Worm.

—

It

may be advantageous just to refer to the most effectual manner of

obtaining the head of the tape worm. Of all the remedies I have

seen tried, the ethereal oil of male fern is certainly the most effica-

cious. Out of about thirty cases which I carefully watched in 1851,

when I was house physician to King’s College Hospital, the

head was expelled in six or seven. Some of the patients had been

treated with kousso, and others with the oil of male fern. All the

successful cases had been treated with the latter
;
indeed, although

I have seen many cases treated with kousso, I never was successful

in finding the head
;
the greater part of the worm, however, was inva-

riably expelled. The oil of male fern is to be administered as follows :

-—two drachms to half an ounce, according to age, &c., are suspended

in eight ounces of water, with the aid of mucilage. After fasting for

twenty-four hours (only a little water, or, at most, milk being allowed),

the patient is made to take the draught early in the morning, and an

hour or an hour and a half afterwards, a dose of castor oil is to be

given. The worm is usually expelled in the course of the day. The
fasting appears to be a very important part of the treatment, and it

seems essential that the oil should be suspended in a large quantity of

water. I have since obtained many entire worms in this manner.

The head may be examined in fluid with an inch object-glass as

an opaque preparation, or it may be put up in balsam, but it must be

dried with great care. I have found that specimens of tape worm
may be preserved exceedingly well in strong glycerine to which a

little acetic acid has been added.

282 . Hydatids. Echinococci.—Hydatids may occasionally be

obtained from bodies in the post mortem theatre. They are usually

found in large cysts, occupying a considerable portion of the liver.

The parent cyst is often surrounded by a layer of purulent fluid.

Upon opening this parent cyst numerous smaller round cysts

(
acephalocysts

)
with much fluid, escape. The walls of the cysts are

usually quite white, not unlike the boiled white of egg
;
and they

vary much in thickness. The thick, white membrane consists of

several superimposed laminae which increase in number as the

cyst advances in age. See fig. 356, pi. XLVIII. These may be well

seen in a thin section of the walls of the cyst. Often a considerable

number of crystals of triple phosphate will be found, especially if the

hydatid be not quite fresh. The structure of the wall appears

homogeneous or at most slightly granular, as if it had been merely
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deposited by the inner germinal membrane from the inner surface of

which the echinococci and new cysts are formed.*

The granular appearance of the inner membrane arises from the

presence of little elevations with which the surface is studded. By

scraping these gently with a knife, not unfrequently many echinococci

will be removed. The echinococci may also be obtained by allowing

the fluid contents of the acephalo-cysts to flow into a conical glass.

After a short time the echinococci sink, and may be removed with a

pipette. They grow as buds or offsets from all parts of the internal

surface of the vesicle. Many soon become detached from the wall

of the cyst and die. Echinococci are represented in pi. XLYIII,

figs. 353 to 360.

The echinococcus is developed from some of the masses of

germinal matter of which the inner wall of the cyst seems to be

almost entirely composed. They may be seen at different stages

of development in many cysts projecting like buds from the surface,

pi. XLVIII, fig. 353. Two species of echinococci have been

described, E. hominis and E. veterinorum, but it is probable that

these are really the same.

The echinococcus has been proved to be the immature condition of

the tcenia echinococcus
,
a minute tape worm found only in the dog and

wolf. The taenia echinococcus is about Jth of an inch long, and

consists of only four joints, including the head, which has four

suckers and a circle of hooks. The eggs contain a six-hooked

embryo which does not develope into a cysticercus, but into a

spherical vesicle containing a granular material. The echinococci

are afterwards developed by budding from the inner wall of the

vesicle. My friend and pupil, Mr. Nettleship has published some

very interesting observations upon the development of this parasite

in the Proceedings of the Royal Society for June 21st, 1866, and

I have to thank him for some beautiful specimens of the taenia in

the dog’s intestine which were developed from the echinococci taken

from the liver of a sheep. Some of the brood are represented In

pi. XLVIII, fig. 353, and the taenia in fig. 354.

Fig. 355, represents the appearance of echinococci magnified with

an inch object-glass, and in figs. 359, 360, are shown two specimens

magnified with a quarter. In one of these the hooks are seen to be

extruded, a condition which has been considered to result from the

occurrence of endosmosis and commencing decomposition. They

may be made to protrude their hooks by leaving the opened cyst for

twenty-four hours in the fluid. The echinococcus is about i-2ooth

* See also a communication by Dr. Hyde Salter, in the fifth volume of the

“ Transactions of the Pathological Society,” page 303.
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of an inch long. It is nourished by imbibition only. The hooklets

are thirty-four in number.

If a little of the fluid from the interior be evaporated upon a

glass slide, numerous crystals of chloride of sodium will be formed.

Heintz gives the following plan for detecting succinic acid in the

fluid of the hydatid cysts. The fluid concentrated by evaporation

is to be treated with a little hydrochloric acid and agitated with

water, and ether free from alcohol, until nothing more is taken up.

The impure succinic acid obtained by evaporating the etherial solu-

tions, is dissolved in water. The solution is to be filtered and

evaporated to dryness. The residue is then treated with alcohol

and completely recrystallized.*

The character of the claws, pi. XLVIII, figs. 357,358, 361, should

beparticularlynoticed, as theirpresence is characteristic of echinococci.

Hydatids are occasionally expectorated
;
usually in consequence of

a cyst in the liver opening into the base of one being. The appear-

ance of the cysts in the sputum will direct attention to the origin of

the pulmonary mischief, but the observation should be always con-

firmed, if possible, by the microscopical examination of the claws or

hooks. Echinococci may be preserved in the creosote solution or in

preservative gelatin. The hooks may be preserved moist in fluid, or

dry in Canada balsam.

283 . Trichina Spiralis—Is a species of entozoon which is

sometimes found in the voluntary muscles. It was first described by

Owen, in 1835. The researches of Leuckart and Virchow have

shown that the Trichina spiralis cannot be regarded as the brood of

the Tricocephalus dispar engaged in migration, as was formerly sup-

posed. When introduced into the human intestine, the larval trichinae

rapidly arrive at sexual maturity, and the young filariae soon after

their escape from the uterus of the mother commence their migrations

by boring in every direction through the surrounding tissues, till they

arrive at the voluntary muscles. They rarely stop anywhere else.

In the muscles they become completely developed, and ultimately

surrounded by a cyst which eventually calcifies. It appears, how-

ever, that these cysts are by no means essential, and that they may

be wanting even where the Trichinae are very numerous, so that a

careful microscopical examination would always be necessary to

determine the absence of the parasite. Encysted trichinae are repre-

sented in pi. XLIX, figs. 362 and 364, in a portion of human muscle

from a patient who died in the London Hospital. I am indebted to

Mr. Curling for a specimen of the muscle. A figure of the

Heintz, “ Lehrbuch tier Zoochemie,” page 239 .
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crystals of fatty matter, and debris.
Deposit from fluid of an hydatid

cyst. X 213. p. 266.

300th of an inch
!
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trichina removed from the cyst is given in the same plate, fig. 363.

This entozoon has acquired a peculiar interest of late in con-

sequence of the fatal results which have occurred in many cases

in Germany, from eating flesh infected with trichinse. The trichina

disease usually commences with diarrhoea or abdominal pains, from

the presence of the larvae in the intestines. The next symptoms are

those which result from the invasion of the muscles by the parasite,

and consist chiefly of great prostration, severe pain in the muscles,

and inability to extend the limbs, forcible extension being accom-

panied by great pain. The face and limbs become cedematous, and

there is much fever. Recovery from this stage is sometimes followed

by debility, wasting, and death from the impaired capacity for ex-

ertion of the muscles consequent on the presence of the Trichina

cysts in them. The disease is not invariably fatal. It is remarkable

that the same species of Trichina should flourish in a number of

very different species of animals.

The calcification of the cysts renders them opaque, so that the

contained worm cannot be distinctly seen till the calcareous matter

has been dissolved out by dilute hydrochloric acid, pi. XLIX,
fig. 362.*

284 . Bilharzia Haematobia.—Dr. John Harley has recently called

attention to the existence of endemic haematuria in certain parts of

the Cape of Good Hope, and in Natal, and has shown it to be due

to a species of Bilharzia which, after careful comparison with

Griesinger’s figures of Bilharzia haematobia, he has been induced to

refer to another species named by him, B. Capensis.f As no oppor-

tunity has yet been afforded of examining the adult animal, it is,,

however, probable that the species is identical with B. Haematobia.

Dr. Harley found in the urine of his three patients the eggs and

ciliated embryos of the parasite, also part of its intestine, and a

portion of ciliated integuments. Drawings of the eggs embedded in

mucus and free are given in pi. XLIX, figs. 365, 366, and 367. For

the specimens from which these drawings were made, I have to thank

my friend and colleague. This parasite is a non-hermaphrodite

trematode worm. It has two suckers, and in the body of the male is a

peculiar channel, the “gynaecophoric canal,” which contains the female

during copulation. The parasite is chieflyfound in thevesical mesenteric

and portal veins, and by its presence in their minute branches gives,

rise to lesions of the mucous membrane of the intestines, bladder,

ureters, and pelves of the kidneys. The principal symptoms are

# On the Trichina, see the memoirs of Dr. Althaus and Dr, Thudichum.

+ Medico-Chirurgical Transactions, vol. xlvii, p. 55.
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diarrhoea and hematuria, accompanied by great anaemia and pros-

tration of strength. After a certain time the ova and embryos of the

parasite are found in the urine. Dr. John Harley considers that the

eggs often become, after the total disappearance of the hasmaturia, the

nuclei of renal calculi. After death the mucous membranes affected

are found studded with extravasations of blood, and more or less

thickened and ulcerated.

285. other Entozoa.

—

The commonfluke (Fasciola hepatica

)

forms

a very interesting object for examination. One species may generally

be met with in the bile-ducts of the ox and sheep. The digestive and

water vascular systems may be injected with different colours—the

former through the oral opening in the anterior sucker, the latter

through the caudal aperture of the aquiferous system.

The small thread worms oxyuris vermicularis are common in

children, and are met with chiefly in the rectum. The tricocephalus

dispar is met with in the ccecum and colon. The ascaris lumbricoides

or great round worm, is usually found in the small intestine.

Ova of several of the most common entozoa are represented in

pi. XLIX, figs. 365 to 377. An explanation is appended to each

figure.

The only other entozoon which need be alluded to here is the

Strongylus gigas, the largest of the entozoa. This is very rarely met

with in man, but is not unfrequently seen amongst animals. It is

usually found in the kidney. Some years ago I met with three of

these creatures, two males and a female, coiled up in what had been

the kidney of a dog, but which was now reduced to a thin membran-

ous cyst. The ureter was quite pervious, and the mucus on the surface

of its mucous membrane, with that of the bladder, contained very

numerous ova. For microscopical examination of the tissues of this

creature, it must be dissected under water. The intestine is square,

and contains altered blood. The ova form beautiful objects.

285.* Entozoon-like Bodies in the Muscles.—In the muscular

fibres of the heart, and less frequently in the voluntary muscles

of many of the animals killed for food, are found some peculiar

living bodies which have long been known to observers, although

their nature has not yet been determined. They were discovered in

1843 by Miescher in the muscles of a mouse. Hessling found them

in the muscular fibres of the heart of the sheep and ox. Siebold

and Bischoff demonstrated them in the rat and mouse, and they have

been also found in the deer. In 1855, Rainey found and figured

similar bodies from the muscles of the pig, and by him they were

supposed to be the cysticercus cellulosse in an imperfectly developed

state. “ On the structure and development of the Cysticercus
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PLATE XL1X.

Trichina spiralis, v?ith capsule. From
human subject X 40. p. 267.

Trichina spiralis. From human subject. X 215. p.266.

Fig. 365. Fig. 366.

Fig 363.

Capsule containing two trichinae. From
human subject, x 130. p. 266

Fig. 364.

Fig. 368.

Distoma lanceo-
latum. X 370.

p. 268.

Fig. 369.

Taenia medio-
canellata. After
Leuckart. X 37.

Fig. 370.

Taenia solium
x 370. p. 268.

Fig. 373.

Fig. 371.

Bothnocephalus
latus. X 215.

Fig. 374.

Fig. 372.

Ovum of distoma hepaticum.
After Leuckart. X 370. p. 268.

Ovum of bothrio-
cephalus latus.

X 370.

Fig. 375.

Oxyuris verrm-
cularis.

X 215. p. 268.

Fig. 376.

Ova of trichocephalus dispar. After
Leuckait. X 370.

Fig. 367-

Ova of bilharzia hsematcbia in
urinary deposit. Drawn from
a preparation of Dr. Harley's.

X 15. p. 267.

Fig. 377.

Ovum of ascans lumbricoides

.

After Leuckart. X 370. p. 268.
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Cellulosse, as found in the muscles of the pig,” Phil. Trans., vol. 147,

p. iii, 1857. They have since been often termed Rainey’s bodies.

The observations of later observers have not confirmed the con-

clusions of the last-named writer, and although it is not known

what these unquestionably parasitic bodies really are, it is not proba-

ble that they have anything to do with the cysticercus cellulosae.

In my investigations upon the muscles of animals destroyed by the

cattle plague, I found these bodies in enormous numbers. While they

are ordinarily found, largely in the muscular fibres of the sheep’s heart,

and to a less extent in that of the ox
;
they are not to be detected in

the best beef and mutton. On the other ' hand in almost every

specimen of cattle plague beef which I examined, these entozoon-

like bodies were present, and in many cases, in immense numbers.

Moreover, the bodies found in the systemic muscles attain a size

and degree of development seldom, if ever, observed in those found

in the heart.

As further observations upon this subject are much required, I

feel that it is desirable to call attention to it in this place. In plates

L and LI, I have repeated several of my figures from my report on

the Cattle Plague, 1866. The conclusions I arrived at may be

summed up as follows :

—

1. That in almost all, if not in all, animals dying of Cattle Plague,

entozoon-like bodies exist in considerable number in the voluntary

muscles of the system and in the heart.

2. They are occasionally found, but in comparatively small num-

bers in animals apparently in perfect health when killed.

3. These or closely allied species have been known for more than

twenty years, but their nature has not yet been determined. They

have been found in the ox, sheep, deer, pig, rat, mouse, and perhaps

other animals.

4. In the muscles of a calf killed by Cattle Plague, under six

months of age, these bodies were found in immense numbers.

5. They vary in length from less than the -3^-0 th of an inch to at

least a quarter of an inch in length. They are, for the most part,

imbedded in the contractile material of the elementary muscular fibre,

but they are occasionally found free.

6. They are for the most part spindle-shaped, and the external

investment or envelope exhibits a very beautiful and peculiar struc-

ture being completely covered with delicate hair-like processes.

7. The mass within appears granular to low powers, and exhibits

a division into numerous segments, but it is found to consist entirely

of minute bodies resembling one another, possessing very definite

characters, less than ^oVcrth of an inch in their longest diameter, and
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of peculiar form, being oval, flattened, the body slightly curved

laterally, with one extremity blunt, and the other almost pointed,

pi. LI.

8. The entire mass increases in size as those small bodies

increase in number, probably by division and subdivision within the

cyst.

For further information upon this subject, and other drawings of the

bodies in question, the reader is referred to the “ Medical Times and

Gazette” for 1866, the Cattle Plague Report, a paper published in

the “Popular Science Review,” No. 19, April, 1866, page 153, and

Prof. Gamgee’s work on the Cattle Plague
;
and for a full account of

the literature of the subject, to a paper by Dr. Cobbold in the

“ Lancet” for January 27th, 1866.

Peculiar entozoa are occasionally met with in the systemic

muscles of the frog, newt, and toad, and I think it very probable

that by more careful and detailed investigation, the number of

parasites inhabiting the voluntary muscles will be largely increased.

28G. Examination of Entozoa.

—

The microscopical examination

of entozoa does not usually present any great difficulty. The smaller

species may be examined entire in the usual way, but the larger ones

require dissection, and as the structures are often very delicate, the

operation had better be performed under water, after the creature is

quite dead and muscular contractility has passed off.

Many entozoa are preserved very satisfactorily in glycerine. I

have some beautiful preparations of flukes mounted in this medium

which have retained their characters for several years. The process

of staining with carmine and preserving in strong glycerine as

described in § 101, is well adapted for investigations on the

entozoa. Entozoa may be mounted in preservative fluids, or dried

and placed in balsam.

Vegetable Parasitic Structures.

There are many vegetable organisms ofsimple structure and ofa low

degree of organisation, which not unfrequently fall under the notice

of the practitioner. Some of these are found growing upon the sur-

face of the skin or mucous membrane in certain forms of disease,

others in the recent fluid secretions, others again are developed after

the secretions have left the body, but a certain number appear to

originate in the very substance of the internal tissues and organs, into

which the genns must have previously penetrated. All these vegeta-

ble parasites belong to the class Cryptogamia. A few of the most im-

portant species will be briefly referred to.
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fig. 378. Fig. 3'/y. Fig. 380.

a
Worm-like bodies of different sizes. From tbe volun-
tary muscles. Cattle plague. x 25. Tbe largest.
Fig. 378, a. is about the eighteenth

. the smallest.
Fig. 381, less than the one-hundredth of an inch in
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Fig'. 384.
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Lower or rounded extremity of one of the worm-like

bodies, showing how closely it is surrounded by the

sarcous tissue of the muscle, x 215.

Fig. 385.

Fig. 389.

Very voung worm-like body in elementary muscular
fibre of the leg. X 215.

Fig. 336.

Cilia-like processes,
covering whole surface
of envelope of worm-

like body. X 700.

Fig. 387-

Cilia-like processes,
covering the whole
surface of the external
investment of the

worm-like body.
X 1000.

Fig. 388.

a, portion of membrane with
hair-like processes distended
with fluid and subjected to

strong pressure.

b. two of the small bodies in

their fully developed state,

from the 'interior of a very
long worm-like cyst.

X 1800.

Fig. 390.

Very young worm like body,
from a muscular fibre of the
heart of a cow. Cattle plague.

X 700 a, muscle nucleus.

Fig. 391.

Very young worm -like body
undergoing development in an
elementary muscular fibre.

Heart of cow Cattle plague.
X 700.

Fig. 394.

Worm-like body from elemen-
tary muscular fibre. Showing
escape of its contents through
lateral pores or fissures. X 130.

Fig. 392.

Portion of young worm-like body
embedded in elementary muscular
fibre, which has been broken trans-

versely. X 215.

Fig. 395.

Portion of upper extremity of one
of tbe worm like bodies, embedded
in muscular fibre, showing the
fissure, a. by which it gained access

to the interior of the fibre at an
early period of its development

b, muscle nuclei. X 215.

Fig. 393.

Tubular space in the central part of
an elementary muscular fibre, ex-

tending from' one extremity of a
young worm-like body, showing an
early stage of development of the
bodies found within the envelope.

X 2800. I regard the particles marked
a as a young stage of the bodies

represented in Fig. 388 at 6.

Fig. 396.

Portion of one of tbe worm-like
bodies, ruptured, showing structure
of wall and escape of little bodies
from its interior. a. muscular

tissue, in which it is embedded
X 700.

1000th of an inch

L. 8. B., 1S66.

x 700.

[To follow PL. L.
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281. Sarcina Ventriculi* or itlerlsmopcedla Ventriculi.— This

alga (?) was originally discovered by Goodsir, in 1842, among the

matters vomited by a patient. Since this period it has been found by

a great many observers, and indeed, may now be looked upon as by

no means uncommon. The sarcina is represented in pi. XXXII,

fig. 242, and in pi. LII, figs. 397, 398.

The vomited matters in which it occurs, have usually, but not

invariably, very much the appearance of yeast, and fermentation

proceeds for some time after they have been ejected. In vomit

presenting these characters, the sarcinae are, I believe, never absent

;

but they have been found in other cases and in other situations : by

Lebert, in a case of cancer, accompanied with black vomiting
;
and

by myself in a case in which there was a very abundant ejection of

coffee-ground vomit for a few days before death. In this vomit the

sarcinae were very abundant, but there was no fermentation. The

most minute sarcinae I have ever seen are represented in fig. 398.

The sarcina has been found in the urine, three times by Heller,

once by Dr. Mackay, of Edinburgh, twice by Dr. Johnson, and twice

by myself.t It has also been detected in the urine by Welcher,

Johnston, and Begbie. In the faeces it has been met with frequently

by Bennett and Hasse; it was observed by Virchow in an abscess of the

lung, and once by Dr. Jenner in the fluid of the ventricles of the

brain. Zencker found sarcinae in cavities of a lung affected with

encephaloid disease, and also in the stomach of the same patient.

He considers that it was drawn into the lung after vomiting (Henle’s

Zeitschrift, Band ii, Heft I). Sarcinae have been detected in the

fluid of hydrocele by Dr. Lowe, Edin. Med. Phil. Mag. N. S., July

1840; in gangrenous intestines by Demme; in cholera stools by

Wedl, Mic. Journal, vol. viii, p. 163; in stagnant water by Dr. Lowe,

Gardener’s Chronicle, 1857 ;
in Tinea tonsurans by Tilbury Fox; in

the stomach of a rabbit by Virchow, and in that of an ape by Eberth,

who also found sarcina in the ccecum of a fowl and in a tortoise.

Schlossberger considered that the sarcina was only disintegrated

muscular fibre. A moderately good glass, however, will convince any

one that its structure is very different from that of muscle. Dr. John
Lowe agrees with Mr. Berkeley in the opinion that the sarcina is

only a peculiar form of a very common microscopic fungus. Dr.

Brinton and Dr. Tilbury Fox regard the sarcina as a modification of

* M. Robin has arranged it under the genus Meristnopoedia (Meyen), and he
calls it Merismopoedia ventriculi.

t For the opportunity of observing the sarcina in one of these cases, I have to

thank my friend Mr. Brown, of Lichfield.
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Penicillium, and therefore an ordinary mould. Dr. Brinton states that

he has seen the development of the penicillium from masses of sar-

cina, but as spores of the latter fungus are commonly present amongst

the sarcinte, it seems possible that the penicillium might have been

developed from these. I cannot agree with this view of the nature of

the sarcina, and I think that the evidence advanced in its favour is at

present far from convincing.

Various plans of treatment have been employed to prevent the

development of sarcinae, but hitherto with very imperfect success.

Hyposulphite of soda has been found advantageous in some cases,

but the disease was not cured. Great relief to the burning sensation

which frequently occurs in these cases, is experienced by the use of

large doses of common salt. Several cases of this disease, with

remarks, will be found in the clinical lectures of Dr. Todd.*

In all those which have come under my own observation, the

matter in which the sarcina was present was acid, although in

several instances, in consequence of the ejection of much clear fluid

(pyrosis), the vomit generally, had an alkaline reaction. But in these

cases, the brown flocculi which contained the sarcina; were intensely

acid. The sarcina is generally, but not invariably, accompanied

by a great number of oval torulse, which vary considerably in size

and form in different cases, pi. XXXII, fig. 242, pi. LII, figs. 397,

398. These torulse were not present in the specimens of urine

which contained the sarcinse.

By the action of acids and alkalies the sarcina becomes paler,

but is not destroyed by these reagents even if warm. The cells,

however, exhibit a tendency to separate from each other in a

quadruplicate manner. Iodine communicates a slightly brown colour

to it. It is not destroyed by the decomposition of the vomited

matters in which it was developed
;
but in one case, in which it was

present in the urine, the cells were completely broken down, and all

traces of them lost, as the fluid decomposed and became alkaline.

The development of the sarcina has been investigated by Frerichs in

a dog with a fistula in his stomach. See also a paper “ On Sarcina

Ventriculi,” by Dr. John Lowe, Edinburgh Philosophical Journal, new

series, July, i860.

288. other Forms of Aigsc (?) are found in different situations; for

instance, in the cavity of the mouth, especially towards the back of

the tongue mixed with, and adhering to, or growing from, the cells of

epithelium, will be seen, with a power of 200 or higher, a vast number of

little hair-like bodies, which consist of filaments of a very minute alga

* “Medical Times and Gazette,” May 2nd, 1S51.



PLATE LII.

?ig. 397.

Sarcmae ventriculi, ordinary size, from
vomit, a, sarcinae. b, starch grannies
partially dissolved and rendered trans-
parent. c. minute oval fungi usually
present in vomit containing sarcinae.

d, vibnones. e, oil globules. /, starch
globule from bread, cracked but not as

yet softened, x 215.

Fig. 393.

X 700. X 1700.

Sarcinse, from vomit. 'Archives,'
vol. II., p 285.

Fig. 401.

Fig. 393.

I.eptothrix buccalis, from the back
of the tongue and tartar of the teeth

.

a. epithelial cells, upon and in which
the fungus is growing. 6, collection

of fungi, x 403.

Fig. 403,

Various stages of growth of ordinary mildew, a, aerial spores, ft smallest germinal particles within these.
6x, a spore bursting, germinal matter escaping. c. a spore enlarged by growth, d. a spore sprouting.
e an old spore the formed material of which has much increased. The remaining figures show the mode

of growth of the mycelium, and the fructification of the fungus, p q. r p. lot. (1869.)
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(.Leptothrix buccalis). The filaments grow upon any small particles of

food which may remain entangled in the epithelium of the mouth.

The papillae at the back of the tongue are thickly covered with very

long filaments, consisting almost entirely of this alga, pi. LII, fig.

399; it is very abundant between the teeth, and the so-called tartar

is partly composed of it. The old epithelial cells upon the tongue

and buccal mucous membrane are invaded by numerous sporules,

which give to them a granular appearance under low magnifying

powers, but by the aid of the T
'

? and the QT the nature of the par-

ticles is readily determined. The bacteria, met with in urine and

other fluids, are probably closely allied to this vegetable growth.

Similar vegetable organisms have been found in the stomach,

intestines, and faeces, and in the discharge from wounds. One
species occurs in the mucus of the uterus. Helmbrecht and Hannover

have described minute vegetable growths in the humours of the eye.*

Dr. Arthur Farre has described an alga which was passed from the

intestinal canal of the genus Oscillaria.j

Dr. Tilbury Fox believes that the leptothrix and the algal forms of

cryptogams found upon the mucus surface, are nothing more or less

than modified phases of Oidium
;

‘ Leptothrix ’ being often seen in

watching the development of the 4 nuclei ’ of the torula cells.

Growths of leptothrix (?) mixed with oidium albicans have been

found in six cases on the mucous membrane of the female genital

organs by Dr. Mayer, forming small, bright, yellow-coloured patches

on a congested base, which leave slight ulcers when removed. They

occasion inflammation and mucous or creamy discharge. Dr. Mayer

calls the disease vaginal mycosis. The fungi are always associated

with more or less severe inflammation of the mucous membrane. As

soon as the germs had taken root intense itching of the vulva and

vagina was produced, which was relieved when the fungi were

removed. £

Many of these lower vegetable organisms require for their ex-

amination very high powers, and it is necessary to place only a small

portion under the thin glass. Glycerine is a very favourable medium
for the examination of fungi. The glass cover should be as thin as

possible, for often their characters are not very clearly made out,

unless a twelfth or sixteenth object-glass be employed. Sarcinse may

# Quoted in Kiichenmeister’s “ Animal and Vegetable Parasites,” translated

for the Sydendam Society, by Dr. Lankester, vol. ii, page 135.

+ “Transactions of Microscopical Society,” vol. i, page 92, old series.

+ Dr. L. Mayer “ On the Vegetable Parasites of the female genital organs in

relation to practice,” Monatsch. f. Geburtsk., July 1862, quoted in British and For.

Med. Chir. Rev., Oct. 1862, p. 551.
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be removed with a pipette from fluids in which they subside as a

deposit, or, in cases where the mass is very viscid, with the handle of

a knife. If necessary, a little water may be added, and the whole

covered with thin glass, which often requires to be pressed down

firmly, in order to obtain a sufficiently thin stratum for examination.

To examine the so-called algse from the mouth, it is only neces-

sary to scrape the upper surface of the tongue, and place the epithe-

lium and debris removed in the usual way, upon a glass slide

moistened with a little water, but if it is desired to make a very

minute examination of the structures, or to study the changes

occurring during development under the highest power, the specimen

should be well soaked in glycerine, the strength of which should be

gradually increased.

289. Penicillium Glaucum.

—

Figs. 400 to 404, pi. LII, show

the general characters of this fungus, which is often developed in

acid urine. It is also found in vomit, in the contents of the intestinal

canal in certain cases, and in other situations. Several fungi which

have been regarded as distinct species, are probably only modified

forms of the yeast fungus and penicillium.

290. The Achorion Schcenlcinii usually appears as elongated

vesicles, of a more or less oval form (figs. 410, 41 1), many of them

being rather irregular and varying much in size, but often joined end

to end so as to form branches. This fungus grows in the hair follicle,

and is also found in abundance amongst the epithelium in the

neighbourhood. It may frequently be seen within the hair in

considerable quantity, fig. 412, pi. LIV, and may be found in

abundance in the little honeycomb-like masses, termed favus crusts.

The favus consists of a little cavity filled with spores of the

fungus, granules, and epithelial cells, pi. LVI, fig. 423. One or

two hairs usually pass through the centre of the favus. The fungus

is composed of the mycelium (a), or the proper substance of the

plant; of a receptacle (b), or sporangium
,
which contains the repro-

ductive organs
;
and the reproductive organs themselves, or the

spores.

This fungus occurs in Tinea favosa
,
Porrigo favosa

,
scutulata

,
&c.

The favus may be placed upon a glass slide, moistened with water,

and subjected to microscopical examination. When the hair is to

be examined, the same course is pursued, but it will often be found

advantageous to treat it with a drop of solution of potash, which

renders the hair more transparent, and the fungus more distinct. I

have preserved excellent specimens of this fungus in glycerine for a

year, and there is every probability of their keeping permanently.

291. Trycophyton Tonsurans.—This fungus is found in the form
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, Achorion Schcenleinii, from the same specimen
as Fig. 406. X 403.

Achorion Schcenleinii, after Robin. a. mycelium.

b, receptacle containing spores.

Fig. 406.

£ %
HOirtl

A.

. , . 0 , _3r; nilfl stages of Growth, from the crusts of a very had case of Porrigo favosa.

IOO
a: spots'T& ?u^s

nS
forSn

a

s a dense collection. «, sporules and tballi of fungus separate. X 130

Fig. 407-

r,

10 Microsporon furfurans, or fungus of tinea ver-
°<$? sicolor (chloasma). After Tilbury Fox.

Root cf hair invaded by the spores of trichophyton
(tinea) tonsurans. After Tilbury Fox.

[To face page f?4.
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of very minute oval or rounded, and perfectly transparent cells,

within the bulb, and in the central canal of the hair. Its presence

depends upon the hair having been broken, and the escape of the

contents. It is always developed in the root of the hair. Dr.

Tilbury Fox has recently shown that the earliest trace of this fungus

is found at the upper part of the hair follicle. By the aid of the micro-

scope he has detected the germs travelling towards and entering the

root. It is carried onwards by the subsequent growth of the hair,

and by its rapid increase, the structure of the hair is much altered
;

the hair becomes dry and brittle, its fibres are split up by the

growing fungus, which subsequently invades the whole of the shaft,

the root, the epithelial lining, and the follicle itself, pi. LIII, fig. 407.

Trichophyton Sporuloides is the fungus of plica polonica, and

closely resembles trychophyton tonsurans. It is probably a modified

form of the same fungus.

Microsporon Alentagrophytes is very like trychophyton tonsurans.

It is said to surround the hair within the follicle, and not to appear

in the substance of the hair or outside the follicle. Dr. Tilbury Fox

has, however, proved that it sometimes invades the structure of the hair,

and also attacks the extra follicular part of the shaft.

Microsporon Audouini is the fungus found in porrigo decalvans,

and is characterised principally by the small size of its spores, by

the mycelium containing no granules in its interior, and by forming a

tube round the hair outside the follicle.

Microspoi'071 Furfur. That condition of the skin termed pytyriasis

versicolor depends upon the middle portion of the epidermis in the

coloured situations being infested with the spores and mycelium of the

microsporofifurfur,
fig. 408. Cases have occurred where a previously

healthy individual has been infected with the disease after having

slept with a person suffering from this affliction. The mycelium is

wavy and branched, and the spores form characteristic groups, as in

the case of the o'idium. Indeed, Dr. Tilbury Fox has adduced

evidence to show that pityriasis versicolor may' be produced by

implantation of the o'idium.

Puccmia Favi is found in tinea favosa
,

tinea tarsi
,
pityriasis

versicolor, and ac7ie. It is of reddish brown colour, and consists of a

body and stalk. The body is composed of two somewhat conical

cells articulated to each other by their bases. The stalk joins the

apex of the lower cell and the apex of the upper cell is rounded off.

The stalk is flat and sometimes appears twisted. The cells may
contain sporules. Dr. Tilbury Fox denies that any true puccinia

occurs on the human body. Puccinia is a late stage of the ordinary

uredo. That which has been called puccinia in the human subject is

t 2
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nothing more than a clavate terminal mycelial thread, jointed after

the manner of the true puccinia, but in reality a form of penicillium.

See pi. LIV, fig. 410.

292 . Chfonypiie Carteri—is the fungus discovered by Dr. H. V.

Carter in the fungous foot disease of India. According to Dr.

Carter, there appear to be three principal varieties of the disease and

two principal varieties of the fungi. In the first variety the fungus

occurs in globular masses, sometimes as large as a pistol bullet,

black externally, brown within, and having a radiated appearance on

section. The radiated fibres end in globular expansions, rendering

the exterior surface tuberculated, and consist of cellular threads,

branching and anastomosing. Interspersed here and there are a few

granules and large oval cells placed end to end. The globular expan-

sions are composed of fibres formed of large oval cells, united at their

ends with oval nucleated spores, situated between the fibres here and

there. These globular exjransions often become detached, and occur

as small granular masses. In the second variety the fungus is always

in the form of small particles. These may be light coloured and

composed of threads formed of round or oval cells, mixed with

granular matter, granular cells, and oil globules, or they may be red

or pink grains visible to the naked eye, made up of minute beaded

fibres or nuclei, sometimes single and then oval in form, sometimes •

double, triple, or quadruple, and then angular. The fungus particles

may also consist of light brownish granules, made up of minute

bodies, each of which has a crystalline fatty envelope, or of similar

granules, whose structure is that of the black fungus.

Dr. Carter’s drawing has been copied in pi. LIV, fig. 409,

reduced to one-fourth the size. The drawing represents a specimen

of the redfungus
,
which grows on the surface of the fluid covering the

portions of a foot affected with the “ Black Fungus,”—magnified to

show its development from the germinating sporidia a, a, a, to the

formation and bursting of the spore f.

a, a
,

a, a, germinating sporidia; b, b, b, commencement of

spore-cells containing nucleus
;

c, nucleus and contents of spore, cell

further advanced
;

d, apparent quadruplicate of contents of spore-

cell, with further sub-duplication of their interior; e, spore and

sporidia formed
; f spore bursting

; g, sporidia more highly magni-

fied, to show shape and nucleus
; //, spore embraced by a condensa-

tion of small filaments—very common if not constant. In fig. 409,

under A, a filament is represented which is composed of cells with a

nucleus at one end of each, and under B, is represented the ‘ felt-

like ’ form of the layer of red fungus as it grows in the bottle
;

a, fila-

mentous layer
;

b, layer of spores
;

c, filamentous layer below.



PLATE LIV.

Fig. 409.

Fig. 410.

Penicillium, showing development in form of
tordla, a ;

and in that of puccini a, b. After
Tilbury Fox.

Fig. 412.

Fungus formed in tinea tarsi. After
Tilbury Fox.

Fig. 411.

Mycelial form of fungus. Tinea circinata (herpes
circinatus). After Tilbury Fox.

Fig. 413.

1000th of an inch i i x 250.

[To face page 276.
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Dr. Tilbury Fox has proposed the adoption of the generic term

tinea to designate the group of vegetable parasitic diseases. The

diseases, with their characteristic fungi, according to this view, would

be arranged as follows :

—

Tinea favosa.

Tinea tonsurans

Tinea circinata.

Tinea decalvans

Tinea sycosis.

Tinea versicolor

Tinea tarsi.

Tinea Polonica.

Dr. Fox affirms that nothing but the growth of a fungus can

produce the alterations of the hairs observed in the tinece, and this is

their pathognomonic lesion. It varies in degree, but is present in

every instance of fully developed disease of the skin in which vege-

table parasites are present
;

in the least degree in chloasma, for here

the hairs are really unimportant, and the fungus chiefly attacks

the epithelium. Dr. Fox has performed a good many experi-

ments with diseased hairs out of the body, and states that he has

succeeded in getting a hair containing spores which germinated and

actually produced the splitting up of the hair, and other changes that

are observed in ringworm, in fact heproduced “ the lesion of ringworm

out of the bodyP

Early stage ef Fungus in Tinece.
—Many observers state that the

earliest trace of disease in tinea is to be observed just within the

orifice of the hair follicle in an increase of the nuclei of the epithelial

cells, but according to Dr. Fox’s observations, this minute nuclear

material is really the stroma or earliest condition of the parasite, a

stage which has been overlooked by most observers. It is best seen

in favus. Hence the presence of the nuclear phase of a fungus is to

be regarded as grave in a prognostic sense, for a patient cannot be

pronounced cured until all the minute particles are destroyed or

removed, although none of the more ordinary elements of the fungus

may be discovered by ordinary microscopical observations.

293. oidium : Aphtha? : Muguct.—The aphthre which occur

upon the mucous membrane of the mouth and pharynx of ill-

nourished infants, and the whitish matter resembling false membrane,

which is sometimes found in the same situations in adults, who have

long suffered from exhausting diseases, and to which the term muguet

has been applied, are composed of a vegetable fungus, which was first

described in 1842, by Gruby, and has been spoken of by him under

Syn. Favus.

Herpes tonsurans.

Herpes circinatus.

Area.

Mentagra.

Chloasma.

Ophthalmia tarsi.

Plica Polonica.

Fungus Achorion Schonleinii.

Trichophyton tonsurans.

Trichophyton tonsurans.

Microsporon Audouini.

Microsporon mentagrophytes.

Microsporon furfur.

Triclitehyton tonsurans.

Trichopnyton sporuloides.
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the names of aphthaphyte and cryptogames du muguet. It is placed

under the genus O'idium, and termed Oidiwn a/bicans by Robin.*

The appearance of this fungus is shown in figs. 413, 422, pis. LIV
and LVI. It is also found in vomited matters.

294. Diptheria has been considered by some observers to be

intimately connected with the development of a vegetable growth,

and thus its contagious character has been accounted for. Where,

however, the fungus is found, its presence is probably explained by

the view that the false membrane is a nidus very favourable to its

development. At any rate it is quite certain that in many cases of

diptheria, among which may be reckoned those which came under

my own notice, there is no vegetable growth to be detected in the

false membrane removed from the fauces.fi The microscopical

characters of the false membrane are described in page 187.

295. Fungus found in flic External Meatus of the Ear. Asper-

gillus?

—

The vegetable growth represented in pi. LVI, fig. 420,

was removed by Dr. Grove from the external meatus of a gentleman

in good health, who has been suffering from inflammation of the

canal. The specimen was given by Mr. Deane to Dr. Sturt, who

kindly allowed me to have the accompanying drawing of it made.J A
case in which a fungus, of the same kind in all probability, was found

in the external meatus of a girl, aged eight, is given by Mayer. She

was a scrofulous child, suffering from discharge from the ear. Many
filaments contained a receptacle filled with spores.§ Link considers

this fungus to be a species of Aspergillus, and Robin places it in the

same genus.
||

A species of Aspergillus has been detected in the

human lung by Prof. Dr. Carlos May Figueira, of the Medical School

of Lisbon, (“ Jornal da Sociedade das Sciencias Medicas de Lisboa,”

No. 10, Outubro de 1862).

290. Other Forms of Fungi.—Low forms of cryptogamia have

also been found in the lung by Professor Bennett, and have been

noticed in the stools by him and other observers. Meissner describes

a fungus which he found amongst the cells of the nails of an octoge-

* “ Histoire Naturelle des Vegetaux Parasites qui croissent sur Phomme, et

sur les Animaux vivants,” Paris, 1853. See also a review of this work, by

Dr. Parkes, in the “ British and Foreign Medico-Cliirurgical Review,” October,

i8S3-

+ In one case there were some alga;, but it was afterwards proved satisfactorily

that these had been introduced after the removal of the false membrane from the

patient’s mouth.

J The case, accompanied with a drawing, is given in the “ Transactions of the

Microscopical Society,” new series, vol. v, page 1 6 1

.

§ Muller’s “Archiv,” 1844, page 404.

J|

“ Histoire Naturelle des Vegetaux Parasites,” par Ch. Robin, 1853.
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narian. The nail was rendered transparent by caustic soda. It was

permeated in every part by the fungus. Fungi have been found in

glandered lungs
;
on the pleura (Roger and Gardner)

;
in the expec-

toration of phthisis (Remak)
;
and in the kidney by Tonge and

Powell, pi. LVI, fig. 427.

There is also a group—Leptomitus
,
whose “ characteristic feature

is an enlarged ovoid cell, mostly terminal with a little projecting joint

at the apex, and containing more or less nuclei

—

the whole resembling

a club very much ” (Fox). The following varieties have been found,

L. urophilus in the urine
;
L. Hannoveri in the oesophagus and

stomach
;

in typhus by Robin
;

in bronchitis by Fuchs. L. uteri
,

called by Dr. Wilkinson, Lancet, 1849, p. 449 Lorum uteri, in conse-

quence of the supposed breaking up of the terminal cell into several

threads, so as to resemble a rash, and another form has been detected

by Gubler in the epidermis in a case of gun-shot wound of the arm.

Dr. Tilbury Fox has clearly shown that all the forms of Leptomitus are

forms of oidium. The terminal and aerial filaments bearing the

o'idial, and the basal the leptomitus character, see pi. LV. The Lorum
uteri is nothing more nor less than a free branching or budding out

from the large ovoid cell of the ordinary Leptomitus.

291. Of the Mode in which Fungi Gain Entrance into the System

of Living Beings.—Vegetable organisms found even in the substance

of the inmost tissues result from the development of germs introduced

from without. Since we know that the germs of many entozoa make

their way very readily through the tissues of the organism, there is

no difficulty in explaining how bodies so very much smaller than

these as the germs of the fungi are introduced. These germs have the

power of insinuating themselves through the firmest tissue and multi-

ply in number as they make their way through. The appearance of

some of the most minute living particles of simple fungi are repre-

sented in pi. LVI, fig. 424, but there is reason to think that they

possess individual powers of growth and multiplication long before

they have grown large enough for us to see them even with the aid of

the highest magnifying powers we possess.

Dr. Fox enumerates the modes of invasion as follows: “(1),

Through natural orifices (2), That in which the growing force forces

the mycelial thread beneath the layers of the superficial tissues
; (3),

That in which processes shoot out from the spore and enter by open-

ings such as stomata in plants
; (4), That where the cells’ contents

alone are absorbed
; (5), That in which the spores are carried bodily

inwards by growing parts
;
or, (6), Dissolve away the opposing struc-

tures by chemical action (as in the hard shells of molluscs)
;

or, (7)*

Enter by traumatic lesions as in the case of the fungus fort of India.
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In each and every instance the germs of the parasites are derived

ab externo, and not generated spontaneously.”

Even the vegetable nature of fungi has been called in question by

some, but it would be absurd to reply to those who entertain such

utterly untenable opinions. Any one who knows how to use a micro-

scope can convince himself of the truth of the statements in the text

upon this matter without any difficulty.

The part played by fungi in the production of disease has been

much disputed. Some regard their presence as merely accidental,

others consider them the sole cause of the diseases with which they

are associated.

There can be no doubt that a certain state of the tissues is neces-

sary for the free growth of fungi. Young and actively growing tissues

resist their invasion, while old textures are often attacked and partially

,
destroyed by them. Any conditions which favour the production of

an unusualy soft formed material, probably favour the development

of fungi. If the formed material be produced very quickly, it is

more likely to be attacked than if it is very slowly formed. This is

well seen in the higher vegetable tissues. The weak and sickly plant

succumbs to fungi while the strong and vigorous one remains

untouched, although equally exposed to attack. The wood of the

elms in and near London is rendered rotten and useless by the

invasion of microscopic fungi, and this is probably to be explained

by the conditions to which the plant has been exposed during its

growth, and which were not favourable to the production of firm

ligneous tissue. Practitioners are well aware that weak, ill-fed scro-

fulous children often suffer from parasitic diseases, which strong and

healthy ones, although placed under precisely the same conditions,

escape.

298. Examination of Vegetable Growths.—The examination of

these vegetable growths in the microscope presents no difficulty

;

but without care they may readily be passed over unobserved, as

their structure is very delicate, and they are generally accompanied

with epithelial cells and much debris. A very small piece only

should submitted to examination, and should be moistened with

a little water, glycerine, or dilute syrup. They may be seen with

a power of 200
;
but to bring out their characters clearly, a power

of from 500 to 800 is required. All may be preserved in

glycerine. The method of preparation described in § 101, is of

great value in the investigation of the structure and mode of growth

of the various forms of fungi, but, owing probably to the difficulty of

destroying their life without completely altering their appearance,

staining with carmine is difficult. They should be kept for some
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time at a temperature above ioo while immersed in weak glycerine,

before they are placed in the carmine fluid. Like other tissues, most

of them may be well preserved in strong glycerine, to which a little

free acetic acid has been added.

On the subjects discussed in chapter VII, the following works may be con-

sulted :—

-

George Nayler, “A Treatise on diseases of the Skin.” Cobbold, “On
Entozoa,” also “ On Tape-worms.” Dr. Altliaus, “ Trichina Disease.” Robin,
“ Histoire Naturelle des Vegetaux Parasites,” Paris, 1853. Wedl’s “ Elements

of Pathological Histology,” translated for the Sydenham Society, by Professor

Busk. Cazenave, “Annales des Maladies de la Peau et de la Spyhiles.”

Bazin, “ Recherches sur la Nature et le Traitement des Teignes,” Paris, 1855.

Bennett, “Transactions of the Royal Society,” Edinburgh, 1842, vol. xv, and
“ Lectures on Clinical Medicine,” 1858. Gruby, “ Comptes Rend.,” 1843-44.

Rayer, “Traitd des Maladies de la Peau,” Paris, 1835. Papers in the “Trans-

actions of the Microscopical Society.” Kiichenmeister’s “Manuel of Animal and

Vegetable Parasites,” translated for the Sydenham Society, by Dr. Lankester.

Tilbury Fox “Skin Diseases of Parasitic Origin, including the history and

relations of the fungi formed in man.” Hillier, “ Handbook of Skin Diseases.”

Dr. McCall Anderson, “The Parasitic Affections of the Skin,” Dr. Squire,

“ Atlas of Skin Diseases.”



PLATE LVI.

Fungi ( aspergillus ?) From the external ear. X 215. Fungus (mycelial form) among epithelial scales.

Tinea circinata. After Tilbury Fox.

Fig. 422.

Fungi in various stages of growth expectorated by a patient
in the last stage of phthisis. X 215.

Fig. 424.
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The most minute germs of fungi

visible under a 55 of an inch
object-glass. The smallest is less

than ijjoooo °f an inch in
diameter.

Fig. 425.
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Sporules of fungi and bacteria.
X 215.

Fig. 428.

Blood from a case of leuco-
cythemia, showing a great
number of white blood
corpuscles. (Omitted from

Plate XXIX.)

Fig. 423.

Portion of a favus crust, with Aehoricn
Schcenleinii. a, mycelium, b, receptacle.

c, spores.

Fig. 426.

Fungi found in the tissue at the apex of
the pyramids of the kidney. After Dr. Tonge.

X 215.

Fig. 427.

Fungi from the kidney. X 700. After Dr.
Tonge.

[To face page 282.
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SUGGESTIONS

FOR TAKING CASES, AND FOR MAKING
POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS.

For Taking Cases.

It has been thought that it might add to the usefulness of this

work, especially to those studying in the wards of hospitals, if some

practical suggestions for taking cases and making post mortem

examinations were appended. The matter has been condensed into

the smallest space consistent with clearness, and reference has only

been made to the most important points which should engage

attention. It is obvious that such a scheme must be very defec-

tive in many ways, but it is hoped that it may help to diminish the

difficulties of reporting cases, and remind the reporter of some of

the principal points to be inquired into, while he is actually at the

patient’s bed-side. *

The order I have adopted is the one followed in my own clinical

teaching, but it may easily be modified, if thought desirable. Through-

out I have endeavoured to make the arrangement simple, and to place

the subj ects of inquiry in order. I have, however, in a great measure

sacrificed theoretical classification to practical convenience.

The questions to the patient should be simple and precise. The

facts ascertained should be expressed in as few words as possible,

consistent with perfect clearness. No indefinite terms should be

employed. The patient should always be made to place his hand

over the part which he considers to be the seat of his malady.

Long descriptions of the precise locality of the affection may often

be avoided, by the use of the blank forms appended, plates LVII,
LVIII. Increased dullness, and various physical signs can be

indicated on the forms by different kinds of shading, or by lines of

different colours. The meaning of these may be explained by
references in the margin.

The case book may be large (8 inches X 13) or small (6 inches X
8), but in all cases a margin of at least an inch and a half should be
left on the left side of the page, and it is better to write on one side

only.

* The student will also find ‘Hints for Clinical Clerks in Medical Cases,’ of
great use to him. Churchill & Sons, price if.
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1

.

TO BE NOTED IN EVERY CASE.

Hate aiul Time of the observation.

Name, Age, Address, Occupation, Married or Single, Children,

Miscarriages, Date of Birth of last child.

Locality, Drainage, Water, Smells, &c.

Height, weight,* General Nutrition, Muscularity.

Quantity and Nature of Food, Amount and Kind of Stimulants

taken, Well or Badly Clothed.

II. PRELIMINARY ENQUIRIES.

What is the Matter ? Where does the Patient Suffer ? |

General Health, Previous Illnesses, How Treated.

Was the patient well immediately before the present attack

(acute affection) or had he been ailing for some time pre-

viously (chronic affection) 1

Description of present Attack.

III. FACTS ELICITED BY OBSERVATION.

Face, Complexion, Expression, Colour, Puffiness, State of Eyes,

Pupils, Lips, Sighing, Yawning. Surface Generally: cold,

hot, dry, moist. Mouth : odour of breath, gums, blue or red

line, teeth, throat, &c. Voice and Speech : thick, hoarse,

difficulty of articulation, cough. Manner : intelligent, excited,

dull, drowsy. Posture, in and out of bed. Temperature^ in

axilla. Alterations of colour and texture. Eruptions.

Limbs :
peculiarities of form. Staggering gait. Spasmodic

twitching, or jerking movements. Swelling : local or general.

Fluid or air in areolar tissue, in viscera, or cavities
;
circum-

scribed collections of fluid. Thickening. New growths, &c..

painful or not.

Pain, Uneasiness, or Discomfort : local or general, its precise

situation and character. Pain produced by pressure or by

certain movements.

* Excellent weighing machines may ^be obtained for Yd iS-r-j of Messrs.

Pooley, Fleet Street, London.

f These questions will sometimes enable the observer to ascertain the nature

of the case at once. He will not write down the answers he receives, but the

nature of his subsequent enquiries will be much influenced by the replies.

+ Excellent Thermometers may be obtained of Mr. Casella, 23, Hatton

Garden, E.C. The temperature should be taken at least twice a day.

Mr. Casella has lately made for me a thermometer so curved that it can be easily

retained in the axilla without being held. The physician should be provided with

blank forms in which the temperature can be entered without any loss of time.
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Nausea, Vomiting, Rigors.

State of Intellect and Nervous System, Memory, Giddiness,

Headache, Restlessness, Delirium, Impaired or Eost Sensa-

tion (see p. 291, for method of estimating tactile sensibility),

Paralysis, convulsions. Sensations of cold or heat, tingling,

numbness, &c.
;
alterations in Sight, Hearing, Smell, Taste,

Touch.

Appetite. Thirst. State of Tongue. Discomfort after Food.

Pulse, Respiration : their frequency and character.

Examination by Measurement, Percussion, Palpation, Auscul-

tation of Thorax, Lungs
,
cavities of Pleura and Pericardium

,

Heart and large vessels; Abdomen, Liver
,
Stomach

,
Spleen

,

Colon
,
Bladder, He. Alterations in form or movements of the

walls of these cavaties.

Secretions and Discharges : general characters. Results of Micro-

scopical and Chemical examination.

The blood.

Surface generally

:

sweat, sebaceous matter, cuticle.

Eyes : state of conjunctiva, canaliculi.

Ears

:

secretion in external meatus.

Nose

:

odour of breath, character of discharges.

Mouth: saliva, fur from the tongue, sputum, vomit.

Bowels

:

frequency and nature of discharge
;
quantity.

Urine

:

frequency of micturition
;
accompanied with pain

or not
;
a desire to micturate frequently

;
general charac-

ters of the urine
;
quantity passed in twenty-four hours

;

specific gravity
;

microscopical and chemical examina-

tion
;

state of urethra, bladder, kidneys.

Catamenia

:

state of vagina, character and frequency of

discharge. Leuchorrhcea.

Diagnosis.

Objects to be attained by treatment.

Treatment recommended : the medicines may be written in Latin

or in English
,
and the proportions denoted by the usual signs, but

the directions should be invariably given in English.

All directions as to diet andtreatment should be written very clearly

and underscored.

The course of the case should be noted at regular periods. In

many cases every day or every other day will be sufficient, but

in cases of acute disease, notes should be made at shorter

intervals (3 to 12 hours') according to the symptoms.

The frequency of the pulse and respiration, and the state of the

principal secretions should be noticed daily in acute cases.
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OF MEASUREMENT, PALPATION, PERCUSSION AND
AUSCULTATION OF THE CAVITIES OF THE CHEST
AND ABDOMEN.

By Measurement, Palpation, Percussion, and Auscultation,

alterations in the dimensions and form of the walls of, and changes

in position, form, texture, and consistence of the viscera contained

in, the cavities of the chest and abdomen, are ascertained.

Most measurements may be made accurately with an ordinary

tape, marked with inches divided into eights or tenths. In order to

be sure that the tape is applied in the same spot, when measurements

are made subsequently, marks may be made on the skin with nitrate

of silver, ink, chalk, or various colouring matters, or by applying

small pieces of black sticking plaster. Corresponding marks may

also be made on the forms, plates LVII, LVIII.

The respiratory movements may be measured with the stethome-

ter of Dr. Quain, and the chest measurer of Dr. Sibson. Alterations

in the inclination of different parts of the surface of the chest to each

other, are to be ascertained by the instrument figured below, which

was invented by Dr. Scott Alison, and was first described in the

“ Archives of Medicine,” vol. i, page 60.

Stetho-goniometer, for measuring the inclination of different parts of the walls

of the thorax in cases of disease, a, a, the arms, b, the arc of a circle,

graduated from 120° to 220°, the latter degree being on the left hand, c, the

vernier, with the arrow at zero ; the index of degrees. The vernier is divided into

twelve equal parts, the whole being equivalent to i°on the arc, or to 60'. d.

Vernier arm. e, Joint, f, Inches and tenths of inches, marked by lines which

when brought into line by bringing the two arms nearly together, would determine

the first degree, if instead of an arc it had been an entire circle.

MEASUREMENT.

b

f f
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PALPATION.

This word comes from the French palper, to feel. It means ex-

ploring by touch or feeling, or by applying pressure. The tips of one

or more fingers may be employed, or the whole hand, according to

the size of the space to be felt.

By palpation we are enabled to judge of the size, form, and con-

sistence of tumours, which are not too deeply situated to be felt
;
the

existence of fluid in certain cavities of the body. Pressure and

movement of parts often cause pain.

Fluctuation is the tremulous vibration excited in fluid which

has accumulated in a cavity with elastic walls. If vibrations are

communicated to one portion of the wall of the cavity with the

finger of one hand, while the other hand is applied flat over another

part, the ‘ fluctuation ’ will be detected.

PERCUSSION.

In percussion, one or more fingers of the left hand are placed in

contact with the skin, and as flat as possible over the region to be

percussed, and the dorsal surface of one finger is to be struck sharply

with the tip of the middle finger, or with the tips of two or three

fingers of the right hand, the movement of the hand being produced

at the wrist and not at the elbow joint. The exact spot over which

a certain sound is elicited may be marked as shown in plate LVII.

Clear or Resonant, as the sound produced by percussing

those parts of the thorax which are situated over healthy lung.

Tympanitic or cirum-like. The sound elicited by percussing

the abdomen when the viscera contain air,—the thorax, when

there is a large superficial cavity in the lung just beneath the sur-

face, when the lobules of the lung are permanently dilated so as to

form large simple sacs, as in pulmonary emphysema, or when the

pleural cavity contains air
( J
pneumothorax).

The cracked-pot sound occurs in some cases when sharp per-

cussion is made over a cavity which is empty or contains only a

little fluid, and communicates freely with the bronchial tubes.

The patient should be made to open his mouth at the moment of

percussion. The sound is not of very common occurrence.

Dull. The sound produced on percussing solid substances,

somewhat modified according as it is due to a thick layer offluid,

solid organs as the liver, the thick muscular substance of the limbs

or the bones.
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All these sounds vary much in intensity
,
and considerably in

character. The intensity of the dulness can be indicated in the

forms by the depth of the shading. The sounds heard upon auscul-

tation may be indicated by different kinds of shading, and by short

descriptions written on the margin of the forms, or figures referring

to descriptions in the case book may be employed.

AUSCULTATION. THE LUNGS.

The ear may be simply applied to the walls of the chest covered

with one thickness of linen
;
but for auscultation under the clavicles,

and in some other parts of the chest, a stethoscope is not only desir-

able but necessary. By the latter instrument also, sounds occurring

in circumscribed spaces are isolated, and to some extent separated

from those occurring in the immediate neighbourhood.

Different forms of stethoscopes have been recommended by

authorities. Upon the whole a cedar wood stethoscope with a broad

and nearly flat ear-piece is to be preferred. The double stethoscope

is valuable in certain investigations, but its inconvenience precludes

it from being generally used.

i. Sounds Produced by Air passing to and from the Air-

cells of the Lung.

Vesiculuar breathing or normal respiratory murmur heard in

health.

Puerile respiration, when the respiratory murmur is more

intense than in health, like the loud breathing of children.

Feeble Respiration, when the respiratory murmur is only

slightly audible.

Prolonged Inspiration or expiration, when the duration of the

inspiratory or expiratory murmur is increased.

Kougli, liarsli, or coarse breathing, when the respiratory

murmur is rougher than in health. When this modified respira-

tory murmur is heard over a very small space, it indicates that a

change has taken place in the character of the walls of some of

the air-cells.

C0

Fine Crepitation. A fine crackling sound produced by the

passage of small bubbles of air to or from the air-cells, through

viscid fluid, or in consequence of the air-cells being diminished in

size and their walls thickened from the pouring out of exuda-

tion.
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2. Sounds Produced by the Air passing to or fro in Air-

tubes, or in Cavities.

r

\

Rhonclius. A harsh, rough, or snoring sound, caused by the

passage of the air along the larger bronchial tubes, when the

mucous membrane is swollen or covered with viscid mucus, or

when the calibre of the tube is diminished from any cause.

Sibiius. A hissing or whistling sound produced in the smaller

bronchial tubes, under the same circumstances which give rise to

rhonchus in the larger ones.

Bronchial breathing. A sound resembling that heard on lis-

tening over the trachea during respiration. When heard over a

part of the chest, normally occupied by healthy lung, it may result

from the air-cells of the lung being rendered solid by the accu-

mulation of lymph and serum, tubercle, cancer, &c., and thus

rendered a better conductor of the sound which is produced by

the air as it passes along the larger bronchial tubes. This sound

is often heard in pneumonia, tubercle, or cancer, but it may
depend upon the pulmonary tissue being somewhat compressed

and forced close to the parietes of the chest, as from the accumu-

lation of fluid in the pleural cavity.

Cavernous breathing. A loud, harsh sound, produced by air

rushing through a tube or dry cavity.

Amphoric breathing. The sound produced when air passes

to or from a narrow orifice into a large cavity containing air.

Large crepitation. Large or coarse crepitation. Mucous

rales. Moist sounds, produced by bubbles of air passing through

tenacious mucus or a viscid secretion in the larger bronchial

tubes, or in small cavities.

Gurgling. A sound produced by the passage of successive

bubbles of air through fluid contained in a tube or in a cavity.

metallic tinkling. Probably caused by the sudden escape of

a small bubble of air through fluid, or through a narrow opening

into a cavity. It may be produced by moving the patient slightly,

in a case where fluid and air exist in the pleural cavity.

3. Modified Voice Sounds.

Bronchophony. The voice sound modified by resounding

in a tube or small cavity just beneath the walls of the chest, or

separated from the surface by solid lung, resembling the sound

heard by placing the ear a little below one or other sterno-clavi-

cular articulation of a healthy person while speaking.

u
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Pectoriloquy. Voice sound modified by resounding in a large

tube or cavity resembling the sound heard by placing the stetho-

scope over the larynx of a healthy person when speaking.

iEgophony. A curious trembling, twanging sound, something

like the bleating of a goat, generally produced by the voice sounds

vibrating over the surface, or through a thin layer, of liquid in the

pleural cavity.

Cough. When the patient is made to cough, many of the

respiratory sounds are greatly increased in intensity, and during

the long drawn forcible inspiration which succeeds, crepitation

may be produced, which does not occur in ordinary breathing.

4. Friction Sounds, Produced by the Rubbing together of

two Rough Surfaces.

Pleuritic Rubbing. This may accompany inspiration and

expiration, but when slight may be audible only at the end of a

forced inspiration. It is described as a creaking, grating sound.

It may have a dry or a moist character.

To anil fro Rubbing or Friction sound, heard over the region

of the heart in pericarditis, caused by the rubbing together of the

layers of the pericardium, upon which lymph has been effused.

The grating thus produced, which is audible by the ear, may

often be felt by the hand in pleurisy and in pericarditis. In peri-

tonitis, if the abdominal walls be moved a little with the fingers

applied flat to the surface, a peculiar rubbing is sometimes felt.

auscultation, the heart.

The heart may be examined by percussion and auscultation. The

sounds produced by its action may be listened to in front, at the side,

or at the back of the chest.

Position of the heart determined by percussion.

impulse of the heart increased or diminished.

Rhythm. Note any alterations in the duration of the sounds,

or interval. Irregular or intermittent heart’s action. Any alter-

ations in the character or intensity of the first or second sounds

should be noticed. They may be clear, or dull, or muffled.

Murmurs, bruits or bellows' sounds, sawing, blowing, musical

cooing. Note the nature of the sound, where it is loudest, when

it begins and when it ceases so to be heard. A bruit heard most

distinctly at the base of the heart, may be situated in the aorta or

pulmonary artery, and may take the place of the first or second

sound of the heart. Bruits are usually caused by narrowing of
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orifices, or by some deficiency of the valves which guard them.

In the case of the aorta and pulmonary artery, a systolic bruit is

produced by a narrowing of the orifice, a diastolic bruit arises from

a defect in the closure of the valves.

A systolic bruit is often heard over the aorta, and in the course

of the large arteries in cases of anaemia, where there is no change

whatever, either in the orifices or in the valves. Venous murmur.

In similar cases, a continuous humming or purring sound is often

heard by placing the stethoscope lightly over the large veins at

the base of the neck.

A bruit
,
heard most distinctly at the apex of the heart, gene-

rally depends upon a defect in the closure of the mitral valve. It

is systolic and regurgitant
,
depending upon the blood flowing from

the ventricle back again into the auricle during the systole.

METHOD OF ESTIMATING TACTILE SENSIBILITY.

In order to form an estimate of the degree of impaired tactile

sensibility, it is necessary to ascertain how nearly two points may be

Dr. Ogle’s Aphemetric Compass. Fig. I. The front view of the graduated dial

plate, with the indicator. Fig. 2. Posterior view, with the tooth wheel working

in the wheeled pinion.

approximated and yet be distinctly felt as two. For this purpose two

pins or common compasses may be employed, and the distance

between them measured off upon a rule. Dr. John Ogle has invented

an instrument which is very useful for such observations. It is called

by him the Aphemetric Compass from aifirj, a touching or close

contact. See his paper in the “ Archives of Medicine,” vol. i, p. 321.

See also Dr. Ballard’s paper on the “ Tactile Sensibility of the

Hand,” Med. Chir. Trans., vol. xlv, p. 225.

u 2
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INSTRUMENTS FOR ESTIMATING THE FORCE AND CHARACTER OF THE

PULSE, SPHYGMOSCOPES AND SPHYMOGRAPH, THE HEART’S ACTION, &C.

Drawings of sphygmoscopes are represented in the accompanying

figures. They were drawn by Dr. Scott Alison. (Proceedings Royal

Society.)

Fig. 1. Artery sphygmoscope. Bore of tube of an inch. Fig. 2. Portable

heart sphygmoscope. A. Glass cup containing coloured water ; B. Lamina of

India-rubber, covering the mouth of the cup
; C. Glass tube

; bore -jL of an inch
;

D. Graduated scale ; E. Screw stopper. Fig. 3. Heart sphygmoscope supplied

with India-rubber tube, to permit of greater facility of comparison with movement

of artery sphygmoscope, and greater readiness of observation when listening to

the sounds of the heart. Fig. 4. Artery sphygmoscope with India-rubber tube.

The Sphysmograph is a beautiful instrument invented some

years ago by Marey. It was exhibited in the Exhibition of 1862.

By its aid a line is drawn on paper which represents accurately the

movements occurring in the artery. See Dr. B. Foster’s work on

“The Use of the Sphygmograph in the Investigation of Disease.”
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CHEMICAL AND MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION OF
SECRETIONS.

CHEMICAL APPARATUS AND REAGENTS, PAGES 95, 97.

Nitric Acid.

Sulphuric Acid.

Acetic Acid.

Solution of Potash.

Solution of Soda.

Ammonia.

Solution of Chromic Acid.

Nitrate of Silver.

Sulphate

Nitrate of Barytes.

Phosphate of Soda.

Oxalate of Ammonia.

Iodine Solutions.

Sulphate of ^Ias.ncsia.

Tincture of Kails.

Alcohol.

Ether,

of Copper.

Apparatus.

—

Glass Slides, Thin Glass, Pipettes, Conical Glasses, Spirit

Lamp, Small Retort Stand, Test Tubes, Stirring Rods,

Filters andFiltermg Paper, Beakers, Evaporating Basins,

Small Water Bath, Urinometer
,
Blue Litmus Paper, Red

Litmus Paper.

The tests may be kept in bottles or in tubes with capillary orifices.

MICROSCOPE AND INSTRUMENTS.

Clinical pocket microscope, p. i . The powers required are the

quarter, magnifying about 200 diameters, and the inch, magnifying

about 40 diameters. Needles mounted in handles. Scissars, p. 33,

forceps, animalcule cage for examining urinary deposits, &c., p. 81,

glass slides, thin glass.
^

Glycerine for preserving specimens. When a specimen is to be

preserved in glycerine, it is to be soaked in the fluid for some hours

or days before it is mounted permanently, § 10 1, p. 84.
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MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION.

In the microscopical examination of the various secretions and

discharges, the observer must constantly bear in mind that various ex-

traneous matters are likely to be present, pp. 183, 210. It is also neces-

sary to be aware that cases of imposition are of very frequent occur-

rence. The observer should make himself familiar with the micro-

scopical characters of the ordinary articles of food, and the deposits

from drinks, as soon as possible, or he will be liable to make the most

ludicrous mistakes.

Sebaceous Matter. Oil globules, granular matter, fragments of

hair, sometimes crystals of cholesterine. In that from the folli-

cles of the nose, ears, and scalp, the entozoafolliculorum are found.

These entozoa are very common, and are met with in the upper

as well as in the lower classes. They may be examined alive in

oil or glycerine, p. 262.

Cuticle. Epithelial Scales as modified in skin diseases.

Fungi are present in various diseases. To be demonstrated by

soaking cuticle in glycerine, and examining with a power of 400

diameters or higher, pp. 281, 282.

Contents of vesicles, pustules.

Conjunctiva. Tears. Epithelium.

Nose. Mucus from Nose. Epithelium. Squamous, ciliated,

black particles of carbon. Pus corpuscles.

Ears. Oil globules, fragments of hair, granular matter.

Entozoa folliculorum in wax. Fungus rarely observed, p. 278.

Mouth. Saliva. Salivary corpuscles. Epithelium from mouth

often invaded by fungi, p. 273. Fur from the tongue usually

consists of epithelium and the debris of old epithelial particles,

oil globules, and various insoluble constituents of the food,

granular matter, and minute fungi.

False Membranes on back of tongue and pharynx, p. 187.

Sputum. Small pieces should be taken from different parts

of the sputum, and subjected to examination separately. It is

only necessary to place a piece about the size of a pin’s head on

the glass slide, and cover it with thin glass, pressing it until

sufficiently thin to be transparent. If it is necessary to moisten

it, it is better to use weak glycerine than pure water, p. 181.

Mucus contains small and large granular cells, large spherical
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masses containing particles of carbon, and occasionally cells of

columnar epithelium from the bronchial tubes, p. 183.

In catarrh, the granular cells are more numerous and more

closely resemble pus corpuscles. In the opaque yellow sputum

of chronic bronchitis, pus is very abundant, p. 184.

The viscid rusty sputum ofpneumonia contains numerous small

granular corpuscles, the cells
t
found in ordinary mucus, blood

corpuscles, and often much fine granular matter, p. 1 84.

In phthisis, pus is often present in considerable quantity.

Occasionally tubercle corpuscles, may be observed, and some-

times small fragments of pulmonary tissue. The latter prove

that softening is taking place, and the pulmonary tissue disin-

tegrating. To discover them, boil the specimen two or three

minutes with an equal bulk of solution of soda, 1 5 grains to the

ounce, dilute with four times the quantity of distilled water,

pour into conical glass to subside, and examine deposit, if any.

(Dr. Fenwick). Care must be taken not to mistake the

fibrillation of mucus for the elastic fibres of pulmonary tissue.

Besides the above, mucus cells, much granular matter and oil

globules are usually present, p. 186 to p. 191.

Vegetable structures are often present in sputum, p. 189.

Fibrinous casts, masses of calcareous matter, portions of hydatid

cysts, and fragments of echinococci, are met with in rare cases,

p. 190.

In all sputum the observer will meet with fragments of the

epithelial covering of the mouth and tongue, and various sub-

stances taken in the food, oil globules, starch granules, fragments

of muscular fibre, and numerous other bodies, with the micro-

scopical characters of which he must make himself familiar,

p. 183.

Vomit. Epithelium from the tongue, mouth
,

oesophagus, or

stomach, may be present. Small fragments of various articles of

food are constantly found. Very often large oil globules, in

which the stearine has crystallised, are met with. Blood cor-

puscles. Various forms of fungi. Sard)nr, pp. 193, 271.

The superficial layers of the epithelial covering of the oesopha-

gus are sometimes expelled in the form of a tube, and large flakes

of the epithelium of the stomach have been rejected, p. 194.

Discharges from the bowels. Epithelium from the large

intestine, with flakes of mucus. Sometimes large flakes of the

epithelium are passed entire. Blood corpuscles, when present,

are often very much altered. In cholera, the epithelium from

the small intestine, and complete sheaths of villi, and casts of
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the follicles have been found, but are not constantly present.

Fungi of various forms are occasionally found. Numerous sub-

stances derived from the various articles of food which have

escaped the process of digestion
;
pieces of yellow elastic tissue

from the arteries or from the ligamentum nuchfe which have been

mistaken for entozoa may be met with, pp. 195, 196.

Discharges from the uterus or vagina. Menstrual fluid con-

tains blood corpuscles, many of which are ragged and much

altered, and epithelium from the uterus and vagina. Casts of

the epithelial covering of the vagina are sometimes passed entire,

p. 196.

Leucorrhceal discharge usually contains pus, modified epithe-

lium from the vagina, and the usual large epithelial scales, p. 197.

The trichomonas vaginae has been found by some observers,

p. 217.

Cancer cells are sometimes found in cases of cancer of the

uterus or bladder, p. 230.

URINE.

Reference should also be made to the Author’s work on

“ Urine
,
Urinary Deposits and Calculi

For instituting a rough general examination of a specimen of

Urine. The most necessary tests may be arranged under six heads ;

and, by having recourse to one or more of these, we are enabled to

determine roughly the most common morbid states of the urine.

1. Reaction.

2. Specific Gravity. When very high, we may suspect an

increased quantity of urea (excess)
;

the presence of sugar.

Apply tests mentioned below. Hysterical urine, and urine of

cases where much water has been taken, is of very low specific

gravity.

3. Heat. Urate of ammonia, distinguished from pus or

phosphate. Albumen. Precipitation of phosphate.

4. JS/itric Acid dissolves phosphates (p. 223); decomposes

urate of ammonia (if strong, rapidly); precipitates albumen

in urine, even when in very small quantity, and due to the

presence of pus. Used also to test the presence of uric acid.

Excess of urea. Bile.

5. Potash. Urates are soluble in potash, and are thus dis-

tinguished from pus or phosphate. Uric acid may also be
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distinguished from blood corpuscles. Sugar is indicated by a

brown colour, after prolonged boiling.

6. Nitrate of silver. Precipitate of chloride of silver,

insoluble in nitric acid. In certain cases of extensive inflamma-

tion, as in pneumonia, pleurisy, and some others, the urine does

not contain a trace of chloride of sodium.

1. Chemical examination with reference to detecting the nature

of the deposit.

a. Light and flocculent deposits. Deposits of this class are

generally too light, and the quantity is too small for the applica-

tion of chemical tests. See microscopical examination of deposits,

below.

b. Deiise and opaque deposits

,

usually present in considerable

quantity, are of three kinds, which much resemble each other in

appearance.

1. Urate of Soda, p. 224. Lateritious, or pale nut-brown sedi-

ment. Varies much in colour
;
may be dark brown or red. Urine

acid. Tests. Soluble by heat, in potash, ammonia, water. Decom-

posed by acetic acid, uric acid being set free in a crystalline form.

2. Phosphates, \). 223. Urine usually alkaline or neutral. When
triple phosphate alone is present, the urine is sometimes feebly

acid. Tests. Insoluble by heat or in alkalies
;
soluble in acids, and

afterwards precipitated by ammonia.

3. Pus, p. 222. Diffused through the urine, rendering it

turbid, or forming a bulky creamy deposit, with clear or turbid

supernatant fluid. Tests. Rendered glairy by potash. Albumen

in urine precipitated by heat and by nitric acid. Caution. There

may be more albumen than can be accounted for by the pus.

c. Crystallineor granular deposits are usually in small quantity

,

forming a sediment which may either be coloured, or transparent and

colourless.

1. Uric acid, p. 225. Colour characteristic, usually of a dark

mahogany brown, sometimes paler, very seldom quite colourless.

Large separate clusters of crystals. It rarely forms a granular

deposit. Tests, p. 226. Soluble in potash, and in nitric acid. After

evaporation with nitric acid, ammonia gives the dark violet colour

of murexide. Often mixed with blood, when the urine appears

‘smoky’ if acid. Albumen detected in the fluid. 2. Blood corpuscles,

p.229. See microscopical examination. 3. Oxalate of lime, p. 226.

Seldom in sufficient quantity to form a deposit visible to the

unaided eye. See microscopical characters. Tests for oxalate of
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lime calculi. Insoluble in water, potash, and acetic acid, even

when boiled
;
soluble in mineral acids

;
and again thrown down

amorphous, but unchanged in composition, by ammonia. By

incineration, an odour like that of burnt feathers is evolved.

Black ash becomes white by decarbonisation
;

this ash is soluble

in acetic acid, with copious effervescence. Oxalate of ammonia,

added to acetic acid solution, precipitates oxalate of lime.

4.

Silica is said to have been found in very minute quantities

in urine
;
rarely met with as a deposit, except in the form of

grains of sand in the urine of hysterical patients and impostors.

Easily known by its great density, general appearance, and inso-

lubility in strong mineral acids.

2. Chemical Examination with reference to the Discovery of

an Abnormal Condition of the Soluble Constituents of the Urine, or

of the Existence of Substances of a Soluble form not met with in

Health.

1. Albumen. Urine pale; often of very low specific gravity,

1005 to 1012 or 1014. Heat or nitric acid, if urine be acid;

nitric acid, if the urine be alkaline. Reason : solubility of albu-

men in alkalies. Fallacies. A trace of nitric acid prevents the

precipitation of albumen by heat. Precipitation of phosphates

occurs in some cases by simply boiling the urine. Precipitation

of minute crystals of uric acid sometimes takes place upon the

addition of dilute nitric acid to urine : hence, necessity for

employing both tests.

2. Excess of Urea. Urine frequently high coloured
;

specific

gravity, 1030 to 1040. Upon the addition of an equal volume

of strong nitric acid, crystals occur within half an hour, if there

be much excess. Oxalic acid is often employed when the urea

is to be determined quantitatively, but the ‘ volumetric ’ process

of analysis is more satisfactory.

3. Sugar. Urine pale, of high specific gravity, from 1030 to

1050. Trommer’s test. Tartrate of copper. Potash tests. Fer-

mentation test.

4. Sulphates. Nitrate of barytes or chloride of barium, after

the addition of a few drops of nitric acid.

5. Chloride of Sodium. Nitrate of silver, after the addition

of a few drops of nitric acid.

6. Bile. Urine of a dark yellow colour. Nitric acid
;
play

of colours. Pettenkofer’s test.
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MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION OF URINARY
DEPOSITS.

Great caution required, p. 207. A large quantity of urine (at

least four ounces) should be allowed to subside in a conical glass
,

pis. V and IX, for some (two or three) hours, or the greater portion

of the urine may be poured off from the deposit, which may then be

submitted to examination. In this case, small bottles only need be

taken to collect specimens
;
but, of course, no idea can be formed

concerning the relative amount of deposit present. When the insoluble

matter has subsided, the deposit may assume one of three characters.

1. It may occupy a large bulk, and present a flocculent appear-

ance
;
or

2. It may form a dense, opaque, abundant or scanty stratum

;

or

3. The deposit may be small in quantity, crystalline, con-

sisting of sparkling colourless points, or of granules more or less

coloured.

All these characters may co-exist in one deposit, in which case

we observe three distinct strata, each of which must be separately

submitted to microscopical examination. In most cases, there

are two distinct strata.

1. Substances floating on the surface of the Urine
,
or diffused

through it, but notforming a visible Deposit.

a. Opalescence produced by urates, p. 223.

b. Opalescence produced by vibriones, p. 213.

c. Milk in urine, p. 211.

d. Chylous urine, p. 221.

2. Deposit light a?idflocculent, occupymg a considerable Bidk.

Always take specimens from the bottom of the glass for exami-

nation, as well as from the bulk of the deposit.

a. Simple mucus-corpuscles, p. 212, or with bladder or renal

epithelium, p. 216. Cells sometimes tinged with yellow bile.

b. Simple mucus
,
or epithelium

,
with numerous small crystals of

oxalate of lime entangled in it, p. 226.

c. Casts. Various forms of casts, p. 217. a. Casts of

medium diameter.
(3. Casts of considerable diameter, y. Casts

of small diameter.
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d. Vibriones, p. 213. Torulae, p. 214. Spermatozoa, p. 216.

Sarcinte, p. 215.

e. Matters of extraneous origin, p. 210. Bed-Hock: hair:

feathers : dust : starch granules : fibres of deal (distinction from

casts), &c., p. 215.

3. Deposit dense, opaque, and abundant.

a. Urates. Amorphous deposit soluble by heat.

b. Pus, p. 222. Characters. Rendered glairy by potash.

Action of acetic acid on the pus corpuscles as shown in micro-

scopical examination.

c. Phosphates, p. 223. Phosphate of lime, amorphous, p. 223.

Crystalline, p. 228. Triple or ammoniaco-magnesian phosphate,

crystalline, p. 223. Mixed with carbonate or oxalate of lime.

d. Sand. Starch. Potato : rice : bread-crumbs : arrowroot.

4. Granular or crystalline Deposits, small in quantity, sinking

to the bottom, or adhering to the sides of the vessel.

a. Uric acid, p. 225. Forms of. Amorphous. Varies much

in colour.

b. Oxalate of lime, p. 226. Forms of. Dumb-bells. Dis-

tinction of oxalate of lime for triple phosphate.

c. Phosphate of lime. Triple phosphate, radiating crystals?

p. 223.

d. Blood-globules, p. 229.

e. Crystine, p. 228. Carbonate of lime, p. 229.



POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS. 3° r

SUGGESTIONS FOR MAKING AND RECORDING
POST-MORTEM EXAMINATIONS.

The different organs may be examined in any order, and in many

cases it is only possible to examine those which are considered to be

in a morbid state, but, where time is allowed, the following order is

recommended.

Notes should be made at dictation, in a book kept for the pur-

pose, while the body is being examined. The observations should

soon afterwards be entered in their proper order, in a Post-mortem

Book, and the results of the more minute microscopical and chemical

examinations which may be necessary, added. The Rough Notes

taken at the time should always be carefully preserved.

Loose comparisons as to form, dimensions, bulk, colour, weight,

specific gravity, consistence, &c., should never be permitted. Form

and colour should be indicated by sketches with coloured chalk.

Size in eighths or tenths of an English inch.

£ in. 5 in. f in. I in. 2 in.

I. TO BE NOTED BEFORE COMMENCING.

Bate and Time of Examination. Temperature. Hours after

Death.

Name, Age, or apparent Age. Sex.

Reference to Case Book.

measurement and Weight of Body. Height, Nutrition.

Cadaveric Rigidity. Putrefaction.

External Appearances. Expression of countenance, Peculiari-

ties, Colour of Hair, and of surface generally. CEdema,

Emphysema.

II. EXAMINATION OF HEAD AND SPINE.

The head is to be opened as follows :—An incision is to be

made through the integuments of the scalp, down to the bone,

from ear to ear. The flaps are to be drawn forwards over the

face, and backivards over the neck. The saw is to be carefully

carried round the head, an inch above the eyebrows in front,

and through the occiput behind.

The best saw for the purpose is a bow saw. A chisel-shaped

instrument, of a T shape, is most convenient for wrenching off the

calvarium, when sawn through. A very thin long_knife is required
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for removing the brain in slices. A tin can with a spout, having an

orifice of rather less than a quarter of an inch in diameter, is the most

convenient vessel for pouring a stream of water upon the brain, to

ascertain its consistency.

Integuments of Cranium, Bones of tlie Skull, Dura Mater.

State of the Sinuses, Pacchionian bodies, Character of Arach-

noid, Fluid seen upon opening the dura mater, Surface of

Brain, Vascularity, Firmness of convolutions, Width of con-

volutions and of the sulci between.

The brain is to be removed by dividing the nerves at the

points where they leave the dura mater. The tentorium cere-

belli is to be divided with the point of the knife, and the

medulla oblongata, with the vessels, are to be cut across as low

as possible.

Brain. Weight, General Vascularity, Consistence, Specific Gra-

vity ; its bulk.*

Remove hemispheres by horizontal slices
;
notice—

Extravasations of Blood, Dilated Vessels, Tumours, Soft Patches,

Cicatrices, Vascularity, Firmness, Moisture of White and Grey

Matter.

Lateral Ventricles. Quantity of Fluid in them
,
Lining Mem-

brane, Choroid Plexuses, Velum Interpositum, Fornix, &=c.

The corpora striata and optic thalami are to be removed

gradually, in thin slices cut vertically, inclining outwards. Each

slice should be carefully examined for cicatrices of clots.

Corpora striata, Pineal Body. Corpora Quadrigcmina, Pro-

cessus e cerebello ad testes.

Pons Varolii, or Mesocephale.

Medulla oblongata. Surface, Section, Fourth Ventricle.

Cerebellum.

These parts are likewise to be removed by thin slices.

The laminae of the vertebrae are to be sawn through or

cut through with a proper instrument. The nerves are to be

divided as they pass through the intervertebral foramina, and the

spinal cord may be removed.

Vertebrae, Dura Mater. .
Spinal V"ins.

Cercbro-spinai Fluid. Arachnoid, Pia Mater
,
6°c.

Spinal Cord. Weight, Dimensions, Consistence, &>c.

sections of Cord. Roots of the Nerves.

* The bulk of an organ is ascertained by measuring the exact quantity of

water it will displace.
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The microscopic examination of the spinal cord is conducted

according to the plan recommended by Mr. Lockhart Clarke,

p. 22.

Examination of Eyes, Nose, Ears.

TIL EXAMINATION OF THE THORAX, ABDOMEN,
AND PELVIS.

An incision is to be made through the integuments, from a

point three inches beneath the chin to the pubis. The linea

alba being divided, the skin and muscles may be dissected from

the thorax, and the abdomen laid open, by forming two longitu-

dinal flaps. There is no necessity for cutting through the abdo-

minal walls transversely. The cartilages of the ribs are to be

divided with a strong knife, or with bone forceps, and the ster-

no-clavicular articulation cut through. The front of the sternum

may now be removed, care being taken not to injure the large

veins or pericardium.

Fluid in Pleura or Pericardium. Adhesions. The quantity of

fluid present in a cavity should always be carefully measured.

Observe the position and relative size of the viscera, lungs,

heart, liver, stomach, spleen, colon, small intestines, &c.

Position and general appearance of tumours in situ.

Cut through the large vessels at the base of the neck and

divide the trachea immediately below the cricoid cartilage, or,

when permitted, dissect away the tongue from its attachment to

the ramus of the jaw, draw it down, and remove it with the

pharynx, oesophagus, larynx, &c. The larynx and pharynx being

firmly grasped, the lungs are to be carefully torn away from their

attachment to the spine. The large vessels and the oesophagus

are to be divided immediately above the diaphragm. Often it

will be found most convenient to remove a portion of the

diaphragm attached to the pericardium. Lungs, heart, trachea,

larynx, and oesophagus are then to be removed.

Lips. Fauces, Uvula, Tonsils, Teeth, Pharynx.

Tongue. Epiglottis, Glottis, (Edema, Foreign bodies in the

Larynx or Trachea.

Larynx. Trachea.

Trachea and bronchi to be opened by an incision in front.

Avoid wounding the oesophagus.

Lungs. Colour
,

Cofisistence, Weight, Density. Do they sink in

water, or does any part of them sink ?
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section. Cavities, Extravasation of Blood, Deposits in pulmo-

nary tissue, cysts, &c.

Diaphragm.

The heart may now be separated from the lungs, by dividing

the root of each close to the lung.

Position of Heart in Thorax. Relations.

Pericardium. External surface, internal surface.

Heart. Adhesions in Pericardimn, Size, Weight, Fat about

Heart, Capacity of Ventricles. Measure the quantity of fluid

they will contain, and ascertain if the valves completely close

the orifices, by pouring in water.

Open the right ventricle. By making an incision near the

septum, and, by carrying another along the right edge, a V-shaped

flap may be formed. Examine the tricuspid valves. Next pass

the finger into the infundibulum and pulmonary artery, which is

then to be laid open, by carrying the incision onwards between

two of the valves. Dissect the pulmonary artery from the aorta.

The left ventricle is to be opened by an incision directed

towards the aorta, commencing near the apex of the heart, a

little to the left of the septum. The aorta is to be divided

between two of the valves and the arch is to be slit open.

Examine auricles and large veins, clots in heart, state of

the walls of the cavities, interior of heart, size of auriculo-

ventricular orifice of right side, size of orifice ofpulmonary

artery, tricuspid valve, semilunar valves of pulmonary

artery, auricido-ventricular opening ofleft side, aortic orifice,

mitral and semilunar valves, ascertain how many fingers

are admitted through the valvular orifices in the heart.

Aorta. Its diameter, character of coats, hardness, dilatation,

aneurisms.

Pulmonary Arteries. Clot.

Coronary Arteries.

Note any points, with reference to the viscera, while they

remain in situ. Remove liver with stomach and intestines,

spleen, &c. Carefully tear the colon away from its attachments,

and divide the rectum at its commencement in the sigmoid

flexure. In this dissection be careful not to injure the genito-

urinary organs.

fEsopliagus.

Peritoneum generally.

Mesenteric Glands.
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stomach. Size, Contents, Condition of Mucous Membrane, Mus-

cular Coat, Pylorus.

Next the common biliary duct is to be examined. The duo-

denum may be opened and probes passed into the gall and

pancreatic ducts, which may then be traced in their oourse from

the glands to the intestines.

Coats of Call and Pancreatic Ducts. Mucous Membrane, Gall

stones, Pancreatic Concretions.

Mesentery. Surface. Nerves and vessels. Glands.

Separate the small intestines from the mesentery, and after-

wards slit them up with scissars, close to their mesenteric attach-

ment

,

in order to avoid dividing Peyer’s patches. The mucous

surface is to be carefully washed by a gentle stream of water.

Duodenum. Valvulce conniventes, Vascularity, Brunner's Clauds.

Brunner’s glands are situated in the submucous areolar tissue,

and must be exposed by inverting the duodenum upon a loaded

cork under water, when, the serous and muscular coats having

been removed, the glands are observed, and may be isolated, by

dissecting away the areolar tissue.

Jejunum, ilciun. Valvula; conniventes, Vascularity, Beyer's

patches, Solitary glands.

Ccecum. Ileocoecal valve, Appendix Vermiformis.

Colon. Condition of Muscular Coat, Solitary Glands.

Rectum. Haemorrhoids.

Liver. Adhesions, Bulk, Weight, Density, Hardness, Colour,

Capsule, Portal Canals.

Structure of Substance of the Organ. Congestion of Portal or

Hepatic Capillaries.

A thin section of the liver should be placed upon a piece of

glass and held up to the light, when the minute branches of the

portal vein may be seen at the circumference of each lobule and

the little twig of the hepatic vein in the centre. This is often

divided in making the section.

Gall Bladder.

Bile. Colour, Reaction, Density, Microscopical characters.

Spleen. Size
,

Weight, Colour, Consistence.

Pancreas.

The kidneys, with the ureters, bladder, and lower part of the

rectum should be removed together. In the male the testicles

and penis (without cutting the skin) can be taken out at the

same time. In the female, the ovaries, uterus, and Fallopian

tubes may be removed with the kidneys and bladder, and each

organ examined separately.

x
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Suprarenal foodies. Size, weight, structure.

Kidneys. Capsule, Surface when capsule removed, Size, Weight,

Cortical structure. Medulla, Pelvis of Kidney, Ureter.

madder. Contents of Bladder.

Male.* Urethra, Penis, Prostate, vesiculse, seminales, Testicles.

Female. Urethra, Vagina, Hymen, Uterus, Ovaries, Breasts.

Large Arteries and Veins of the Afodomen. Coats, Coagula.

Oanglia and Plexuses of Sympathetic.

IV. EXAMINATION OF THE LIMBS.

Size, For>7i, Muscles, Nerves, Joints, Bones.

Appearances resulting from Post-Mortem Change.

The walls of the large vessels and other structures are often

stained from lying in contact with the blood. This post-mortem change

must not be mistaken for inflammation or congestion occurring during

life. In congestion the distended capillaries can always be distin-

guished by the aid of a lens. There are also many changes in

texture, resulting from infiltration of serum
;
and of colour, depending

upon the action of gases set free after death, and upon other causes,

which must be carefully noted and not mistaken for the results of

morbid processes.

MICROSCOPICAL EXAMINATION.

The specimen to be examined must be immersed in fluid. As a

general rule, glycerine of various strengths will be found most

useful. The tendency of glycerine to render tissues too transparent

may, in great measure, be counteracted by the addition of a little

alcohol or chromic acid. Morbid specimens often undergo change

more rapidly than healthy tissues. It is therefore of the utmost

importance that the examination should be proceeded with as soon

as possible. Thin sections of tissues are easily made with a thin

double-edged knife. In making thin sections, the knife must be

wetted with water or glycerine. It will be convenient to keep a few

glass slides, with thin glass ready for making rough microscopical

examinations, in the post-mortem room. The examination may be

readily effected by using the clinical pocket microscope, represented

in pi. I.
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NAMES AND ADDRESSES OF MICROSCOPE MAKERS AND
OTHERS USEFUL TO MICROSCOPICAL OBSERVERS.

BRITISH MICROSCOPE MAKERS.

Baker, 44, High Holbom, London.

Bryson, Princes-street, Edinburgh.

Collins, Charles, 77, Great Titchfield-street, Oxford-street.

Crouch, H. and W., Regent’s Canal, Commercial-road, London.

Dancer, 43, Cross-street, Manchester.

Field, Birmingham.

Highley, S., Green-street, Leicester-square, London.

King, Bristol.

Ladd, W., Beak-street, Regent-street, London.

Murray and Heath, 43, Piccadilly, London.

Parkes and Son, St. Mary’s-row, Birmingham.

Pillischer, 88, New Bond-street, London.

Powell and Lealand, 170, Euston-road, London.

Ross, 2, Featherstone-buildings, London.

Salmon, 100, Fenchurch-street, London.

Smith, Beck, and Beck, Comhill, London.

FOREIGN MICROSCOPE MAKERS.

Amici, Modena.

B&ifeche, Berlin, Tempelhofer Strasse, 7.

Brunner, Paris.

Chevalier, Paris.

Hartnack and Oberhauser, Place Dauphine, 21, Paris.

Hasert, B., Eisenach.

Kellner, Wetzlar.

Merz, G. and S., Munich.

Mirand, A., senr., Paris.

Nachet, Rue St.-Severin, 17, Paris.

Ploesl, S., Vienna.

Schroder, Hamburg, Hollandischer Brook, 31.

Schiek, F. W., Berlin, Halle’sche Str., 15.

Zeis, C., Jena.

Most of the microscope makers furnish cabinets and boxes for objects, apparatus

and instruments required by the microscopist.

MAKERS OF CUTTING AND OTHER INSTRUMENTS REQUIRED BY

MICROSCOPISTS.

Matthews, Portugal-street, Lincoln’s-inn.

Weedon, Hart-street, Bloomsbury.

Weiss and Son, 62, Strand.

X 2
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PREPARERS OF MICROSCOPIC OBJECTS.

Barnett, J. E., Whitehall-street, Tottenham.

Hett, A., 4, Albion-grove, Islington.

Hudson and Sons, Greenwich.

Norman, J., 178, City-road, London, E.C.

Topping, C.M., 11, Loader’s-terrace, Manor-road, Bermondsey.

Webb, H., George-street, Balsall-heath, Birmingham.

Collections of objects of various kinds may be obtained of almost all

the microscope makers.

MATERIALS AND APPARATUS FOR MOUNTING OBJECTS.

Claudet and Houghton, 89, High Holbom (for thin glass only).

Crouch, Regent’s Canal, Commercial-road, London.

Griffin, 119, Bunhill-row, London.

Highley, Green-street, Leicester-square, London.

King, G., 190, Great Portland-street, W.
Matthews, Portugal-street, Lincoln’s-inn, London.

Norman, 178, City-road, London, E.C.

Smith, Beck, and Beck, Cornhill, London.

ARTISTS. DRAUGHTSMEN.

Aldous, Mr. W. Lens, 47, Liverpool-street, King’s Cross.

Dr. Westmacott, King’s College, London.

West, Mr. Tuffen, W. West, Hatton-garden.

WOOD ENGRAVERS.

Hart, Mr., 33A, Red Lion-square, E.C.

Malden, Mr., Llart-street, Bloomsbury.

Powell, Miss, 170, Euston-road, N.W.
Ruffle, Mr., 17, Princes-road, Kennington.

PRINTERS. LITHOGRAPHIC AND PHOTOGRAPHIC PRINTERS.

Adlard, 12 \, Bartholomew-close.

Blanchard and Sons, Millbank-street.

Brooks, V., Lithographic Printer, Photographic Lithography, 1, Chandos-
street, Covent-garden.

Harrison and Sons, St. Martin’s-lane.

Toovey, Photographic Lithographer.

West, W., Hatton-garden, E.C.

LITHOGRAPHIC STONES—DIAMONDS FOR ENGRAVING, AND OTHER

APPARATUS USED IN LITHOGRAPHY.

Hughes and Kimber, West Harding-street, E.C.

Stoer Brothers, Vulcan Wharf, 16, Earl-street, Blackfriars, London.

APPARATUS FOR DRAWING, ENGRAVING, &C.

PENCILS, COLOURS, TRACING PAPER, &C.

Brodie, Long Acre, and other Artists’ Colourmen.

WOOD BLOCKS

May be obtained of Mr. Williamson, Picket’s-place, Strand ;
and of

Mr. Wells, Bouverie-street, Fleet-street.
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PART I. NOW READY.

A DESCRIPTIVE TREATISE
ON THE

NERVOUS SYSTEM OF MAN,
WITH THE MANNER OF DISSECTING IT.

By LUDOVIC HIRSCHFELD,
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE OF TIIE UNIVERSITIES OF PARIS AND WARSAW, PROFESSOR OF ANATOMY TO THE

FACULTY OF MEDICINE OF WARSAW;

Edited in English (from the French Edition oflSGGJ

By ALEXANDER MASON MACDOUGAL, F.R.C.S.,

WITH

AN ATLAS OF ARTISTICALLY’-COLOURFD ILLUSTRATIONS,
Embracing the Anatomy of the entire Cerebro-Spina! and Sympathetic Nervous Centres and Distri-

butions in their accurate relations with all the important Constituent Parts of the Human Economy,
and embodied in a series of 5G Single and 9 Double Plates, comprising 197 Illustrations,

Designedfrom Dissections prepared by the Author, and Drawn on Stone by

J. b. lBveille.
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THE FUNCTIONS AND DISORDERS OF THE REPRODUC-
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OV0. cloth, 10s. 6d.
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With Plates. 8vo. cloth, 65.
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OF THE HEART. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.
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their Causes
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and Treatment. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. BARLOW.

A MANUAL OF THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. Second
Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6tf.
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THE PHYSIOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF PLACENTA
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Edition. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

MR. H. F. BAXTER, M.R.C.S.L.

ON ORGANIC POLARITY
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Organic Forces and Ordinary Polar Forces. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.
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MAGNACOPIA : A Practical Library of Profitable Knowledge, commu-
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generality of Secret Forms of Preparations. Third Edition. l8mo. 6’s.
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THE LAWS OF HEALTH IN THEIR RELATIONS TO MIND l
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HEALTH AND DISEASE, IN CONNECTION WITH THE
GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF HYGIENE. Fcap. 8vo., 2s. Gd.
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URINE, URINARY DEPOSITS, AND CALCULI: and on the
Treatment of Urinary Diseases. Numerous Engravings. Second Edition, much Enlarged.
Post 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d.

THE MICROSCOPE, IN ITS APPLICATION TO PRACTICAL
MEDICINE. With a Coloured Plate, and 270 Woodcuts. Second Edition. 8vo.

cloth, 14s.

ill.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE SALTS OF URINE, URINARY
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from Nature, with descriptive Letterpress. 8vo. cloth, 9s. 6d.
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THE BOOK OF PRESCRIPTIONS; containing 3000 Prescriptions.

Collected from the Practice of the most eminent Physicians and Surgeons, English
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THE DRUGGIST’S GENERAL ' RECEIPT-BOOK
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copious Veterinary Formulary and Table of Veterinary Materia Medica
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Proprietary Medicines, Druggists’ Nostrums, &c.
; Perfumery, Skin Cosmetics, Hair A
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Beverages, Dietetic Articles, and Condiments

; Trade
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; with
useful Memoranda and Tables. Sixth Edition. 18mo. cloth, 6s.
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THE POCKET FORMULARY AND SYNOPSIS 0E THE $
BRITISH AND FOREIGN PIIARMACOPG3IAS

; comprising standard and i
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Eighth Edition, corrected and enlarged. 18mo. cloth, Cs.
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A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON INFLAMMATION AND
OTHER DISEASES OF THE UTERUS. Fourth Edition, revised, with Additions.
8vo. cloth, 16s. Ir

A REVIEW OF THE PRESENT STATE OF UTERINE
PATHOLOGY. 8vo. cloth, 4s.
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WINTER IN THE SOUTH 0E EUROPE; OR, MENTONE, THE
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Third Edition, with numerous Plates, Maps, and Wood Engravings. Post 8vo. cloth,
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PROFESSOR BENTLEY, F.L.S.

A MANUAL OF BOTANY. With nearly 1,200 Engravings on Wood.
Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. (id.
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NOTES FOR STUDENTS IN CHEMISTRY; being a Syllabus com-
piled from the Manuals of Miller, Fownes, Berzelius, Gerhardt, Gorup-Besanez, &c.
Fourth Edition. Fscap. 8vo. cloth, 3s.
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ORTHOPRAXY : the Mechanical Treatment of Deformities, Debilities, and
Deficiencies of the Human Frame. With Engravings. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s.

DR. BILLING, F.R.S.

OX DISEASES OF THE LUNGS AND HEART. 8vo. doth, g*.

DR. S. B. BIRCH, M.D.

CONSTIPATED BOWELS l the Various Causes and the Rational Means
of Cure. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

DR. GOLDING BIRD, F.R.S.

URINARY DEPOSITS; THEIR DIAGNOSIS, PATHOLOGY,
AND THERAPEUTICAL INDICATIONS. With Engravings. Fifth Edition.

Edited by E. Llotd Bikkett, M.D. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF NATURAL PHILOSOPHY; being an Experimental
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Edition. Edited by Charles Brooke, M.B. Cantab., F.R.S. Fcap. 8vo. cloth,
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MR. BISHOP, F.R.S.
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and Treatment. With Engravings on Wood. 8 vo. cloth, 10s.

ON ARTICULATE SOUNDS, AND ON THE CAUSES AND
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MR. P. HINCKES BIRD, F.R.C.S.

PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF CHILDREN
AND INFANTS AT THE BREAST. Translated from the French of M. Bouchut,
with Notes and Additions. 8vo. cloth. 20s.

MR. BLAINE.

OUTLINES OF THE VETERINARY ART; OR, A TREATISE
ON THE ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, AND DISEASES OF THE HORSE,
NEAT CATTLE, AND SHEEP. Seventh Edition. By Charles Steel, M.R.C.V.S.L.
With Plates. 8vo. cloth, 18s.

DR. BOURGUIGNON.

ON THE CATTLE PLAGUE; OR, CONTAGIOUS TYPHUS IN
HORNED CATTLE: its History, Origin, Description, and Treatment. Post 8vo. 5s.
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PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY, including Analysis. With numerous Illus-

trations on Wood. Fifth Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6c/.

II.

MEDICAL CHEMISTRY ; with Illustrations on Wood. Fourth Edition,
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with a Review of the several Climates recommended in these Affections, Third Edi-

tion. Post 8vo. cloth, 9s.

DR. BRINTON, F.R.S.

THE DISEASES OF THE STOMACH, with an Introduction on its

Anatomy and Physiology; beiryg Lectures delivered at St. Thomas’s Hospital. Second
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THE SYMPTOMS, PATHOLOGY, AND TREATMENT OF
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ON THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF CLUBFOOT AND
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PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISEASES OF THE
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MR. THOMAS BRYANT, F.R.C.S.

ON THE DISEASES AND INJURIES OE THE JOINTS.
CLINICAL AND PATHOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

THE SURGICAL DISEASES OF CHILDREN. The Lettsomian
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OUTLINES OF SURGERY
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cloth, 5s.
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COMPREHENSIVE SUPPLEMENT TO THE PHARMACOPEIAS.

THE CYCLOPAEDIA OF PRACTICAL RECEIPTS, PRO-
CESSES, AND COLLATERAL INFORMATION IN THE ARTS, MANU-
FACTURES, PROFESSIONS, AND TRADES, INCLUDING MEDICINE,
PHARMACY, AND DOMESTIC ECONOMY; designed as a General Book of

Reference for the Manufacturer, Tradesman, Amateur, and Heads of Families. Fourth

and greatly enlarged Edition, 8vo. cloth, 28s.

MR. W. WHITE COOPER.

ON WOUNDS AND INJURIES OF THE EYE. illustrated by
17 Coloured Figures and 41 Woodcuts. 8vo. cloth, 12s.

t ON NEAR SIGHT, AGED 'SIGHT. IMPAIRED VISION,
V AND THE MEANS OF ASSISTING SIGHT. With 31 Illustrations on Wood. V
yJ? Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

* x/
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tjl SIR ASTLEY COOPER, BART., F.R.S.

ON THE STRUCTURE AND DISEASES OF THE TESTIS.
With 24 Plates. Second. Edition. Royal 4to., 20s.

• MR. COOPER.
A DICTIONARY OF PRACTICAL SURGERY AND ENCYCLO-

PEDIA OF SURGICAL SCIENCE. New Edition, brought down to the present

time. By Samuel A. Lane, F.R.C.S., assisted by various eminent Surgeons. Vol. I.,

8vo. cloth, £1. 5s.

MR. HOLMES COOTE, F.R.C.S.

A REPORT ON SOME IMPORTANT POINTS IN THE
TREATMENT OF SYPHILIS. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. OOTTON.

OIN CONSUMPTION : Its Nature, Symptoms, and Treatment. To
which Essay was awarded the Fothergillian Gold Medal of the Medical Society of

London. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

PHTHISIS AND THE STETHOSCOPE; OR, THE PHYSICAL
SIGNS OF CONSUMPTION. Third Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 3s.

MR. COULSON.

ON DISEASES OF THE BLADDER AND PROSTATE GLAND.
New Edition, revised. In Preparation.

ON LITHOTRITY AND LITHOTOMY; with Engravings on Wood.
8vo. cloth, 8s. ...

MR. WILLIAM CRAIG, L.F.P.S., GLASGOW.

ON THE INFLUENCE OF VARIATIONS OF ELECTRIC
TENSION AS THE REMOTE CAUSE OF EPIDEMIC AND OTHER
DISEASES. 8 vo. cloth, 10s.

MR. CURLING, F.R.S.

OBSERVATIONS ON DISEASES OF THE RECTUM. Third
Edition. 8vo. cloth, 7s. G d. I£

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON 'DISEASES OF THE TESTIS,
SPERMATIC CORD, AND SCROTUM. Third Edition,- with Engravings. 8vo.

cloth, 16s. .

DR. DALRYMPLE, M.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.

THE CLIMATE OF EGYPT: METEOROLOGICAL AND MEDI-
CAL OBSERVATIONS, with Practical Hints for Invalid Travellers. Post 8vo. cloth, 4s.

MR. JOHN DALRYMPLE, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.

| PATHOLOGY OF THE HUMAN EYE. Complete in Nine Fasciculi:

^ imperial 4to., 20s. each; half-bound morocco, gilt tops, 91. 15s.

jo-*-
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DR. HERBERT DAVIES.

ON THE PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES OF THE
LUNGS AND HEART. Second Edition. Post Ovo. cloth, 8s.

DR. D A V E Y.

THE GANGLIONIC NERVOUS* SYSTEM : its Structure, Functions,
and Diseases. 8vo. cloth, 9s. ii.

ON THE NATURE AND PROXIMATE CAUSE OF IN-
sanity. Post 8vo. cloth, 3s.

DR. HENRY DAY, M.D, M.R.C.P.

CLINICAL HISTORIES; with Comments. 8vo. cloth, 7s. Gd.

MR. DIXON.
A GUIDE TO THE PRACTICAL STUDY OF DISEASES OF

THE EYE. Third Ed;tjoni Post 8vo. cloth, 9s.

DR. DOBELL.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF DISEASES IN THE CHEST, AND
THEIR PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS. With Coloured Elates. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6c/.

LECTURES ON THE GERMS AND VESTIGES OF DISEASE,
and on the Prevention of the Invasion and Fatality of Disease by Periodical Examinations.

8 vo. cloth, 6s. Gd.

A MANUAL OF DIET AND REGIMEN FOR PHYSICIAN
AND PATIENT. Third Edition (for the year 1865). Crown 8vo. cloth, Is. 6c/.

ON TUBERCULOSIS : ITS NATURE, CAUSE, AND TREAT-
MENT; with Notes on Pancreatic Juice. Second Edition. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6c/.

ON WINTER COUGH (CATARRH, BRONCHITIS, EMPHY-
SEMA, ASTHMA); with an Appendix on some Principles of Diet in Disease-
Lectures delivered at the Royal Infirmary for Diseases of the Chest. Post 8vo. cloth,

DR. TOOGOOD DOWNING.
NEURALGIA: its various Forms, Pathology, and Treatment. The

Jacksonian Prize Essay for 1850. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

k

DR. DRUITT, F.R.C.S.

THE SURGEON’S VADE-MECUM; with numerous Engravings on
Wood. Ninth Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6c/.

MR. DUNN, F.R.C.S.

AN ESSAY ON PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY. 8vo. doth, 4,.

SIR JAMES EYRE, M.P.

$ THE STOMACH AND ITS DIFFICULTIES. Fifth Edition.
Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

Ir

l
PRACTICAL REMARKS ON SOME EXHAUSTING I)IS-

L EASES. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6c/.
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DR. FAYRER, M.D
,

F.RC.S.

CLINICAL SURGERY IN INDIA. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 16s.

DR. FENWICK.

ON SCROFULA AND CONSUMPTION. Clergyman’s Sore Throat,

Catarrh, Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma. Fcap. 8vo., 2s. Gd.

SIR WILLIAM FERGUSSON, BART., F.R.S.

A SYSTEM OF PRACTICAL SURGERY; with numerous Illus-

trations on Wood. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. Gd.

0

i
I

SIR JOHN FIFE, F.R.C.S. AND MR. URQUHART.

MANUAL OF THE TURKISH BATH. Heat a Mode of Cure and
a Source of Strengtli for Men and Animals. With Engravings. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. FLOWER, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.

DIAGRAMS OF THE NERVES OF THE HUMAN BODY,
exhibiting their Origin, Divisions, and Connexions, with their Distribution to the various

Regions of the Cutaneous Surface, and to all the Muscles. Folio, containing Six

Plates, 14s.

MR. FOWNES, PH. D., F.R.S.

A MANUAL OF CHEMISTRY; with 187 Illustrations on Wood.
Ninth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. Gd.

Edited bj' H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S., and A. W. Hofmann, Ph.D., F.R.S.

CHEMISTRY, AS EXEMPLIFYING THE WISDOM AND
BENEFICENCE OF GOD. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

in.

INTRODUCTION TO QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Post 8m doth, 2..

y/

DR. D. J. T. FRANCIS.

[

CHANGE OF CLIMATE; considered as a Remedy in Dyspeptic, Pul-
monary, and other Chronic Affections; with an Account of the most Eligible Places of

Residence for Invalids, at different Seasons of the Year. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s. Gd.

DR. W. FRAZER.

ELEMENTS OE MATERIA MEDICA; containing the Chemistry

and Natural 1 1 istnry of Drugs—their Effects, Doses, and Adulterations. Second Edition.

8 vo. cloth, 10s. Gd.

C. REMIGIUS FRESENIUS.

f A SYSTEM OF INSTRUCTION IN CHEMICAL ANALYSIS, f
i Edited by Lr.ovn Bui.lock, F.C.S.

Qualitative. Sixth Edition, with Coloured Plate illustrating Spectrum

cloth, 10s. Gd. Quantitative. Fourth Edition. 8vo. clotii, 18s.

Analysis.

K5
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DR. FULLER.

ON DISEASES OF THE CHEST, including Diseases of the Heart

and Great Vessels. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

ON DISEASES OE THE HEART AND GREAT VESSELS.
8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d. hi.

ON RHEUMATISM, RHEUMATIC GOUT, AND SCIATICA:
their Pathology, Symptoms, and Treatment. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 12s. G d.

DR. GAIRDNER.

ON GOUT
;

its History, its Causes, and its Cure. Fourth Edition. Post

8vo. cloth, 8s. 6cl.

MR. GALLOWAY.

THE FIRST STEP IN CHEMISTRY. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo.

cloth, os. II.

THE SECOND STEP IN CHEMISTRY ; or, the Student’s Guide to

the Higher Branches of the Science. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 106'.

hi.

A MANUAL OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS. Fourth Edition.

Post 8vo. cloth, 6s. 6d. iv.

CHEMICAL TABLES. On Five Large Sheets, for School and Lecture
Rooms. Second Edition. 4s. 6d.

MR. J. SAMPSON GAMGEE.

HISTORY OE A SUCCESSFUL CASE OE AMPUTATION AT
THE IIIP-JOINT (the limb 48-in. in circumference, 99 pounds weight). With 4

Photographs. 4to cloth, 10s. 6<L

MR. F. J. GANT, F.R.C.S.

THE PRINCIPLES OF SURGERY : Clinical, Medical, and Opera-

tive. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 186*.

ii.

THE IRRITABLE BLADDER : its Causes and Curative Treatment.

Post 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d. —~~——

—

DR. GIBB, M.R.C.P. •

ON DISEASES OE THE THROAT AND WINDPIPE, as

reflected by the Laryngoscope. Second Edition. With 116 Engravings. Post 8vo.

cloth, 10s. 6d.
'

MRS. GODFREY.

ON THE NATURE, PREVENTION, TREATMENT, AND CURE
OF SPINAL CURVATURES and DEFORMITIES of the CHEST and LIMBS,
without ARTIFICIAL SUPPORTS or any MECHANICAL APPLIANCES.
Third Edition, Revised and Enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. GORDON, M.D., C.B.
I.

ARMY HYGIENE. 8vo. doth, 20„

CHINA, FROM A MEDICAL
1

' POINT OF VIEW, IN I860
AND 1861; With a Chapter on Nagasaki as a Sanatarium. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

,
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DR. GRANVILLE, F.R.S.

THE MINERAL SPRINGS OF VICHY : their Efficacy in the

Treatment of Gout, Indigestion, Gravel, &c. 8vo. cloth, 3s.

ON SUDDEN DEATH. Post 8vo., 2.. U
DR. GRAVES, M.D., F.R.S.

STUDIES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE. Edited by
Hr. Stokes. With Portrait and Memoir. 8vo. cloth, 14s.

DR. S. C. GRIFFITH, M.D.

ON DERMATOLOGY AND THE TREATMENT OF SKIN
DISEASES BY MEANS OF HERBS, IN PLACE OF ARSENIC AND
MERCURY. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s.

MR. GRIFFITHS.

CHEMISTRY OF THE FOUR SEASONS Spring, Summer,
Autumn, Winter. Illustrated with Engravings on Wood. Second Edition. Foolscap

8vo. cloth, 7s. Gd.

THE SIMPLE TREATMENT "oF MSEASE; deduced from the

Methods of Expectancy and Revulsion. 18mo. cloth, 4s.

DR. GUY AND DR. JOHN HARLEY.

HOOPER’S PHYSICIAN’S VADE-MECUM; OB, MANUAL OF
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF PHYSIC. Seventh Edition, consider-

ably enlarged, and rewritten. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. Gd.

GUY’S HOSPITAL REPORTS. Third Series. Yds. I. to XII., 8vo.,

7s. Gd. each. ——.,—,

DR. HABERSHON, F.R.C.P.

ON DISEASES OF THE ABDOMEN, comprising those of the

Stomach and other Parts of the Alimentary Canal, (Esophagus, Stomach, Caicum,

Intestines, and Peritoneum. Second Edition, with Plates. 8vo. cloth, l^(s.

ON THE INJURIOUS EFFECTS OF MERCURY IN THE
TREATMENT OF D SEASE. Post 8vo. cloth, 3s. Gd.

DR. C. RADCLYFFE HALL.

TORQUAY IN ITS MEDICAL ASPECT AS A RESORT FOR
PULMONARY INVALIDS. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. MARSHALL HALL, F.R.S.

PRONE AND POSTURAL RESPIRATION IN DROWNING
AND OTHER FORMS OF APNGLA OR SUSPENDED RESPIRATION.

|
Post 8vo. cloth. 5s. ii. .

| PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS IN MEDI- |
I®.

CINE. SrtonD Scvlrs. Post 8vo. cloth, 8s. Gd.
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MR. HARDWICH.

A MANUAL OF PHOTOGRAPHIC CHEMISTRY, with
Engravings. Seventh Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

*©t-
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DR. J. BOWER HARRISON, M.D., M.R.C.P.

LETTERS TO A YOUNG PRACTITIONER ON THE DIS-
eases OF CHILDREN. Foolscap tivo. cloth, 3s.

ON THE CONTAMINATION OF WATER BY THE POISON
OF LEAD, and its Effects on the Unman Body. Foolscap tivo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

DR. HARTWIG.

ON SEA BATHING AND SEA AIR. Second Edition. Fcap*

8vo., 2s. 6d. ii.

ON THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN. Fcap.

8 vo., 2s. 6d.

DR. A. H. HASSALL.

THE URINE, IN HEALTH AND DISEASE ;
being an Ex-

planation of the Composition of the Urine, and of the Pathology and Treatment of

Urinary and Renal Disorders. Second Edition. With 79 Engravings (23 Coloured).

Post 8vo. cloth, 12s. Cd.

THE MICROSCOPIC ANATOMY OF THE HUMAN BODY,
IN HEALTH AND DISEASE. Illustrated with Several Hundred Drawings in

Colour. Two vols. 8vo, cloth, £1. 10s.

MR. ALFRED HAVILAND, M.R.C.S.

CLIMATE, WEATHER, AND DISEASE; being a Sketch of the

Opinions of the most celebrated Ancient and Modern Writers with regard to the Influence

of Climate and Weather in producing Disease. With Four coloured Engravings. 8vo.

cloth, 7s.

ON THE ACTION oV MEDICINES IN THE SYSTEM.
Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 12s, 6d.

DR. HEALE.

A TREATISE ON THE PHYSIOLOGICAL ANATOMY OF
TIIE LUNGS. With Engravings. Ovo. cloth, 8s.

A TREATISE ON VITAL CAUSES. 8vo. doth, 9,.

— * * 30-*
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MR. CHRISTOPHER HEATH, F.R.C.S.
I.

PRACTICAL ANATOMY ! a Manual of Dissections. With numerous
Engravings. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

A MANUAL OF MINOR SURGERY AND BANDAGING, EOR
THE USE OF HOUSE-SURGEONS, DRESSERS, AND JUNIOR PRAC-
TITIONERS. With Illustrations. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. HIGGINBOTTOM, F.R.S., F.R.C.S.E.

A PRACTICAL ESSAY ON THE USE OF THE NITRATE OF
SILVER IN THE TREATMENT OF INFLAMMATION, WOUNDS, AND
ULCERS. Third Edition, 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. HINDS.

THE HARMONIES OF PHYSICAL SCIENCE IN RELATION
TO THE HIGHER SENTIMENTS; with Observations on Medical Studies, and on

the Moral and Scientific Relations of Medical Life. Post 8vo. cloth, 4s.

K MR. J. A. HINGESTON, M.R.C.S.

| TOPICS OF THE DAY, MEDICAL, SOCIAL, AND SCIENTIFIC.
3d, Crown 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

DR. HODGES.

THE NATURE, PATHOLOGY, AND TREATMENT OF PUER-
PERAL CONVULSIONS. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s.

DR. DECIMUS HODGSON.

THE PROSTATE GLAND, AND ITS ENLARGEMENT IN
OLD AGE. With 12 Plates. Royal 8vo. cloth, 6s.

MR. JABEZ HOGG.

!

A MANUAL OF OPHTHALMOSCOPIC SURGERY ;
being a

Practical Treatise on the Use of the Ophthalmoscope in Diseases of the Eye. Third

Edition. With Coloured Plates. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

MR. LUTHER HOLDEN, FR.C.S.
I.

HUMAN OSTEOLOGY : with Plates, showing the Attachments of the

Muscles. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 16s.

& A MANUAL OF THE DISSECTION OF THE HUMAN BODY. |With Engravings on Wood. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, 16s. W

0
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MR BARNARD HOLT, F.R.C.S.

ON TIIE IMMEDIATE TREATMENT OE STRICTURE OF
THE URETHRA. Second Edition, Enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 3s.

DR. W. CHARLES HOOD.

SUGGESTIONS FOR TIIE FUTURE PROVISION OF CRIMI-
NAL LUNATICS. 8vo. cloth, 5s. 6d.

DR. P. HOOD.

THE SUCCESSFUL TREATMENT OF SCARLET FEVER;
also, OBSERVATIONS ON THE PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF
CROWING INSPIRATIONS OF INFANTS. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. JOHN HORSLEY.

A CATECHISM OF CHEMICAL PHILOSOPHY; being a Familiar
Exposition of the Principles of Chemistry and Physics. With Engravings on Wood.
Designed for the Use of Schools and Private Teachers. Post 8vo. cloth, 6s. (i</.

MR. LUKE HOWARD, F.R.S.

ESSAY ON THE MODIFICATIONS OF CLOUDS. Third Edition,

by W. D. and E. Howard. With (i Lithographic Plates, from Pictures by Kenyon.
4to. cloth, 10s. 6cl.

DR. HAMILTON HOWE, M.D.

A THEORETICAL INQUIRY INTO TIIE PHYSICAL CAUSE
OF EPIDEMIC DISEASES. Accompanied with Tables. 8vo. cloth, 7s.

I

DR. HUFELAND.

THE ART OF PROLONGING LIFE. Second Edition. Edited
by Erasmus Wilson, F.R.S. Foolscap 8vo., 2s. Gd.

MR. W. CURTIS HUGMAN, F.R.C.S.

ON HIP-JOINT DISEASE; with reference especially to Treatment
by Mechanical Means for the Relief of Contraction and Deformity of the Affected Limb.
With Plates. Re-issue, enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 3s. (id.

MR. HULKE, F.RC.S.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE USE OF THE
OPHTHALMOSCOPE. Being the Jacksonian Prize Essay for 1859. Royal 8vo.
cloth, 8s.

^

DR. HENRY HUNT.
ON HEARTBURN AND INDIGESTION. 8vo. doth, 5®.

ppnppqq.'-vp ui iv 1 rrv p G

LECTURES ON THE ELEMENTS OE COMPARATIVE
ANATOMY.—ON CLASSIFICATON AND THE SKULL. With 111 Illus-

trations. • 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6a!.

** ^
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MR. JONATHAN HUTCHINSON, F.R.C.S.

A CLINICAL MEMOIR ON CERTAIN DISEASES OF THE
EYE AND EAR, CONSEQUENT ON INHERITED SYPHILIS

;
with an

appended Chapter of Commentaries on the Transmission of Syphilis from Parent to

Offspring, and its more remote Consequences. With Plates and Woodcuts, Ovo. cloth, 9s.

DR. INMAN, M.R.C.P.

ON MYALGIA: ITS NATURE, CAUSES, AND TREATMENT;
being a Treatise on Painful and other Affections of the Muscular System. Second
Edition. 8vo. cloth, 9s.

FOUNDATION FOR A NEW THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF MEDICINE. Second Edition. Crown 8yo. cloth, 1 Os.
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DR. JAGO, M.D.OXON, A. B.CANTAB.

ENTOPTICS, WITH ITS USES IN PHYSIOLOGY AND
MEDICINE. With 54 Engravings. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. J. H. JAMES, F.R.C.S.

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE OPERATIONS FOR
STRANGULATED HERNIA. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. PROSSER JAMES, M.D.

SORE-THROAT: ITS NATURE, VARIETIES, AND TREAT-
MENT ;

including the Use of the LARYNGOSCOPE as an Aid to Diagnosis. Second

Edition, with numerous Engravings. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. HANDFIELD JONES, M.B., F.R.C.P.

CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS ON FUNCTIONAL NERVOUS
DISORDERS. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 0d.

DR. HANDFIELD JONES, F.R.S., & DR. EDWARD H. SIEVEKING.

A MANUAL OF PATHOLOGICAL ANATOMY, illustrated with

numerous Engravings on Wood. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6tf.

DR. JAMES JONES, M.D., M.R.C.P.

ON THE USE OF PERCIILORIDE OF IRON AND OTHER
CHALYBEATE SALTS IN THE TREATMENT OF CONSUMPTION. Crown

8vo. cloth, 3s. Grf.
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MR. WHARTON JONES, F.R.S.

A MANUAL OF THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
OPHTHALMIC MEDICINE AND SURGERY; with Nine Coloured Plates and
173 Wood Engravings. Third Edition, thoroughly revised. Foolscap iivo. cloth, I2s. Cd.

THE WISDOM AND BENEFICENCE OF THE ALMIGHTY,
AS DISPLAYED IN THE SENSE OF VISION. Actonian Prize Essay. With
Illustrations on Steel and Wood. Foolscap 3vo. cloth, 4s. 6cl.

hi.

DEFECTS 01 SIGHT AND HEARING .' their Nature, Causes, Pre-
vention, and General Management. Second Edition, with Engravings. Fcap. iivo. 2s. 6d.

IV.

A CATECHISM OF THE MEDICINE AND SURGERY OF
THE EYE AND EAR. For the Clinical Use of Hospital Students. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

A CATECHISM OF THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY
OF BODY, SENSE, AND MIND. For Use in Schools and Colleges. Fcap. 8vo
2s. 6d.

MR. FURNEAUX JORDAN, M.R.C.S.

AN INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL SURGERY; WITH A
Method of Investigating and Reporting Surgical Cases. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. JUDD.

*v A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON URETHRITIS AND SYPHI-
LIS : including Observations on the Power of the Menstruous Fluid, and of the Dis-

charge from Leucorrhcea and Sores to produce Urethritis: with a variety of Examples, ***

Experiments, Remedies, and Cures. 8vo. cloth, £1

.

5s.

DR. LAENNEC.

A MANUAL OF AUSCULTATION AND PERCUSSION. Trans-
lated and Edited by J. B. Sharpe, M.R.C.S. 3s.

DR. LANE, M.A.

HYDROPATHY; OR, HYGIENIC MEDICINE. An Explanatory
Essay. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. LAWRENCE, F.R.S.

LECTURES ON SURGERY. 8vo. doth, 16*.

A TREATISE ON RUPTURES. The Fifth Edition, considerably
enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 16s.

DR. LEARED, M.R.C.P.

;

IMPERFECT DIGESTION: ITS CAUSES AND TREATMENT.
Fourth Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 4s.

*
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DR. EDWIN LEE.

THE EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON TUBERCULOUS DISEASE,
with Notices of the chief Foreign Places of Winter Resort. Small 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

THE WATERING PLACES OF ENGLAND, CONSIDERED
with Reference to their Medical Topography. Fourth Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 7s. G<7.

hi.

THE PRINCIPAL BATHS OF FRANCE. Fourth Edition.

Fcap. 3vo. cloth, 3s. 6d. IV .

THE BATHS OF GERMANY. Fourth Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s.

THE BATHS OF SWITZERLAND. i2mo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

vr.

HOMOEOPATHY AND HYDROPATHY IMPARTIALLY Ap-
preciated. With Notes illustrative of the Influence of the Mind over the Body.

Fourth Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 3s. Gd.

MR. HENRY LEE, F.R.C.S.
I.

ON SYPHILIS. Second Edition. With Coloured Plates. 8 vo. cloth, 10s.

\ ON DISEASES OF THE VEINS^HtEMORRHOIDAL TUMOURS,
m AND OTHER AFFECTIONS OF THE RECTUM. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, 8s.V
Yx DR. ROBERT LEE, F. R.S.

? CONSULTATIONS IN MIDWIFERY. Foolscap 8vo. doth, 4s. Gd.

A TREATISE ON THE SPECULUM; with Three Hundred Cases.

8vo. cloth, 4s. Gd. m
CLINICAL REPORTS OF OVARIAN AND UTERINE DIS-

EASES, with Commentaries. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 6s. Gd.

iv.

CLINICAL MIDWIFERY: comprising the Histories of 545 Cases of
Difficult, Preternatural, and Complicated Labour, with Commentaries. Second Edition.

Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. LEISHMAN, M.D., F.F.P.S.

THE MECHANISM OF PARTURITION: An Essay, Historical and
Critical. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. LISTON, F.R.S.

PRACTICAL SURGERY. Fourth Edition. 8vo. cloth, 22 s.

MR. H. W. LOBB, L.S.A., M.R.C.S.E.

ON SOME OF THE MORE OBSCURE FORMS OF NERVOUS
AFFECTIONS,. THEIR PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT. Re issue,

with the Chapter on Galvanism entirely Re-written. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 8s.

DR. LOGAN, M.D., M.R.C.P.LOND.

ON OBSTINATE DISEASES OF THE SKIN. FcaP.8vo.cioth,2*.6«?. g
V/
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LONDON HOSPITAL.

CLINICAL LECTURES AND REPORTS BY THE MEDICAL
AND SURGICAL STAFF. With Illustrations. Vols. I. to III. 8vo. cloth, 7s. Gd.

LONDON MEDICAL SOCIETY OF OBSERVATION.

WHAT TO OBSERVE AT THE BED-SIDE, AND AFTER
DEATH. Published by Authority. Second Edition. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6<L

MR. M'CLELLAND, F.L.S., F.G.S.

THE MEDICAL TOPOGRAPHY, OR CLIMATE AND SOILS,
OF BENGAL AND THE N. W. PROVINCES. Post 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6rf.

DR. MACLACHLAN, M.D., F.R.C.P.L.

THE DISEASES AND INFIRMITIES OF ADVANCED LIFE.
8vo. cloth, lGs.

DR. A. C. MACLEOD, M.R.C.P LOND.

ACHOLIC DISEASES
;

comprising Jaundice, Diarrhoea, Dysentery,
and Cholera. Post 8vo, cloth, 5s. 6af.

DR. GEORGE H. B. MACLEOD, F.R.C.S.E.

OUTLINES OF SURGICAL DIAGNOSIS. 8vo. doth, 12*. Or/.

NOTES ON THE SURGERY OF THE CRIMEAN WAR; with
REMARKS on GUN-SHOT WOUNDS. 8vo. cloth, 10s. Gd.

MR. JOSEPH MACLISE, F.R.C.S.

I.

SURGICAL ANATOMY. A Series of Dissections, illustrating the Prin-
cipal Regions of the Human Body.
The Second Edition, imperial folio, cloth, £3. 12s.; half-morocco, £4. 4s.

ON DISLOCATIONS AND FRACTURES. This Work is Uniform
with the Author’s “ Surgical Anatomy;” each Fasciculus contains Four beautifully

executed Lithographic Drawings. Imperial folio, cloth, £2. 10s.; half-morocco, £2. 17s.

MR. MACNAMARA.
ON DISEASES OF THE EYE; referring principally to those Affections

requiring the aid of the Ophthalmoscope for their Diagnosis. With coloured plates.

8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

DR. MCNICOLL, M.R.C.P.

A HAND-BOOK FOR SOUTHPORT, MEDICAL & GENERAL;
with Copious Notices of the Natural History of the District. Second Edition. Post 8vo.

cloth, 3s. Gd. „„„

DR. MARCET, F.R.S.

ON THE COMPOSITION OF FOOD, AND HOW IT IS
ADULTERATED; with Practical Directions for its Analysis. 8vo. cloth, 6s. Gd.

ON CHRONIC ALCOHOLIC INTOXICATION; with an inquiry
INTO THE INFLUENCE OF THE ABUSE OF ALCOHOL AS A PRE-
DISPOSING CAUSE OF DISEASE. Second Edition, much enlarged. Foolscap

8vo. cloth, 4s. Gl.

1
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W DR. J. MACPHERSON, M.D

CHOLERA IN ITS HOME; with a Sketch of the Pathology and Treat-
ment of the Disease. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. MARKHAM.

DISEASES OE THE HEART : THEIR PATHOLOGY, DIAG-
NOSIS, AND TREATMENT. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 6s.

SKODA ON AUSCULTATION^AND PERCUSSION. Post 8vo.

cloth, 6s. IIT

BLEEDING AND CHANGE IN TYPE OF DISEASES.
Gulstonian Lectures for 1864. Crown 8vo. 2s. Gd.

SIR RANALD MARTIN, K.C.B., F.R.S.

INFLUENCE OF TROPICAL CLIMATES IN PRODUCING
THE ACUTE ENDEMIC DISEASES OF EUROPEANS; including Practical

Observations on their Chronic Sequelae under the Influences of the Climate of Europe.

Second Edition, much enlarged. 8vo. cloth, 20s.

DR. MASSY.

ON THE EXAMINATION OE RECRUITS
;

intended for the Use of

Young Medical Officers on Entering the Army. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. C. F. MAUNDER, F.R.C.S.

OPERATIVE SURGERY. With 158 Engravings. Post 8vo. 6s.

D R. M AYN E.

AN EXPOSITORY LEXICON* OF THE TERMS, ANCIENT
AND MODERN, IN MEDICAL AND GENERAL SCIENCE. 8vo. cloth, £2. 10s.

it.

A MEDICAL "V OCABULARY
;

or, an Explanation of all Names,
Synonymes, Terms, and Phrases used in Medicine and the relative branches of Medical

Science. Second Edition. Reap. 8vo. cloth, Os. 6d.

DR. MERYON, M.D., F.R.C.P.

PATHOLOGICAL AND PRACTICAL RESEARCHES ON THE
VARIOUS FORMS OF PARALYSIS. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. MILLINGEN.

ON THE TREATMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF THE IN-
SANE; with Considerations on Public and Private Lunatic Asylums. 18mo. cloth,

4s. Gd.

DR. W. J. MOORE, M.D.
I.

|
HEALTH IN THE TROPICS; or, Sanitary Art applied to Europeans

in India. 8vo. cloth, .Os.

| A MANUAL OF THE DISEASES OF INDIA. Fcap. 8vo. doth, 5*.

p3—
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PROFESSOR MULDER, UTRECHT.

THE CHEMISTRY OF WINE. Edited by H. Bence Jones, M.D.,
F.R.S. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. W. MURRAY, M.D., M.R.C.P.

EMOTIONAL DISORDERS OF THE SYMPATHETIC SYS-
TEM OF NERVES. Crown 8vo. cloth, 3s. Gd.

DR. MUSHET, M.B., M.R.C.P.

ON APOPLEXY. AND ALLIED AFFECTIONS OF THE
BRAIN. 8vo. cloth, 7s.

MR. NAYLER, F.R.CS.

ON THE DISEASES OF THE SKIN. With Plates. 8vo. cloth,

10s. 6 d.

DR. BIRKBECK NEVINS.

THE PRESCRIBED ANALYSIS OF THE BRITISH PIIAR-
MACOPEIA. Third Edition, enlarged to :295 pp. 32mo. cloth, 3s. Gd.

DR. THOS. NICHOLSON, M.D.

ON YELLOW FEYER; comprising the History of that Disease as it

appeared in the Island of Antigua. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. Go?.

DR. NOAD, PH.a, F.R.S.

THE INDUCTION COIL, being a Popular Explanation of the Electrical

Principles on which it is constructed. Second Edition. With Engravings. Fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 3s.

THE HUMAN MIND "iN ITS

8

""RELATIONS WITH THE
BRAIN AND NERVOUS SYSTEM. Post 6vo. cloth, 4s. Gd.

A*

MR. NUNNELEY, F.R.C.S.E.

ON THE ORGANS OF VISION : their anatomy and phy-
siology. With Plates, 8vo. cloth, 15s.

A TREATISE ON THE NATURE, CAUSES, AND TREATMENT
OF ERYSIPELAS. 8vo. cloth, 10s. Gd.

MR. LANGSTON PARKER.

THE MODERN TREATMENT OF SYPHILITIC DISEASES,
both Primary and Secondary; comprising the Treatment of Constitutional and Confirmed
Syphilis, by a safe and successful Method. Fourth Edition, 8vo. cloth, 10s.

DR. PARKES, F.R.S., F.R.C.P.

A MANUAL OF PRACTICAL
1

' HYGIENE; intended especially for

the Medical Officers of the Army. With Plates and Woodcuts. 2nd Edition, 8vo. cloth, 1 Cs.

THE URINE: its composition in health and disease,
AND UNDER THE ACTION OF REMEDIES. 8vo. cloth, 12s.
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DR. PARKIN, M.D., F.R.C.S.

THE ANTIDOTAL TREATMENT AND PREVENTION OF
THE EPIDEMIC CHOLERA. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6rf.

THE CAUSATION AND PREVENTION OF DISEASE ; with
the Laws regulating the Extrication of Malaria from the Surface, and its Diffusion in the

surrounding Air. Bvo. cloth, 5s. m

IV! R. JAMES PART, F.R.C.S.

THE MEDICAL AND SURGICAL POCKET CASE BOOK,
for the Registration of important Cases in Private Practice, and to assist the Student of

Hospital Practice. Second Edition. 2s. 6cl.

DR. PAVY, M.D., F.R.S., F.R.C.P.

DIABETES : RESEARCHES ON ITS NATURE AND TREAT-
MENT. 8vo. cloth, 8s. (id.

DR. PEACOCK, M.D., F.R.C.P,

ON SOME OF THE CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF VALVULAR
DISEASE OF THE HEART. With Engravings. Bvo. cloth, 5s.

DR W. H. PEARSE, M.D.EDIN.

NOTES ON HEALTH IN CALCUTTA AND BRITISH
EMIGRANT SHIPS, including Ventilation, Diet, and Disease. Fcap. Bvo. 2s.

DR. PEET, M.D., FRCP.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICINE

;

Designed chiefly for Students of Indian Medical Colleges. Bvo. cloth, 1 6s.

DR. PEREIRA, F.R.S.

SELECTA E PRiESCRIPTIS. Fourteenth Edition. 24mo. cloth, 5s.

DR. PICKFORD.

HYGIENE; or, Health as Depending upon the Conditions of the Atmo-
sphere, Food and Drinks, Motion and Rest, Sleep and Wakefulness, Secretions, Excre-

tions, and Retentions, Mental Emotions, Clothing, Bathing, &c. Vol. I. 8vo. cloth, 9s.

MR. PIRRIE, F.R.S. E.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY. With
numerous Engravings on Wood. Second Edition. Bvo. cloth, 24s.

PHARMACOPOEIA COLLEGE REGALES MEDICORUM LON-
DINENSIS. 8vo. cloth, 9s.; or 2-lmo. 5s.

$ PROFESSORS PLATTNER &, MU3PRATT.
HE USE OF THE BLOWPIPE IN THE EXAMINATION OF
MINERALS, ORES, AND OTHER METALLIC COMBINATIONS. Illustrated

by numerous Engravings on Wood. Third Edition. Bvo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

’
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DR. HENRY F. A. PRATT, M.D., M.R.C.P.

THE GENEALOGY OF CREATION, newly Translated from the

Unpointed Hebrew Text of the Book of Genesis, showing the General Scientifie Accuracy

of the Cosmogony of Moses and the Philosophy of Creation. 8vo. cloth, 14s.

ON ECCENTRIC AND CENTRIC FORCE: a New Theory of

Projection. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 10s.

hi.

ON ORBITAL MOTION ; The Outlines of a System of Physica'

Astronomy. With Diagrams, 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6'/.

ASTRONOMICAL INVESTIGATIONS. The Cosmical Bdktious of

the Revolution of the Lunar Apsides. Oceanic Tides. With Engravings. 8vo. cloth, bs.

v.

TILE ORACLES OF GOD : All Attempt at a Re-interpretation. Part I.

The Revealed Cosmos. 8vo. cloth, 10s.

THE RRESCRIBER’S PHARMACOPOEIA
;
containing all the Medi-

cines in the British Pharmacopoeia, arranged in Classes according to their Action, with

their Composition and Doses. By a Practising Physician. Fifth Edition. 3‘2mo.

cloth, 2s. Get.; roan tuck (for the pocket), 3s. 6'rf.

i

DR. JOHN ROWUSON PRETTY.

AIDS DURING LABOUR, including the Administration of Chloroform,

the Management of Placenta and Post-partum Haemorrhage. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 4s. (jd.

MR. P. C. PRICE, F.R.C.S.

AN ESSAY ON EXCISION OF THE KNEE-JOINT, with
Coloured Plates. With Memoir of the Author and Notes by Henry Smith, F.R.C.S.

Royal 8vo. cloth, 14s.
_

DR. PRIESTLEY.*

LECTURES ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GRAYII)
UTERUS. 8vo. cloth, 5s. 6V.

DR. RADCLIFFE, F.R.C.P.L.

LECTURES ON EPILEPSY, PAIN, PARALYSIS, AND
CERTAIN OTHER DISORDERS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM, delivered at

the Royal College of Physicians in London. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

MR. RAINEY.
ON THE MODE 0E FORMATION OF SHELLS OF ANIMALS,

OF BONE, AND OF SEVERAL OTHER STRUCTURES, by a Process of

Molecular Coalescence, Demonstrable in certain Artificially-formed Products. Fcap. 8vo.

cloth, 4s. 6d.

DR. F. H. RAMSBOTHAM.
THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF OBSTETRIC MEDI-

CINE AND SURGERY. Illustrated with One Hundred and Twenty Plates on Steel

and Vi ood; forming one thick handsome volume. Fourth Edition. 8vo. cloth, 22s.

-©£-
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DR. RAMSBOTHAM.

PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS ON MIDWIFERY, with a Selection

of Cases. Second Edition. 8vo. cloth, I2s.

PROFESSOR REDWOOD, PH. D.

A SUPPLEMENT TO THE PHARMACOPOEIA: a concise but

comprehensive Dispensatory, and Manual of Facts and Formulae, for the use of Practi-

tioners in Medicine and Pharmacy. Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 22s.

DR. DU BOIS REYMOND.

ANIMAL ELECTRICITY
;

Edited by H. Bence Jones, M.D., F.R.S.
With Fifty Engravings on Wood. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. REYNOLDS, M.D.LOND.

EPILEPSY: ITS SYMPTOMS, TREATMENT, AND RELATION
TO OTHER CHRONIC CONVULSIVE DISEASES. 8vo. cloth, 1 Os.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF DISEASES OF THE BRAIN, SPINAL
CORD, AND THEIR APPENDAGES, tlvo. cloth, 8s.

DR. B. VV. RICHARDSON.

ON THE CAUSE OF THE COAGULATION OF THE BLOOD.
Being the Astlf.v CoorKR Prize Essay lor 1850. With a Practical Appendix.
8vo. cloth, 10s.

jj

THE HYGIENIC TREATMENT OF PULMONARY CONSUMP-
TION. 8vo. cloth, 5s. 6rf.

DR. RITCHIE, M D.

ON OVARIAN PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY. With
Engravings. Ovo. cloth, Os.

DR. WILLIAM ROBERTS, M.D., F.R.C.P.

AN ESSAY ON WASTING PALSY; being a Systematic Treatise on
the Disease hitherto described as ATROPI1IE MUSCULAIRE PROGRESSIVE.
With Four Plates. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

DR. ROUTH.

INFANT FEEDING, AND ITS INFLUENCE ON LIFE;
Or, the Causes and Prevention of Infant Mortality. Second Edition. Fcap. Ovo. cloth, Os.

DR. W. H. ROBERTSON.

f THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF GOUT. 8vo.dotb,ios.m.

!/ A TREATISE ON DIET AND REGIMEN. Fourth Edition. 2vois.

I l'2s. post Ovo. cloth.

• — - JO--'?
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DR. ROWE.

NERVOUS DISEASES, LIVER AND STOMACH COM-
PLAINTS, LOW SPIRITS, INDIGESTION, GOUT, ASTHMA, AND DIS-
ORDERS PRODUCED BY TROPICAL CLIMATES. With Cases. Sixteenth

Edition. Fcap. 8vo. 2s. 6 <1. «WWW(\\V\WV»WWV\

DR. ROYLE, F.R.S., AND DR. HEADLAND, M.D.

A MANUAL OE MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.
With numerous Engravings on Wood. Fourth Edition. Fcap.'Svo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

DR. RYAN, M.D.

INFANTICIDE: its law, prevalence, prevention, and
HISTORY. 8vo. cloth, os.

ST. BARTHOLOMEW’S HOSPITAL.

A DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE OE THE ANATOMICAL
MUSEUM. Vol. I. (1816), Vol. II. (1851), Yol. III. (1862), 3vo. cloth, 5s. each.

ST. GEORGE’S HOSPITAL^REPORTS. Vol. I. 8vo. 7s.m.

MR. T. P. SALT, BIRMINGHAM.

ON DEFORMITIES AND DEBILITIES OE THE LOWER
EXTREMITIES, AND THE MECHANICAL TREATMENT EMPLOYED
IN THE PROMOTION OF THEIR CURE. With numerous Plates. 8vo.

cloth, 15s. n.

ON RUPTURE : its causes, management, and cure,
and the various Mechanical Contrivances employed for its Relief. "With Engravings.

Post 8vo. cloth, 3s. . —
DR. SALTER, F.R.S.

ON ASTHMA : its Pathology, Causes, Consequences, and Treatment.

8 vo. cloth, Ids.

DR. SANKEY, M.D.LOND.

LECTURES ON MENTAL DISEASES. 8vo. doth, 8,.

DR. 3ANSOM, M.B.LOND.
I.

CHLOROFORM : its action and administration, a Hand-
book. With Engravings. Crown 8vo. cloth, 5s.

THE ARREST AND PREVENTION OE CHOLERA; being a
Guide to the Antiseptic Treatment. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 2s. 6c/.

MR. SAVORY.
A COMPENDIUM OF DOMESTIC MEDICINE. AND COMPA-

NION TO THE MEDICINE CHEST
;
intended as a Source of Easy Reference for

Clergymen, and for Families residing at a Distance from Professional Assistance.

Seventh Edition. 1 2mo. cloth, 5s.

DR. SCHACHT.
THE MICROSCOPE, AND ITS APPLICATION TO VEGETABLE
ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY. Edited by Frederick Cur iiey, M.A. Fcap.

8vo. cloth, 6s.

DR. SCORESBY-JACKSON, M.D., F.R.3.E.

MEDICAL CLIMATOLOGY
;

or, a Topographical and Meteorological
Description of the Localities resorted to in Winter and Summer l>y Invalids of various

classes both at Home and Abroad. With an Isothermal Chart. Post 8vo. cloth, 12s.
&V
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DR. SEMPLE.
()]\ COUGH : its Ganscs, Varieties, and Treatment. With some practical

Remarks on the Use of the Stethoscope as an aid to Diagnosis. Post 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d.

V

DR. SEYMOUR.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF SOME
1

OF THE PRINCIPAL dis-
eases OF THE OVARIA: their Symptoms and Treatment; to which are prefixed

Observations on the Structure and Functions of those parts in the Human Being and in

Animals. On India paper. Folio, 16s.

THE NATURE AND TREATMENT OF DROPSY; considered

especially in reference to the Diseases of the Internal Organs of the Body, which most

commonly produce it. 8vo. 5s.

DR. SMARTER, M.D., F.R.C.P.

THE CLIMATE OF THE SOUTH OF DEMON, AND ITS
INFLUENCE UPON HEALTH. Second Edition, with Maps. 8vo. cloth, 10s. Ccl.

MR. SHAW, M.R.C.S.

THE MEDICAL REMEMBRANCER; OB, BOOK OF EMER-
gencies. Fourth Edition. Edited,with Additions,byJonathan Hutchinson, F.R.C.S.

32mo. cloth, 2s. 6d.

DR. SHEA, M.D., B.A.

A MAEUAL OF ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY. With an Appendix of

Questions for the B.A. London and other Examinations. With Engravings. Foolscap

8 vo. cloth, 5s. 6d. ~

DR. SHRIMPTON.

CHOLERA: ITS SEAT, NATURE, AND TREATMENT. With
Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 4s. 6d. —

DR. SIBSON, F.R.3.

MEDICAL ANATOMY. With coloured Plates. Imperial folio. Fasci-

culi I. to VI. 5s. each. ,v™
DR. E. H. S1EVEKING.

ON EPILEPSY AND EPILEPTIFORM SEIZURES: their

Causes, Pathology, and Treatment. Second Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

DR. SIMMS.

A WINTER
_

IN PARIS : being a few Experiences and Observations

of French Medical and Sanitary Matters. Fcap. ilvo. cloth, 4s.

MR. SINCLAIR AND DR. JOHNSTON.

PRACTICAL MIDWIFERY : Comprising an Account of 13,748 Deli-

veries, which occurred in the Dublin Lying-in Hospital, during a period of Seven Years.

8vo. cloth, 10s.

DR. SIORDET, M.B.LOND., M.R.C.P.

MENTONE IN ITS MEDICAL ASPECT. Foolscap 8vo. cloth, 2,. G<7.

MR. ALFRED SMEE, F.R.S.

GENERAL DEBILITY AND DEFECTIVE NUTRITION; their

Causes, Consequences, and Treatment. Second Edition. Fcap. Ovo. cloth, 3s. (id.
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DR. SMELLIE.

OBSTETRIC PLATES: being a Selection from the more Important and
Practical Illustrations contained in the Original Work. With Anatomical and Practical

Directions. 8vo. cloth, 5s.

MR. HENRY SMITH, F.R.C.S.

ON STRICTURE OF THE URETHRA. 8vo. doth, 7.. 6d.

HAEMORRHOIDS AND PROLAPSUS OF THE RECTUM ;

Their Pathology and Treatment, with especial reference to the use of Nitric Acid. Third

Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s. nr

THE SURGERY OF THE RECTUM. Lettsomian Lectures. Fcap.
8vo. 2s. 6d.

.

DR. J. SMITH, M.D., F.R.C.S.EDIN.

HANDBOOK OF DENTAL ANATOMY AND SURGERY, FOR
THE USE OF STUDENTS AND PRACTITIONERS. Fcap. 3vo. cloth, 3s. 6o!.

DR. W. TYLER SMITH.

A MANUAL OF OBSTETRICS, THEORETICAL AND PRAC-
TICAL. Illustrated with 186 Engravings. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

DR. SNOW.
ON CHLOROFORM AND OTHER ANAESTHETICS : their i

ACTION AND ADMINISTRATION. Edited, with a Memoir of the Author, by
Benjamin W. Richardson, M.D. 8vo. cloth, 10s. 6d.

MR. J. VOSE SOLOMON, F.R.C.S.

TENSION OF THE EYEBALL; GLAUCOMA: some Account of
the Operations practised in the 19th Century. 8vo. cloth, 4s.

DR. STANHOPE TEMPLEMAN SPEER.

PATHOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY, IN ITS APPLICATION TO
THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. Translated from the French of MM. Becquerel
and Rodier. 8 vo. cloth, reduced to 8s.

MR. PETER SQUIRE.

A COMPANION TO THE 'BRITISH PHARMACOPEIA.
Third Edition. 8vo. cloth, 8s. 6d. n

THE PHARMACOPEIAS OF THIRTEEN OF THE LONDON
HOSPITALS, arranged in Groups for easy Reference and Comparison. 18mo. cloth,

3s. 6d.
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DR. STEGGALL.
students’ books for examination.

A MEDICAL MANUAL FOR APOTHECARIES’ HALL AND OTHER MEDICAL
BOARDS. Twelfth Edition. 12mo. cloth, 10s.

ii.

A MANUAL FOR THE COLLEGE OF SURGEONS; intended for the Use
of Candidates for Examination and Practitioners. Second Edition. 12mo. cloth, 10s.

hi.

GREGORY’S CONSPECTUS MEDICINE THEORETICS. The First Part, con-

taining the Original Text, with an Ordo Verborum, and Literal Translation. 12mo.

cloth, 10s. iv.

THE FIRST FOUR BOOKS OF CELSUS; containing the Text, Ordo Verb-
orum, and Translation. Second Edition. 12mo. cloth, 8s.

FIRST LINES FOR CHEMISTS AND DRUGGISTS PREPARING FOR ex-
amination AT THE PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY. Second Edition.

18mo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

MR. STOWE, M.R.C.S.

A TOXICOLOGICAL CHART, exhibiting at one view the Symptoms,
Treatment, and Mode of Detecting the various Poisons, Mineral, Vegetable, and Animal.

To which are added, concise Directions for the Treatment of Suspended Animation.

Twelfth Edition, revised. On Sheet, 2s.
;
mounted on Roller, 5s.

MR. FRANCIS SUTTON, F.C.S.

A SYSTEMATIC HANDBOOK OF VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS;
or, the Quantitative Estimation of Chemical Substances by Measure. With Engravings.

Post 8vo. cloth, 7s. 6d.

DR. SWAYNE.
OBSTETRIC APHORISMS FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS

COMMENCING MIDWIFERY PRACTICE. With Engravings on Wood. Third

Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 3s. 6d.

MR. TAMPLIN, F.R.C.S.E.

LATERAL CURVATURE OF THE SPINE: its Causes, Nature, and
Treatment. 8vo. cloth, 4s.

DR. ALEXANDER TAYLOR, F.R.S.E.

THE CLIMATE OF PAU ; with a Description of the Watering Places

of the Pyrenees, and of the Virtues of their respective Mineral Sources in Disease. Third

Edition. Post 8vo. cloth, 7s.

DR. ALFRED S. TAYLOR, F.R.SJ

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MEDICAL JURIS-
PRUDENCE. With 176 Wood Engravings. 8vo. cloth, 28s.

A MANUAL 0E MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE. Eighth Edition.

With Engravings. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6d.

hi.

ON POISONS, in relation to MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE AND
MEDICINE. Second Edition. Fcap. 8vo. cloth, 12s. 6J.
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MR. TEALE.

ON AMPUTATION BY A LONG AND A SHORT RECTAN-
GULAR FLAP. With Engravings on Wood. 8 vo. cloth, 5s.
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